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Preface
If you ask me what a PhD is, I would say it is a long, uncertain but rewarding academic journey
during which you struggle to find your way, and learn to stay on course, constantly looking back
to see if you are on course. You seem to understand your chosen path only when you have
reached your destination! I would also tell you that a PhD is interesting if you like a dialectical
approach to things. This is because sometimes, you wonder whether what you are doing is
enough to merit the award of a PhD, considering the contribution of others; other times, you
question yourself if you are not attempting to solve the world’s problem in a single 4-year
research. But it is in this daily state of conflict that you learn to sift the wheat from the tares; and
what counts from what can simply be counted. In the process you learn to express yourself as an
academic and mature in your thinking as a professional.
But in order to let you understand why every PhD candidate is so grateful to a whole list of
people, I would model a PhD as any human activity. It involves actors namely myself, my
promoters, supervisors, committee members, sponsors, supporting staff (secretaries, financial
administrator, computer helpdesk, etc) as well as friends and family. Diverse though the actors
are, we share a common objective which gives direction to the PhD research as an activity. Put
simply, this goal is to complete a scientific research and to present it in a way that society can
benefit from. This goal is reached by taking advantage of certain facilities such as books, the
laptop, internet, etc. These are called artefacts. Because the actors in a PhD are more than one
who share a common aspiration, we form a community; and because we are a community, certain
rules become necessary in order to facilitate the realization of our ultimate goal – the dissertation
you are reading. You can think of the rules as that which mediate the relations and interrelations
among the different individuals and group of individuals involved in the PhD research.
To reach a PhD goal therefore, is to take advantage of the necessary facilities in a given
environment and to play within certain rules. To have done this successfully, I am first grateful
to God who orchestrated the opportunity and gave me the strength, health and wisdom on a day
to day basis to reach my goal.
I thank my promoter, prof. Jouke M. Post. It’s amazing how you believed in my capabilities.
Your bird’s eye-view of the whole research helped me to think and work in terms of ends and not
only means. I am so grateful. From bottom-up were my co-promoters, dr.ir. Emilia L.C. van
Egmond-de Wilde De Ligny and dr.ir. Masi Mohammadi. Emilia and Masi, you helped me work
out the fine details - the ‘waste calculations’ of the dissertation - from the introduction through
the theoretical framework, analysis and conclusions to the appendix. We often disagreed, but like
the Dutch people, we always came to some useful and scientific consensus. Thank you so much
for your patience and support.
I would also like to thank all my committee members, both internal and external namely
prof.dr.ir. J.J.N. Lichtenberg, prof.dr. C.C.P. Snijders, prof.dr.ing. H.N.A. Wellington
(University of Ghana, Legon), prof.dr. G. Ofori (NUS, Singapore), and prof. Edward Badu
(KNUST, Kumasi). Your comments – both explicit and implicit- helped me to rethink the logic
of my logic to shape and reshape this piece of work. My sincere thanks also go to the entire
management of the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) for the admission and
opportunity to pursue a PhD in such an interesting learning environment. Specifically, I would
like to thank the Dean of my department – the Built Environment - prof.ir. E.S.M. Nelissen, for
her oversight, and position as the chairperson of my defense committee. I also want to thank the
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head of my unit, prof.dr. B.J.F Colenbrander, for his support in the daily adminstration of my
finances and all matters that affected my research. To all the staff of the our unit, especially the
secretaries on floor 7 of the Vertigo building where I worked - Naomi, Carla, Rietje, Monique,
and Jose - I say a big thank you.
Next, I would like to thank my sponsors, the Dutch government, through the NUFFIC-NFP, for
making the needed funds available to complete this research work. To this end, I am indebted to
Ms. Patricia Mierlo, my financial administrator at TU/e especially when it became necessary to
apply for extension to complete my work. And in this light, I cannot forget Mr. Jan van
Cranebrook, whose support helped me secure the fellowship. Jan, I say many thanks.
I wish to also thank Dr. J.K Borsah and Prof. Nkum for your diverse help during the initial
phases of applying for this fellowship. In this way, want to thank the Rector and entire
management of Cape Coast Polytechnic for this opportunity. On the field in Ghana, I wish to
thank all the architectural firms, especially architect Akita of adp for assisting me with the floor
plans I used for my study. On the other hand, are the residents of the apartments in Cape Coast
who opened to me the very privacy of the homes to collect the needed data. Thank you also
Charles Kumi Osei Mensah, for your assistance with the drawings. I also like to thank my PhD
colleagues, Sabai, Asri, Rika and Dewi for your friendship and support.
I wish to also express my sincere thanks to my family and friends. First, to my humble,
unassuming and indefatigable mother, Anti Ama Boadiwa, who though could not make it to the
fourth grade, has toiled and trained me to come this far. To my late father, Mr. Solomon AgyefiMensah, I say thanks to the memory of your love and support. I then want to thank my Uncle
Genesis for the great work you did in helping us speak and write the English language quite well
and early in our education. To all my siblings especially my brother David, and sweet Grandma,
Vic., I say God bless you for the love and support.
In particular, I want to thank my Pastor and the wife, and all the members of Emmanuel
Assembly of God, Cape Coast Antem, for the love and support especially all the children and
children teachers. To Mr. and Mrs. Ebo Mensah I am so grateful for adding me to your children
during these four years. To Mr. and Mrs. Asante Aboagye, your assistance was unique and
always practical. I say thank you. Here in the Netherlands, the love of the brethren in the Church
of Pentecost, Eindhoven cannot be overlooked. Brethren, I say thank you and God bless you.
Old friends they say are the best, and true they are! One such friend is my primary school
classmate, Cynthia whose friendship and encouragement kept me refreshed especially at the
latter days of my programme. I say thank you. And of course, not forgetting Adelaide and
Yvonne Nana Adjoa Essel. Indeed, it is difficult for one’s list of appreciation to be exhaustive
enough when there are so many people to be grateful to. To fathers like Mr. Agyefi, Bro. Avaala,
Bro. Philip, and countless many whom I cannot name, I say God richly bless you all. To every
one of you, I am grateful. Grateful simply for believing in me and challenging me with your
contribution in whatever form and however small that I can be more than imagined myself.
So, to all the actors who formed part of the community my PhD research, I say thank you all.
Stephen Agyefi-Mensah
Eindhoven, 2013
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Abstract
Since independence in 1957, different design solutions have been applied to public/social
housing in Ghana including apartment buildings. Although on a limited scale, the government
continues to intervene in the housing deficit through the provision of apartment buildings.
However, the extent to which past designs meet requirements in terms of functionality and
adaptability is not known. This knowledge is considered important because often a conflict arises
between the dynamic nature of people’s life and the rather static design attributes of the spaces
they live in. As a result, although most houses are rarely to change, over time new requirements
evolve, and designs become disabled in terms of supporting use and adaptations. This is
particularly so with government-provided housing called social/public housing, where users in
most cases do not have a direct say in the determination of requirements. Studies show that they
are consequently characterized by residents’ dissatisfaction, high occupants’ turnover, and
eventual early demolition. In the absence of knowledge of the functionality and adaptability of
the past solutions, it is difficult to know what changes are required and how to respond through
design. For decision-making, the critical question is not only “how” to respond, but more
importantly what/which change(s) is/are required by occupants and on what basis this can be
accounted for.
Different responses have been adopted to bridge this gap between requirements for use and
design attributes over time. On one hand, designers have leaned on instrumental rationality with
a focus on strategy (how) such as flexibility in designs. But despite a century of effort, flexibility
in design is still marginal. Focusing on “what” users’ requirements are, (design) researchers in
the class of environment-behavior researchers on the other hand, have also sought to bring user
requirements into the design equation through feedback information. Its positivist theoretical
perspectives based on constructs such as user preferences and satisfaction also has limitation.
Essentially, the constructs are “fuzzy” implicit notions, rooted in the cognitive, emotional and the
affective domains of people. For example, what do people mean when they rate themselves as
satisfied or dissatisfied given the diversity and complexity of factors which affect people’s
satisfaction in physical environments? In addition, how does this knowledge contribute directly
to design decision-making?
This study therefore argued that beyond user preferences and residential satisfaction measures,
residents’ household activities and the adaptations they make to/in the units they occupy provide
a more theoretically grounded and empirically verifiable basis. They are also practical and
context-responsive. The study argued that given the dynamic mutual interrelationship between
people and their physical environments, an approach to theory which permits a dual ontological
view of design solutions as a technical artefect is critical. A systems approach to research,
performance-based in nature was therefore used.
Accordingly, the apartment designs were conceptualized as consisting of 1) a demand side
expressed through users’ space requirements (for household activities), and 2) a supply side
defined by the attributes of the spaces provided. These two aspects were deemed as separate but
mutually interdependent. Theoretically, the study leaned on Activity Theory (AT). Activity
Theory conceptualizes human activities as the visible expression of people’s physiological as
well as inherent socio-psychological needs in space. It argues that through activities –interactions
with the material world – people make explicit what their implicit and intangible needs are.
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To operationalize this approach, the study was designed as an ex-poste product evaluation study
based on the Longevity Argument. The Longevity Argument posits that evidence for the future is
embedded in knowledge of the past through the present; and that the entire course of the future
can be assumed to be contained in the present. It means using the benefit of hindsight to gain
foresight. A multi-case study adopting mixed methods was used to inductively explore the actual
use of six (6) cases public apartment design solutions in Cape Coast by 111 households
occupying them and to evaluate how this is supported by the space design attributes. This was
done after the designs were characterized in terms of plan form typology, size, layout and
functional distribution. By inductive, the research followed a form of reasoning that sought to
provide evidence for design decision-making rather than a “yes” or “no” answer on user
requirements.
The study found that in terms of size, although public apartment buildings in Ghana meet
requirements when compared to minimum national and international standards, in practice they
fail in terms of standards of living space per person. Functionally, the provisions of rooms and
makes them more desirable in light of national housing conditions. However, while they provide
for generic household activities, more culturally-embedded activities are challenged. Spatially,
the layout of the units shows that design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana are
more spatially differentiated with relative higher depth when compared to the traditional
compound houses typical of Ghanaian homes. In terms of plan form, while the central staircase
(point block) with lobby access remains dominant to date, the gallery access typologies are
consistently getting out of use.
Residents of public apartment buildings are middle class nuclear family households in the modal
age bracket 31 – 40. After this age bracket, having stayed for up to a modal period of 10 years,
there is a sharp decline in the number of people who continue to stay in public apartment
buildings in Ghana. Occupants’ turnover is therefore high considering the high demand for
housing in Ghana. For some, the reason is not only the size of the unit relative to household size
over time, but the disparity between rent and space size as they rise on the employment ladder
with time. Because for most Ghanaian a house is both a status symbol and security for old age,
the high turnover also suggests that apartments may be used as stepping stones in the housing
career.
To meet evolving requirements, residents make different spatial adaptations, mostly
appropriating excess space, raw spaces as well as slack areas. This is mainly in response to
sleeping, storage and more culturally-embedded activities. The adaptations are typically of two
forms: functional changes in which residents trade-off the intended functions of spaces for others
without making physical alterations; and add-in alterations where they construct spaces within
the perimeter walls of the units. More adaptations were associated with households where greater
disparity existed between dwelling size and household size. In addition to household activities,
residents use the units for home-based business activities. Based on the observations made, this
thesis concludes that:
1) Public apartment buildings in Ghana meet requirements sufficiently but not necessarily.
2) However well design intentions might be, changes in use requirements will often catch up
with and likely make intentions redundant and specifications obsolete. Because it is
difficult to foresee what all these changes might be, it is important to think of buildings,
and their attributes in terms of time. In other words, a diachronic rather than the
iv

conventional synchronic view of buildings is important. It means rather than describe and
measure buildings in terms of specific materials and components, it is necessary to
analyze them in terms of time: structure that last for 50 years (as per architects in Ghana)
in light of a space plan that is useful for 5 to 10 years (occupancy change). It makes time
an indispensable dimension in the definition and discussion of sustainability.
3) People are embedded in physical and socio-cultural contexts, and their requirements, as a
function of their activities, cannot be understood outside of it. For evidence-based
designs, use studies (product evaluation of building) focusing on activities is critical to
understanding and eliciting requirements. It means defining use through use, and not
through design, or even users’ subjective preference and satisfaction. This is because
activities are always in pursuit of goals that meet needs. As dynamic as people’s needs
are therefore, activities will change and give form and expression to needs in a way that
is empirically verifiable. This makes the basis for design decision-making evidence-based
contributing overall to sustainable housing performance.
4) Functionality, properly defined, is the fitness of (space) design attributes to use
requirements through time in specific socio-cultural context situations. A crucial
dimension of functionality thus, is not only the socio-cultural issues relating to people’s
characteristics and their activities but also how time changes these parameters.
5) A dwelling unit is as functional as its space plan supports changes in requirements over
time. To extend the lifespan of buildings is to enhance the capabilities of the space plan
to support changes in requirements. Indeterminate, functionally neutral spaces can
facilitate functionality and adaptability in general. However, reducing the constraints on
the space plan imposed by the higher building layers namely the structure, skin and
services give to designs the leverage for adaptability and hence sustainable performance.
6) For sustainable housing performance, design solutions must be conceived from a time
perspective with focus on the lifespan performance of its parts. In addition to this,
empirical evidence of use requirements is critical.
The study demonstrates that a systems approach to housing design research, leaning on activities
and user adaptations as the means to understanding user requirements can be useful for evidencebased designs. It recommends that it is important for designers and design researchers to think
about space design attributes (specifications) not only with users’ activity in mind, but the effect
of time. This is the lifespan performance thinking. It is also important to adopt a performancebased approach to space standards development, with focus on ends - users activities. It is also
important to adopt a performance-based approach to the procurement of design solutions for
public apartments using occupant feedback through building performance evaluation studies.
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Chapter One
1

The nature and scope of research problem

1.1 Introduction
It is now the goal of the global community to achieve sustainability in all facets of human
development. The thesis of this dissertation is that to achieve this goal, empirical evidence, based
on context-relevant scientific research is key to decision-making. As a concept, sustainability
embraces any approach to development that meets present needs without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987). This means, in the quest to improve
the quality of human life, sustainability strives to ensure that needs are fulfilled not only in the
present time but also in the future. In other words, while meeting present needs, development
systems must have the capacity to facilitate and/or support changes in requirements over time. One
area of human development where sustainability has become particularly important is building
construction in general, and housing in particular (ISO 15392: 2008). A basic reason is that as a
product, buildings have relatively long lifespans. The impact on the quality of human life, the
environment when demolished, as well as invested capital in terms of profit cannot be
underestimated. For housing, the impact on the quality of human life makes it even more
important (Haaselaar, 2009).
Like “wicked problems,” sustainability as a concept is rather ambiguous, with complex
interdependencies that cover a wide variety of aspects – social, environmental and economic. To
provide a clearer way of dealing with issues, the United Nations and the European Commission
adopted the so-called “3P Approach” to link the three aspects. (Adams, 2006; European
Commission, 2002). The 3Ps represents people, planet and profit/prosperity. In general, the 3P
have assumed different levels of importance in different contexts of discussions on sustainability.
Adams (2006), notes that while issues relating to the planet (environment) and profit have
received considerable research attention, the dimension relating to people remains marginal. This
is more so in Africa and other developing countries (du Plessis, 2001). To address the people
dimension in housing, the implication for housing is that design solutions must meet users’ needs
in the present and still have capacity to meet future qualitative demands. In other words, design
solutions must be functional and yet remain adaptable to changes in requirements. A study on the
functionality and adaptability of design solutions using public apartments in a developing country
like Ghanaian as case study is thus worthwhile.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce this research. First, it examines the challenge of
meeting user needs/requirements in housing, and how shortfalls in understanding and
incorporating the requirements of end users in design contribute to deficits in performance. It then
chapter discusses the importance of occupant feedback and how this can help provide the means to
understand and elicit user requirements and help bridge the “requirements gap”. The case is made
for public apartment buildings in Ghana. To define the scope of the study, functionality and
adaptability at the space plan level of the housing design solutions are discussed. Based on this
review the aim and objectives of the study is defined. The chapter ends by outlining the relevance
of this study to the development of scientific knowledge, design practice and policy decisionmaking. The main method used is literature review relying largely on argument by authority.
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1.2 Housing and housing quality
In order to live and maintain life, human beings require some set of basic items. This set is
generally held to include food, clothing and shelter. A house falls in the category of shelter. As
shelter, a house protects its occupants against the elements, and other harsh and injurious
environmental conditions such pests, insects and other harmful organisms. But even more
importantly, a house provides support for the activities necessary to fulfill basic human needs.
These needs may be physiological such as the need for food, sleep, and rest. They may also be
socio-psychological such as the need for love and belongingness obtained through the warmth of
family and socialization with friends. Socio-psychological needs also include a feeling of selfesteem achieved through desired levels of privacy, as well as the opportunity for autonomy and
creativity (Maslow, 1954; Smith, 1994; Bratt, 2002; Sparke, 2004; Deci and Ryan, 2009).
Maslow’s theory, which explains human needs, posits that like vitamins, these needs cannot be
substituted one for the other; they are independently necessary. To fulfill these diverse and
mutually exclusive needs, a house provides the place and space for activities such as cooking and
eating, sleeping and resting, leisure, child upbringing as well as care and support for the elderly.
An important function of a house beyond shelter therefore, is the support it provides for living as
well as the effective and efficient execution of household activities in any given context.
To many low/moderate income residents in developing countries, a house is not only a place to
live but also to work (Strassman, 1986; Sinai, 1998a, 2002; Tipple, 2002). By providing support
for home-based business activities, residents are able to generate and increase household income,
which contributes overall to economic sustenance. In this way, a house becomes more than brick
and mortar, and as Emmitt and Gorse (2005) note, “a container for living, working and playing
in”. Because of these multi-dimensional roles, a house is considered a “vital element for achieving
socially, economically and environmentally sustainable development” (UN, 2004). This
underscores the importance of a house to the overall wellbeing of occupants.
For many reasons, usually financial however, countless number of people in the world, especially
urban residents in developing countries are unable to meet this all-important need. One UNHabitat report indicates that almost a billion people already live in slum conditions around the
world, and that slums are growing dramatically in world’s poorest cities particularly, in SubSahara Africa (UN-Habitat, 2007). Qualitatively, the United Nations report that the lack of
adequate living space is most acute in Africa and South- and South-east Asia (UN Habitat, 2006).
For example, the United Nations Population Division (UNDP) reports that in all Africa, living
space per person is less than 20m2 with 96% being less than 14 m2 (UNPD, 2000)1. Between 1990
and 1995, the UNDP2 reports that, the floor area per person in Ghana and Cameroun were 5.5 and
9.6 square meters respectively. This can be compared to Indonesia and Chile (both 14.4 m2),
Israel, (28.0 m2) and Denmark (51.0 m2) for the same period. The problem is worse for urban
residents because more than 25% (about 560 million) of which are confronted with housing that
lack adequate sanitation and access to clean water; and structurally unsound with no security of
tenure (UN Habitat, 2006).

1

United Nations Population Division (UNDP) on sustainability https://www.un.org/esa/population/pubsarchive/chart/2.pdf accessed 28/11/13
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UNDP - Charting the progress of populations http://www.un.org/esa/population/pubsarchive/chart/15.pdf accessed 28/11/13
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Quantitatively, in Ghana, an estimated housing deficit of about 1.7 million is reported (The Daily
Graphic Online, October 16, 2013). To address the deficit, the report indicated that an annual
delivery of 85,000 housing units is required consistently for 20 years. The supply to demand ratio
(for new housing) according to the Ministry of Water Resources, Works and Housing (MWRWH),
fluctuates around 35% (MWRWH, 2005). Government’s contribution to this is barely significant
representing only some 5% (Tipple, 2000). The extent of the problem is manifested in the socalled UN-definition of a house adopted by the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) in Population and
Housing Census3 which includes anything used as living quarters such as huts, tents, kiosk and
containers (GSS, 2002; 2012). Although these makeshift structures constitute only about 2% of the
housing stock, it shows that the quantitative problem is huge to the point that issues of quality may
be compromised.
Qualitatively, a good number of the existing housing stock in Ghana are characterized by poor
materials in deteriorating conditions that cannot protect occupants adequately against the elements
(Twum-Baah et al., 1995; ISSER/UNDP, 2001). Most units also have little or no basic service
infrastructure including proper drainage and waste disposal systems (MWRWH, 2005). For
example, Konadu-Agyeman (2001), surveyed the housing conditions of low income families in
urban Accra, comparing the situation in the 1950s to that in the 1990s. The study concluded that
the situation in 1990s showed a seemingly deteriorated condition. The 2010 Population and
Housing Census report presents a more current overview. According to the report, 44.5% of all
households in Ghana occupy only one room; 24.8% occupy two rooms with 11.6% occupying
three rooms (GSS, 2012). This is in light of a national population per house of 7.3 and an average
household size of 4.4 persons (GSS, 2012). Compounding these challenges is the lack of a
consistent programme of maintenance, especially public housing. The existing stock therefore
continues to deteriorate.
The housing problem is thus of immense magnitude globally and locally, both in quantity and
quality. For urban dwellers in developing countries the situation is worse. In Ghana, rapid
urbanization and population growth, low income levels and the ever increasing withdrawal of
public funds for housing further compounds the problem.
In response to this demand, governments the world over intervene to provide housing for citizens
in a system called public/social housing. One form of this housing is apartment buildings.
Commonly referred to in Ghana as government flats, public apartments can be described as multistorey, multi-family housing units funded and administered by government and/or quasigovernment institutions for citizens usually formal workers in the low/moderate income bracket at
subsidized rents. After the Second World War, social housing became the model response to the
extreme housing shortage in Europe and America due to the immense devastation and the
characteristic baby boom that followed (Rowlands et al., 2009; Sherwood, 1996; Friedman, 2002;
Schneider and Till, 2007).
In many developing countries and former colonies of Western countries such as Ghana, Nigeria,
Tanzania and India, social housing projects started after independence (from about the 1950s
through the 1960s). This has taken different forms and on different scales. In Ghana for example,
the socialist-communist Nkrumah administration as part of the goal to industrialize the Ghanaian
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The definition of a housed adopted covers “…any type of shelter used as living quarters such as separate houses, semi-detached houses,
flats/apartments, compound houses, huts, tents, kiosks and containers. Living quarters or dwelling units refer to a specific area or space occupied
by a particular household and therefore need not necessarily be the same as a house of which the dwelling unit is a part” (GSS, 2000, 2010)
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economy, embarked on housing for public workers and civil servants. Most of these followed the
mass housing construction of post WWII European governments (Tipple, 2000; The Statesman,
2007). Successive governments, notably the Acheampong and Rawlings regimes (MWH, 1973;
MWH, 1986), as well as the Kuffour administration also intervened at various points in public
housing in Ghana (ISSER, 2008). Besides the many single-family houses, commonly referred to
as “low-cost houses” that were constructed in many capital towns and cities across the country
(Tipple, 2000), multi-storey, multi-family apartment units were also built. Indeed, apartment
buildings continue to be built as part of government housing programmes, though on a relatively
small scale.
For all their usefulness however, many social housing units including public apartment buildings
are criticized for failing to meet requirements in terms of practical usability over time. As a result,
they are often demolished well before their intended lifespan. For example, Pickard (2002) reports
that in the UK, most social housing units were demolished after only some 20 years. In other parts
of Europe, while Rowland et al. (2012) are cautious to blame the failure on the lack of flexibility
in physical layouts, they express concern about the premature demolition of mass housing estates.
Across North America, government housing agencies sought to improve the physical and social
conditions of public housing by demolishing existing properties (Sousa and Quarter, 2004).
Many developing countries following the model of social housing in developed countries, have
also suffered similar difficulties. Tipple (2000) points to experiments with high-rise, high
technology social housing in Africa that followed those in Europe, noting that most failed because
they were unsuitable for the target population. For example, Ghana government’s experiments
with Industrialized Building Systems (IBS) for mass housing in the 1950s imported from Holland
were abandoned upon the recommendation of United Nations Technical Assistance Mission on
Housing to Ghana (Essienyi, 2011). In Nigeria, Chokor (2005) attributed the failure of public
housing to colonial design concepts, standards and planning regulations, which paid little attention
to socio-cultural factors.
Put together, it can be noted that although the housing problem is of such magnitude beyond most
citizens of the world, government intervention through social housing of fail in to meet
requirements in the long run. One key evidence is the premature demolition of social housing
units. In the view of this research, this is only a symptom of a much deeper problem which
requires further discussion. This problem relates to user requirements and how it is counted or
discounted in the design of social housing.
1.3 The ‘requirements gap’ and failure of public housing
In the view of this research, most designs for public housing fail because of what can be described
as a ‘requirements gap’ – the gap in communication between end users and designers about
housing requirements. It arises because unlike owner-occupier units that are bespoke, in
social/public housing end users do not have a direct say in the determination or engineering of
requirements and overall housing development (Sousa and Quarter, 2004). Residents move into
existing units at best altering them during occupancy (Rapoport, 2005). A common reason for this
is that the eventual are users are often not known or are not present to plan with. Government, the
paying client, through designers or committee representatives, therefore represents the interest and
thus determines what user requirements should be. Requirements are consequently “summarized”,
“normalized” or “standardized” based on some common denominator characteristics of users such
their values Design rules of thumb based usually on minimum standards are then applied to
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develop specifications The resulting solutions may then be replicated from one place to another,
with variation as becomes necessary in the course of time (Schneider and Till, 2007; Pickard,
2002; Zeisel, 1984).
The pitfall in this approach is that it leads to ‘one-size-fit-all’, ‘stereotypical’ (Finlay, 2011;
Kronenburg, 2007; Rebano-Edwards, 2007), designs considered to be ‘idealized representations’
of lifestyle (Muller, 1981). In other words, the designs are like a single suit intended to fit
everybody’s requirements. Characteristically the designs are often small and inflexible, with
spatial configurations that lack both variety and the capacity to accommodate post-occupancy
changes (Wong, 2010; Yap & Walander, 2010). Sommer (1990) describes them as tight-fit, hard
architecture that needs to be humanized. It often leads to user dissatisfaction and high occupancy
turnover, with some making illegal alterations to their flats (Mohit et al., 2010; Sulliven and Chen,
1997; Vischer, 1985). To many residents therefore social housing becomes only useful as
‘stepping stones’ in the search for living accommodation (Rowlands et al, 2012). Thus, mass
housing solutions based on ‘mass requirements’ intended for the ‘mass man’ fail to meet the
requirements in the long-term.
The factors that account for this failure are diverse and complex. Beyond cultural differences,
studies show that each housing project, each place, and each group of building users (by age,
social class, and professional training) are unique and context-specific (Lawrence, 1982; Rapoport,
1990). For example, Preiser (1983) found that occupants’ requirement differ with stage in the
family life cycle. Thus, it is impracticable to think that playing ‘surrogates’ for users, whether this
is by government representation or the designers without empirical evidence can lead to designs
that meet requirements in the long term. In addition to this, while minimum standards and rules of
thumb are useful for providing general guidelines in emergent design decision-making, they often
become dogmatic with little regard for the variables which affect their use.
In reality however, given the lean government budget for social housing, it is also equality
difficult to make designs that meet the specific requirements of all users. One response to the
dilemma has been citizen participation at the design stage, thought to be the antithesis of the
traditional approach where the designer determines what user requirements should be. This
approach is called participatory design (Lawrence, 1982, 1987; Hamdi, 1991; Sanoff, 2000). It
provides users the opportunity to participate directly in the formulation of requirements for design.
Another useful but often neglected means of getting user input is through occupant feedback,
called post-occupancy evaluation (POE). Unlike participatory design, POE is indirect and is useful
after buildings have built and occupied for some time.
1.4 The rationale for building (functional) performance evaluation
Building performance evaluation, generally referred to as post-occupancy evaluation (POE), is a
practical, result-oriented feedback technique by which buildings are assessed and their
performance improved. According to Leaman et al. (2010) building performance evaluation is
concerned with solving building/design problems not simply gaining knowledge; predicting
effects not simply finding causes; producing empirically robust and actionable results not simply
establishing statistical relationships; and involves practical field research not laboratory-based
experiments. This means building performance evaluation is solution-oriented, future-focused and
takes a practical approach to acquiring understanding and solving building problems.
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As a subject, POE has been greatly researched and its benefits for public buildings has been
demonstrated. This include developed countries such as the UK and USA, Canada and and South
Africa (Zimring, 1980; Vischer, 1985; Manning, 1987; Prieser & Vischer, 2005; Leaman et al.,
2010; Stevenson and Rijal, 2010; Hendrickson and Wittman, 2010; Hassanain, 2007). Also in
developing countries such as Nigeria, Egypt, Bangladesh and Ghana some studies have been
undertaken (Adewunmi et al., 2011; Amole, 2009; Tipple, 1996; 2000; Yankson, 2000). Different
definitions have therefore been proposed. For example, Preiser and Vischer (2005) defined
building evaluation as “the act of evaluating buildings in a systematic and rigorous manner after
they have been built and occupied for some time”. A more comprehensive and operational
definition in light of this research is presented by Zimring (1996). According to Zimring building
performance evaluation:
“is the systematic assessment of the process of delivering buildings or other
designed settings or of the performance of those settings as they are actually used,
or both, as compared to a set of implicit or explicit standards, with the intention of
improving the process or setting”.
In other words, building performance evaluation on one hand, evaluates the processes through
which buildings and other designed artefacts are procured, and on the other, how those
environments as products of design support their intended functions. Van der Voordt and van
Wegen (2005) accordingly distinguish process evaluation which focuses on the construction and
management aspect from product evaluation which deals with the performance of the building as
an outcome of design intended for use. The underlying objective is to provide feedback
information which can serve as a basis to improve both the existing stock of buildings as well as to
make future innovative solutions. This can be done by comparing actual building use situations –
such as the support for required activities – with both implicit and explicit design assumptions
and/or standards as expressed in the attributes of design solutions.
The merits in building performance evaluation cannot be overemphasized. Primarily, it helps to
learn from existing buildings and their users how buildings actually perform and are used rather
than how they were thought to perform and to be used. In other words, it helps to check in a
completed building, whether and to what extent the conditions predicted to result from design
decision did occur. This provides knowledge to formulate user requirements (design briefs, or
programmes) for new buildings, and to evaluate the possible consequences of design alternatives,
enabling choice of the most appropriate (Manning, 1987; Zimring & Reizenstein, 1980). From a
product point of view therefore, it can be stated that building performance evaluation provides the
means by which the ‘health’ of buildings can be diagnosed, for necessary corrective measures to
be taken, and useful advice given in order to prevent the occurrence of building ‘ill-health’ in the
future. In this way, it provides ‘feedback’ information which can serve as ‘feed-forward’ for future
designs.
These advantages notwithstanding, for most designers and builders, the success of a building
(project) ends with commissioning. Studies show that very few designers closely engage with the
performance of the buildings they create (Bordass and Leaman, 2005; Leaman et al., 2010;
Debyshire, 2010). Blyth (2000) observed that most designers notice shortfalls in their designs only
when asked to investigate failure (cited in Bordass and Leaman, 2005). But such an approach is
post-mortem and only reactionary. Other have cited the costs in time, material and human resource
as the reason for its poor consideration as a method for getting user requirements in design (van
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der Voordt and van Wegen, 2005). Yet others have pointed to the difficulty associated with
understanding and eliciting the requirements of users given its ‘soft’, fuzzy’ and evolutionary
nature (Johnson, 1992; Sutcliffe, 2002).
Although substantial amount of studies exist on buildings in general Leaman et al. (2010) notes
that relatively little exist on housing. For example, although the Probe4 project which started in
1995 in the UK evaluated public buildings, none of these were domestic (Cohen et al., 2001a;
Bordass et al., 2001a, 2001b). It involved department offices, educational buildings, medical
centres, and warehouses. Stevenson (2009) has attributed the challenge to the diversified form of
housing designs relative to the number of users.
In developing countries the situation is worse. Fiadwo et al., (2001) observe that in developing
countries, very few housing quality studies have been undertaken. And although studies exist in
many developed countries, the differences in context make significant what Lawrence (1982)
describes as ‘contextual contingencies’. This cannot be overlooked if designs will be sustainable
(Muller, 1981; Rapoport, 1969, 2005). There is also the problem of the ‘applicability gap’ – the
difficulty in applying research findings in practice - not only because of context differences, but
also differences methods adopted (Rebano-Edwards, 2007). It raises questions about the external
validity of existing reports, and hence the extent to which results can directly by extended to
developing countries such as Ghana. Thus, the problem is not only practical in terms of the need
for such studies, but also theoretical in terms methods used.
In the recent past, there is a growing interest in the evaluation of housing units of all types. This
includes single-storey family housing units (Gupta and Chandiwala, 2010), and multi-storey units
for students housing such as hostels (Adewunmi et al., 2011; Amole, 2009). Others have
particularly focused on public apartments (Hendrickson and Wittman, 2010; Stevenson and Rijal,
2010; Lee et al., 2010; Wong, 2010). In Ghana for example, some studies have been reported.
Sinai (1998a, 2002) examined house types and housing in Kumasi. Sinai’s works evaluated
patterns of use, and the home-based business activities of residents, and how this affects the spatial
requirement of users, for example. Yankson (2000) also examined houses and residential
neighborhoods as work places in urban areas.
A defining characteristic of these studies in Ghana however, is the focus on the informal system of
housing; that is, the self-built, owner-occupier, single-family houses, on one hand, and the
traditional, two and three-storey buildings on the other. While this may be justified on the grounds
that the informal system of housing contributes about 70% of the housing stock in Ghana
(MWRWH, 2005), the cases are different in terms of building use context. The results can
therefore not be directly extrapolated due to the peculiarities of public apartment buildings.
Studies on the formal (public) housing are not only few, and yet focused on the single-storey low
cost housing units (Tipple, 1996, 2000). Thus, little is known specifically, in relation to public
apartment buildings.
The need to focus on public apartment is heightened by the fact the pressures of urbanization and
population growth keeps increasing. In response to its challenges, successive governments in
4

PROBE (Post occupancy review of building engineering) was a research project which ran from 1995-2002 under the Partners in
Innovation scheme (jointly funded by the UK Government and The Builder Group, publishers of Building Services Journal - now
the CIBSE Journal). It was carried out by Energy for Sustainable Development, William Bordass Associates, Building Use Studies
and Target Energy Services. http://www.cibse.org/index.cfm?go=page.view&item=2481accessed 26/08/13 at 11.26 am
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Ghana continue to intervene in the housing problem in Ghana, through the provision of apartment
buildings, albeit on a limited scale. However, it is not known the extent to which past apartment
design solutions meet user requirements for use in terms of functionality and adaptability. For
improved policy and design decision-making, empirical evidence is need.
1.5 Evidence-based design and building performance evaluation
While a number of factors have given impetus to building performance evaluation in recent times,
the quest for sustainability and sustainable building performance is primary. The principles of
sustainability in building and construction require that buildings meet demand and requirements
not only in terms of ecological and economic efficiency but socially in terms of product
functionality over time (ISO 15392: 2008). This means it must meet the requirements for use, and
thus must be socially sustainable. But as a concept, sustainability argues that while thinking
global, it is important to act local, more so for Africa and developing countries (du Plessis, 2001).
This makes local data based on the best possible understanding of the existing situations necessary
in terms of the social, cultural, economic, and physical aspects for decision making.
On building regulations for example, Meacham (2004g) observes that most modern codes assume
on resources, technology and infrastructure which are not available in most parts of the world.
Meacham there notes that when applying concepts to other countries, it is it is important “to
respond appropriately to the actual circumstances, needs, limits and societal desires rather than to
ideals established in wealthy, highly developed countries”. This means there is the need for
empirical evidence based on “context-relevant scientific research” (Kohler and Hassler, 2002).
In design and planning circles, this has given birth to what is now known as evidence-based
design, an approach to modern architectural practice which involves observing how people use
designed artefacts in order to anticipate and address their real and felt needs (Hawkson and
Watkins, 2009; Hillier, 2008; Vischer, 2008). Based on this feedback, existing housing designs
can be modified, and new solutions created in ways that increase the life expectancies of
dwellings, making them more functional and hence sustainable (Dawson, 2008). The argument
thus, is that understanding the functional performance of past design solutions in light of current
demands can provide insights for improved future decision-making. In other words, to effectively
respond to the realities of future housing needs qualitatively, it is important to learn from how past
solutions function using present requirements as the lens or barometer.
One practical effect of this call for sustainability is seen in the gradual shift from traditional,
prescriptive building regulations to performance-based regulations, codes and standards. It is
rooted in the new approach to building – performance-based building (Gibson, 1982; Szigeti and
Davis, 2005; Spekkink and Jasuja, 2005). It is an approach to building delivery that focuses on
what a building or building product is required to do rather than prescribing how it is to be
constructed; about ends rather than means (Gibson, 1982). It shifts design thinking from
‘designing things right’ to ‘designing the right thing’ (Sutcliffe, 2002); and thus from a top-down,
designer-centred approach, to one that resolves design problems through an understanding of the
mutual relationship between user requirements and performance attributes.
The concept now finds application in the development of building regulations in what has become
known as performance-based building regulations and codes (Pilzer and Jasuja, 2005). It is a
functional, objective-based approach to the specification of standards (Meacham et al., 2005). One
of its important hallmarks is a clear outlining of the goals and objectives that reflect societal
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expectations and desires, along with functional requirements, and performance requirements,
which are to be used for assessing the extent to which goals are met (ibid). The reason the
increasing adoption of performance-based building regulation is because it places premium on
stakeholder (user/occupant) needs. In addition, it encourages innovation in design, and flexible to
diverse societal demands, besides being verifiable (Sexton and Barrett, 2005; Duncan, 2005).
A critical question Meacham et al. (2005) identifies for performance-based building regulation
however relates to what society’s expectations and how these are being met. This makes empirical
evidence necessary and building performance evaluation worthwhile not only for design but also
for policy decision-making in terms of the development of space standards. Thus:




For design solutions to be sustainable, they must be evidence-based, and to be evidence-based
they must be rooted in empirical research. To contribute to sustainable building performance,
it is important therefore to evaluate the existing designs for both design decision-making and
the development of performance-based building standards and regulations.
For optimum stakeholder benefit, performance evaluation of public housing projects is
necessary. On one hand, it would help to avoid past design mistakes through the benefit
occupants feedback, as it provides the basis for sensible new solutions. On the other hand, it
benefits the government in policy decision-making, as well as regulators and facility
managers who have the responsibility to ensure quality before, during and after design and
construction.

1.6 The case for public apartment buildings (in Ghana)
Evaluation of the performance of (public) apartment buildings is an important agenda for housing
design research for a number of reasons. As earlier indicated, public apartments are non-bespoke
housing units most of which are based on ‘minimum dwelling concepts’, set in national standards
such as building regulations. Although by definition standards 5 should provide for optimum
benefits of stakeholders (ISO Guide 2, clause 1.2.2), building regulations specify minimum
provisions (Meacham et al., 2005). The reality however, is that people require “larger-thanminimum” space provisions for effective living (Isham and Washington, 2004). Apart from setting
minimum standards, building regulation for example is considered to be too general, scanty and
prescriptive, and also vary with context (Chapanis, 1996).
For example, while a gross minimum floor area of between 116.13 and 134.71 m2 is recommended
for a three bedroom unit in the United States (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001), in UK, this ranges
between 92 and 105m2 (HATC, 2006). It makes it difficult to determine when requirements have
been met. The disparity also raises questions over which standard becomes the benchmark for
assessing performance especially for designers in countries that look to these international
standards. Most of these standards also provide performance standards without standards for
performance assessment 6. For these reasons, some have therefore questioned the usefulness of
building regulations for example, as the vehicle for spaces standards (HATC, 2006). With respect
5

‘A standard is a technical specification or other document available to the public, drawn up with the cooperation of and
consensus or general approval of all interests affected by it, based on the consolidated results of science, technology and
experience aimed at the promotion of optimum community benefits and approved by a standardizing body’.
6

Performance standards are the general standards with which a product should comply. The standards for performance assessment provides the
means of verifying the performance defined by the general standards (ISO 6241 -1984 (E))
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to functionality, minimum space provision restrain adaptability as it reduces spaces to single use
and furniture layout (Schneider and Till, 2007).
Socio-culturally, the seminal works of Amos Rapoport since ‘House form and culture’ (Rapoport,
1969) has shown that there is a strong link between the built-environments, specifically houses
and culture. According to Rapoport (2005), people’s norms, values and beliefs find material
expressions in what is referred to as their ‘activity and activity systems’ which as a consequence,
(should) inform decisions about dwelling design attributes. It is therefore worth-noting that during
the mass housing programme under the Acheampong Regime (1972-1978), it was the vision of the
government:
“to make living accommodation conform to the Ghanaian social habits and patterns of
family life …” (Ministry of Works and Housing, 1973).
Against this background, the design concept used for the Ghana House Ownership Scheme, was
categorical on semi-outdoor and outdoors spaces such as porches and service yards. This was in
light of the pattern of Ghanaian household activities such as laundry and drying, as well as
preparation of certain types of specific Ghanaian foods notably fufu, banku, akple, etc (MWH,
1973). Further to this, and for the disturbances associated with certain local dishes in terms of
noise and smell, it was conceived that the part of the building containing the semi-outdoor spaces
were to be separated from the main structure for example to avoid vibration from pounding fufu,
konkonte etc. Because of these concerns, some doubt was expressed about the usefulness of
apartments as a residential solution within the Ghanaian socio-cultural context. In one housing
policy report, it was noted that:
“as long as domestic habits continue to require large unsheltered enclosed space,
multi-storey houses and flats cannot be a solution to the housing problem of a
majority of Ghanaians” (Ministry of Works and Housing, 1976).
Thus, the importance of providing housing units consistent with the socio-cultural needs of people
is a recognized design challenge and cannot be underestimated. However, while not discounting
concerns about the peculiarities of domestic culture, Lawrence (2000) after reviewing the state of
the art of housing design research, argued that it is important to rethink this position. According to
Lawrence: 1) traditions are no longer a core influence in all sectors of daily life like they were
during the lives of our forefathers; 2) societal values reflect and express an increasing levels of
pluralism; and 3) technological innovations are transforming the use of space at a faster rate than
any other time since Antiquity. This means that changing times bring with them different
conditions and circumstances which require different responses. “New wine” thus “requires new
wineskins”! If these changes are assumed to be the effects of modernity, then the question is: on
what empirical basis and to what extent can the arguments of Lawrence for example, be extended
to public apartments in Ghana?
Modernity is particularly thought to be “impersonal and unstable and beyond people’s control, so
people seek for a sense of rootedness and stability’ (Hollows, 2008). According to Saunders
(1990), one way people respond to these challenges is through home-ownership. This sense of
ownership is absent in public apartments. Further to this, studies show that people who own their
houses do tend to show better health and live longer than private renters or people who rent
housing from subsidized housing programme (Hiscock et al., 2003). The aggregate effect on
productivity and people’s quality of life can thus not be underestimated.
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Another important case for public apartments is the impact of multi-storey, multi-family
residential units on the quality of life of occupants. For lower income families, with young
children, high-rise, multi-family dwellings are thought to be particularly inimical especially for
those with preschool children, attributing this to social isolation of mothers, and the inadequate
play opportunities for children (Evans et al., 2003). More recently, Gifford (2011) after an
extensive review of the literature on the health impact of high-rise buildings on residents,
concluded that it is less satisfactory than other forms of housing for most people; that they are not
optimal for children; that they contribute to impersonal social relations and beset residents with
the fear of crime and disaster, and possibly independently account for some suicides. The concept
of creating Defensible Space adopted by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), for example, is in response to observations of high crime rates in multi-storey apartments
buildings compared to single-family housing units (Newman, 1996). Lee et al. (2010) emphasizes
the problem of social exclusion associated with public apartments such as the physically
challenged.
Because of the foregoing reasons, some have argued that flats should be considered only for single
people and childless couple (Chown, 2008). Against the background that more than a third of
human life is spent in houses, the impact of the quality of apartment units on the quality of life of
residents cannot be underestimated. In conclusion, multi-storey, multi-family residential units
have impact on the life of occupants in terms of their socio-psychological and emotional wellbeing. This can have negative consequence for productivity and overall economic loss to the
nation.
In addition to the above concerns, most social housing units are found to be notoriously inflexible
and non-adaptable (Schneider and Till, 2007). In single storey, single-family units, residents can
make alterations such as extensions in support of changing requirements over time. For example,
Tipple (2000) reports an increase in floor area of 75% by transformers living in owner-occupied
single-family houses in Ghana. This is however not possible in the case of public apartment
buildings. How do users meet changing needs when these become necessary? Besides the
technical-structural difficulties, it is illegal to alter the units by management policy. This places
double constraint on adaptability which is then not only physical-technical but also as a matter of
context rules.
Careful review of the literature will reveal that most housing studies in Ghana have tended to
focus on issues of delivery processes and policy implementation, and relatively less on the house
as a product of design (Agyefi-Mensah et al., 2013a). Lawrence (2000) describes these as studies
which “examine societal dimensions related to mechanisms of “supply and demand” for housing
and/or living conditions of specific categories of people in precise cities and towns (e.g. the size of
households and housing units, landlord-tenant relations, and official housing and land use policies
and practices)”. In essence, they focus on the interplay between housing policy and delivery
processes and rather little on quality – on the house as product.
Key among these studies in Ghana are those which focus on supply mechanisms for intervening in
the housing problem with emphasis on who is doing what, where and why (Asiedu and Arku,
2009; Obeng-Odoom, 2009, 2010; Tipple et al., 1998, 1999; Tipple and Willis, 1992); housing
policy initiatives with emphasis on supply issues such as finance, market regulation and
deregulation, rent control and subsidies, and zoning regulations (Arku, 2009; Tipple and Korboe,
1998); housing tenure and ownership systems (Tipple and Willis, 1991; Tipple et al., 1997a,
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1997b); housing extensions and transformations activities of residents as supply mechanisms
(Tipple, 1996, 2000). Studies that focus on quality limit investigation to the external physical
characteristics. For example, Fiadwo et al. (2001) developed a 13-item scale for assessing housing
quality. The model however, focused on external physical characteristics (such as materials for
construction), services amenities and ‘access features’ such as distance to school, hospital, and
transportation.
Among the overriding objectives in these studies is the concern to examine and remove the
bottlenecks to accessibility, provide secure tenure and increase affordability for the low/moderate
income residents particularly those in urban communities. Some of these bottlenecks include
outmoded building regulations, standards and by-laws and lack of financing which slow down
delivery processes and hence housing supply. Arguably, this line of research is justified not only
because of the huge deficits, but there is also evidence to suggest that although many housing
programmes had low income urban dwellers as its focus, production figures show that because of
the ‘affordability gap’ houses delivered often failed to be within the economic reach of this target
group. In the end, supply tilted towards those in the middle and upper income class (e.g. Tipple
and Korboe, 1998; Arku, 2009). The line of interpretation and application of the results of these
studies are also economic, looking at housing as a form of financial investment and a tool for
socio-economic development.
Useful though policy and process studies are, in light of the impact of houses on the quality of
people’s life and the quest for sustainable performance of buildings in general, product is also
important. This means there is the need to focus on the house in qualitative terms such as the
extent to which they support living and household activities.
Besides the literature evidence above, exploratory household survey of occupants of public
apartment buildings in Ghana, attest to the need for post-occupancy evaluation of these units
(Agyefi-Mensah et al., 2013a, under review). There is also anecdotal evidence of the decrepit
condition of some of the flats such as the Kaiser Flats in Tema, as well as demolition of some
multi-storey buildings in cities like Accra for the purpose of rebuilding. The ongoing Accra Urban
Regeneration project by the State Housing Company at Kanda, Kaneshie and Laterbioquoshie are
cases in point. These raise the question whether these buildings have served their intended
lifespan? And if not, to what extent could shortfalls in functionality and adaptability be a
contributing factor? These gaps in knowledge provide the basis to examine the functional
performance of public apartments in Ghana.
The conclusion is that there is the need to assess the functional performance of public apartment
buildings for reasons including the following:




Literature evidence shows that despite the many practical and theoretical challenges
associated with public apartment buildings in Ghana as residential settings, very little is
known about its performance in terms of functionality and adaptability.
The challenges presented by modernity relative to the demands of Ghanaian domestic
culture makes it imperative to understand the how existing designs met requirements in
order to provide appropriate design response.
In the long-term, the challenges of urbanization and population growth vis-à-vis scarcity of
land make apartments a necessary alternative.
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There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the existing apartments currently fail to meet
requirements.

1.7 Space plan functionality and adaptability
Every artefact (or product) is designed to serve a purpose or set of functions. A primary measure
of the functionality of any artefact therefore is the extent to which it fulfills its intended functions.
Lang (2000) observes that in terms of functions a house must: i) afford household activities (use);
ii) provide shelter; and iii) act as displays (symbols) that contain information to be discerned. This
means a house can be said to be functional if it serves any of these intended purposes – support for
activities, shelter and as a symbol. In other words, if the design attributes of the house fulfill these
functions, then the house is functional.
If the list above represents user requirements, then technically, the house must meet certain
performance requirements 7 in order to provide a fit. These performance requirements may be
spatial, thermal, acoustical, and visual performance or indoor air quality (ISO 6241-1984(E);
Rebano-Edwards, 2007). For a number of reasons – both theoretical and practical - this study
focuses on the spatial dimension. Theoretically, some have argued that architecture’s most farreaching practical effects are at the level of space (Swenarton, 2009; Hillier, 1996). In other
words, in terms of practical usability, space is critical to the performance of architectural space.
Theorists of building change also argue that although the possibilities for change in a building, can
be created at different hierarchical levels namely the structure, skin (shell), services, space plan
and stuff (Duffy, 1990; Brand, 1994; Leupen, 2005), the need for change emerges faster from
lower layers such as the services and space plan relative to the shell and structure. As a result,
creating possibilities for change at the more mutable lower levels would free the relatively
permanent layers of the building from frequent changes. This will lead to savings not only in cost
but also the effect on the building fabric resulting from major maintenance and retrofitting works.
Thus, the space plan is strategic in terms of responding to use in the present as well as the need for
adaptability of buildings in the future. In this way, it contributes to sustainable building
performance.
A number of research observations also make the space plan critical. Wong (2010) examined the
factors which affect mass housing in Hong Kong. The study identified mismatch between design
attributes and user requirement, and found this to be particularly significant at the ‘furniture-level
spatial organization’, with concerns for the impact of flat size on user activities. The study noted
that many present typical mass housing designs failed to support the changes users required,
suggesting that designs are not flexible and hence less adaptable. Hendrickson and Wittman
(2010) gave attention to space functionality focusing on storage space/facilities in typical multistorey units in Vancouver, Canada. The study found that even though houses are larger now than
in previous generations, households lack adequate storage space, attributing this to the increased
accumulation of possessions. As recommendations, the study noted the need to explore ways of
increasing storage space in buildings without increasing the building’s footprint by means of floor
space.
Stevenson and Rijal (2010), besides energy and water use, thermal comfort and controls as
variables in their study, also examined functionality and adaptability of space. The authors
7

Performance requirements are user requirements expressed in terms of the performance of a product. User requirements are a statement of need
to be fulfilled by a building or a building product (ISO 6241-1984(E)).
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recommended that there is the need for post-occupancy evaluation that takes users into account in
a manner that reflects their use of the home. Lee et al. (2010) on their part gave attention to the
social health of public apartment in Korea. To improve this, the study found that residents favor
more highly the formation of a lobby in each apartment for social interaction, as well as the
creation of building spare space for integration with outside society. Among designers, the need is
also recognized. The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) in 2008 noted that the quality of
space in the home lags behind in housing research. As a result, the institution devoted its annual
Research Symposium to the quality of dwelling space under the theme ‘Space at Home’ focusing
on the features that give a home value and utility (Swenarton, 2009). These observations show that
space as an attribute of a house is crucial to use and hence functionality and adaptability. It
therefore of concern not only to users but researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
Studies show that in general, flexible and adaptable design solutions provide buildings which:1) fit
present and future purpose better; 2) accommodate better users’ experience and interventions; 3)
take advantage of technical innovation more easily; 4) are economically more viable; 5) have
greater potential to remain relevant to cultural and social needs and remains longer in use
(Kronenberg, 2007; Tipple, 1996, 2000; Schneider and Till, 2007). Douglas (2002) argues that
creating possibilities for building adaptations represents a more useful and practical approach if it
should be possible to bring a building’s performance to an optimal level. These benefits together
contribute to increased functional lifespan of buildings (Geiser, 2005). The conclusion is that
focusing on the space design attributes is important not only for functionality but in response to
the need for adaptability as occupants’ requirements change over time. It suggests that there is the
need for research which focuses on the space plan level of design.
1.8 Statement of the research problem
Based on the discussions above, it can be stated that:





The housing problem is huge both in quantity and quality beyond the means of most
citizens of the world. The case of urban dwellers in developing countries is worse.
Government intervention is therefore needed.
Well-intentioned though government intervention in the housing problem is, public/social
housing often fails to meet requirements due to a ‘requirements gap’. Like a single suit
designed to fit everybody, most designs are characteristically small and inflexible.
The ‘requirement gap’ leads to user dissatisfaction and high occupants’ turnover. In many
cases it results in early demolition and shortened lifespan of social housing units.
Although efforts have been made to bring occupants’ information into design decisionmaking through post occupancy evaluation, there are both practical and theoretical
challenges associated with the methods and constructs used. This widens the ‘applicability
gap’.

In the particular case of Ghana:
i.

ii.

Although successive governments continue to intervene in the housing problem through
apartment buildings, little is known about the extent to past design solutions meet
requirements in terms of functionality and adaptability.
Performance evaluation of public apartments design solutions is important not only
because apartments represent a departure from the traditional Ghanaian form of housing,
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iii.

iv.

but that the demands of urbanization, increasing population growth and scarcity of land
make it a useful alternative in the future.
Overall, there is a lack of knowledge and understanding regarding the extent to which past
apartment design solutions supports the requirements for household activities in light of
Ghanaian socio-cultural demands
To be sustainable, empirical evidence based on context-relevant scientific research is
needed for design decision-making.

1.9 Research Questions
The main question guiding this study is:
What is the functionality and adaptability of design solutions for public apartment in Ghana
taking into account occupant feedback on household activities?
The sub-research questions for the study are thus formulated:
1) What are the characteristics of public apartment buildings in Ghana in terms of plan form,
layout, size, and functional distribution?
2) To what extent do the size characteristics of public apartment buildings in Ghana compare
with the provisions of the national building regulations and international standards in use
in Ghana?
3) What are the household characteristics and activities of residents of public apartments in
Ghana related the space requirements?
4) Which features of design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana give them the
leverage to support or constrain user activities and spatial adaptations?
5) What changes in space standards and design are required to provide apartment solutions
that are functional and yet adaptable?
1.10 Research aim
The goal of the study is to gain knowledge and understanding regarding the extent to which the
space design attributes of public apartment buildings in Ghana meet requirements for in terms of
functionality and adaptability, and how this insight provide evidence for improved apartment
design solutions in the present and future.
Its specific objectives of the study may be divided into scientific and practical objectives as
follows:
1.10.1 Scientific Objectives
1. Identify the space design attributes of public apartment buildings in Ghana in terms of plan
form, layout, size and functional distribution.
2. Determine the extent to which the size and functional distribution of spaces provided in
public apartments meet requirements for household activities.
3. Find out the household characteristics and activities of residents of public apartment
buildings in Ghana and how this relate to space requirements in terms of functionality and
adaptability
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4. Identify the features of design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana which
make them capable to support or constrain changes in users’ requirements.
5. Gain insight into the household activities of residents of pubic apartment buildings in
Ghana for informed design decision-making.
1.10.2 Practical objectives
1. Determine the changes in space standards required to make public apartment buildings
functional and adaptable
2. Investigate strategies for functional and adaptable design solutions for public apartment
buildings in Ghana
1.11 Scientific and Social relevance of research
Based on the review above, this study has relevance for scientific research, design practice as well
as policy decision-making and implementation. This is in the form of guidelines for improvement
in standards, recommendations for policy decision-making, as well as a database of reference
projects for design. Practically, it helps to determine whether design expectations have been
fulfilled; to draw attention to unintended and unforeseen design effects; and to provide insight for
design decision-making processes. Together, these provide evidence based on which
improvements can be made.
In Ghana, one of the social relevance lies in contributing to informed procurements decisionmaking, improvements in space standards as well as management of public apartments. For
example, with the passage of the Public Procurement Act (Act 663) in 2003, the government of
Ghana demonstrates commitment to efficiency and productivity in the delivery of all public goods,
works and services including buildings. To make this goal operational however, benchmarks for
decision-making are necessary. For building projects, Leaman et al. (2010) observe that nothing
can be more useful than case studies of named buildings backed by thorough data collection and
finishing with a list of lessons learned. Thus, the findings of the study would not only provide a
data base of case study buildings, but will point provide insight into changes required in future
developments.
For development of space standards, this feedback information provides the basis to review
existing building standards and to develop what is now known as performance-based standards
and regulations. For the management of public apartments as a facility, feedback information will
contribute to planned maintenance in lieu of ad hoc, contingency-based responses. This will
improve the quality of the existing stock of government apartments, defer demolition cases and
hence save limited government financial resources for new developments. Overall this will
contribute to evidence-based design and management of (apartment) dwelling environments which
meet sustainability requirements not only in terms of ecological and economic objectives but also
social requirements. For design practice, the study helps to identify what has been described as the
‘killer variables’ (Leaman and Bordass, 1999) – those factors which make design fail in the longterm. It also provides direct feedback information for designers which can aid the development of
new and innovative solutions for the future
Finally, the study sets the stage for scientific debate on the theoretical and conceptual approaches
useful for responding to the problem of performance deficits – ‘functionality gap’ – in design
solutions particularly within the context of residential buildings. Added to this is the place of
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socio-cultural factors in these debates and discussions. It provides an operational framework for
research which leads to evidence-based design solutions for sustainable building performance. It
also contributes knowledge and understanding which help the formulation and testing of
hypothesis with respect to the relation between people and their dwelling environments.
1.12 Scope and delimitations of the study
The review of literature established that by type, building performance evaluation may focus on
the process through which buildings are delivered/procured (process evaluation) or on the building
as product of design intended for use (product evaluation). This study is a product evaluation
study. According to Rebano-Edwards (2007), product evaluation may occur at one of three stages
of the building life-cycle namely design (called functional analysis), post-construction and the
post-occupancy. Evaluation from design to post-construction stage is carried out by the designer,
primarily to check the design for its conformity to standards and established rules of thumb. The
post-occupancy evaluation on the other hand, occurs during the ‘in use’ stage of the building
where users are involved. Within this framework, this study is limited to the post-occupancy stage
of the design (Figure 1.1)
The intention is to bring occupant feedback information indirectly as input in developing the
programme of requirements. A programme of requirements may be defined as follows:
1) “Programme of requirements is an ordered collection of data expressing housing needs, on
the basis of which one or more buildings will be evaluated or a design for rebuilding or new
building prepared and checked and the project will be carried on until the relevant
specification come into use”. Dutch Standards Institution [NEN] (1993a)
2) “Programme of requirements is a summary of the limiting conditions and requirements,
quantitative and qualitative, which need to be satisfied by the solution to a particular
housing requirement.”
(Dutch Government Building Agency [Rijksgebouwendienst], 1995)
3) “Programme of requirements is an ordered collection of data about an organization’s
housing needs and the performance required in respect of the site, building, rooms, parts of
the building and facilities in the building and on the site.” (Van der Voordt et al., 1999)
The above definitions show that a programme of requirements describes the content and context
of, as well as the constraints on the housing needs of a defined group of people that must be
fulfilled in order to serve intended purpose. It shows the relation between housing needs as
functional requirements and design attributes as performance requirements, and how these come
together to provide the basis for specification in a given housing solution. This specification may
relate to different aspects of the building – site, structure, skin (envelope), services or space plan.
To determine the content of requirements, this research argues that users’ activities provide a
practical means. Importantly, it is also context-responsive. Following users’ activities as the unit
of analysis, makes data for the programme of requirements evidence-based and context-relevant.
Besides, both designers and users can appreciate activities.
Accordingly, this study defines a programme of requirements as an evidence-based collection of
data which expresses the functional (activity) requirements of a house for a particular group of
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users, and the performance attributes necessary to satisfy those requirements whether this relates
to the site, building fabric and services or the space plan design. The focus in this study is on the
space plan level performance attributes focusing on the indicators namely the plan form, layout,
size and functional distribution of spaces.

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of research scope
(adapted from Rebano-Edwards, 2007)
In terms of design variables, different aspects of an apartment building merit research – the
structure, envelope, services and space plan. This study focuses on the space plan and hence the
extent to which the plan form, layout, functional distribution and size characteristics of spaces
provide the needed support for household activities in the short and long term. Summarized, the
study first characterizes the existing designs in terms of the stated design parameters – plan form
typology, size and distribution and layout. Based on this characterization, typical case studies are
selected, and their use observed. Through observation of household activities and interviews with
residents, estimates of optimal space requirements are proposed for improvements in space
standards. In addition to this, recommendations are made with respect to strategies to increase the
functionality and adaptability of design solutions.
1.13 Outline of thesis
This thesis is organized into three parts of eight chapters (Figure 1.2). The three parts listed as the
theoretical, empirical and application research. Part I – the theoretical consists of the first three
chapters, presents the Theoretical Research.
In Chapter 1, the introduction to the study is discussed. It examines the research problem and
defines its scope. Anchored primarily in argument by authority, the chapter begins on the fact that
although housing is to all a basic human need countless number of people in the world especially
developing countries are unable to meet this need. Government interventions through social
housing however, often fail to meet requirements because they are divorced from the input of endusers. The chapter posits that apart from user participation at the design stage, occupant feedback
through post-occupancy evaluation studies is important. More specifically, understanding the
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relationship between user activities and the space plan attributes of design solutions are important.
Based on these discussions, the main research question is posed with its sub-questions, and
objectives outlined. The social and scientific relevance of the study are as well as the delimitations
are then presented.
In Chapter 2, the theoretical and analytical foundations of the research are presented. Its main
focus is to analyze of the basic research problem – the requirements gap which lead to functional
performance deficits referred to as the ‘functionality gap’. It begins with the concept of a house,
and narrows down to the traditional Ghanaian compound house and its characteristics. The intent
is to provide a background against which the apartment buildings can be appreciated. The effect of
modernity on domestic architecture is examined based on which the development of public
apartment in Ghana is presented. The second part of the chapter focuses on the ‘functionality gap’
and the common approaches adopted to bridge it in literature. By showing the inadequacies and
challenges of these approaches and strategies, the chapter ends by arguing for and presenting an
integrated activity-based theoretical framework. This is elaborated using a systems approach to
research and Activity Theory.
Chapter 3 which forms the last part of the theoretical research deals with the epistemological
questions, and hence presents the research methods. It describes the research design and strategy,
as well as the research variables and their relationship to each other, methods of data collection
and analysis and a description of the case study. It also presents how the study sample is derived.
Part II is the empirical research. It begins with chapter 4 which presents a characterization of
spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana in terms of the plan form typology and layout, as
well as the size and functional distribution of spaces and rooms. A typological analysis is used to
examine the plan form characteristics while space syntax technique is used to analyze the layout
characteristics. The functional distribution and size are combined in a single study. While the
former is related to requirements for generic as culturally-embedded activities, the sizes of spaces
are compared to minimum standards stipulated in the National Building Regulations as well as
other international standards in use in Ghana.
In Chapter 5, the actual use of six (6) selected case studies of apartment designs in Cape Coast is
explored using a household interview of 111 residents. It investigates the characteristics of the
residents, their household activities and where these occur including the artefacts used to support
them. It also finds out about activities other than household activities residents engage in such
home-based business enterprises, and the adaptations they make to their unit if fails to support
desired/required activities. The relationships among the characteristics of users (actors), their
activities, the attributes of the space and the adaptations they make to the spaces, are then
examined based on which conclusions are drawn. Chapter 6 focuses on guidelines for improving
functionality in the design of public apartment buildings in Ghana. The intent is to make
recommendations for architectural programming in terms of the size, functional distribution, plan
form and layout characteristics. Chapter 7 focuses on strategies to improve adaptability in the
design of public apartment design solutions in Ghana. The distinction is first made between
adaptability and flexibility as design strategies. Following on from the use studies, three demand
scenarios are presented and analyzed using case from the design solutions examined. Key among
the strategies is the need to remove the constraint on adaptability through flexibility. These include
constraints of the higher level layers on the service core, and the service core on the space plan.
The chapter ends with discussions on the need for a paradigm shift. This calls for user
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participation in design. In Chapter 8, the research main conclusions and recommendations for
further research are then presented.

Figure 1.2 Organization of dissertation
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Chapter Two
2

Theoretical and analytical foundations for analyzing the functionality and
adaptability of housing design solutions

2.1 Introduction
People and the environments in which they live are bound together in a dynamic mutual
relationship (Brand, 1994; Vischer, 2008). This position assumes that some functional
interrelationship exists between people and their dwelling environments as a function of time.
Housing design solutions can therefore be conceived from different points of view – technical,
social, and time. On one hand, they are technical notions because they relate to the physical
attributes of an artefact that makes it capable of performing certain functions. On the other hand,
they are social constructs because the functions of a house are people-determined and contextdependent (Rosenman and Gero, 1998). These two dimensions though separate, are mutually
related and are mediated by time. The extent to which these dimensions are deemed to be
significant, influences the perspectives often brought to bear on functionality and adaptability of
housing design solutions as phenomena, and hence the approach adopted towards its study and
improvement. In other words, it affects the theoretical lenses used to examine these concepts in
terms of what counts as knowledge (ontology), the logic of knowing it (epistemology), and the
methods of knowing what can be known (methodology). Kuhn (1996) describes these lenses of
reality as “paradigms”.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the different perspectives that have been
brought to bear on housing design solutions and their performance in terms of functionality and
adaptability. This knowledge provides the basis to develop the theoretical framework based on
which the functionality and adaptability of public apartment buildings in Ghana are examined.
The chapter begins by examining the functions of a house and hence the factors critical to
defining functionality and adaptability. To provide a context for understanding apartment
buildings, it examines vernacular house design (in Ghana) as the more usual way people meet
their need for housing. Because public apartments represent a departure from this vernacular
house type, the chapter examines in brief how this has come to be through the influence of
modernization. A detailed discussion on ‘functionality gap’ follows. This section discusses what
this gap is, why it persists and the approaches that have been adopted to respond to it. It explores
the challenges with these approaches and on that basis presents and explains the theoretical
framework for this research.
2.2 A house and its functions
Different metaphors have been used to describe what a house is, and to suggest what its
functions are. For example, in Sir Henry’s Elements of Architecture, different metaphors are used
namely a theater, the dome of a prince, or even the whole world. Brand (1994) quotes:
“Every Mans proper mansion house and Home, being the Theater of his Hospitality,
the Seate of his Selfe-fruition, the Comfortable part of his own Life, the Noblest of his
Sonnes Inheritance, a kinde of private Princedome; Nay, to the Possessors thereof, an
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Epitomie of the whole World: may well deserve these Attributes, according to the
degree of the Master, to be decently and delightfully adorned”8

To the 17th century house owners or inhabitants therefore a house or a home was not only a place
of abode, it was also a symbol of pride, an inheritance for children and a place for selfexpression. The famous modernist architect, Le Corbusier (1923) described a house as a
“machine for living in” while Emmitt and Gorse (2005) saw it as ‘a container for living, working
and playing in’. To Rapoport (1969), a house “is an institution not just a structure created for
complex set of purposes”. These images suggest that a house is means different things to
different people although some underlying factors can be seen. While some conceive the purpose
of a house with a socio-cultural symbol, imbued with meaning and worth, others see a
mechanical device for tuning the life of people towards some desired end, while yet others see it
simply as a place of habitation for daily living activities and work. Some underlying functions
can be observed however.
Hillier and Leaman (1976) distinguished four functions of a house as: 1) support for the spatial
organization of activities; 2) as filter to regulate the climate; 3) symbolic function in terms of
embodying specific cultural ideas and expectations; and 4) economic in terms of yielding returns
on investment. According to Zeeman (1988), a house must provide: 1) protection for people and
property; 2) act as domain or territory for privacy, safety and security; 3) support social function
concerned with the execution of activities; and 4) cultural function related to form and aesthetics.
In the specific case of a house, Lang (2000) reduces these to three and observes that a house
must: i) afford (support) household activities (use); ii) provide shelter; and iii) act as a symbol
with information to be discerned.
This means different combination of factors help define the functions of a house namely,
physical, social, cultural or economic. The physical factors relate to the function of house as
shelter against the elements and the provision of protection, safety and security for occupants.
From a socio-cultural point of view, the house is symbolic and must conform to, or satisfy
certain social and cultural idiosyncrasies, and from an economic point of view, it is artefact of
value to its owners. While physical and economic factors cannot be underestimated, in terms of
the relation between use and design attributes, Rapoport (1969, 2005) argues that it is the social
and cultural factors that are more influential. Defining culture as the total equipment of ideas and
institutions and conventionalized activities if a people, Rapoport argues that while in the past
factors such as materials and technology, the forces of tradition, the lack of economic surplus
constrained decisions about design attributes, today’s constraints are imposed by factors such as
density and population numbers, and the institutionalization of controls through codes,
regulations, and zoning, factors, which differ with context. In other words, changing
demographics of people, and their way of life, in combination with institutional rules and
requirements have become equal critical contextual factors in decisions if not greater in
significance than the physical and economic.
2.3 The vernacular: From traditional compounds houses to multi-storey apartments
A defining context within which one can understand the influence of socio-cultural factors as
expressed in housing design solutions is vernacular architecture. Rapoport (1969) notes that
“high-style buildings usually must be seen in relation to, and in the context of the vernacular
matrix, and are in fact incomprehensible outside of that context, as it existed at the time they
were designed and built”. This means as a forerunner to modern-style apartment buildings, some
8

Cited in by Brand (1994)
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background knowledge of vernacular architecture in Ghana is necessary to provide a context for
examining public apartment buildings.
According to Oliver (1997) vernacular architecture is understood to mean “the building of the
people by the people”. It refers to housing designed and built by owner-occupiers using
traditional construction materials and methods to accommodate traditional ways of life.
Significantly, Oliver notes that what is vernacular about a house is its self-determined form and
construction process – those who make the buildings set their own standards and architectural
interventions. Rapoport, (1969), add that characteristically, the vernacular architecture lack
theoretical and aesthetic pretentions; work with the site and micro-climate; have respect for
people and their houses and hence for the total environment, man-made as well as nature; and
work within an idiom with variations within a given order. This means in vernacular architecture
people meet their need for housing based on their own determined and evolving requirements. It
is a design that is culturally-embedded linking directly requirements with available means in the
best possible way. A significant characteristic in the vernacular there is the touch of culture in
design.
According to Rapoport (1969, 2005), culture structures the built environment; and that humans
use culture and architecture to modify their physical environment. In its simplest form, culture
describes the way a group of people live; the totality of a people’s way of life and ethos
(Awedoba, 2007). This means culture encompasses both the material and the non-material
features that characterize a society or social groups. Dismantling culture, Rapoport (2005)
observes that a society’s culture is a function of the kinship and family structure, roles, status and
social networks. This shapes the people’s world view. This world view determines their values
which in turn define the norms, standards, expectations, and rules they live by. These in
combination produce a way of life which in totality describes what the people do whether as part
of domestic living arrangements, work or worship whether at home or in the workplaces. In its
concrete form, he notes that this way of life, finds expression in the activities people engage in
making activities the most concrete expressions of culture. The activities people engage in then
provide the basis for defining the characteristics of the built environment. Through people’s
activities therefore, a society’s culture provides a linkage to its dwelling environment.
The way a group of people live and organize themselves in the home is referred to as their
domestic culture (Hollows (2008). This encompasses the way they organize, manage and carry
out daily activities in the home such as food preparation, eating and ‘living’, sleeping
arrangement, domestic work, bathing, and leisure. If the built environment (architecture)
expresses in material form the (domestic) culture of a group of people, then vernacular house
forms in Ghana, can provide insight into functionality. This particularly important because
domestic culture as expressed in the architecture of the traditional compound houses constitute
about 51.5% of dwellings units (GSS, 2012). Compared to the 4.7% of flats/apartment, it is about
11 times more. Living arrangements in compound houses are therefore typical of Ghanaian
domestic culture and can provide insights as basis to evaluate fit and misfit.
Broadly the traditional compound houses in Ghana can be classified into two – the circular mudwalled structures in the north and the rectangular wattle and daub and brick units of the south. To
an extent, these mirror the traditional cylindrical compound houses among the Hausas in
northern Nigeria and rectangular compound designs of the Yorubas in the south-western part of
the country (Chokor, 2005).
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2.3.1 Traditional compounds houses in northern Ghana
In the north of Ghana, there are the circular mud-walled structures with conical thatched roofs
found among the cultures such as the Lobi and Gonjas, or flat mud-roofed built by the Talensis,
Frafras, Nankansis and Builsas (Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983). The Lobi house in the
north-west Figure 2.1 a,b) is deemed typical of the traditional compound houses in the north
(Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983) although the Talensi compounds in the upper east may also
be used (Fortes, 1958 cited in Hillier and Hanson, 1984). The Lobi house has a partly covered
internal courtyard space, with walls that are laid out in a rectilinear form to enclose
interconnecting spaces. These enclosures consist of a sequence of spaces from the outside root or
carrier space to the heart of the courtyard from where the individual units radiate. Room widths
range between meters (Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983). Figure 2.1(a) presents a part plan
and section (below it) while (b) illustrates graphically the relationships and interrelationships
between/among spaces and household. The layout of the compound defines access to and the use
of space by different categories of users namely male, female and children who are inhabitants or
relations on one hand, and visitors on the other.
Typically, the design begins with the location of the granary which is first fixed by the Tindana
(or Earth’s custodian); all other buildings in the compound are then laid out in relation to it.
Following in the strong patrilineal kinship of the north, these other units are set up by sons who
grow up to start their own households. The justified graph Figure 5.1a shows that the spaces are
so distributed as to support activities such as sleeping, cooking, eating living, storage of produce,
working by the women, and bathing. From the outside space (marked with a cross) one is
ushered into the house through what can be described as a entrance lobby or portico (en).
Although the granaries (silos, barns) (g1, g2, and g3) are located outsides except that of the
Tidnana, they are also accessible directly from the inside space using a wooden ladders mounted
to the roof top vis-à-vis. These flat roofs in many areas serve not only as a place for sleeping and
relaxation, especially at night during the hot seasons (March and April), but also as space for
drying food items as well as clothing.

b

a

Figure 2.1 A Lobi compound house (Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983)
a) part plan and section

b) justified permeability graph

Functionally, the granaries provide space for storing farm produce such as maize, millet, guinea
corn and rice. The root space also leads to store room where there are pots and baskets for
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storing food items such as groundnut, millet etc. From the main granary (g1), one enters the
large courtyard space. The functional importance of the courtyard (cy) is demonstrated by its
central position and controlling topological attribute. It supports activities such as relaxing,
social meetings, receiving visitors. From here, the lineage head exercises control and oversight
as he settles disputes and oversee other social events (e.g. marriage) and occasional spiritual
ceremonies within compound. This central role is manifested by the controlling position of the
courtyard within the layout as the point from where different units and households emanate.
The courtyard is also sufficiently large to provide adequate space for the women to perform their
daily chores (Figure 2.2b). The entrance lobbies (el1, el2, el3, el4) provides access into the
different sub-regions (actually representing sub-households). Careful observation of the justified
graph would show that taking by clusters this part of the house may accommodate about four
different households each represented the entrance lobby. Each entrance lobby leads directly to a
sleeping space (‘bedroom’), usually in a semi-open plan relation with the kitchen. Some
sleeping-kitchen spaces have a small space which is open from where there is access to the roof
top which may also be used for sleeping. Thus, it provides independent access to the extra space
on the roof top. Thus, cooking and sleeping take place in barely the same space. Bathrooms are
located at the external fringes of the house.
b) Compound houses in Southern Ghana
In the predominantly Akan south, compound houses are similar in principle to, but different from
the circular and organic spatial arrangement in the north. The rooms are constructed in such a
way that they form a quadrangle at the centre – the courtyard – while a continuous system of
porticoes and veranda which open onto the quadrangle run around the inner compound to enable
inhabitants to walk under cover from one end of the compound to the other. Rectangular in form,
rooms adjoin each other with a common gate that is closed at night. As illustrated by the justified
graph Figure 2.3, one enters the unit from the outside space through the main gate. Ushered in by
the entrance lobby (en), one enters the courtyard (cy).

a

b

Figure 2.2 Traditional compound house in the northern Ghana
a) A Talensi traditional compound house (Hillier and Hanson, 1984)
b) Women’s courtyard activities (Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983)
Using the case presented, while the courtyard may lead directly into some spaces/rooms such as
the kitchen (k1, k2), store room (st) one enters the bedroom (B1, B2, B3 etc) either via verandas (v)
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or a portico. In some cases access to the bedroom is through the living room commonly referred
to as hall (H) in Ghana. These spaces act not only as a place for the individual households to
receive and entertain visitors but for eating and other semi-public activities such cooking, leisure,
washing or drying clothes etc. In the justified graph, this is seen in the controlling position of the
veranda (V). Usually one of these bedrooms is reserved for guests who are mostly visiting
relatives. As in the northern layout, the courtyard is characteristic in providing space for
activities ranging from food preparation such as pounding fufu 9 , social gathering and public
ceremonies like marriage, funerals and family feasts, and child naming as well as children
playing activities. More importantly, it provides the space for the lineage (compound) head to
settle disputes among members of the compound. Though not represented in this graph, another
functional space is the backyard which may be used for gardening, occasional food preparation,
and usually with a pit in a nearby location where residents dispose of rubbish. It usually has a
drying line for drying clothes. The toilet and bath is shared by all members of the household.

c

b

a

Figure 2.3 Southern traditional compound house (Schreckenbach and Abankwa, 1983)
a) floor plan

a

b) use of courtyard for cooking

c) justified graph

c

b

Figure 2.4 Typical domestic activities in the south (Annku, 2012)
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Fufu is a traditional Ghanaian staple. It is prepared by boiling starchy tubers like cassava, yam, cocoyam and plantain and then pounding
them to achieve a dough-like consistency. In the Volta region, two or four individuals each holding a pestle in Figure 2.4, pound fufu in the big
mortar until the required consistency is gained (Benefo and Pillai, 2003). Among the Akans, the short mortar with one person pounding although
more than one person may also pound.
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(a) & (b) fufu pounding as a courtyard activity (c) Palm oil production as home-based
enterprises usually at the backyard
Comparing and contrasting, it can be observed that the traditional compound house in Ghana is
designed with the extended family household as its target. This is a residential unit consisting of
a network of relations linking individuals with relatives outside the nuclear family (Nukunya,
2003). In a culture of strong kinship ties, large household sizes are not uncharacteristic of
Ghanaian domestic culture. In Nigeria, Chokor (2005) reports an estimate of 20 – 40 persons per
compound. With relations defined more by ‘sociality rather than privacy’, households’ ‘private
and public activities are inseparable’ (Haveren, 2002). Functionally, although compound houses
in the south have a hall unlike those in the north, the large open courtyard represents a common
multi-functional communal space which provides support for almost all forms of public and
semi-public household activities. This ranges from food preparation, eating through washing and
drying clothes, to leisure, children playing, as well as social activities and ceremonies.
Supporting these activities is the veranda which may also be used for home-based business
activities such as sewing, selling etc.
The provision of storage space is prominent. This is not only for storing farm produce but also
for keeping disused household property. In the north, where flat roofs are used, this roof terrace
almost doubles the usable floor area. Significantly, there is little differentiation between the
dwelling as a place for work (production) and as a place for living. It can be concluded that in
compound houses in Ghana, household activities are less differentiated making spaces are
specialized in their functions.
2.3.2 The influence of modernization on domestic culture
As part of material culture, buildings can be seen as physical manifestations of the cultural
changes that traverse societies. This is also true for the Ghanaian society also. In Ghana,
Nukunya (2003) observes that of all the factors of change, colonization had undoubtedly the
greatest impact, noting that in addition to institutional changes, colonization introduced practices
which were mostly alien to Ghanaian way of life. Rapoport (1969) cites the influence of
Christianity on marriage and how this ushered in monogamy as opposed to the more traditional
polygamous system with implication for house form.
But, while the influence of colonization cannot be dismissed, it can be argued that it is the effect
of modernization that has given these changes impetus. For example, Lawrence (2000) arguing
for a new approach to housing design research, noted after review of the literature that: 1)
traditions are no longer a core influence in all sectors of daily life like they were during the lives
of our forefathers; 2) societal values reflect and express an increasing levels of pluralism; and 3)
technological innovations are transforming the use of space at a faster rate than any other time
since Antiquity. These indicators – the shift from tradition, heterogeneity of (urban) population
due to pluralism and the aided influence of modern science and technology – in combination
define modernization – the evolutionary transition from the ‘traditional’ to the ‘modern’.
According to Berman (1983), modernization is characterized by different processes including
capitalist industrialization, rationalization, developments in science and technology, and
urbanization. These he notes have brought radical transformations in the way people live in time
and space. At a more micro-level, this includes the use of dwelling space.
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Under capitalist industrialization, labor is not only organized, it is seen as a commodity that can
be bought and sold (Hollow, 2008). Wage labor replaces subsistence production activities and
consequently gives birth to salaried work. Household income changes and ushers in changes in
living standards. This disposes household to different activities (Chapin, 1974). Another
characteristic of industrialization is the specialization and division of labor, which removed the
workplace from the home, separating the function of the home as a place for work from its role
as a place to support living and household activities (Hareven, 2002). In this way,
industrialization posited a functionally differentiated society which was to give birth to a notion
of spatial differentiation of activities.
Fundamental to industrialization was rationalization. This involved the application of reason
(rationality) to the organization of social activities in order to make them more efficient.
Rationalizing domestic culture became particularly important during the interwar era in the USA
and UK, where it was recognized that “ideas that promised more modern homes: science,
technology and business – which had transformed the public sphere – were …indispensable in
the home and promised to improve domestic life”. The goal was to make the home more modern
in order to catch up with the public sphere (Giles, 2004). These were aided by developments in
science and technology.
Technology entered the home as aid to household activities ranging from water supply systems
(Giles, 2004) to household appliances such as electric cooker (Silva, 2000a). The radio, TV and
computer also brought changes to the face of leisure. The television (TV) for example, privatized
leisure time (William, 1974), and through representations of the ‘family circle’ clustered around
the TV set, TV indeed became imagined as a valued member of the household (Spigel, 1992).
Pells (1989) observes that the ‘mass man’ became cut off from other people, becoming
increasingly dependent on the media as the sole source of social contact. This gave birth to
increasing individualization. The so-called ‘middle class’ could be distinguished in addition to a
car and house with a front garden, by the possession of household equipment and appliances
such as a refrigerator, a washing machine, a vacuum cleaner, and, of course, a TV set (Abrams
cited in Hollows, 2008). Increasingly, rationalization and developments in science and
technology provided impetus for modernizing of domestic culture and hence the use of dwelling
space.
Added to the foregoing factors is the effect of urbanization. According to Nukunya (2003)
urbanization may be seen not only in terms of the proportion of population living in cities and
large towns, but also the way of life characteristic of these places. With the increasing number of
salaried urban population come increases in the demand for housing. This shifts the burden of
housing provision to the government and other employers. Without an ethnic core, this
population is characterized by socially heterogeneous individuals with certain lifestyle of which
impersonal behavior and diminution of kinship ties can be mentioned. This pattern of life is
diametrically opposite to traditional way of life. This ‘compression of genealogical ties’ he
explains, results in the shift from the extended family to nuclear family households. Though not
the case in Ghana, in the period after World War II, in many Western cultures the model for
domestic life was/is focused around the nuclear family unit consisting of the head of household,
spouse and two or three children (Hollows, 2008). In addition to these, it led to social
stratification and the creation of classes namely the working class, middle class and upper class
(Nukunya (2003). Thus:


The combined effect of capitalist industrialization, rationalization, advances in science
and technology, together with urbanization have ushered in modernity.
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As a consequence of modernization, (industrialized) cities and towns have emerged
disproportionate pressure to house the growing urban population in a scale beyond the
scope of vernacular architecture.
In the home, modernization has also brought changes through new household
technologies. This has rationalized to an extent how activities are carried out, and has in
some societies created differentiation between work and the home.

The implications of these changes are that a new response to residential architecture is required.
For the Ghanaian context, this means it is important to investigate the changes that have
traversed the home as a result of modernity. For example, which new technologies have come to
the home and to what extent do these affect space design attributes? And has modernity in any
way affected the structure of households in terms of size and composition, to what extent and
what are the implications for space requirements? This is instructive because while the 2000 and
2010 Population and Housing Census (GSS, 2002; 2012) suggests that households are getting
nuclear, Nukunya (1994) and Benefo and Pillai (2003) argue on the basis of empirical evidence
that the traditional family structure (the extended family systems) has not been diminished by
urbanization. These insights are necessary to inform the response to residential architecture in
general and public apartment buildings in particular as it suggest a shift from the traditional way
of living to the modern. Thus among the crucial question for this study is that, if apartment
buildings represent the response to modernity, in what ways has design solutions responded as
evidenced by space design attributes?
2.3.3 Modernization and its effects on residential architecture
Modernization brought practical changes to the use of the home. But as a consequence, it also
influenced the view and approach to the design of buildings in general and houses in particular.
In terms of design philosophy, it gave birth to the modernist view of residential architecture. This
involved the conscious attempt to apply the ideas of reason and rationality to the design of
buildings. One practical impact was found in what became described as the Taylorisation10 of the
architectural plan – the built realization of the principles of Taylorisation. The ‘Frankfurt
kitchen’ of Margarete Schutte-Lihotzky of 1927 is a typical example (Schneider and Till, 2007).
In this design, the essential actions of food preparation were measured and mapped as part of
Frankfurt social housing programme. The data obtained were then transferred into an ‘ideal’
kitchen design, based on notions of spatial and social efficiency. Following this approach, it was
demonstrated that more ‘intelligent’ designs could decrease the number of steps women took
around the kitchen and reduce the amount of time and energy expended in the home (Freeman,
2004).
The goal was to make houses more functional and efficient, and as a result, re-order everyday
life (Hollows, 2008; Schneider and Till, 2007). It was well-intentioned however. This was
explicit in what could be described as the Modernist manifesto for domestic architecture. It
proclaimed that:
“The essence of a new residential architecture is revealed in its two-fold purpose: to base its
plans upon the organic life of the family to be housed, and to make logical use of the
products of invention. It has elected to make a fresh approach, to free itself of constraints, by
consciously ignoring tradition and the expectations which the latter imposes with regard to
10

Taylorisation describes the application of principles of scientific management which reduces production to series of its constituent actions. Its
goal was to rationalize products and process in order to increase its productivity. After Fredrick Taylor (Hollows, 2008).
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façade and plan. The outward form of the modern house becomes the outgrow of a plan built
around the interests, routine activities, and aspirations of the client and his family… Thus
human needs come first. In skillful hands new appropriate and beautiful forms may emerge
from an architecture which, discarding style, lets the house grow from the inside outwardly
to express the life within”11.

Thus in principle, modernist approach to house design was sought to put people first, not only in
design but also during use the phase of the house. The credo “form follows function” could not
have been more appropriate. However, although this epistemological optimism was wellintended, Brand (1994) notes that many things were ‘left out so badly in Modernist
(architectural) theory and still hasn’t been corrected’. Walker (2002) argued that modernist
architects such as Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius, “rejected the homey values, national
character ….and defined modernism against domesticity”. Similarly, Spark (1995) noted that
their housing designs did not only put on clutter and ornamentation, they were frequently stark,
minimal and utilitarian. They were stark in the sense that as Brand (1994) critiques:
“This “inside-out” approach was thrilling, but it made the profound mistake of taking a
snapshot of high-rate-of-change “organic life” within a building and immobilizing it in a
confining carapace – the expensive, low-rate of change Structure and Skin of the building.
Too eager to please the moment, over-specificity crippled all future moments. It was the
image of organic, not the reality. The credo “form follows function” was a beautiful lie. Form
froze function”.

The designs were also minimal because of the concerns to increase efficiency in space use. The
maxim “economy of space is the mother of convertibility” emerged (Gideon, 1948).
Accordingly, space requirements for activities (e.g. sleeping, eating, sitting) became ‘ruthlessly
stripped down to their bare ergonomic essentials” (Schneider and Till, 2007). Designs became
minimal in part due to the attack on certain functional spaces chief among them being storage
and circulation spaces. For example, it was observed that:
“Man’s space needs within the home … have been reduced to a fraction of their former
proportion, with resultant elimination of attics, sheds, storage cellars, work rooms,
sewing rooms and laundry. Public provision of libraries, schooling, music and recreation
causes still further reduction of space needs for many homes. Easy access to shops
reduces the size of storage space – closets, pantries – and kitchens”12.

Thus in the bid to “consciously ignore tradition” and “to make logical use of product inventions”,
modernist approach to architecture suffered pitfalls. Its instrumentally rational approach had an
eye for efficiency but paid little attention to effectiveness in the sense of meeting the
requirements for living. Its functionalist-rationalist interpretation of architecture was deductive
and predictive, and wittingly or unwittingly, resulted in solutions that sought to restructure and
control the pattern of life at home.
Its linear approach to the solution was dominated by the expert and autonomous hand of the
designer dictated more by the demands of the market economics and social pressures of the era
divorced from use requirements. Thus:

11

James and Katherine Morrow Ford, The Modern House in America (New York: Architectural Book, 1940) cited in Brand
(1994)
12
James and Katherine Morrow Ford, The Modern House in America (New York: Architectural Book, 1940) cited in Brand
(1994)
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Although modernist view to design had good intentions, its functionalist-rationalist
interpretation of architecture and its deductive and predictive approach to design
produced designs that failed in the long term. Thus, more than design intentions, it is the
approach adopted to translate intentions in specifications that support requirements that is
critical to sustainable performance.
While functional and constructional efficiency in design are important, effectiveness
cannot be compromised. This is because the ultimate purpose of a housing design
solution is to support use requirements. Designing based on minimum requirements can
thus be efficient but not effective in the long term.
Focusing on the structure and fabric of the building alone can be misleading in providing
designs that are functional and adaptable in the long run. The interdependencies of the
different parts of a building as a system during its lifespan is critical to functional and
adaptable design solutions.

2.3.4 The development of public apartments in Ghana
The development of multi-storey dwellings in the form of public housing can be traced to the
advent of colonialism. Schreckenbach and Abankwa (1983) observes that:
“An early house-type for Danish civil servants …introduced the first floor verandas
running the whole of the building at both front and rear. The houses were two-storey with
the living accommodation upstairs”.

The authors add that this type of construction was adopted very quickly by the more prosperous
Africans especially in the Akwapim area citing the Anti House in Mampong as an example.

Figure 2.5 An example of colonial apartment buildings in Cape Coast
In Ghana, Tipple (2000) observes that government housing emerged as a new concept of housing
in Anglophone Africa as part of housing for low-income workers after the Second World War.
Most of these were developed for returning war veterans and the new urban laboring classes as a
social welfare measure and partly as a means of securing a more urbanized workforce (Tipple,
2000). After independence in 1957, it was the goal of the socialist-communist Nkrumah
administration to industrialize the Ghanaian economy. As part of the 1960-1965 Five Year
National Development Plan, it became important for government to develop housing in towns
where employment opportunities were envisaged (Ghana, 1959). Consequently, housing in cities
like Accra, the Capital city as well as Tema and Takoradi, the habour communities became
important. The approach to these housing followed the mass housing construction of post-World
War II European governments (The Statesman, 2007).
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Two main housing agencies became responsible. These were the existing Ghana National
Housing Corporation (GNHC) which in time became the State Housing Corporation and later a
Company, and the Tema Development Corporation (TDC). While TDC focused on the
acquisition of land and development of housing in Tema13, the SHC worked to provide low-cost
housing for the large number of people throughout the country. By type, the houses consisted of
both single-storey, single-family units as well as multi-family apartment. Some of these include
the flats at Kanda, Kaneshie, and Laterbioquoshie in Accra. In Tema, reference can be made to
the Kaizer flats, the Twin flats and GAE (Kondua) flats in Community 1, the Italian/BFO flats
and Kasardjan flats in Community 2, and the Prefab blocks in Community 11, the Sojeco flats
and Nigeria flats (Field Interviews, 2012). The 1970 Population and Housing Census for
example showed that housing occupancy improved significantly in that decade. Using the
average number of persons per house, it was reported that for the whole country this value
dropped from 10.5 in 1960 to 8.85 by 1970 and 14. 65 to 14.00 in urban areas and 9.73 to 7.73 in
rural areas (BRRI, 1972).
The Acheampong Regime (1972-1978) continued public housing through the Ghana Home
Ownership Scheme. While it is not known the extent to which existing designs had been
successful, in terms of meeting requirements, it was the vision of government under this scheme
“to make living accommodation conform to the Ghanaian social habits and patterns of family life
…” (Ministry of Works and Housing, 1973). To carry through this vision, the Architectural and
Engineering Services Corporation (AESC), which would in time become a limited liability
company, was established as the consulting agency responsible for the design, development,
maintenance and management of all infrastructural projects ‘required by and/or on behalf of
Government’. Across the length and breadth of the country, both single family houses and multistorey apartments were developed. These included block of flats for public workers in general
namely secondary school tutors, nurses, police and prison officers particularly in regional
capitals. It is reported that the 1972-1975 ‘Crash Programme for Low-Cost Housing’ under the
Acheampong government, yielded about 6000 units in 2 years, “a delivery considered one of the
most successful in public housing projects since independence” (Ministry of Works and Housing,
1986). It was however considered unsustainable as only few Ghanaians could afford at the time.
The Rawlings administration (1981-2000), reviewed past policies and programmes as basis for
new policy decision. Key among the strategies was the need to revise and eliminate outmoded
building regulations and by-laws (Ministry of Works and Housing, 1986). In 1989, the Ghana
Building Code was drafted which in principle later became the National Building Regulation
(National Building Regulations L.I. 1630, 1996). Among government concerns was the vision
“to re-orient design methodology to flexible and dynamic systems which in its totality leads to
EVOLUTIONARY HOUSING CONSTRUCTION” (Ministry of Works and Housing, 1986). Thus
in addition to removing administrative bottlenecks to housing, it was also the intention of
government through policy to adopt design concepts and strategies which make housing
sustainable through an incremental building process while remaining functional.
To obtain the needed funding for development, Ghana like many developing countries in 1980s
signed onto the World Bank/IMF’s Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) and Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP) (Buadu and Asare-Danso, 2012). As conditionality, trade
liberalization geared towards a market-oriented economy became necessary. Government
contribution to public housing consequently, shifted from direct intervention to that of providing
13

A master plan for Tema in 1961 proposed a town of 300, 000 population (Grant and Yankson, 2003). The authors indicate that the building of
Tema as a planned area with residential and industrial area meant that it has since developed as a satellite urban area for the city Accra.
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enabling environment. Consequently, state-owned enterprises such as the TDC, SHC and AESC
were overhauled into limited liability companies. Quasi-government organizations such as the
Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT) came in. Towards the end of the decade
(1980s), SSNIT expanded its programme to build houses for its members – mainly civil servants
and public workers. In 1988, SSNIT in partnership with the SHC began significant investments
in housing at ‘social’ rents. Popularly known as the SSNIT flats, these were mostly multi-storey,
multi-family apartments. Among the private consultants were Architectural Design Partnership
(adp) and Nu-arch Systems. Most of these units were constructed in the urban centres such
Adenta, Dansoman, Bubuashie, and Osu, Elmina, Takoradi, and Obuasi.
In 2001, the Kuffour administration assumed the reins of government. Like previous
governments, efforts were made to develop a housing policy. A draft report housing policy was
developed focused principally on land tenure, building material utilization, construction
technology and institutional support for improved delivery, though hardly anything was said
about design (MWRWH, 2005). With the country’s declaration of indebtedness, and subsequent
participation in the World Banks’ Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) debt relief initiative, the
World Bank allowed some of the resulting funds to be made available for housing. In line with
government goal to provide safe, decent and affordable housing for Ghanaians, government
constructed 1500 flats at Borteyman and Kpone in the Greater Accra region, and 1,192 flats at
Asokore-Mampong in the Ashanti region, 200 flats at Tamale, 400 flats at Koforidua, and 150
flats each at Wa and Bolgatanga (ISSER, 2008). Along with these, in 2001, the Ghana Education
Trust Fund also became operational, part of which is now channeled towards the development of
public infrastructure including housing for educational institutions (ISSER, 2008).
The foregoing review shows that:





There is literature evidence to suggest that since independence it has been the goal of the
government to provide housing solutions which: 1) respond to the socio-cultural demands
of the Ghanaian people and hence functional; 2) incorporate flexibility as a strategy for
improved functional performance.
Apart from the Ghana Home Ownership Scheme, there is little documentation of the
design concepts, strategies and standards which informed the development of public
apartment design solutions in Ghana. Little is therefore known as basis for evaluation.
Since the government continues to intervene in the housing situation in Ghana, such
knowledge is important for both design and policy decision-making.

2.4 Building functional performance deficits
The shortfalls of the modernist approach (functionalist-rationalist) to architecture
notwithstanding, it remains the goal of every architect or designer to design houses that meet
requirements in both the short and long term. This is particularly so for residential units given the
impact of houses on the quality of people’s life. For this same reason, users of buildings
(houses), want living accommodations that are/can be tailored to the functional priorities of their
lives such as work and daily living activities, and still remain adaptable to changing conditions
and circumstances. This means in principle, designers and users both seek the same end.
However, these two ends often do not meet and deficit in functional performance often arises.
This deficit is referred to in this study as the ‘functionality gap’.
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2.4.1 The importunity of change
Underlying the functionality gap is the very importunity of change; the fact that change persists
relentlessly. Although people and the physical environments they occupy both change over time,
differences exist in the nature and rate of these changes which leads to the functionality gap.
While people change rapidly in their characteristics and requirements, the physical attributes of a
building do so rather slowly. Besides, while the requirements of users may ‘grow’ with time, as
new requirements evolve, buildings deteriorate and become less effective in the capacity to
support changes due to the combined effect of climate, the natural effect of ageing as well as
wear and tear. Thus while the characteristics of physical environments are relatively fixed and
slow-changing, the requirements of users are dynamic and highly elastic. A mismatch thus often
results.
For example, Chappells, and Shove (2005) reports that people’s expectations of desired levels of
comfort, cleanliness and convenience in buildings have changed significantly over the past few
decades. Requirements for floor area in Dutch houses have also shown an upward trend since
1965 (Hasselaar, 2009). Similarly, Visher (1987) reports that in North America, planned suburbs
built in the post-war years for families with young children are now used by households without
children, and older people, who have a greater need for health services than schools. These
changes are manifestations of the fact that over time people’s requirements change.
In dwellings, Brand (1994) has distinguished these changes as fantasy-based or reality-based.
According to Brand, the former comes in blurts through the enticement of new and emerging
household technologies. Reality-based changes on the other hand, are constant and relentless.
Thus the former is transient while the latter is inevitable. For example, babies arrive, become
kids, become older kids, and leave; dependent aging relatives arrive, and die; money comes,
money goes; careers change; while everybody keeps on maturing in their tastes and activities.
This means families grow and shrink changing in size and composition as it traverses the family
life cycle. The need for more space becomes necessary in time as new requirements evolve.
Martens et al., (2004) observes that ‘the presence of children… changes the materiality of the
living space, with household organization, style and design all being compromised by the
presence of kid’s stuff and the functional requirements of (especially young) children’.
According to Chapin (1974), these changes in characteristics pre-condition and predispose
households to different activities.
In response, it is desired/expected that the building would lend itself to change in some practical
ways in order to facilitate intended use. Slaughter (2001) observes that these may be the need to
support change in function, change in capacity and change in flow. In this framework, Slaughter
(2001) explains that change in function becomes necessary in response to higher or new facility
(building) performance objectives, and relate to the capacity to be able to i) upgrade the existing
functions of the building; ii) to incorporate new functions; and iii) to modify the building for
different functions. Change in capacity on the other hand, describes changes in response to
higher load conditions the requirements for increased operational space (volume). Change in
flow on the other hand, occurs in response to the requirements for different/new internal or
surrounding environmental conditions, such as for passage, movement or organization of people
and things within or into a facility.
This means in response to changes in user requirements, changes in design become necessary in
the attributes of the building - dimensional (e.g. size and volume), topological (layout
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adjacencies and connectivity) or constructional (relationship among building elements). Sadly,
this is missing in most designs wittingly or unwittingly for a number of reasons. First, much
unlike a car, the physical attributes of a building are relatively less mutable. Most buildings are
also rarely designed to meet changes in future qualitative demands, being often designed to
satisfy existing forms of use (Gann, & Barlow, 1996). The result is that over time, the physical
attributes of the building is unable to support the changes in user requirements. Simply put, the
design attributes of the building become unable to deliver the desired affordances in terms of
‘practical usability’ (Voordt van der & Wegen van, 2005). This creates a functional performance
deficit which is referred to in this study as a ‘functionality gap’, a gap which widens over time if
not attended.
Thus, change is inevitable. The disparity in the nature of people’s requirements relative to the
attributes of the houses they live however leads to different requirements for changes in a
building. The implication is that there is the need for different capacities in a building to respond
to the requirements for change. Most designs have failed in this direction, leading to functional
performance deficits during the intended life of buildings. The best designers can do is to first
understand the nature of these changes, the factors which underlie them in order to provide the
appropriate response. The importunity of change also makes time an important consideration in
design.
2.4.2 The ‘functionality gap’
Buildings have lives in time called lifespan. The life of buildings may be physical, functional, or
economic. The (physical) life of a building, more technically referred to as the (designed) service
life, is the intended/expected life of the building as specified by the designer in accordance with
user requirements in a given service environment with reference to some specific in-use
conditions (Nireki, 1996; ISO 15686-1, 2000). Other things being equal, it is expected that the
service/physical life of a building will equate to its functional life – the period of time during
which the building serves its intended purpose. This assumption is arguably because the service
life of a building by definition is determined in accordance with user requirements (ISO 156861, 2000). This is often not the case however, with the result that over time buildings fails to
fulfill their intended functions. This is the “functionality gap”.
Though not explicit in the literature as the ‘functionality gap’, its essence is expressed in
different forms in the literature. Ehrenkrantz (1989) described it as the difference between
delivered and desired performance. Brown and Cole (2009) refer to it as ‘the gap between
predicted and actual performance of buildings’. Chappells and Shove (2005) describe the
functionality gap as ‘the gulf between designers’ detailed calculations on the one hand, and the
effect of adding or removing a sweater on the other’. According to Bordass et al. (2004), it is a
‘credibility gap’ arising not so much because predictive techniques are ‘wrong’, but because the
assumptions used are not well enough informed by what really happens in practice because few
people who design buildings go on to monitor their performance. Significantly, the ‘functionality
gap’ reduces the functional/useful lifespan of buildings. This has implication not only for capital
investment and ecological quality but also the quality of life of occupants.
Literature evidence indicates that the lifespan of buildings – both residential and commercial –
have plummeted from a designed service life (DSL) of about 100 years to a useful or functional
life of between 20 and 35 years (Duffy, 1990; Post and Willems, 2001; Kendall and Teicher,
2000; Lichtenberg, 2006). Overall, the functionality gap affects the sustainable performance of
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building of buildings – socially, economically and ecologically. Figure 2.6 above illustrates the
functionality gap as the deficit (shortfall) in performance between the desired level of quality and
the declining physical condition of the building. Mathematically, if it is assumed that users’
desired quality or the expected performance, P1, (requirement for functionality) over the original
level of building functionality or performance, P0, grows over time, and the physical
quality/performance of the building deteriorates (P2), the change in performance (∆P) can be
represented as P  P1  P2 , where P0 is the original (provided) level of performance, q is the
desired quality, t is the lifespan of the buildings in years and  , the rate of physical deterioration.
The hypothetical loss of functional lifespan can then be represented as in Figure 2.7. While the
gap is explicit, of interest to this research are the factors which contribute to this gap.

Figure 2.6 The ‘functionality gap’

Figure 2.7 Deficits in functional lifespan
2.5 Factors accounting for deficits in building functional performance
The servant is not greater than the master14. If dwellings fail in terms of functional performance,
then in principle it is the design solution as expressed through the design specification that has
failed. This is simply because a building as an architectural form is the expression of a solution
principle called specification. As a product, design has been defined as “a specification of an
object, manifested by an agent, intended to accomplish goals, in a particular environment, using
a set of primitive components and satisfying a set of requirements, subject to constraints” (Ralph
and Wand, 2009). In other words, a design solution represents the outcome of the translation of
the intents and aspirations of a client into the specification of an artefact by a designer to serve a
given purpose in a particular context within certain constraints.

14

Holy Bible John 13:16
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This understanding can further be elaborated using Mueller’s (1980) design schema theory.
According to this schema, design is the result of four interrelated sources of information: 1)
design context 2) design intentions 3) design outcomes and 4) feedback from design outcomes.
The design outcome is in the view of this research the result of the other three. If design is seen
as a product and a process then, design outcomes is the result of the context, intentions and
feedback information. Shortfalls in these sources of information underlie can lead to the
functionality gap.
In light of this framework, the study argues that first, deficits in functionality occur when context
factors are disregarded. This is particularly so in the case of public apartment buildings. As
earlier suggested as public buildings, apartment buildings follow formal approaches to
architecture buildings are designed by architects and constructed by contractors/master craftsmen
and other specialists using aesthetic styles, building layouts and construction materials and
methods transposed from other localities (Lawrence, 2000). For former Western colonies like
Ghana, this is significant because of the influence of Western-oriented) approaches and systems.
For example, Birdwell-Pheasant and Lawrence-Zuniga (1999) observe that the globalization of
Western house-form is perhaps one of the significant ways that Western culture has strengthened
its hegemony to the point of the capacity to restructure ‘the most intimate lives of people within
their domestic settings’. Chokor (2005) refers to ‘introverted designs of Western culture’, that
influenced house forms in Nigeria as a reflection of English ideals of individualism. Omata
(1992) observes that in Japan after World War II, the ‘fusuma or shoji’ (Japanese-styled sliding
door) which aided flexible use of space became replaced by Western style doors and walls. This,
according to the authors resulted in constrained use of dwelling space. Thus, without due regard
for context factors a ‘functionality gap’ is bound to result, leading to failure of housing units in
the long term.
This extends to include constraints on design solutions imposed by outmoded building standards
and regulations inherited from colonial rulers which most obviously do not fit the local
conditions and household needs and requirements such as those found in Ghana and Nigeria
Ghana (Tipple, 1998; Chokor, 2005; Arku, 2009). In addition, architects traditionally use
guidelines and pattern books which serve as ‘contextual design strategies’ (Forty and Moss,
1980). However, most pattern books are typological, concerned mainly with the form and
appearance of buildings. Accordingly, transposing design standards and concepts whole-sale
based on universalist assumptions without due reference to contextual factors can lead to faulty
design decisions, functional performance deficits, and hence the ‘functionality gap’.
Secondly, design decisions fail where specifications are based on assumptions often rooted in
intuition, creativity, experience, and values of designers and much less in empirical evidence
(Kellet and Higdon, 1991; Rapoport, 2005). In a study of the functionality of speculative house
plans in UK, West and Emmitt (2004), found that designers made very little use of the empirical
knowledge made available through the Parker Morris report, for example. The study concluded
that as a result, the functionality of design solutions appeared to be compromised. The findings
of Darke (1978) with the design of public housing further support this. Van der Voordt and van
Wegen (2005) quotes Darke as follows:
“According to Jane Darke (1978), architects value system play an important role in initial
design decsions. In her research concerning public housing designs, she noticed that
architects had not only used a conjectures of solution-oriented nature in formulating their
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responses to design projects but also they relied on a hidden agenda she called the
primary generator. This is a set of values held by designers or clients that generates initial
conjectures concerning what a future place might be.
It means that architects/designers come to design with their own founding assumptions
particularly when it is the case with mass housing. These have been described as the
‘autonomous prestructures’ architects come to design task with, believed to ‘make design
possible’ (Leaman, 1974; Amorim, 1997). It becomes manifest in design prototypes, solutions
developed based on ‘knowledge by experience’ (Gero, 1990). But while professional knowledge
and experience cannot be despised, it cannot be substituted for user input.
Mueller (1981) examined how designers (architects) translate user requirements into the
attributes of houses. The study identified two types of designers: Type I designers whose
intentions match those of users with similar characteristics, and Type II designers who have
different intentions for different users. In Type I, designers extrapolate the requirements of users
based on the characteristics of a similar group of users. The problem is that apart from the
differences that impact upon the requirements of users, a number of factors affect the interaction
between people in designed environment that are deemed complex (Rapoport, 2005; Lawrence,
1982; Harman and Betak, n.d). It is to say that what unfolds in space depends on far more than
what the architect’s pencil alone suggests. Mueller concluded that in the absence of appropriate
feedback, even extensive practice will not produce any variations from a prototypical pattern.
Among Type II designers, the study found that different intentions notwithstanding,
‘inappropriate and inaccurate feedback’ can still make design schema idiosyncratic. The
conclusion is that given these differences in the characteristics and requirements of users, it
becomes impracticable to think that decisions on user requirements made based essentially on
designers’ judgment will meet the goals and aspirations of users in the present and future.
The third and final cause relates to occupants’ feedback described here as ‘user needs gap’. This
gap arises where user requirements are either completely discounted in design as the case is in
most public housing, or are else poorly defined and elicited due to shortfalls in the methods for
data collection, analysis and interpretation. In terms of methods, there are also practical
difficulties associated with defining, eliciting and validating user requirements as a function of
user needs as basis for design decision-making. This is because unlike the physical attributes of a
building which can be estimated and/or predicted with considerable certainty, the requirements
of users are ‘soft’, ‘fuzzy’ and difficult to pin down. In part, this stems from the difficulty on the
part of users to express their needs in a way that can easily be related and translated to design
attributes. The reasons are limited awareness of the dwelling environment, the differing capacity
of people to articulate their needs as a result of partial and incomplete understanding of what
they want (Heijs, 2005; Sutcliffe, 2002). Where this is possible, users are unrealistic in their
demands making prioritization and trade-offs in design decision-making difficult (Sutcliffe,
2002; Bray, 2002).
These practical difficulties make certain methods inadequate for understanding and eliciting
users’ requirements. An example the use of survey questionnaire based using measurement
scales such as Likert scale. By focusing on what people think, these attitudinal studies fail to
provide the needed pointers to those design attributes which have direct impact on use and hence
functionality. In the face of these challenges, the tendency is to focus on the measurable and
verifiable attributes to the alienation of the rather complex and ‘undesigned’ elements of user
requirements (Rebano-Edwards, 2007). However, it is “not everything that counts that can be
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counted” 15 . Duffy (1990) therefore notes that, in a field where buildings and people come
together, the essential characteristics of measures are to give equal weights to the ‘hardware’ of
designs and the ‘software’ of users’ requirements. Caroll and Ross (2007) argue that this is
crucial not only as a matter of technical necessity but also of moral importance, because the
people who will be affected by the outcome of design decision-making out to have a say in those
decisions.
Based on the discussions above, it can be concluded as has been observed by others that deficits
in the functional performance of buildings (the “functionality gap”) is rooted in shortfalls in
design decision-making (Chappells and Shove, 2005) are a result of faulty design assumptions
(Brown and Cole, 2009), lack of reliable design data (Frohnsdorff and Martin, 1996) and poor
analysis of user needs, called the ‘user-needs gap’ (Zeisel, 1984).
The implication is that:




Conventional, linear approach to design that is top-down, with ‘no boots on the ground’
would potentially result in design solutions that fail in the long-term;
Context-blind application of design concepts, standards and assumptions will lead to
aberrations in design, and result in solutions that fail to respond to the context-specific
needs of people.
Given the shortfalls in understanding and eliciting occupants’ feedback on requirements,
different innovative methods are needed to provide the linkages between user
requirements and design attributes in order to provide design solutions that meet
requirements in the present and the future.

2.6 Approaches and strategies in response to the ‘functionality gap’ in dwellings
In response to the challenges outlined above, different approaches have been adopted to bridge
the functionality gap. Some are practical design strategies; others are research-based using
different theoretical lenses and methodological toolkits. In essence, these are influenced by the
view on what the functions of a house are and how this can be enhanced. Careful review of the
literature would reveal three main approaches/strategies in response to the ‘functionality gap’.
These are:
1) Durability-based service life planning techniques. These seek to predict the performance of
building elements during their intended lifespan, and to make provision for maintenance and
retrofitting;
2) Flexibility-based design strategies which seek to provide opportunities and possibilities to
accommodate changes in requirements in the long-term through in-built design features;
3) Environment-behavior approaches which focus on improving architectural programming and
design through an understanding of the relationship between people and designed
environments.
While the first two lean more towards design and hence designers, the latter two are more
related to the user and requirements issues.
2.6.1 Service life planning and maintenance techniques
Service life planning is a durability-based technique which focuses on predicting the service life
of building materials, components and systems primarily based on laboratory simulated
15
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engineering data (ISO 15686-2:2012). As a technique, service life planning presumes that by
means of an estimate of the service life of the materials, components and systems used for a
building, it is possible to predict and plan for required/desired changes in buildings and to reduce
the rate of physical deterioration/degradation of buildings though appropriate maintenance
programme. The belief is that this would improve both the technical and functional performance
of a building and help bridge the functionality gap. In this way, functionality is intended to be
enhanced through the durability of a house as a structure.
The estimate of service life is done through one of three methods namely the Factor Method,
Engineering Method and Probabilistic Method (Hovde and Moser 2004). With its origin in the
work of the Architectural Institute of Japan since 1993, the Factor Method makes an estimate of
service life by multiplying a certain Reference Service Life (RSL) by a set of seven factors
namely quality of component, work execution level, indoor environment, outdoor environment,
in-use condition and maintenance level (ISO 15686-2:2012). But unlike partial safety factors in
engineering documents, for example, there is no ‘standard’ set of factors; each designer decides
what to apply (Davies and Wyatt, 2004). On one hand, it is difficult to foresee the circumstances
that make the application of these factors necessary. On the other hand, there is no system of
verifying the factors. Thus its assumptions are highly subjective. In the face of these seeming
oversimplification and complexities, the Engineering and Probabilistic Methods, involving
rigorous stochastic and mathematical models emerged.
The main criticisms against service life planning techniques are that they are theoretical
constructs (Kohler and Hassler, 2002), utopian in nature (Davies and Wyatt, 2004) and are
associated with practical difficulties for application (Hovde and Moser 2004; Trinium and
Sjöström, 2005). Besides these criticisms, service life relies heavily on maintenance planning. In
respect of this, Douglas (2002) notes that when balanced against the technical difficulties
associated, the effect on the building fabric, as well as the implications for life cycle costs and
waste generation, the usefulness of maintenance and retrofitting is marginal when compared to
the creation of opportunities of adaptations. Theoretically, service life planning can be said to be
rooted in instrumentally/technical rationality, concerned with optimizing design outcomes by
focusing on the ‘how’ of technical solutions with little recourse to the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of the
end product. Its top-down strategy makes it deterministic in its approach. This makes service life
planning and maintenance techniques inadequate as an approach to dealing with the functionality
gap; it is divorced from user inputs.
2.6.2 Flexibility-based design strategies
Flexibility describes the capacity of a system – product or process – to accommodate post-design
changes over time. In building design, Hamdi (1991) describes flexibility as a theory of design
practice which developed in response to the need for change and to fit, to costs, standards, the
inadequacies of determinism, as well as to greater choice and control for users. This means
flexibility developed as a strategy to increase the capacity of building to support evolving
requirements in order to enhance quality, to be meet the performance requirements of standards,
to respond to the deficiencies of a ‘no boot on the ground’ approach to design and to empower
users through the in-use phase of a building’s life.
Flexibility-based design strategies take a lifespan-based view of buildings. They seek to plan for
changes in future qualitative demands (functional performance requirements) by incorporating
into buildings features which increase this capacity. As earlier indicated these changes may be in
function, capacity or flow. The supposition is that creating opportunities and possibilities for
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change in a building will give users greater control over the dwelling environment and allow
users to better meet their changing needs and requirements over time. It represents in a sense
what Habraken (2005, 2008) refers to as distributed control – a design strategy by which users
have some control over their dwelling environments. This is exemplified by Vischer’s (1985)
‘adaptation and control model’ for housing design research. In this model Vischer argues for a
departure from eliciting user requirements based on user needs and preferences to the
interactions of people with their physical environments by means of the possibility to control it
through alterations, or how residents adapt to dwelling units where control is not possible.
This need for control is rooted in theory; that when the attributes of a dwelling environment fail
to meet needs and requirements, users respond by making adjustments/adaptations (Perin, 1974;
Morris and Winter, 1978; Vischer, 1985). While these adjustments/adaptations may be
behavioral such as changes in family norms or values, they can also be technical. In the latter
case, users interact with the attributes of the design by physically altering the dwelling internal or
external to the building. It may also take the form changes within the unit without altering the
fabric of the building. In flexibility-based design strategies, the goal is to create opportunities and
possibilities which empower the users to respond to changes in requirements.
One defining theory which provides a framework for thinking about flexibility in buildings as a
system is what is faintly described in the literature as the ‘theory of building change’ credited to
Architect Frank Duffy and expanded by Stewart Brand and others (Brand, 1994). The theory
conceptualizes the different parts of a building in relation to change over time. It argues that
although ‘form follows function’, over time, function melts form, making flexibility and/or
adaptability in design necessary. According to the theory, a building may be conceived as
consisting of different layers with different lifespan, and because these layers shear (change) at
different rates, possibilities for change can be created at these different hierarchical levels. In
decreasing order of lifespan but increasing rate change, these hierarchies are defined as the
structure, skin (shell), services, space plan and stuff (Duffy, 1990; Brand, 1994; Leupen, 2005)
(Figure 2.8).
The theory posits that the higher layers have longer lifespan and hence are more permanent in the
building’s system of configuration. However, these have a slower rates of change compared to
the lower level layers, which have shorter lifespan but a faster rate of change. Accordingly, the
need for change emerges faster from lower layers such as the space plan and services relative to
the shell and structure. The argument therefore is that creating possibilities for change at the
lower levels of the design such as the space plan and services is more critical. In other words,
‘freeing’ the lower layers from the ‘entanglement’ of the higher more permanent layers, will
enhance the need for changes. The belief is that the more flexible or independent these parts are
within the building’s configuration, the better will be the capacity to adapt to changes in
function, capacity and flow in both the short and long term.
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Figure 2.8 Shearing layers of building change (Brand, 1994)
For all their advantages however, Habraken (2005) notes that despite a century of effort on the
part of architects to design with flexibility in mind, the concept still remains marginal to the
design profession. This suggests that existing strategies and approaches have failed to an extent
to deliver desired results. In the view of this research, this can be attributed factors both
theoretical and practical. Theoretically, like service life planning, flexibility-based approaches
are also rooted in instrumental rationality with a titled focus on the ‘how’ of technical solutions
and less the user requirements. Implicit, the approach seems to be closed as a system, being
divorced from the actual user requirements. In the end, it succeeds as Sutcliffe (2002) puts it, at
designing the ‘right’ thing rather than designing the right thing. The evidence is found in the
reduction in the lifespan performance of buildings not only houses but also office building space.
2.6.3 Environment-behavior research for improvement in programming
To account for user requirements and help bridge the functionality gap, environment and
behavior research emerged. Its goal has been to bring into the design equation the requirements
of users indirectly through users’ feedback. In general, environment-behavior (E-B) research
seeks to understand how people act in designed settings and how this knowledge can contribute
to improved design solutions. According to Rapoport (2005), environment-behavior studies seek
to address three fundamental questions:
i)
ii)
iii)

What bio-social, psychological, and cultural characteristics of human beings
influence which characteristics of the built environment?
What effects do which environments have on which groups of people under what
circumstances, and when, why, and how?
Given this two-way interaction between people and environments, there must
mechanisms that link them. What are these mechanisms?

In the context of housing, therefore, environment-behavior studies seek to provide empirical
evidence that helps to better understand the factors which affect households’ environmental
behavior and hence how to improve the fit between users’ requirements and the features of the
physical environment and ultimately helps bridge the ‘functionality gap’.
Lawrence (2000) reviewed the different approaches adopted in these studies, and identified two
main categories as:
1) those which take psychological and socio-psychological perspective to interpret how
people perceive, use and value residential environments;
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2) those that follow architectural and sociological perspectives to examine how the
background characteristics of people such as age, gender, education, and household
composition influence their housing needs and to the extent that this contributes to user
satisfaction.
Researchers of the psychological and socio-psychological school use concepts such as identity,
place-identity, and appropriation, self and social-self to interpret housing in terms of individual
needs for identity, control, privacy, security, intimacy and social status (Festinger et al., 1950;
Altman, 1974). The studies are grounded in behavioral and psychological theories, focusing on
the quality of human experience in the built environments, and its relationship to memories,
emotions, and other psychological effects (Kahana et al., 2003; Moser, 2009; Jusan, 2010). It
includes researchers who also apply phenomenological approaches to examine the mental
representations, rituals and values people ascribe to houses and the use of domestic space
(Lawrence, 2000). This means the psychological and socio-psychological approach to E-B
research focuses on what people think about their dwellings, the emotional significance they
associate with it as a place of habitation, as well as the symbolic meanings they read into
dwellings symbolic artefact and the overall satisfaction that result from these.
While the above researchers are concerned with the subjective experiences of people, researchers
from the architectural and sociological approach focus on the objective physical variables such
as size and layout using quantitative measurement techniques. A typical example is the use of
space syntax theories and techniques to analyze building plans from a topological point of view.
Among its primary goals is to predict the effect of design attributes on human behavior in space
such as patterns of movement, privacy, and visibility (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996;
Monteiro, 1997; Amorim, 1997; Rashid et al., 2009; Mustafa, 2010). Supposing implicitly that
“if design does this, people will do that”, researchers in this school argue as that the built
environment can causally affect, significantly constrain, or conditionally enable individual
behavior. In effect the effort is to predict and control behavior through environmental design.
There are some merits in these propositions. However, in light of current knowledge about
people and their environments, Vischer (2008) notes that such a deterministic view is simplistic
and obsolete. The argument is that while the attributes of a designed environment can affect how
people use those environments, it does not determine how people live. Peponis and Wineman
(2002) for example, argue that “the pervasive effects of the spatial structure of environments
upon behavior are indirect; that they occur through the positioning of collective actors rather than
through prescription of action” This means it is more the relationships among people rather than
the characteristics of designs that determines people’s actions and hence activities in a given
spatial context. In other words, people’s behavior in space is related to but not deterministically
dependent upon the attributes of design. To attempt to predict and control behavior through
design is thus an aberration from the freedom people require of a house as a place live.
In light of the contextual and methodological deficiencies associated space syntax, some have
argued that “without knowing the facts” it is not sufficient to infer social relations of societies
from a two-dimensional plan like a house floor plan (Lawrence, 1990; Leach, 1978; Osman &
Sulliman (n.d). Otherwise, a building design solutions becomes a closed system which has not
interaction with the realities of its people and needs context within which it is supposed to
function. Thus, by focusing on quantitative measures these analytical techniques though use,
become limited in term of the extent to which results correspond to reality. By excluding the user
it obscures a clear understanding and representation of users’ requirements in design.
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To these shortfall, the more sociological researchers in this category have examined how both
the objective physical attributes of a house and the subjective characteristics of users such as age,
gender, education, role affect people housing satisfaction and preferences (Amole, 2009; Opoku
and Abdul-Muhmin, 2010; Mohit et al., 2010). As a constructs residential satisfaction is
problematic because of the diversity and complexity of factors that affect people’s satisfaction in
environments (Visher, 1985, 2008). This is because residential satisfaction has components of
affect, cognition, and behavior which all come to play in any evaluation. Thus, one wonders
what users mean when they rate themselves on various attitudinal scales as satisfied or not
satisfied.
‘Preference’ on the other hand, is a subtle concept which may result not so much from the
physical environment as it may be from unknown influences, often socio-psychological
(Humphrey, 2005). In dealing with preferences, therefore, Fransen (2005) notes that it is of
‘paramount importance to realize that preference is a mental concept and is neither logically nor
causally determined by the physical characteristics of a design option’. Rather “it is the use that
is going to be made of [an] item under design that determines the … physical characteristics”.
The implication of the shortfalls in user preference and satisfaction measures therefore is that, a
construct that is empirically verifiable with direct relation to design attributes is important.
Implications
It follows from the discussions above that theoretically, neither the psychological and sociopsychological line of research nor the architectural and sociological approach independently
provides sufficient means to understand user requirements as input for design decision-making.
At both ends, the positivist, deductive approach to research fails to capture and represent use
requirements in a balanced and realistic manner. However, both the objective and subjective
dimensions are important and neither can be properly interpreted in the absence of the other.
Though useful in providing generalizable knowledge, they offer little insight for making
practical design decisions taking into account the reality of contextual contingencies. In the case
of preference and satisfaction measures, the subjective nature of the constructs also raises
questions about the validity and even more the external validity of resulting knowledge. And in
contexts where housing demand far outstrip supply, the question of satisfaction might never lead
to improvements since under the constraint of need, people have little option in terms of choice.
To be useful, Lawrence (2000) notes that housing design research cannot be restricted to only
quantifiable dimensions such as the spatial-physical characteristics of design solutions; must
encompass social processes including what Rapoport (2005) refers to as ‘activities or activity
systems’; and must take into account context-relevant factors such as the social, political,
cultural, and historical setting in which designs occur.
The implication is that:




There is the need for an approach to housing design research, which brings user
requirements and design attributes into a mutually dependent relationship. This means an
approach which permits a dual ontology is critical.
Epistemologically, there is the need for a theory or theories that are user-centred
(Vischer, 2008) and also design-based. This means an integrated approach to the
development of a theoretical framework is required.
It also means that there is the need for mixed methods approach to research, which
leverages the complementary benefits of qualitative and quantitative methods to the
collection, analysis and interpretation of data.
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The unit of observation (i.e. for identifying and understanding people spatial needs) must
also be in terms of a language that is familiar to both designers and users.

2.7 Towards an integrated activity-based theoretical framework
The argument has been made that people and the environments in which they live are bound
together in a dynamic mutual relationship. The extent to which the environment meet
requirements in the short and long-term, functionality and adaptability, as concepts have
therefore been described as having a dual ontological nature. On one hand, they are social
construction concerned with functions and on the other, technical construction relating to design
attributes (Kroes, 2001; Schumacher, 2012). This means that any analysis of functionality and
adaptability of design solutions must consider requirements and attributes in tandem. To achieve
this, different researchers have argued that a systems approach offers a useful path (Chapin,
1974; Lawrence, 2000; Rabeneck, 2008; Vischer, 1985, 2008; Hillier, 2008). Proponents observe
that a systems approach empowers the use of a conceptual framework that allows the
examination of the mutual relationship between the functions and design attributes in a single
study.
2.7.1 A systems approach to housing research
Systems approach is rooted in systems thinking or philosophy (Laszlo, 1972; Skyttner, 2006). It
argues that the best way to understand the performance of any system is in the context of the
relationships with each other and with other systems, rather than in isolation. Accordingly, the
way the parts are put together to form the whole is deemed more important than looking at the
parts in isolation. It therefore seeks to achieve optimum benefit through the mutual relationship
between the technical or ‘designed’ aspects of a system and the rather ‘undesigned’, nontechnical but complex social variables. It is rooted in the assumption that the reality of human
systems is that they operate in certain context (environment) with which they interact.
Accordingly, it is misleading to divorce the technical designed elements from the more practical
context factors – physical, socio-cultural, or even economic. Applied to design solutions for the
built environment therefore, the argument is that the technical attributes of the design solutions
and the requirements of users though separate are interdependent, and must be observed as parts
of a whole within a given context.
One model that has attempted to illustrate this idea is the Hamburger Model (Gielingh, 1988). It
is the brain-child of the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and
referred to by Meacham et al. (2005) as the Dutch approach. It conceives the requirements of
users as demand and defines then as the functional design concept. The design strategy used to
realize this demand is described as the supply referred to as the solution concept. The goal of a
systems approach is to seek a match between the two dimensions. The model has been further
elaborated for application in what is now known as the performance-based building concept
(Hattis, 1996; Pilzer and Jasuja, 2005). In the performance-based building concept, the functional
concept is defined in terms of ‘what’ users want and ‘why’ while the solution concept is defined
as how. Thus, it shows the relation between the functions of a building as user requirements on
one hand, and its form in terms of design attributes as an expression of the solution principle.
The assumption is that, by understanding ‘what’ users require, and the driving goals and
concerns, it is possible to determine ‘how’ these can be provided for by means of technical
specifications.
The model does not consider ‘which’ attributes of design become important. This is assumed to
be implicit in the “how” dimension. In the view of this study, the added value of design research
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is to help identify ‘which’ attributes of design require design attention for appropriate response
through design strategy. Adapted in this respect, the model can be presented as in Figure 2.9. It
noteworthy also that this interaction between demand and supply occurs within a certain systems
context. These may be physical climate, socio-cultural, regulatory, or economic. Mohammadi
(2011) applied this approach in a study which sought to empower independent living by seniors
through the application of Domotics in a demand-supply relationship.

Figure 2.9 The Hamburger model (adapted from Gielingh, 1988)
2.7.2 Using activities to understand needs (“what” and “why”)
The difficulty with ‘what’ people want and the reasons for these, ‘why’, which together help
define their needs, is that they are first implicit socio-psychological notions. Murray’s (1938)
oft-cited definition of need is that:
A need is a construct (a convenient fiction or hypothetical concept) that stands for a force
(the physico-chemical of which is unknown) in the brain region, a force that organizes
perception, apperception, intellection, conation and action in such a way as to transform
in a certain direction an existing, unsatisfying situation. (pp.123-124, cited in Deci and
Ryan, 2009).

Murray’s definition shows people’s needs (“what” and “why”) as rather abstract concept that
exist in the domain of people’s mind and feelings. It is not surprising that most environment and
behavior studies use constructs such as user preferences and satisfaction, which border on the
socio-psychological aspects in understanding people’s needs. This abstract nature makes needs
difficult to define in practical terms. It becomes even more difficult when the constructs and
technique for elicitation fail to help users clearly articulate these needs.
Useful however, is the observation in the definition that needs drive action in a certain direction
– activities in the bid to change unsatisfying existing conditions. In the field of software
engineering for example, therefore, the approach adopted is to focus on the task users currently
perform or might want to perform represented in “use cases that can describe the outwardly
visible requirements of the system” (Johnson, 1997; Schneider & Winter, 1998). The basis for
this is both theoretical and practical. Theoretically, at a very fundamental level, individuals carry
out activities in order to meet their felt needs or wants (Chapin, 1974), and Murray’s definition
suggest, human needs drive human activities. Thus, while it is difficult to appreciate needs as
construct, activities provide material expressions of people’s needs. Thus, activities become the
minimum meaningful unit for understanding human behavior (Leont’ev, 1978).
Practically, for the purpose of design decision-making, observing user activities is useful. Lang
(2000) observes that one way to make building designs practical is to develop a model of
functionalism in design which relates built form to the fulfillment of human needs through its
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affordances for activities. For design purposes, activities can be deemed to represent a practical
means to an end; they constitute the unit of analysis in design. According to Rapoport (2005)
activities represent the most concrete expressions of culture and architects and planners and
designers are relatively familiar with using activity analysis in design. Functional analysis in
design, for example, involves first “establishing the nature of the activities and the spatial
conditions to be satisfied, such as the floor area needed, any minimum breadth or depth…” (van
Wegen and van der Voordt, 2005). Activities are therefore considered critical to programming in
architecture (Lang, 2000). Because activities are also socio-culturally determined, they provide a
more defining characteristic of people’s social and cultural values and norms. Lawrence (2000)
observes that activities such as food preparation and eating, are not only rooted in people’s
values, they are culturally more enduring. Thus, activities represent a more defining, enduring
and empirical concept for understanding people’s housing requirements in a particular sociocultural context.
The seminal Parker Morris report16 for dwelling space standards in UK, observed that:
“…. The right approach to the design of a room is, first to define what activities are
likely to take place in it, then to assess the furniture and equipment necessary for these
activities, and then to design these around needs…” (MHLG, 1961).
The report argued that space design is not be so much about the room as it is about the activities
people want to pursue in their homes. The Building Research Establishment (BRE, 1993),
similarly notes that in planning spaces in a house design, it is important to know:




activities most likely to occur within a defined space;
furniture and equipment most likely to be needed to perform these activities
adequately;
spaces considered most necessary to perform the activities when using these
furniture and equipment provided.

This means the design attributes of a house must as of primary importance be specified based on
the actual space requirements for household activities, relative to the peculiarities of residential
furniture and equipment needs, making allowance for circulation. In conclusion, because
activities are socio-culturally determined, they are more contextually responsive. They also
represent a language the users, design researchers and designers can all understand. This
provides designers with a more practical basis to make design decisions.
For these reasons, activities have been used as the unit of analysis in a number of design-related
studies. Chapin (1974) used activities in urban planning studies. Other such as Monteiro (1997)
in Brazil, Omata (1992) in Japan, Kalay and Shaviv (1979) in Israel as well as Dawson (2008) in
Artic Canada all used activities as the unit of analysis in investigating requirements as a basis for
design specification. These studies reinforce the usefulness of activities as the basis for analyzing
user requirements. Beyond the layout as an attribute of the space however, the functional and
dimensional characteristics of the space are also important.
The import of the arguments above is that while the needs of people are “fuzzy” and difficult to
assess for the purpose of design decision-making, the activities people carry out provide a more
empirically verifiable basis. Besides, designers and users are both familiar with activities and can
16
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thus aid understanding and elicitation in a meaningful way. More importantly, activities
represent concrete expressions of people’s culture. Thus, given the immense importance of
culture to housing design solutions, activities provide a more contextually embedded means of
defining user requirements. The implication for theoretical framework is that a theory that is
based on activities is important to understanding and eliciting user requirements information. In
this study Activity Theory is used.
2.8 Activity Theory
Activity theory (AT) is not a predictive theory in the sense of the word theory as instruments for
predictions. Rather, it is a multi-disciplinary conceptual paradigm for understanding and
describing human activity – its structure, development and context (Kaptelinin et al., 1999;
Fuentes-Fernandez and Gomez-Sanz, 2010). Activity theory is grounded in two key notions: (1)
that the human mind emerges, exists, and can only be understood within the context of human
interaction with the world; and (2) that this interaction, called activity, is socially and culturally
determined (Nardi, 1996). This means that while it is difficult to identify people’s implicit sociopsychological needs, activities provide expressions of these needs within any socio-cultural
context. Its usefulness according to Nardi (1996) lies in its flexibility, multi-levelness and
integratedness. Proponents argue that using activity theory does not only make it possible to
examine issues belonging to different levels within an integrated framework, but particularly for
studying contextually embedded interactions.
There are different variations of the theory referred to as generations of activity theory
(Engestrom, 1999). The fundamental notion that activity is the unit of analysis in activity theory
is however underlying. According to activity theory, activity consists of subjects (actors),
objects, artefacts and (socio-cultural) rules. The subjects refer to the person or group of persons
engaged in an activity. The point of view of the subjects provides the basis for analysis (FuentesFernandez and Gomez-Sanz, 2010). The object of activity describes what induces activity, giving
it a specific direction. Leont’ev (1978) observes that activity transforms objects/motives into
outcomes that satisfy needs; that “behind a motive….there stands always a need or desire, to
which activity always answers”. This means subject’s needs give birth to their goals (objects
which find expression in activity. According to Nardi (1996) subjects define and shape activities
based on held objects. This makes activities a function of object which is itself a function of
needs.
Artefacts in AT refers to the instruments, signs, tools, or machines which mediate between a
subject and the held object through an activity. It is that which facilitates the realization of
intended goals through activity. To meet needs therefore, artefacts provide facilitation by which
goals are transformed into activities. When more than one subject is involved in an activity, a
community results. The community comprises multiple individuals or sub-groups who share the
same general object and who construct themselves as distinct from other communities (Hsu et
al., 2009). Where a community exist, socio-cultural rules become necessary. These are explicit
and implicit regulations, norms, standards and conventions which that mediate interaction among
a group of actors in an activity context (Fuentes-Fernandez and Gomez-Sanz, 2010).
In this study, the activity context is the house/home. The subjects are the residents whose need
for physiological and socio-psychological wellbeing results in activities such as cooking, eating,
sleeping, and entertainment. To facilitate these activities certain artefacts in the form of furniture
and equipment are required, the support for which requires spaces of certain character. In the
house setting, the household constitute a community. To mediate the interaction among members
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of a household with respect to activities, certain rules become necessary, often defined by sociocultural norms, regulations etc. Thus by focusing on user activities activity theory helps to
identify all the instrumental aspects for describing and understanding people’s requirement.
2.9 Developing the research theoretical framework
In the beginning sections to this chapter, the research argued that among the many factors which
affect the characteristics of house in any given context – climatic, physical, technological, and
economic, and socio-cultural, socio-cultural factors are of equal level of criticality if not greater.
This is because it presents the demand in terms of the characteristics of people and their
requirements. It also defines the supply framework in terms of standards, regulations, and
assumptions that determine the attributes of design required in response and how this
materializes in a design specification. In effect, it defines the functional concepts and it solution
concept.
While the functional concept is concerned with users’ requirements in terms of “what” and
“why”, the solution concept focuses on “which” design attributes are critical to respond to the
functional requirements and “how” (by means of design strategy and building technology) this
can be supplied. Users’ requirements are defined in terms of activities requirements for activities.
The space design attributes on the other hand, include the size, functional distribution, layout
plan characteristics of the house. These dimensions are considered as different sides of the same
coin: they are related and mutually interdependent.
Using Activity Theory as a theoretical framework, the chapter has explained that people in sociocultural any context, by virtue of their characteristics, have certain goals (objects) for which they
live. This may be the need or goal to be healthy, wealthy or happy. These objectives find
expressions in their daily activities such as cooking, eating, sleeping, exercising, leisure,
studying, working, or acquiring and storing property. To carry out these activities, a house
provides not only the place but also the space where these activities can be supported. To
facilitate the execution of activities, certain artefacts are required such as furniture or equipment
(e.g. bed or chair or some appliance such as a cooker or fridge). To support these artefacts and
the people involved in the activities, space with certain characteristics in terms of size, functional
distribution, plan form and layout is required. If these attributes of the space supports the
requirements for activities, then the space design is said to be functional.
It is however not always the case that the requirements for activities are supported by the design
attributes. This is because whereas people change constantly in their characteristics, and hence
activities, the attributes of the space rarely change as much. To respond to evolving
requirements, residents seek opportunities to adapt their requirements to the space or the space to
their requirements. These are called adaptations. If the design has built-in capacities that make
these required changes possible, it is said to be adaptable and hence meet requirements in terms
of adaptability. Because adaptations become necessary in response to evolving requirements,
adaptability is a function of time.
To conceptualize design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana, this research
supposes that based on certain functional requirements, FR1, at a time t1, performance
requirements (design attributes) PR1 was specified based on certain supply framework such as
standards and regulations. Over time, however, at time t2, due to the changes in the
characteristics and activities of the people occupying them, new functional requirements FR2,
evolve and the need for change becomes necessary. The design can be said to be functional if in
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light of standards and use requirements in time t2, it meets requirements. It is adaptable if it has
such built in features to support these changes in requirements.
The supposition in this research is that understanding the attributes of the design PR1, in light of
present requirements, FR2, it is possible to gain insight to produce future evidence-based designs
that are innovative with specifications PR2. It can also help provide the basis to improve the
existing buildings with performance attributes PR1 as they were supplied and remain to-date.
This theoretical framework followed in this research is this presented in Figure 2.10.

Context - socio-cultural, technological, physical, economic, regulatory

Figure 2.10 Research theoretical framework
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Chapter Three
3
3.1

Research methods

Introduction

Chapter 1 of this dissertation introduced the nature and scope of this research in relation to the
functionality and adaptability of design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana. In the
previous chapter, the theoretical basis – that is, what counts as knowledge (ontology) and logic
of its scientific discovery (epistemology) - regarding functionality and adaptability were
discussed. The outcome was the development of the theoretical framework for this study. This
chapter presents the step by step procedure for gaining this knowledge and understanding –
research methods. Principally, it focuses on the methods necessary to understand the
functionality and adaptability of design solutions for public apartment buildings using Ghana as
the case study. It describes the research design, approach, the research variables, study
population and sampling, sources and methods of data collection, and the approach to data
analysis.
3.2

Research design

Because the relationship between people and the environments in which they live is deemed to
be dynamic, a critical dimension of the research theoretical framework is time. From a time
perspective, building evaluation can broadly be classified as ex-ante or ex-poste evaluation –
either before construction (during design) or after construction (during occupation) (Voordt van
der & Wegen van, 2005). Juxtaposing the type of evaluation (process or product) against the
time-dimension, this study is designed as an ex-poste product evaluation study. This means it
evaluates the performance of public apartments in Ghana after they have been built and
occupied. The study is cross-sectional and thus synchronic. This means it evaluates the
performance of the design solutions as they occur at a point in time (t2). Accordingly, it does not
seek to analyze the development of the units through/over time (diachronic) and the factors that
have shaped the different attributes of the design solution. It is similar to Brown and Steadman’s
(1991) synchronic approach used to study the morphological and dimensional characteristics of
British housing. The design solutions are thus examined as a whole as they occur at the time of
evaluation. Summarized, the study is an ex-poste, cross-sectional product evaluation of the
performance of public apartment buildings in Ghana.
As illustrated in the theoretical framework (Figure 2.10), this research supposes that
understanding the design attributes of solutions for public apartment from a time t1 (PR1) in the
light of user (activity) requirements (FR2) at a present time t2, it is possible by hindsight to
improve the existing stock of building (PR1), as well as to make recommendations to improve
space designs (PR2) at time t2, for the future (Kohler and Haasler, 2002; Leaman et al., 2010).
This supposition is rooted in the Longevity Argument, which posits that “evidence for the future
is embedded in knowledge of the past through the present; the entire cause of the future can
therefore be assumed to be contained in the present” (Pisaturo, 2009). This makes it possible to
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make decisions about future situations based on an appreciation of the past in the light of current
demands. The study therefore argues that to gain insight for future design decision-making, it is
important to understand the extent to which the characteristics of past design solutions meet
present requirements (FR2) of households as basis to develop specifications for future solutions
that are evidence-based (PR2).
3.3

Research approach

The conceptual and theoretical framework followed in this research takes the stance that
empirical knowledge of users activities related to the attributes of their housing design solutions
provides the basis for evidence-based design decision-making. Thus, it assumes that reality in
terms of functionality and adaptability of the solutions can only be defined in the context of the
with the actual use situation of the apartments. Against this background, the study adopts a
grounded theory approach in terms of research procedures and techniques. This involves
knowledge of a phenomena that is inductively derived through systematically collected data
using techniques such as field observation, interviews, meetings, and inspection of documents
where appropriate (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). This means knowledge is gained by moving from
empirical data or observations to theory and not the reverse path which involves the formulation
and testing of hypothesis. According to Strauss and Corbin, the grounded approach is useful
because: i) it corresponds to everyday reality; ii) it makes sense to both the observer and the
observed; and iii) it results in hypothesis that is derived from actual data. Thus confronted with
the difficulty of understanding and eliciting user requirements, grounded theory procedure and
techniques becomes useful
3.4

Research strategy

Different strategies exist for research in general and investigating user needs and requirements in
particular. These include experiments, surveys, and case studies or different combinations of
these as appropriate (Ziesel, 1984). According to Easterby-Smith et al. (2002), the key
considerations for choosing an appropriate research strategy relates to the theoretical disposition
in research whether this is positivist or social constructivist. Positivists disposition which
involves the testing of formulated hypothesis mostly adopt experiments. This requires a high
degree of control over the environments where the researcher directly, precisely and
systematically manipulates the reality (Yin, 2003). This is deemed remote from the reality of the
functionality and adaptability of public apartment buildings in Ghana in the grounded,
constructivist stances of this research. Experiment is therefore not incompatible and is ruled out.
In the main this study adopts a case study strategy with elements of survey where appropriate.
According to Yin (2003), a case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within real life context, especially where boundaries between phenomena and
context are not clearly defined. This is considered useful for this study given that the study seeks
to understand the functionality and adaptability of the apartment design solutions as in light of
present use situation. But design solutions differ by type (e.g. number of bedrooms), and using a
single case will not serve to provide the needed evidence. Accordingly, multiple cases examined
making the strategy a multi-case study.
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Mixed method research approach to data collection and analysis is adopted. This means it
combines both qualitative and quantitative methods to data collection, analysis and
interpretation. The reason for this is the mutual interrelation between space design attributes
which are quantitative, and users’ requirements which is qualitative. It is also to increase the
reliability and validity of the research findings, through triangulation of methods (Zeisel, 1984;
Mohammadi, 2010). A field survey is used as the strategy to collect data.
3.5 Research variables
Operationally, functionality is defined as the fit between user demand and supply specifications;
between the functional requirements of users and the performance attributes of design solutions.
Among the demand and supply variables, this study focuses on the relationship between “what”
users’ requirements are on one hand, and “which” design attributes are critical to support these,
on the other. The aspect of “why” relating to users’ requirements is considered only as an
explanatory variable while the issue of “how” is accounted for on as a matter of
recommendations.
The term requirement refers to expressions of stakeholder needs of a system to achieve particular
goals (Nuseibeh, 200017). A distinction is however made between functional requirements and
performance requirement (ISO 6241-1984 (E)). Functional requirement is a statement of need (of
a user) to be fulfilled by a building, while performance requirement refers to user requirements
expressed in terms of the performance attribute of a product. Thus, performance requirement is a
translation of user needs into specific design the attribute, capability, characteristic, or quality of
a building necessary to fulfill user needs. According to Van der Voordt and van Wegen’s (2005)
functional requirements are user-centred needs and describe the functions or activities that must
be possible within or supported by the building. These are expressed in qualitative terms. They
note that performance requirements on the other hand, are quantifiable, measureable and/or
verifiable properties of the building. For example, while a functional requirement may be stated
as ‘sufficient space to accommodate furniture’, in terms of performance, this may be stated as ‘a
floor area of X m2 is required’.
In this study, functional requirement encompasses the 1) characteristics of users/household; 2)
the requirements for activities and spatial adaptations. In this study, the characteristics of
households influence their requirements. The term household in this study is defined as a person
or group of persons who live together in the same unit and share house-keeping and eating
arrangements (GSS, 2002, 2012; Nukunya, 2003). This may be an individual living alone, a
couple living together with or without children, or a couple living together with children,
together with other relatives or non-family relative. Household characteristics are defined in
terms of household size and composition.
The requirements for activities relate to the support for activities and movement. This includes
support for: a) furniture, fitment and/or equipment necessary to facilitate activities; ii) the
functional anthropometric/ergonomic space requirement of the users for access and passage
when carrying out activities, and at the dwelling unit level; iii) circulation or movement in the
dwelling unit or spaces. The requirements for spatial adaptation refer to the capacity of the
design to meet changing demands placed upon household routinely (e.g. daily, weekends) as well
as at different stages of development (West and Emmitt, 2004). Performance requirements or
17
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space design attributes in this study refers to the plan form, layout, size of spaces, and functional
distribution. Functional distribution is defined in terms of the number and type of spaces for
specific activities.
The extent of fit between functional and performance requirements define the functionality of the
design solution. Where this fit is absent a ‘functionality gap’ is said to exist. Theoretically, where
a ‘functionality gap’ exists, residents make adjustments or spatial adaptations (Seek, 1983;
Tipple, 2000). This study argues that these adaptations are made to meet spatial-functional
requirements and to show that space provision fail to meet requirements. Following Winter
(1978), users may respond in three key ways: i) tolerate the existing housing condition/stress; ii)
adapt to the space or adapt the space to requirements; or iii) move out completely. This study
focuses on users’ spatial adaptation, whether this is to the space or the space to requirements.
Issues of residential mobility and tolerance for housing stress are deemed as out of the scope of
this research. They are considered as extraneous variables.
In terms of spatial adaptations, Friedman (2002), identifies four practical ways users intervene
in residential units. These are: i) manipulation of volume, ii) spatial re-arrangement, iii) growth
and divisions; and iv) manipulation of sub-components. Manipulation of volume involves
making use of the entire volume of the dwelling space such as a room. Users may take advantage
of 3D-space such as the height through the use of bunked beds, for example. Spatial rearrangement refers to functional adaptations of the same space for different purposes without
physical alteration. Growth and division describe physical alterations and this may be internal
and/or external to the building. Growth describes extensions beyond the perimeter wall of the
dwelling (add-on) either laterally or vertically. Divisions on the other hand is used in this study
to refer to spaces created within the perimeter wall of the original volume (add-in), through
spatial partitioning or by closing – off certain spaces for other functions. These involve actual
physical alteration of the building referred to as expansion (Brand, 1994).
Based on the foregoing review, in this study, spatial adaptations are classified into three forms
as: i) functional changes in which residents change the use of a space or room without physically
altering the building through construction (i.e. volume manipulation, spatial re-arrangement), ii)
add –in alterations involving divisions, i.e. expansions within the building’s perimeter walls
including manipulation of sub-components such as socket outlets and iii) add-on alterations
where residents adapt space by physically altering space beyond the building’s perimeter wall.
Within the constraints of public apartment buildings, this study focuses on changes internal to
the unit and hence add-on alterations are considered out of the scope of this study.
In the view of this research, the extent to which these adaptations are made possible or facilitated
depends on certain built-in design features which may constrain or contribute to the possibilities
for change. These features may relate to the size and functional distribution of spaces as well as
the layout and plan form. In terms of functional distribution, Schneider and Till (2007) point to
indeterminate spaces such as raw spaces, excess space, slack space and – internal or ‘external’ to
the unit. Raw or slack spaces are spaces not ‘cooked’ in the sense of not being functionally
determined for a particular activity. They are spaces provided by the designer the use of which is
not determined. They are functionally neutral. Typical examples external to the unit include roof
terraces, or flat roofs that can be built upon, courtyards that can be filled in or a communal
stairwell big enough for occupation by users. Internally, a balcony that can be glazed or closedoff or other nooks that are good to have but one does not know exactly what for, like the space
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under a staircase. Thus raw/slack spaces are suggestive, indeterminate or redundant spaces which
provide possibilities for users to appropriate or make trade-off the use of spaces as the need
arises.
Excess spaces relate to size and refer to extra space provision superficially by way of floor area
or volume through increased room height for example, to accommodate changes in future
requirements. Internal circulation areas include hallways and corridors which can in addition to
their basic function of access can provide spaces for storage, play, study and other such activities
depending on their size. The plan form typology by virtue to the number and location of staircase
can also enhance adaptability while the layout in terms of the location of certain spaces in the
configuration can also be useful.

Figure 3.1 Research analytical framework
3.6 Operationalization of research variables
Functionality in this study is the extent to which design support the requirements for household
activities. The requirements for activities include the characteristics of the people and the
activities which generally include sleeping, cooking, eating, receiving and entertaining guests,
sanitary conveniences and storage. The space design attributes examined include the size,
functional distribution, plan form and layout.
To find out the fit of the sizes of spaces to activities the space requirements for
furniture/equipment necessary to support the activity and the functional anthropometric space
required for the activity is used as the measurement indicators. These are expressed in national
and international space standards used to specify sizes of spaces for different rooms and spaces.
In addition to this, the ground assumptions of designers is also elicited and used. To find the
extent of fit therefore, these spaces standards are used to assess the functionality of the units in
terms of size. This aside, the United Nations recommend assessing the quality of housing based
on space requirements per person, by relating the net usable floor area to the average household
size. In this study therefore, the second measure of functionality in terms of size is the space per
person. This is estimated and compared to national and international standards.
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Functional distribution is defined in this study as the number and type of spaces for activities –
generic and culturally-specific. Holding size of space constant, the design is functional in terms
of distribution if it has space provision (type) for the relevant activities. In the particular case of
sleeping, the WHO standard is used to assess if the number of sleeping space relative to the
household size meet the requirements for functionality.
Functionality of the design in terms of layout describes the relationships among spaces in the
floor plan as they affect use and movement inside the unit. Here, the position of sanitary facilities
(to the extent that they facilitate use by visitors without encroaching on family privacy), as well
as to the living room and bedroom are assessed. Constructs are developed to provide this
measure. The plan form is assessed to the extent that it affects the outside-in movement
necessary to support activities – circulation. Using the number and location of staircases in
addition to the form of access into the unit, the ease of access in and out of the unit is assessed.
Besides these analysis, the adaptations users make in/to their units is used as a construct for
assessing the extent of fit activities and hence functionality. In the view of this research, these
provide evidence of the existence of a functionality gap. They are observed and recorded relative
to the activities in question. Based on this evidence, recommendations are made for 1)
improvement in space standards, and 2) enhancing the adaptability potential of the designs
through scenario planning.
The steps involved in the operationalization can be summarized as below (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Research operationalization model
3.6.1 Sources of data
The study makes use of both primary and secondary data. Primary data refers to first-hand, onsite data. This consists of data on the characteristics of occupants and their household activities,
as well as data collected through interviews and surveys. Secondary data will consist of existing
sources of data such as those in literature, government reports, and drawings for public apartment
buildings.
3.6.2 Techniques for data collection
Different techniques exist for eliciting user requirements (Zeisel, 1984; Bray, 2002; Sutcliffe,
2002; Hershberger, 2002). The choice of technique however depends on a number of factors
crucial among which is the kind and purpose of information that needs to be elicited (Bray,
2002). Nuseibeh and Easterbrook18 distinguish some of these classes of techniques as traditional
techniques, cognitive techniques and contextual techniques. Traditional techniques include
generic data gathering techniques such as the use of survey questionnaires, interviews, and
analysis of document such as standards, existing designs, and system manuals. Cognitive
techniques are knowledge-based techniques such as laddering (using probes to elicit structure
18
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and content of stakeholder knowledge), and card sorting (asking stakeholders to sort cards into
groups, each of which has the name of some entity domain). Contextual techniques which
developed as an alternative to the traditional and cognitive techniques include the use of
ethnographic techniques such as participant observation, ethno-methodology and conversation
analysis. While proponent of the contextual techniques argue that the observer must be immersed
in the social and behavioral setting of users in order to experience how participants use dwelling
space, the traditional and cognitive approaches use abstracted models that are context
independent.
In an explanatory approach research, Mohammadi (2010) for example combined traditional
techniques with cognitive techniques to understand the needs of seniors in relation to Domotica.
The use of the cognitive techniques mainly projective in character was however due to the
construct used in the study – needs. This required a medium through which users could project
their implicit socio-psychological needs to make them more explicit. This is the departure point
in this study that rather than focus on needs itself, users activities are explicit constructs that can
help better understand needs and formulate requirements. The cognitive techniques thus though
useful, do not serve the purpose of this study. The contextual techniques are more useful in
ethnographic studies. It focuses on studying people in order to understand social meanings and
involves the researcher participating directly in the setting. This is not the intention in this study.
In this study therefore, traditional techniques namely, trace observations, interviews, document
analysis and surveys are used for data collection. To collect secondary data, literature review and
document analysis will be used. Collecting primary data on the other hand, will combine
interviewing with observation in household surveys.
a) Literature review
Existing literature is reviewed first to provide the background information on the nature and
scope of building performance evaluation with respect to functionality and adaptability. Using
mostly argument by authority, it examines the functionality gap in building performance, its
effects on functional lifespan performance, and the theoretical and analytical approaches which
have been applied to bridge the gap. Based on this, an approach to research is adopted, explained
and the theoretical framework developed. The literature is sourced from relevant journal
publications, articles, books, and Government reports using online and library catalogues.
b) Interviews
Interviewing is used as the main technique for understanding and documenting users’ need for
space (requirements), and so in this study. Preiser (1993) observes that interviewing is one of the
most common techniques used for architectural information gathering. It is used not only
because of its inherent flexibility and extent of coverage in understanding the occupant’s tacit
knowledge (their values, goals, needs, ideas) (Zeisel, 1984; Hershberger, 2002), but that several
other elicitation techniques are built around interviews and share many of the same
considerations such as focus group. This means interviews permit an understanding of the ‘what’
and ‘why’ dimensions of user requirements. This makes interviews the most predominant
technique for user requirement elicitation (Bray, 2002). The interview will be semi- structured
i.e. it will follow a pre-planned and prepared set of questions, mostly closed-ended.
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Occupants’ interview focused on i) residents’ characteristics in terms of sex, status in the
household, level of education as a basis to measure income, age, size and composition of
household, and length of stay; ii) household activities – where these take place, ii) the
furniture/equipment used to support these activities; iii) other activities carried out in the home
other than household activities; and iv) the adaptations residents have made in and to their units.
This was intended to determine those factors which have impact on user space requirements
based on their characteristics. The interviews were carried out in the apartments of occupants and
lasted for at least 45 minutes. Four (4) sociologists were also interviewed on aspects of sociocultural values that impinge upon spaces design in the present and for the future.
c) Observation
Careful observation help develop understanding of how the activities of clients, users or other
buildings occupants are supported or inhibited by the architectural environment and to identify
those features that have the potential to make important design differences (Hershberger, 2002).
Observation is used to cross-check what people say they do or not, i.e. to check questions of fact.
To complement occupants’ interviews, a combination of observation techniques were used.
These were walk-through observation and trace observation. During walk-through observation,
an inventory of space, furniture, and equipment was made. It found out out where objects are
actually used.
Observing physical traces involve systematically gathering physical evidence of the changes
users have (consciously) made to their dwellings as well as unconscious evidence of activities
(Zeisel, 1984). This help to discover relationships explaining how people use spaces and to
identify signs of multiple uses of spaces and rooms (Hershberger, 2002). Zeisel (1984), also add
that the use of physical traces in evaluation studies is useful not only for the rich impressions and
illustrative nature of the information gathered, but also the durability of the evidence. This is
because ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. These will be captured through sketch drawings
and where permitted, photographs will be taken to record these effects.
d) Document analysis
Document analysis in this study involves examining the floor plans of existing apartments and
other useful design information on public residential buildings in Ghana. The floor plans are
obtained as blueprints (hard copies) from the archives and architectural records of the designers
and the relevant government and quasi-government agencies which have been involved in the
design of public apartment buildings in Ghana since independence. These include the State
Housing Company, the Architectural and Engineering Services Limited (AESL), Tema
Development Corporation (TDC) and Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT), as
well as other private Ghanaian architectural firms involved in the design of public apartment
buildings.
e) Field Measurement
To validate the dimensions on the floor plans for the selected case, on-site measurements were
made.
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f) Survey questionnaire
The questionnaire in this study is used to obtain factual information from architects and
architecture students in order to examine the basic assumptions which underlie the design of
public apartment buildings in Ghana. It relates to the sources of design information in terms of
standards and codes used, the strategy for procuring apartment designs in Ghana, assumptions
about designed occupancy level, as well as basic assumptions regarding the space requirements
for functional anthropometric and ergonomic needs in dwelling units. Reference to
questionnaires is made in the relevant chapters of the dissertation.
3.6.3 Study population and sampling
a) The multiple case studies
As indicated, this study uses a case study approach. Case studies though provide for sound ‘local
findings’, they are circumscribed by contextual factors which limits the extent to which they can
be generalized. However, the purpose of academic research is to make local conclusions
available for broader use by analyzing the extent to which they are influenced by contextual
factors (Rowland et al., 2012). Using design solutions for public apartment buildings therefore,
this study seeks to provide local empirical evidence based on which further extensions can be
made.
Design solutions for public apartments are chosen as the cast study because unlike private
residential units, users of these dwellings have very limited or no input in the determination of
requirements. It is also against the background that often, standardized design prototypes and
‘off-the-shelf’ designs are used, for users sometimes assumed to be homogenous either partially
or wholly. Theoretically, this can lead to mismatch between spatial requirements of users and the
attributes supplied by design. On the other hand, because similar designs are often used for
occupants with dissimilar characteristics, it is possible to compare the extent to which designs
meet the requirements of different groups of users. Because the designs are from one or almost
the same source, it becomes possible to analyze them with the many differences associated
individual design held constant. Furthermore, although government’s direct intervention in
public housing has receded consistently over the years, successive governments since
independence have made some interventions in the urban housing situation through multi-storey,
multi-family apartment units as has was presented in Chapter 1 of this study.
b) Description of the case studies
Multi-story, multi-family apartment buildings constitute one of the four main housing types in
Ghana namely single family houses, flats/apartment, compound houses and huts (buildings made
up of earthen materials) (GSS, 2002; 2012; Fiadwo et al., 2007). Of this, apartments constitute
only some 4.7% (GSS, 2012). The share of public apartment/flats is actually not known.
However if, Tipple’s (2000) estimate that government provided housing in Ghana of about 5% is
used, then government share of flats and apartments in Ghana should be about a fifth of a percent
(0.235%). The population of design solutions used for these public apartment buildings in Ghana
are however not known. As a practical step, a multi-stage method of sampling was adopted.
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The first stage combined purposive method of sampling to collate as many as possible designs
from the relevant sources within the resource limitations of the study. This means it focused only
on designs for public apartment buildings, built or accepted to be built for civil and/or public
servants by the government or a quasi-government institution. These were designs that could be
accessed from the archives and/or architectural records of the agencies concerned upon request,
or which the consultants concerned were willing and ready to give out as their intellectual
property.
The scope of the apartment buildings and hence design solutions was initially limited to Accra
and Tema. This was based on the knowledge that Greater Accra has about 80% of the urban
housing stock with concentration in Accra and Tema (GSS, 2002; Bank of Ghana, 2007). This
presumption was extended to the case of public apartment buildings for two reasons. First,
Greater Accra has the highest concentration of the urban population 19 and being the seat of
government, has the highest population of civil and public servants. The assumption therefore
was that it would likely have the highest number of apartment buildings. As a satellite town,
Tema on the other hand, was specifically created for the same reason of housing the anticipated
need for Government workers not only in Accra but also to man the Tema Habour. Accordingly,
the Public Works Department, Architectural Engineering Services Limited (AESL) and State
Housing Company (SHC) in Accra as well as the Tema Development Corporation (TDC) were
first contacted.
However, the designs that could be retrieved from the offices of these agencies in Accra and
Tema were mostly the bungalows intended for mostly directors and other ministerial appointees
and single-storey houses – what is referred to as ‘low-cost houses’. A rather faint copy of the
designs for the Ghana Home Ownership Scheme by TDC and SHC was however retrieved from
the Balm Library in the University of Ghana which had some apartment designs. It was in rather
bad print condition and could not be used. But to find out if the apartments were realized, one of
the surviving architects was the contacted. Little help could however be obtained as the design
were in very tattered state. These designs were therefore discarded.
To circumvent the problem, the decision was made to contact the AESL offices in other regional
capitals as well as the architectural departments of other government institutions such as the
Development Offices of educational institutions. Subsequently, drawings were obtained from the
AESL offices in Cape Coast, Takoradi, Bolgatanga, and Tamale. This coverage was useful also
for representation of both the Southern and Northern hemispheres of the country.
From 1988 onwards, Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT), a quasi-government
organization in collaboration with SHC became involved in public housing and private Ghanaian
architectural consultants were engaged to develop some designs for public apartment buildings.
To get designs from these private consultants, the Director of Housing in the Ministry of Water
Resources, Works and Housing and SSNIT, were contacted. A list of architects who have been
involved in the design of public apartment buildings in Ghana was obtained. Using the
membership list of registered Architects in Ghana compiled by the Architects Registration
Council, the relevant architects were contacted.

19

While the national population density increased from 79 p/sq.m in 2000 to 102 p/sq.m in 2010, the population density in Greater Accra
increased from 895.5 p/sq.m to 1,236 p.sq.m (GSS, 2012)
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Putting these sources together, designs could be obtained from AESL offices in Accra, Cape
Coast, Takoradi, Bolgatanga, and Tamale, the Development Offices of institutions such as the
Cape Coast and Accra Polytechnics, and the Building and Roads Research Institute (BRRI). The
private firms from whom designs were obtained include Modula Grup who designed the
Government Affordable Housing Project, Architectural Design Partnership (adp) which designed
a number of the SSNIT flats, Nu-arch Systems, Vista Consulting, and Consortium.
Only a few floor plans were received as soft copies. Those received in hard forms were therefore
transcribed into soft copies using AUTOCAD with all the details of information as originally
provided by the architects including the dimensions, functional labels, date, client, location,
number of storeys. Where these information were not present, or in doubt, follow up calls and
meetings were made to clarify and confirm details.
In all, a total of sixty (60) designs solutions were collated from 13 Ghanaian consulting
architectural firms – both public and private – spanning the period 1970 – 2012. This was the
result after discarding the designs from the 1960s which consisted mostly of single-storey family
houses and government staff bungalows. The last five decades were also selected because they
are assumed to represent periods of relative political stability in Ghana which supported the
development and implementation of comprehensive social housing programmes. The distribution
of the designs showed that three designs were bedsitters and another 3 were four bedroom unit
type. Given their relative under-representation in the sample, these were deemed as outliers and
were consequently not used as part of the analysis. A total sample of fifty-four (54) designs was
therefore used in the analysis. This number represents an average of eleven (11) designs per
decade and one design per year. These were obtained mostly as hard copies and transcribed into
soft copies. The distribution of designs between public agencies and private architectural
consultants are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Distribution of apartment design solutions by public and private consultants
Source of Designs

Design by Type
Total

1B

2B

3B

Public agency – AESL/PWD, SHC, TDC, BRRI,
Development Offices
Private Architects

5

16

13

34

4

10

6

20

Total

9

26

19
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c) Study Location
The location chosen for field observation of the apartment units and occupants’ household
survey was Cape Coast even though a number of designs were collected in Accra. This decision
was made for both technical and practical reasons. First, of the total of 27 designs collected in
Accra, only 5 were obtained from AESL/PWD, the main government agency for public housing.
Designs procured by SSNIT, a quasi-government organization through privates consultant were
13 with the rest dispersed among the other consultants. However, in Cape Coast, all the 10
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designs collected were from AESL. Thus, by location the designs obtained from AESL, Cape
Coast, were in the majority. By type, the distribution of the designs is presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 The distribution of the designs by type and location is represented below.
Location
Accra
Cape Coast
Tema
All others – Sunyani, Bolgatanga, Tamale,
Kumasi, Takoradi, etc.
Total

Design Type
1B
2B

Total
3B

6
2
0
1

13
5
3
6

8
3
3
4

27
10
6
11

9

27

18

54

Arguably, in terms of urban milieu, Accra or Kumasi have an edge over Cape Coast in terms of
occupational and plurality of socio-cultural indices. However, in addition to the technical reason
of the designs explained above, in terms of urban characteristics, Cape Coast constitutes one of
the five communities classified as cities in Ghana. Studies show that 34% (of the 47.8%) of the
urban population lives in these 5 urban areas (Accra, Kumasi, Cape Coast, Sekondi-Takoradi and
Tamale) (Obeng-Odoom, 2010; Obeng-Odoom, 2007a). These cities though not the same are
similar in characteristics. For example Accra is found to be similar to Kumasi (0000) in urban
demographics. Because of these similarities the difference differences in the characteristics of
users and their household activities are in principle held constant and hence not expected to vary
significant. This is because all users are public workers with Ghanaian socio-cultural
backgrounds, living in urban communities classified as cities. The last but not the least reason is
the practical added advantage of the researcher’s knowledge as a resident of Cape Coast and how
this facilitated access to data collection process especially with respect to the inventory of the
apartments realized from the selected designs.
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Table 3.3 Occupancy characteristics of public apartment design solutions in Cape Coast
Mgt/Location/Residents

Unit
Type

RCC – Ayekooayekoo Flats
RC – West End B-Flats

No. of
Blocks/Units

No. of
Storeys

Flats size
(No. of flats

Total number
of flats
(Residents)

6
1

3
2

3
3

54
6

1

2

3

6

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4

6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2

18
8
16
16
8
8
32
6
81
8

RCC – 2nd Ridge A-Flats

1B

Nurses Flat – ‘Blackstar’
WGHS
Holy Child
St. Augustine’s
Adisadel College
Ghana National College
Mfantsipim
RCC (2nd Ridge-Budged Flats)
RCC (3rd Ridge-Adanko Flats)
RCC – West End Flats (A)

1B

2B

1
1
2
2
1
1
4
1
9
1

Ghana Police Service

2B

6

4

2

48

Ewim Nurses Flat (BANASCO)

2B

1

3

6

18

CRH (F-I)

3B

4

3

6

72

3B

5
1
2

4
4
4

2
2
2

40
8
8

1

4

2

8

CRH Block A-E
RCC-Edu. Flats (3rd Ridge)
RCC-MOH Doctor’s Flats
(en-route Nkanfoa)
C/Coast Polytechnic (new block)
Ola Training College

2B

3B
3B

Source: Field data (2012)
3.6.4 Method of data analysis
Because the method used in the study is mixed, a combination of data analysis techniques is
used. Different techniques are therefore used for analyzing different aspects of the study as
relevant. These are described in detail under each sub-study. As an overview, analysis of the
attributes of the designs is descriptive. Typological analysis, as an architectural technique, is
used to analyze the plan form characteristics of the apartment buildings. This involves
categorizing and classifying the different apartment design solutions based on defined criteria.
This is aided by using descriptive statistics (IBM SPSS version 20). The size and functional
distribution are also analyzed statistically and in the comparative study, relevant tests are
performed. Space syntax analysis (Hiller and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996), is used to represent,
quantify and analyze the layout characteristics of the designs.
Ragin’s (1987) comparative (qualitative) method is used to analyze the use of the apartments. In
this method all available and pertinent data concerning the phenomenon under study are deemed
important, and, by examining the similarities and differences among relevant instances, it
becomes possible to explain patterns that emerge. It places less emphasis on statistical criteria,
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that is, it places less emphasis on samples or populations but rather the relevant instances of the
phenomenon of interest. Accordingly, the explanations which result from application of the
comparative method are not conceived in probabilistic terms because every instance of the
phenomenon is examined and accounted for (Ragin, 1987). Tipple (2000) used this comparative
method in a study of residents’ transformation of government built houses but on a cross-national
level. Based on the results of these analysis recommendations are made by interpreting and
relating to requirements scenarios.
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Chapter Four
4

Characterization of the space design attributes of public apartment
buildings in Ghana (PR1)

4.1 Introduction
A house provides space for human activity. While some conceived it as “a machine for living in”
Le Corbusier, 1923), others consider it as “a container for living, working and playing” (Emmitt
and Gorse, 2005). Primary to these metaphors however, is the observation that a basic function
of a house is to provide the space and place needed to support living and household activities.
Activity Theory indicates that household activities have dimensions, which include the actors or
persons involved, the object or goal intended to be achieved, the artefacts required to facilitate
the activities, and socio-cultural rules that come to play when more than one actor is involved in
an activity. As a function of these dimensions household activities differ in character. While
some activities are individual in nature, others involve family and friends. And while some
activities require privacy and quietness, others are public and associated with noise. Some
activities are also wet, associated with water, while for others wetness can defeat its intended
goal.
The differences in the characteristics of activities influence the requirements of space. These
include the kind and number of spaces, what the sizes of those spaces should be, where the
spaces should be located in terms of their adjacencies and connectivities to other spaces, and
whether in proximity to water services or not, as well as the relationships between the inside and
outside of the unit. This means spaces provided must have certain attributes that make them
capable of fulfilling certain functions and hence make them functional.
West and Emmitt (2004) in an evaluation of the functionality of floor plans for (speculative)
housing in the UK, outlined certain criteria for a functional house design. They observed that a
functional design solution must: 1) have the capacity to meet changing demands placed upon it
during weekdays and weekends, and by families at different stages of development; 2) provide
for activities needing privacy and quiet along those that are noisy as companions; 3) provide
spaces that are convenient to have near to each other to be so in the plan 4) provide efficiency in
circulation; 5) provide convenience for entering and leaving.
The capacity of the design to support changing demands points to the need to support adaptations
in the short and long-term, and hence the requirements for adaptability. Schneider and Till
(2007) provide examples to show that carefully designed vertical circulation and access positions
allows various floors of the house to be combined or separated. This enhances the capacity of the
designs to be adapted. In light of the framework followed in this study, this would become
necessary in response to changes in household characteristics. The second criterion suggests that
in support of daily routine use, the juxtaposition of rooms and spaces should minimize potential
conflict between private and public as well as quiet and noisy activities areas. In this way it
ensures separation between activities that are private and those that are public in character.
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At the same time, the design must create the opportunity for interaction among the different users
and their activities. This means while separating activities that could potentially disturb each
other – whether by means of noise, smell, or visual encroachment – the design must also
facilitate the spatial co-existence of activities which are so required. How related certain spaces
are also affect the efficiency in circulation; it can reduce travel distances and hence save both
time and energy. Furthermore, a functional design must enhance accessibility in and out of the
building. Lee et al. (2010) and Festinger et al. (1950) have shown that the form of access into an
apartment building, as defined by the number and location of staircases can contribute to social
solidarity through opportunities for social interaction and ultimately social health. The insideoutside relation is also necessary as it facilitates escape in emergency situations such as fire,
while ensuring that the use of the unit by visitors and strangers is controlled so as not to encroach
upon the privacy of family members.
Thus, it can be observed that different attributes of a house design solution affects use
requirements in different ways and hence functionality adaptability. How these characteristics
combine to facilitate household activities, results in a functional design solution. The purpose of
this chapter is to examine, describe and analyze the space attributes of design solutions for public
apartment buildings in Ghana in terms of the plan form typology, size, functional distribution,
and space layout characteristics (PR1). Because little is known about the designs, and extent to
which they support use requirements, it is assumed that these characteristics represent a
translation of user requirements as interpreted by architects at a point in time, t1 (Figure 2.10).
Thus, they provide indicators and can be used to assess the extent of fit in light of what is known
about user requirements. This understanding is also intended to help design a household survey
of the actual use of the buildings. Because the different attributes require different method of
analysis, the sub-studies adopt different methods and approach to analysis based on the data. The
plan form typology is first discussed and then the layout. This is followed by the functional
distribution and size.
4.2

Typological analysis of public apartments in Ghana – plan form characteristics

Type derives from the Greek word ‘typos’ which is similar in idea to model, template or
impression. In buildings, type is seen as an abstraction of objects based on similar characteristics
and presents a generality which provides the basis for the development of new forms (Gulgonen
and Laisney, 1982). In other words, ‘type’ provides a way to represent objects in groups based
on shared or common characteristics. Because objects differ in characteristics for different
reasons, type can be formed using different criteria and for different reasons. Apart from the
classification of buildings according to their purpose (function), Blagojevic (1997) notes that
basic typological views can be established which cover all building types based on the position
which one building occupies within the urban tissue, the form of their size, the characteristics of
their spatial structure, as well as the internal organization of spaces.
Focusing on the plan form characteristics of public apartment buildings in Ghana, with
requirements for functionality and adaptability as the goal, the study first defines criteria for the
analysis. A typo-morphological approach (Petruccioli, 1998) is then used to form typologies of
the units. The typo-morphological approach is a reductionist approach which seeks to classify
buildings by focusing on the basic and common internal structural characteristics of spaces,
discounting specific qualities and retaining those elements that define the unity of the series
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(Leupen et al., 1997). It results in the “generic type” of the class of buildings in question
revealing the basic principles and heuristics that underlie the design. Using the typomorphological approach therefore, this study analyzes the plan form characteristic of public
apartment designs in Ghana.
4.2.1 Typology and typological analysis
Typology is the study of types. Typological analysis is the study of how type is constituted.
According to the Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture (2006),
typology describes the symbolic representation of types. Typology generally describes the
systematic classification of types. McHenry’s (1992) defines typology as:
“....a system of groupings, usually called types, the members of which are identified by
postulating specified attributes that are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive –
groupings set to aid demonstration or inquiry by establishing relationship among
phenomena. A type may represent one kind of attribute or several and need include those
features that are significant for the problem of at hand”.
This means typology provides a means for classification and categorization of objects. The
definition also suggests that while the criteria for grouping can be varied, it is contingent on the
purpose of inquiry, the phenomenon under study or the particular problem of investigation, being
mutually exclusive and yet collectively exhaustive. By mutual exclusivity, the criteria selected
for a typological study should provide for distinct grouping such that the groups though related
in form, are as far as practicable, disjoint, and yet, such that every item in the problem is covered
in a distinct group.
Among architectural theorists, the notion of typology is considered useful for describing and
analyzing the characteristics of building design solutions. First, it allows for generalization and
comparison of buildings in a standardized way (Schneekloth and Franck, 1994). Secondly, it
helps to trace and understand the changes in building characteristics from the past to the present,
helping to reveal the strengths and deficiencies in existing forms as basis for improvement and
change about future solutions (ibid). Thirdly, the underlying ‘rules of thumb’ that results from
typological studies serve as a guide for precedent-based design solutions (Ostwald and Williams,
2008). Amole (2007) explains that the typological characteristics used in defining types represent
the features that architects manipulate in design according to their intentions. However, because
these intentions are to a large extent implicit, typological analysis is useful for i) understanding
the relationship between architect’s intention and the consequence for use; and ii) providing a
more reliable and useful criterion for evaluating building in use. In this way, typology acts as a
tool for analysis providing the means to empirically examine and analysis buildings.
In buildings, type results from the fact that a series of buildings share obvious functional and
formal characteristics among themselves (Petruccioli, 1995). Buildings may therefore be
classified based on their function or form. In terms of function, one common approach to
defining type is building classes (Demiri, 1981). This system groups buildings based on the
functions they perform such as institutional (e.g. schools), religious (e.g. churches), commercial
(e.g. offices), industrial (e.g. warehouses), military or residential (e.g. houses) buildings
(Pervsner, 1976). In relation to purpose, buildings can also be classified based on residential
density, i.e. whether they are intended as single family units or multi-family. A key weakness of
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building classes is that it says little or nothing about space design characteristics. While the
functional classification of buildings is useful for policy considerations, it provides little insight
into decision-making about the performance attributes of the building. For example, it is unable
to reveal the extent to which different spatial forms or configurations contribute to or facilitate
use requirements.
Classification of buildings based on form on the other hand, help relate requirements to design
attributes. In terms of form, three levels of building characteristics can be described namely the
site (relation to urban structure), building (form and size of the building’s spatial structure) and
room level (internal organization of space) (van der Voordt and van Wegen, 2005; van der
Voordt et al., 1997).
4.2.2 Criteria for typological analysis
Fundamental to the notion of typology is the fact that the criteria selected for classification must
be based on the particular problem at hand and the purpose of study. This is because typologies
group objects of similar properties according to a criterion specified in the problem and defined
by the inquirer (Ibrahim et al., 2011). This means some defined criterion or set of criteria is
necessary in order to analyze buildings typologically, emphasizing what is relevant and
deliberately overlooking or holding certain aspects constant depending on the object of the study.
Different criteria have been applied for typological analysis in the literature, each focusing on
different level of the building. In a comparative analysis of floor plans, van der Voordt et al
(1997) focused on room level characteristics, and defined six ‘typologies’ of mutual relations
between rooms in a floor plan. The goal was to examine the extent to which the different
boundary conditions of adjacency and connectivity contributed or constrained the degree of
privacy required in a room – territorial, visual or auditory. In a study of students’ residential
hostel facilities in Nigeria, Amole (2007) examined the typologies of the designs based on plan
form, location of central staircase, spatial organization and the location of the service core. The
study found five mutually exclusive typologies. The goal was to find out the extent to which the
different typologies of hostel facilities affected social interaction among the students and how
this contributed to residential satisfaction. Ibrahim et al., (2011) also examined the effect of
different aperture typologies on the distribution and level of daylighting in a room. Based on
apertures, the study revealed two broad daylighting typologies, internal and external, with their
constituent elements and associated parameters. The studies above indicate that different
typological views of buildings may be formed for the purposes of research. Significantly,
however the underlying criteria in forming typologies depend on the purpose of the study as
defined by the inquirer.
The intent in this study is provide a typological view of the plan form characteristics of public
apartments in Ghana as basis to assess the extent to which this contributes to or constrains
functionality and adaptability. In terms of plan form, Steadman et al. (1991) developed a
typology of English building stock based on their form of access. The study distinguished four
types of multi-storey buildings based on the plan form as i) point block types; ii) single-loaded
and double loaded corridor types; c) slab block type with gallery access, and d) repeated
staircases. In the point block the access is located at a central core of the building with the
dwelling units grouped around it on several storeys. The gallery access on the other hand,
consists of a long spacious and covered area acting as a veranda on the exterior of a building
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with stairs that are centrally located, in front or besides the building. In the corridor access plan
form, rooms are arranged alongside the communications – i.e. corridors, in the direction of the
longitudinal axis of the building. This may be single-loaded if its only one corridor used to
connect rooms or double loaded if one corridor serves two tracts of rooms. In the repeated
staircase, stair may be doubled located at different ends of the design. The conclusion is that
different criteria may be used for typological study of buildings depending on the purpose of
stud.
In this study, classification is based on the plan form characteristics. Plan form is used to
describe the configuration of the means of access onto different floors of the building, as well as
access into the individual units on floors which facilitate living and use. It takes into account the
location of the means of vertical access from floor to floor (e.g. staircase, lift) – front, side or at a
central position, the number of accesses – single, double, multiple; and the means of horizontal
access from the floor into the individual units on a given floor (e.g. type of corridor). The form
of access is used primarily because of its relation to circulation with respect to the inside-outside
relation of the unit and hence entry and exit activities.
As an example, consider two typologies of plan forms (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) based on the
form access as defined above. The two differ not only in terms of the location but also number of
staircases as the means of access. The presence of an exit staircase in (Figure 4) means provides
for a more flexible use in terms of entry and exit of the unit. This is not so in the case of the first
which does not have the benefit of the ring. The presence of a ring forces movement from the
inside to the outside of the unit through specific routes. It controls movement and hence choice
in the use of the space (Hillier and Hanson, 1987). This has impact on the means of escape in
case of emergency such as fire or burglary, or entering (kitchen) with groceries and leaving with
garbage.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Gallery with front stair typology and its (b) justified graph
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Figure 4.2 (a) Central staircase with exit stair
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4.2.3 Research Method
This sub-study is descriptive in its design. By descriptive, it seeks to ‘describe and measure as
precisely as possible’ (Zeisel, 1984) the plan form characteristics of public apartment buildings
in Ghana. The main unit of analysis consists of typical floor plans of public apartment buildings
in Ghana. The approach to data analysis is qualitative using categorization through the formation
of differences and similarities. Data is also analyzed synchronically in a way similar to the
analysis of the morphology of British housing by the work of Steadman et al. (1991).
4.2.4 Data analysis of typologies
A reductionist approach to analysis was adopted (Leupen et al., 1997; Amole, 2007). This
involved reducing the floor plans to simple forms which incorporates the key information
bearing elements namely the staircases and floor circulation areas. To do this, a polyline was
used to pick the main frame of the floor plan including the staircases and the circulation areas.
The interrelationships among the building’s frame, the staircases and the circulation areas on the
floors were identified and presented using simple sketches. The next step was to define the
design typologies. This was done by focusing on the common characteristics of the designs typomorphologically, and categorizing them based on similarities and differences that retain their
unity in light of the criteria set out for this study. These criteria which are based primarily on the
form of access – vertical and horizontal – are: i) the position of the means of access into upper
floors (mainly staircase in these designs); ii) the number of means of access; and iii) the type of
access into the individual units on a given floor. These dimensions may be related as in the figure
below.
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Table 4.1 Variables used for defining design typologies
Horizontal access (into the
units)
Gallery access
Corridor access
Lobby access (entrance lobby
or simply the staircase landing)

Vertical access – number and position
Single or double
Front Central (point block)
Side

Side and front

Juxtaposing the characteristics of the vertical access against the type of horizontal access as
above, eleven (11) mutually exclusive typologies were found. These are the:
-

Single point block with lobby access
Single point block with corridor access
Single point block with lobby access and back staircase
Double point block with lobby access
Single point block with gallery access
Single side staircase with gallery access
Single front staircase with gallery access
Single front and side staircase with lobby or gallery access
Single front staircase with lobby
Double front staircase with lobby access
Double side staircases with corridor access

On a nominal statistical scale, these typologies constituted the domain onto which each design
solution was mapped using IBM SPSS version 20. Because the data is categorical, percentages
were used to show their representation within the sample. The mode was determined as the
measure of central tendency and graphically presented using a pie chart. The results are
presented in Appendix A.
4.2.5 Results of typological study
In terms of floor height, the distribution shows that public apartment designs are generally kept
to a maximum of four-storeys. This has a cumulative percentage of 90.2 of the total sample. In a
few cases, there are apartments with more than four storeys (9.2%), which have no lift provision
however.
0presents the distribution of the typologies of the design solutions. In terms of typologies, the
distribution shows that the single central staircase with lobby access is the most dominant design
typology based on the form of access (37.7%), followed by the single central staircase with a
lobby access and back staircase (16.4%). Other variations of the central staircase typology are
the single central staircase with internal corridor (8.2%), the double central staircase with lobby
access (4.9) and single central staircase with gallery access (4.9%). The other typologies are the
double front staircase with lobby access (8.2%), the single front staircase with lobby access
(6.6%) , the double side staircase with internal corridor access (4.9%), the single front staircase
with gallery access (3.3%); and the single front and side staircase with gallery access. This
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means that based solely on the position of the staircase, 82.1% of the designs have a central
staircase typology, 18.1% have a front staircase, 6.5% staircase while 3.3% have both side and
front staircase. On other hand, if the form of horizontal access is used, then representation in the
sample for the lobby access, gallery access and the internal corridor access typologies are
respectively 73.8%, 13.1% and 13.1%. These can be represented in the table below.
Table 4.2 Design typologies based on the position of the means of vertical access (staircase)
Design typologies based on position of vertical access (staircase) by percentage
representation
Central staircase
Front staircase
Side staircase
Front and side staircase
82.1%
18.1%
6.5%
3.3%

Table 4.3 Design typologies based on the type of horizontal access into units
Design typologies based on the type of horizontal access
Lobby (entrance lobby)
Gallery access (external corridor)
Internal corridor
access
access
access
73.8%
13.1%
13.1%

4.2.6 Discussion
The study shows that public apartment buildings in Ghana are generally low-rise: they are built
to a maximum of four floors (i.e. approximately 13m in height). In these designs, staircases are
used as the means of vertical circulation. These vary in number and location. Based on the form
of horizontal access and system of vertical circulation, typologically, eleven mutually exclusive
typologies can be found. These are the single central staircase with lobby access; single central
staircase with lobby access and back staircase; double central staircase with lobby access; single
central staircase with gallery access; single side staircase with gallery access; single front
staircase with gallery access; single front and side staircase with lobby access; single front
staircase with lobby; double front staircase with lobby access; single central staircase with
internal corridor access; and double side staircases with internal corridor access.
The predominant typology however is the central staircase (point block) with variations based on
the number of staircases and the form of horizontal access. To this extent, the most common
design typology is the single central staircase with lobby access followed by the single central
staircase with lobby access and back staircase. Cross tabulation of the typologies against decade
of design, shows that across the five decades, this is the prevalent (Figure 4.3 Appendix 2). This
is followed by the double front staircase with lobby access although this was only predominant
in the 1980s but declined in this use from the 1990s to date.
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Figure 4.3 Distribution of apartment plan form typologies across decades
Typologies such as the side staircase with gallery access, the front staircase with gallery access
and the side and front staircase with gallery access seem to have been out of use since the 1980s
and 1990s. Thus, the gallery access typologies generally seem to be going out of use. The more
prominent typologies in the past two decades however are the central staircase with lobby access.
The single front staircase though limited in number has shown presence since the1980s. In the
current decade however, it is not found just as the gallery access typologies.
Studies show that a complex set of intervening factors influence house forms (Rapoport, 1969).
These may be economic, physical, technological or socio-cultural. The criticality of these factors
influence choice of form as at particular point in time. This may explain the extent of variations
in design typologies. Holding the lack of technological capabilities constant, it can be argued that
the units are kept to a maximum of four floors technically to keep within the ‘lift rule’ which
requires that a lift is provided in buildings beyond 13 m or four storeys. Thus, it is for regulatory
reasons. By default however, it eliminates any idea of use of the units by people with physical
disability or residents who might in the course of occupation suffer any such disability. This
presents a challenge to design in terms of supporting the social inclusiveness and integration
characteristics of the Ghanaian society.
The dominance of the central staircase (point block) typology might not only be for economic
reasons but also because of social-cultural demands. Since building footprint in terms of space
results in cost, clustering units around a single point help to reduce circulations areas in relative
terms. It decreases the amount of dead spaces, the footprint of the building in terms of space and
hence overall cost of building. Socio-culturally, Lee et al. (2010), outlines a number of reasons in
light of which the representation of the central staircase can seen as useful (Table 4.4). In
totality, it enhances social health through social integration, by creating opportunities for
interaction among residents.
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Table 4.4 Connection between social health and social integration
Social integration
concept
Social facilitation

Indicators

Connection to social health

Social initiation

By creating a physical environment that induces desirable social action and
increases the possibility of social health
By increasing opportunities for neighbors to see – and be seen by – each other
and continuing social interaction, social health can be promoted.
Creating an environment that allows contact for people who are in need of
social contact increases the possibility of promoting social health
By providing service that can ensure convenience and provide opportunities for
expanded interaction, which increase the possibility of social health.
By increasing opportunity for work, individual energy and that of the local
community is recovered; thus increasing the possibility of social health.
By making choices instead of receiving things, the sense of social exclusion is
eased through the feeling of being considered; such increases the possibility of
social health.
By attracting residents of the nearby local community, various classes of
people can mingle together; thus increasing the possibility of social health.

Social observability
Social convergence
Social accommodation
Social participation

Possibility of
productive participation
Possibility of choice

Social mingling

Mingling of various
classes

Source: Lee et al. (2010)
In Ghana, this requirement for social interaction is exemplified by the traditional compound
house form. The gradual extinction of the gallery access typology in all its forms is a point for
investigation. While the reasons for this may be varied, the need for privacy due increased
individualization as an effect of modernity cannot be ruled out. This becomes critical for
example, if in the layout, bedrooms are placed at the gallery side of the plan. Thus, analysis of
the layout characteristics in relation to the plan form typologies is important.
Overall, given the multiplicity of factors that affect house form such as plan form typologies,
further research is required, focused more on the use of the apartment. Although Rapoport (1969)
argues the primacy of socio-cultural factors, he is emphatic that this in itself means nothing
unless it expressed in concrete forms such as the activities people engage in. Thus, the need to
examine the actual use of the designs cannot be overemphasized. This can contribute to a better
understanding of the relation between design attributes, and actual practical functional
requirements. For example, the location and number of staircase can affect the means of escape
in the event of emergency such as fire or burglary, as well as practical use in terms of entering
(kitchen) with groceries and leaving with garbage. This means the typologies of design solutions
can have practical implications for circulation efficiency as well as general accessibility in and
out of the building, factors which impact functional designs (West and Emmitt, 2004).
It can also have benefits for space syntax analysis which seeks to examine the effect of the
configurational characteristics of space on patterns of use. Relating the results of this analysis to
functional requirements will therefore enrich the formulation of housing design research
questions. A diachronic view can be also be taken to examine what Steadman et al. (1991) refers
to as the ‘problem situations’ of the designs, i.e. why certain forms arose and remain dominant
even to date and why some typologies are consistently going out of use. Together these outcomes
can then help increase the applicability of research findings, to contribute to evidence-based
design decision-making. It will then ultimately help make prudent and innovative decisions
about future public apartment buildings in Ghana.
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4.2.7 Conclusions on typological analysis
Based on the results and discussions above, this study concludes as follows:
1) Public apartment buildings in Ghana are low-rise buildings; staircase is the main means
of vertical circulation.
2) Eleven mutually exclusive design typologies can be identified with public apartment
buildings in Ghana. Dominant among these is the central staircase (point block) with
variants based on the form of horizontal access into the units. The varied nature of the
typologies can be attributed to the fact that house form emerges as a function of diverse
and complex set of factors at any point in time.
3) Certain design typologies, typically the gallery access in all its variations, is getting out of
use in design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana. While the underlying
reasons require further investigation, it suggests that over time changes in demand factors
(users’ functional requirements) and their level of criticality can affect the choice of
design forms. This makes continuous evaluation of design solutions critical to design
decision-making.
4) To be useful, knowledge of design typologies must be related to the requirements for
actual use. This is because an understanding of house form in itself means little until is
linked to use requirements in terms of functionality and adaptability.
4.3

Layout/ space configurational characteristics

To support the requirements for activities and the possibilities to adapt spaces as requirements
change, the layout of the space plan is critical. For example, the location of bathroom and
sanitary facilities (referred to as the service core) can significantly affect the possibility to divide
up spaces or join them together as new demands emerge. This is due to their relatively
permanent (fixed) nature in the layout (Schneider and Till, 2007). Similarly, conditions of
adjacency and connectivity affect the requirements for private and public activities in harmony.
Besides, the number and position of stairs affect the convenience of entering and leaving and
hence accessibility. The layout characteristics can therefore facilitate or constrain functionality
and adaptability.
The purpose of this sub-study is to examine, represent and describe the layout characteristics of
the apartment units. It leans on space syntax as both a theoretical framework and analytical
technique analysis (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 2007).
4.3.1 Space syntax - theory and techniques
Space as a concept is derived from Euclidean geometry in which it refers to the boundless threedimensional extent in which objects and events have relative position and direction 20. As an
architectural concept, it refers to the visible built environment. Amerlinck (2001) describes it as
“a three-dimensional built object that results from a process of physical construction with
material means, and from social appropriation and constant recreation by society”. In other
words, space is not only physical it is also social as a concept. Plimpton and Hassan (1987)
reinforce this view noting that space is the outcome of pragmatic considerations and social or
20

Britannica Online Encyclopedia
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symbolic values and attitudes. The conclusion is that society and space are functionally related in
some way, the latter being the intent based on which the former is defined and constructed.
A useful theory that attempts to explain and provide a means to describe and analyze the
relationship between people (society) and inhabited space in all is forms (buildings, settlements,
cities, or even landscapes) is space syntax (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 2007; Bafna,
2003). Space syntax is both a theoretical framework and analytical technique. As a theoretical
framework, it argues that space as a built form has a social logic to it; that it represents the
mapping of certain socio-cultural intents or ‘cultural idiosyncrasies’. To this extent, Space
Syntax supposes that socio-cultural ideas are as objectively present in built forms as they are
subjectively held in the mind (Hillier et al., 1987). Because the primary purpose of a dwelling
space is to order space for human activity, others have argued that to analyse spaces is to analyse
the way societies (people) organise activities within those spaces (Amorim, 1997; Monteiro,
1997). To this extent a culture’s perception and attitudes towards space use – especially on the
pragmatic, social, and symbolic levels – can therefore be extracted by the analysis of its
architecture (Plimpton and Hassan, 1987). Understanding the layout or configurational properties
of public apartment buildings is therefore worthwhile for any analysis on functionality and
adaptability.
As an analytical technique, space syntax makes use of the configuration of spaces through
boundary properties to represent, describe, quantify and analyze the relationships among built
spaces. Here the boundary properties in configurations are deemed as “principles of culture”
(Hillier and Hanson, 1984), and a patterning of space use (Plimpton and Hassan, 1987). In
buildings, this is expressed in a floor plan which is used as the unit of analysis. To this extent,
spatial configurational affects use and adaptation.
According to space syntax theory, every spatial system (layout) is the juxtaposition of two
elements: a fixed system of spaces in a particular configuration; and a set of mobile “individuals”
superimposed on that configuration. This gives to layouts both static and dynamic properties.
The relation between spaces also gives to spatial configuration “local” and “global” properties.
Local properties describe the relation of each space to its immediate neighbors. Global properties
on the other hand, describe the relation of each space to all other spaces in the layout. Thus, in a
matrix form, every spatial configuration has ‘local state’ and ‘local dynamic’ on one hand, and
‘global state’ and ‘global dynamic’ properties on the other.
The ‘local state’ measure is “connectivity”. This describes how many spaces are immediately
(directly) connected to the space in question. The ‘global state’ measure on the other hand, is
“integration” and describes the relationship of each space relative to all others in the
configuration: how many spaces are n steps away from each space. The ‘local dynamic’ measure
is “control” i.e. what degree of choices does each space represent for its immediate neighbors as
a space to move to. The global dynamic measure is “choice”, and provides a measure of how
likely each space is to pass through considering the shortest routes from all spaces to all other
spaces in the system (Hillier et al., 1986a). These can be summarized in the Table below.
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Global

Static

Connectivity

Integration

Dynamic

Control

Choice

Movement

Local

Interface

Table 4.5 Elements of a spatial system

Source: Hillier et al., 1987
4.3.2 Properties of spatial configuration (layouts)
The term configuration generally refers to the arrangement of functional units according to their
characteristics based on some set of principles. A good example is in molecular chemistry, where
electron configuration describes the arrangement of the electrons of an atom on its shells and
orbits according to some defined set of principles. In architecture, Hillier and Hanson (1987),
define configuration as “at least, the relation between two spaces taking into account a third, and,
at most, as the relation among spaces in a complex taking into account all other spaces in the
complex”. Thus in relation to design solution for a housing unit, spatial configuration describes
how spaces are organized in a floor plan not only in direct relation to each other but to the entire
spatial system. In this way, it can be to likened to the idea of internet where directly connected
individual computers are interconnected (integrated) globally to form a unit. This definition
though useful, focuses only on the interior relationships. But in a floor plan spatial relations are
not only interior; they are also exterior to an extent. Nesbitt (1996) therefore defines spatial
configuration more comprehensively as a compilation of spaces as tangible and defined
construction in a particular form, which leads to generate certain relations between inside and
inside, and between inside and outside. Thus, spatial configuration in this study is not only the
inside-insides relations but also how the inside relates to the outside within the floor plan.
Spatial configuration is defined by the boundary properties of the built space to give meaning to
the character, experience and use of space. In a building plan, these boundaries are set by
delimiting walls as traditional elements, and doors as connections with the interior and exterior
environment. Boundaries turn continuous space into a connected set of discrete units, and hence
regulate patterns of movement and modulate interactions among users in a building. By creating
continuities and discontinuities, boundaries create patterns of enclosure, contiguity (proximities),
containment, subdivision, accessibility and visibility (Peponis et al., 1997). It follows according
to Peponis and Wineman (2002) that built space is to understood as a relational pattern, a pattern
of distinctions, separations, interfaces, and connections, a pattern that integrates, segregates or
differentiates its parts in relation to each other.
These characteristics of spatial configuration makes it possible to: i) assign different parts of the
space to different groups, people and activities; ii) associate different rules of behavior and
conventions with different parts of the space; and iii) give different recognition to different parts
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of the built space (Bafna, 2003). Because different parts of the spaces can be assigned to
different activities, the layout of a house differentiates among activities. At the same time, it can
because they can help associate rules that can facilitate activities in the unit by creating or
restricting access the house layout. Thus it contributes to functionality in the sense of providing
support for different activities and functional occupations. It can also facilitate multiple uses and
occupation, by helping create possibilities for adaptation through partitioning.
Spatial boundaries may be impermeable or permeable. This creates spaces that are adjacent to
each other or are connected. Two spaces are adjacent if they share an edge; they are completely
separated by a dividing wall. The spaces are next to each other without mutual access. The
boundary condition in this case is impermeable and hence do not permit through-movement
(Peponis et al., 2003). Because adjacency conditions create separation between two spaces,
functionally, it is or can be used to support activities which cannot coexist – i.e. activities which
are spatially incompatible. This may be auditory, visual or olfactory disturbances or unwanted
encroachment. Thus sanitary areas for example, are always spatially separated, and in relation to
the other part of the unit are often connected using a lobby.
Two spaces are connected if they have direct access to each other. Connectivity makes
accessibility possible and is therefore used to create relations among spaces and hence to support
activities that can spatially coexist without disturbance. In addition to connectivity and adjacency
Plimpton and Hassan (1987) characterize spaces in a unit based on their depth and accretion.
Depth refers to the position of each spatial area of the house in relation to a chosen reference
space usually the outside space, the carrier. Accretion on the other hand, is used to describe
whether or not the layout of the space allows for possible addition of a spatial unit. Thus
accretion becomes necessary to enhance adaptability.
According to Hillier and Hanson (1984), spaces by virtue of their configuration construct
patterns with properties of symmetry, asymmetry, distributedness and non-distributedness. Every
space in a configuration is at some step away from another, the step being the movement
required to reach the space. Each space is therefore assigned a value called the depth value
according to the minimum number of steps that must be taken in order to arrive in that space
with respect to a certain reference space called the carrier. But in a spatial configuration, some
spaces will be at the same depth while others may be at different depths relative to the carrier.
Spaces at the same depth from a carrier (or a given reference space) are said to be symmetrical.
According to Hillier and Hanson (1987) two spaces a and b are symmetric if a is to b as b is to a
with reference to c. It means that neither a nor b controls permeability to each other. Control
means accessibility to a space (the ‘controlled’ space) requires necessarily passing through the
‘controlling’ spaces.
On the other hand, two spaces a and b are asymmetrical if by reason of the difference in the
relative depths, one controls access to the other from some third space c. The greater the
difference in the relative depth therefore the more asymmetrical the two spaces are (Bafna,
2003). Characteristically, asymmetry of spaces creates control and forces movement through
specific routes. In other words, it asymmetry restricts movement in a unit to only some defined
paths. To reduce control, alternative routes become necessary. This is referred to as choice
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(Hillier and Hanson, 1987). Choice as a configurational property describes the existence or
otherwise of alternative routes from one space to another.
When the spaces in a layout are represented in a graph called justified graph, this is revealed
by/as rings - closed loops. Among a set of spaces, the presence or absence of rings expresses the
degree to which the relationships among spaces are controlled, or marked by an absence of
choice, forcing permeability from one space to another to pass through specific other spaces
(Hillier and Hanson, 1987). If the configuration of two spaces are such that there is more than
one independent route from a and b including one passing through a third space c, then a and b
are said to be distributed. This means the space has more than one locus of control with respect
to another, and that it is possible to access the space through other paths. The more the rings, the
greater the number of alternative routes and the lesser the control over particular spaces. The
presence of rings therefore provides a measure of the distributedness of a given spatial
configuration. Juxtaposing the properties of symmetry and asymmetry against distributedness
and non distributedness gives spaces that are symmetric and distributed, symmetric and nondistributed, asymmetric and distributed, and asymmetric and non-distributed.
As independent units, spaces can also be distinguished from each other (characterized) according
to whether or not they lie on rings, how many rings they lie on, and which rings they lie on. It
defines the way the spaces are linked with each other to meet the functional requirements of
occupancy and movement (Hillier, 1999). These groupings result in space classifications namely
a-type, b-type, c-type, and d-type spaces (Table 4.6) (Hillier, 2007). These classifications hinge
on both the local and global properties described above, static and dynamic. To explain the
concepts above, the layout below is used as illustration.
Table 4.6 Characterization of spaces by type
Space
type
a-type

Characteristics

These are single linked spaces called dead end cell spaces. Its relative position
does not allow through movement. They support functional occupation rather
than movement such as bedrooms and study spaces
These have two or more links and provide intermediate accessibility between
b-type
spaces (transitory spaces)
These have more than one link and lie into rings where the number of spaces is
c-type
the same as the number of connectors, they lie into
These have more than two or more links and lie into more than one ring. They
d-type
allow for choice of movement and increases accessibility in the spatial
configuration
Source: (adapted from Hillier, 2007)
4.3.3 Example and implications for use and adaptations
Figure 4.4 below shows the floor plan of a typical public apartment unit with its justified graph.
It shows that bedrooms as well as the sanitary facilities (wc and shower) are adjacent to each
other – there no through movement – no connection or no direct links between them. However,
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there is direction from the living room to the dining room or from the living room to the porch.
The graph further shows that the dining (d) and corridor (c) are symmetric and distributed with
respect to the outside space. The main staircase (sc1) and exit staircase (sc2) are also symmetric
and distributed with respect to the outside space as well as the veranda (v). The dining and porch
(po) on the other hand are symmetric but non-distributed with respect to the carrier. Similarly,
the living room (l) and the kitchen are symmetric because they are at the same depth (3) from the
carrier but non-distributed.

Figure 4.4 Illustration of spatial properties
All the bedrooms (br1, br2 and mb) and the corridor (co) are asymmetric and non-distributed.
They are asymmetric in the sense that access into the bedrooms is controlled by, and thus
necessarily requires passing through the corridor. This is so even if by reason of the ring through
the kitchen one avoids using the living room which is the shorter distances. The Figure shows
that the bedrooms (br1, br2), the porch (po), and sanitary facilities (sh, wc) are a-type spaces.
They have one link and in the case of the bedrooms and the porch privileges functional
occupation. The staircases (sc1 and sc2) and the lobby to the sanitary facilities are b-type spaces
and serves well as intermediate access spaces to others. The dining is a c-type spaces: it lies on
one ring and the number of spaces equal the number of links. The kitchen is a d-type space and
provides for choice in accessing the bedrooms for example.
4.3.4 Benchmarks for layout functionality and adaptability
One of the defining properties of the space layout is to order space for different activities. This
includes not only the relationship between inhabitants (residents) but also between residents and
visitors. The layout therefore provides a system of controls to mediate these interactions within
the dwelling space. One way to ensure the control of visitors in the unit, for example is to
provide WC at entrance level (NHF, 1994). Others recommend that for residents, the layout must
ensure that entering the unit with grocery or leaving it with garbage does not disturb living room
activities (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). In the same way, children entering the unit from play
or members entering during wet conditions do not disturb living room activities. The implication
of the WC scenario is that it should be accessible at the entrance level and not far into the family
areas of the unit. In the case of the residents, alternative routes become necessary.
For adaptability, the location of sleeping rooms relative to sanitary facilities is important. If it is
assumed that the bedroom is sufficiently large to support other activities, the critical activities
that would require independent space for occupation will be cooking and sanitary conveniences.
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This is because they are spatially incompatible with bedroom activities. To support multiple
occupancies and independent usage, these service core spaces must lend themselves to sharing.
Against this background, in characterizing the layout of the apartments, this study focuses on
1) How sleeping rooms (bedrooms), the living space and sanitary facilities are configured in
the floor plan. In other words, does the location of the sleeping rooms and living space in
relation to the service core (kitchen and sanitary facilities) allow different configuration?
2) The extent to which service core spaces (bathrooms/shower and WC) are controlled.
The following questions are therefore posed to characterize and examine the layout
characteristics:
a) What are the general characteristics of bedrooms, the living room, kitchen and
WC/shower?
b) How are the bedrooms related to the kitchen and shower/WC?
c) What degree of choice does the layout offer for inhabitants for entering and leaving the
unit?
d) To what extent is the use of the shower/WC by controlled?
e) How do the unit type and typology relate to the extent of control on sanitary facilities?
4.3.5 Variables and assumptions
Two background characteristics will be used in this characterization. These are the type of unit
based on number of bedrooms and the typology of the plan form. The latter is used because it
affects the presence of rings, which facilitates movement in and into the units. Apart from the
background characteristics the service core spaces will be characterized to find out the extent to
which they can constrain or facilitate use and adaptation. This will be in terms of their
relationships with the sleeping areas. The focus on the sleeping and sanitary areas is that if we
assume that the bedroom is sufficiently large to be multi-functional, then the critical activities to
occupation will be cooking and sanitary conveniences. The extent to which these spaces lend
themselves to sharing and possibility dividing up is therefore critical to multiple occupancies and
independent usage. The last variable will focus on rings. These are important to facilitate access,
avoid unwanted encounters and to allow unrestricted use of certain spaces.
4.3.6 Method of representing spatial configuration
This study is descriptive and qualitative based on observation. First the justified graph of each
layout was drawn based on which observation and analysis were made. These graphs are
presented in Appendix B. Justified graphs are relational devices for representing spaces in a
configuration (Hillier and Hanson, 1987). In space syntax analysis they are also referred to as
justified permeability graph or justified gamma map. It is a graph in which spaces are
represented by circles and permeabilities by lines, and all spaces of the same depth are lined up
horizontally above the carrier, with lines representing direct connectivities drawn in, however
long they have to be to make the necessary connections. To draw a justified graph therefore, the
outside space is selected as the ‘root’ (carrier) with the spaces in the graph then aligned above it
in levels according to how many spaces one must pass through to arrive at each space from the
root.
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The advantages of justified graphs are that they: 1) make obvious the properties of symmetry,
asymmetry, distributedness and non-distributedness compared to ordinary floor plans; 2) permit
easy measurement of syntactic properties since they are graphs; 3) combine visual analysis with
quantitative measurements. In all 54 design solutions were sampled. However, three solutions
were found to be repeated in terms of layout though different in sizes. These were therefore left
out bringing the total number of unique design solutions to 51. To analyze the sampled design
solutions, the characteristics of each layout were coded into SPSS and analyzed descriptively.
4.3.7 Results
a) Characteristics of spaces – bedrooms, living room, kitchen, shower/WC
From Table 4.8 presents the summary characteristics of the bedroom, living room and service
core spaces namely the kitchen and the sanitary facilities. It shows that bedrooms are typically
are a-type spaces, that is dead end spaces. In this case, the serve more as spaces for functional
occupation rather than for purposes of transition. In a few cases however, other space type can be
found. The b-type spaces are found typically in the one-bedroom and three bedroom units. In the
single bedroom units, this transitory property is found where the bedrooms lies on rings such as
design D/01 and D/06 via connection with a balcony and the living room. Thus from the balcony
or porch, it is possible to access the bedrooms. They are also found in the 3 –bedroom units
where the master bedroom has an ensuite bathroom such as D/09 and D/33. While the form of btype spaces in the 1-bedroom units increases efficiency in circulation, in the 3-bedroom units it
enhances independent occupation and hence has the capacity to support independent use. Some
one and two bedroom units have c-type (e.g. D/16) and d-type (e.g. D/11) spaces. These spaces
lie on one or more rings, in many cases involving the use of a balcony or terrace to provide space
where residents can sit and relax in touch with the outside environment.
Table 4.7 Distribution of bedrooms by type by percentage representation in the sample
Type description
a-type
b-type
c-type
d-type

Br1
84.3
2
7.8
5.9

Spaces
Br2
Br3
82.4
9.8
0
27.5
2
3.9

L
11.8
21.6
43.1
23.5

K
21.6
27.5
33.3
17.6

WC/Sh
100

Table 4.7 also shows that although most living rooms are c-type spaces where they lie on one
ring, they can also be d-type where they lie into more than one ring, a-type spaces where they the
privilege functional occupation than movement or purely as transitory spaces to others. It
indicates the multi-functional role of the living room in the configuration. The kitchen space
shows similar multi-purpose role as a-type, b-type, c-type and d-type space. On the other hand,
as would be expected, all sanitary facilities are a-type spaces and do not afford transition in the
configuration.
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 reinforce these observations. It shows that characteristically across the
units bedrooms are a-type spaces. The study observes that some bedrooms may be b-type spaces
where they serve as transitions to a balcony or to a sanitary facility in the case of units with
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ensuite bathrooms. In a few cases, c- and d-type bedrooms spaces may be found where they lie
on one or more rings.
Table 4.8 Type description of bedrooms in different units
Type
description
a-type
b-type
c-type
d-type
Total

1B
3
0
3
0

Br1
2B 3B
21
19
1
0
1
0
3
0

Total
43
1
4
3

1B

Spaces
Br2
2B 3B
23
19

Total
42

1
2
26

1
2
45

0
0
19

1B

Br3
2B 3B
5
14

19

Total
5
14

19

The kitchen and living room show more similarities than differences in character in all units. In
general, there are more a-type kitchens in the 1B units than there are living rooms (Table 4.10).
As the size of units increase (by number of bedrooms), living rooms tend to assume transitory
roles and hence become b-, c- and d-type spaces. This affords efficiency in circulation in the
unit. Similarly, a-type kitchens tend to decrease with increase in the size of the unit in
comparison to c- and d-type spaces which generally increase.
Table 4.9 Type description of living room, kitchen and WC/shower in different units
Type
description
a-type
b-type
c-type
d-type
Total

1B
1
2
2
1
6

Living
2B 3B
5
0
4
5
10 10
7
4
26 19

Total
6
11
22
12
51

1B
5
1
0
0
6

Spaces
Kitchen
2B 3B
4
2
7
6
12
5
3
6
26
19

Total
11
14
17
9
51

1B
6

Sh/WC
2B 3B
26
19

Total
51

6

26

51

19

b) Relationship of bedrooms and living rooms to service core (kitchen & shower/WC)
In Table 4.11, how the bedrooms are related to the service core spaces namely kitchen and
sanitary facilities (shower and WC) are presented. It shows that overall the relationship between
the two spaces are either symmetrical and non-distributed or asymmetrical and non-distributed. It
shows that there is greater symmetry and non-distributedness between the bedrooms and kitchen
than there is between the bedroom and shower/WC. In other words, considered at the same
depth, the relationship between the bedroom and kitchen is more controlled than there is between
the bedroom and the sanitary facilities. Table 4.11 also shows that there is greater asymmetry
and non-distributedness between the bedrooms and shower than there is between the bedrooms
and kitchen. This can be attributed to the fact that unlike the kitchen the shower and WC are
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typically a-type spaces which assume the farthest location in the configuration. It also indicates
that bedrooms hardly lie on rings with kitchens than they are likely to be with the shower/WC.
Table 4.10 Characteristics of bedrooms in relation to service core
Relation of bedrooms to service spaces
Br-Kitchen
Br-Shower/WC
Br2
Br3
Br1
Br2
Br3

Measures of control and choice
Br1
Symmetrical and distributed
Symmetrical and non - distributed
Asymmetrical and distributed
Asymmetrical and non-distributed

37.3

35.3

15.7

62.7

52.9

21.6

21.6
2
76.5

17.6
70.6

Some cases of symmetry and non-distributedness require a closer and critical examination
however. Although in designs D/09 and D/11 the kitchen and bedrooms are both symmetrical
and non-distributed, design D/09 can support independent use compared to D/11. This is because
in the former case, it is possible to access the kitchen (and living room) through an entrance
lobby without transitioning the private zone of other bedrooms. In extreme cases, it can even be
possible to access the kitchen without accessing the living room. Thus, it privileges independent
use of a part of the unit. This is not so with D/11 where access to the kitchen from Br1 and Br2
are both controlled by the corridor. Thus, in relation to the kitchen, providing different
controlling spaces for the bedrooms can enhance independent use/occupation. There is a slight
indication to suggest that as the number of bedrooms increase these properties decrease. The
relation of the bedroom to the sanitary facilities – WC and shower – shows a similar but stronger
variation (Table 4.11). The Table shows that the properties of symmetry and non-distributedness
as well as asymmetry and non-distributedness of the kitchen and shower/WC to the bedroom
decrease with increase in the size of the unit (by number of bedrooms).
Cross tabulation is used to present the case of the living room (Table 4.11). It shows that while
the relationship of the living room to the kitchen shows greater symmetry and distributedness,
the relationship to the shower/WC is more asymmetric and non-distributed.
Table 4.11 Cross tabulation of living room relative to service core spaces

Symmetric and distributed
Symmetric and non-distributed
Asymmetric and distributed
Asymmetric and non-distributed

1B
0
5
0
1

Relations of living room to service spaces
L-Kitchen
L-Shower/WC
2B
3B Total 1B
2B
3B
Total
3
1
4
9
1
15
9
4
13
1
0
0
1
5
13
19
5
26
19
50

Total

6

26

Measures of control and choice
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19

51

6

26

19

51

In other words, there are more alternative routes and less control in the relationship between the
kitchen and the living room than there is between the living room and the shower/WC. By
proportional representation however, 45% of the 2B units and 25% of the 3B units show
distributedness between living room and the kitchen. No case is found for this property in the 1B
units. It suggests that there are more rings along the route of the living and kitchen in the 2B
units than the 3B. Table 4.13 shows the presence of rings in the sample of designs examined by
unit type. Overall, about 77% of all the units have some form of distributedness evidenced by the
presence of a ring. By proportional representation, this translates into the presences of rings is
66.6%, 76.4% and 78.4% for the 1B, 2B and 3B units respectively, a trend which indicates that
the presence of rings increases with increase in the size of the unit (by number of bedrooms).
This is required as household size becomes large and different parts of the unit come under use.
Table 4.12 Presence of rings in by different units

Yes
No
Total

1B
4
2
6

2B
20
6
26

3B
15
4
19

Total
39
12
51

c) Choice in entering and leaving unit
Table 4.14 presents the percentage representation of choice possibilities in design sample. This is
defined in this study as the depth value of the kitchen using the space moved into before entry
into the unit as the carrier (root space). This may be the staircase veranda, terrace, or corridor
whichever the case may be. Perfect choice is therefore at depth 1 from this (outside) space and
affords direct access into the kitchen. In the characterization good, fair and poor the kitchen is
respectively at depth 2, 3 and 4 from the carrier space.
Based on this definition, Table 4.12 presents the overall distribution in the sample. It shows that
in approximately one-quarter of the designs, the kitchen is accessible directly from the outside
veranda or corridor. These are typically designs with a back/exit staircase (D/40) which provides
access to the kitchen. In the majority of cases however (51%), the kitchen is accessible at depth 2
via an entrance lobby (e.g. D/01, D/09, D/05), the living-dining room (e.g. D/02, D/26, D/27) or
a corridor controlled or not controlled by the living room (D/08) or a kitchen yard (e.g. D/35,
D/33, D/49). In about another quarter of the design, the kitchen is accessible at depth 3
controlled by the living room and often a corridor which is also controlled by the living room
(e.g. D/34, D/54). Thus functionally, about ¾ of the design solutions afford users good or a better
choice in entering and/or leaving the unit. Critical however, are cases where this access is
through the living room.
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Table 4.13 Percentage representation of choice possibilities in design sample
Choice possibilities

Design sample

Perfect choice (directly accessible)
Good choice (accessible at depth 2)
Fair choice (accessible at depth 3)
Poor choice (accessible at depth 4)
Total

12.0
26.0
12.0
1.0
51.0

Percentage
representation
23.5
51.0
23.5
2.0
100.0

Related to the unit types, Table 4.15 shows that by proportional representation, the 1B, 2B and
3B units have 7.8%, 2.7% and 8.6% of designs that provide direct access to the kitchen from the
outside. However, considering about 50% of the sample, the 1B, 2B and 3B units have 7.8%,
31.4% and 10.9% of the designs in which kitchen is accessible at depth 2 based on proportional
representation.
Table 4.14 Cross tabulation of choice in the use of kitchen (grocery in, garbage out)
Choice possibilities
Perfect choice (directly accessible from veranda, terrace, etc)
Good choice (accessible at depth 2)
Fair choice (accessible at depth 3)
Poor choice (accessible at depth 4)
Total

1B
2
2
2
0
6

2B
3
16
7
0
26

3B
7
8
3
1
19

Total
12
26
12
1
51

The alternative route (choice) possibilities are also related to the plan form typology. Table 4.16
shows that overall typologies with a lobby or corridor access and/or back staircase provide a
better choice in the using the kitchen from the outside. This is made more explicit by the
presence of rings in the different typologies as presented in Table 4.17. While the absence of
rings may contribute in part to the gradual extinct in the gallery typology, even in the gallery
typology, this is possible as in design D/04. The implication is that wherever possible, it is
important to provide another access into the unit via a route other than the living room as is the
case in most designs.
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Good
choice

Fair
choice

Single point block with lobby access
Single point block with lobby access and back staircase
Double point block with lobby access
Single point block with gallery access
Single side staircase with gallery access
Single front staircase with gallery access
Single front and side staircase with lobby access
Single front staircase with lobby
Double front staircase with lobby access
Single point block with corridor access
Total

2
4
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
3
12

7
4
6
0
0
2
0
2
2
3
26

2
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
2
2
12

Poor
choice
Total

Unit typologies

Perfect
choice

Table 4.15 Choice possibilities across unit typologies

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

12
8
7
2
1
2
2
5
4
8
51

Table 4.16 Presence of rings across unit typologies
Unit Typology
Single point block with lobby access
Single point block with lobby access and back staircase
Double point block with lobby access
Single point block with gallery access
Single side staircase with gallery access
Single front staircase with gallery access
Single front and side staircase with lobby access
Single front staircase with lobby
Double front staircase with lobby access
Single point block with corridor access
Total

Yes
8
8
6
1
1
2
2
5
2
4
39

No
4
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
4
12

Total
12
8
7
2
1
2
2
5
4
8
51

d) Control of sanitary facilities (shower/WC)
Similar to the characterization of the choice possibilities, the degree of control is also based on
depth values with respect to a chosen carrier, the first space a visitor enters the unit. This may be
the entrance lobby, the living room or other. From this space, the control is defined as the depth
to the sanitary facility. The two spaces are assumed to be accessed either directly or at the lobby.
Direct access from the entrance space therefore means the facility is not controlled. At depth 2, 3
and 4 they are characterized respectively as weakly controlled, averagely controlled, and strongly
controlled.
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Based on these characterizations, Table 4.18 shows that about only approximately 10% of the
designs have bathrooms that are directly accessible from at the entrance level. These are mostly
units with two WCs one of which is purposed for visitors’ use (D/18, D/42) by reason of a
guestroom. In the majority however about 50% of the designs have sanitary facilities at depth 2
from the entrance space. They are therefore controlled spaces including the corridor leading to
the living room, the living room, or the corridor/family areas after the living room. 40% of the
design solutions have average to strong control over sanitary facilities relative to visitors as they
can only be accessed at depth 3 or 4 from the entrance space. The implication is that visitors
must access the more private spaces of households in order to use the sanitary facilities.
Table 4.17 Extent of control over shower/WC
Extent of control
Not controlled (directly accessible at entrance level)
Weakly controlled (accessible at depth 2 from entrance)
Averagely controlled (accessible at depth 3 from unit entrance)
Strongly controlled (accessible at depth 4 or farther)
Total

Design
sample
5
26
16
4
51

Percentage
representation
9.8
51.0
31.4
7.8
100.0

e) Relationship of unit type and typology to extent of control on sanitary facilities
Table 4.18 relates the unit type (by number of bedrooms) to the degree of control on the sanitary
facilities. It shows that in 50% of the 1B units the sanitary facility is controlled at depth 2. Also,
in 61.5% of the 2B units, the shower/WC is controlled at depth 2 while in 47.4% of the 3B it is
controlled at depth 3. Critical to use however are the almost 40% of designs that have the
sanitary facility at depth 3 or 4 from the entrance level. The pattern of variation in the extent of
control on the sanitary facilities across the unit type is however mixed.
Table 4.18 Extent of control on WC/Shower
Extent of control on WC/Shower
Not controlled (directly accessible from entrance level)
Weakly controlled (accessible at depth 2)
Averagely controlled (accessible at depth 3 from unit entrance)
Strongly controlled (accessible at depth 4 or farther)
Total

Unit type
1B
2B
2
1
3
16
1
6
0
3
6
26

3B
2
7
9
1
19

Total
5
26
16
4
51

Table 4.19 shows the distribution of the plan form typology relative to the control on the sanitary
facilities. As in the case of the unit type, there is no observed consistency in the variation of the
typology with the extent of control on the sanitary facility. The plan form typology being a
building level property may thus significantly affect choice but not control on internal spaces.
This is because surprisingly, the gallery access typologies are associated with no control to weak
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control compared to the presence of strongly controlled cases in the point block with lobby
access.

Unit typologies

Not controlled
(directly accessible)

Weakly controlled

Controlled

Strongly controlled

Total

Table 4.19 Cross tabulation of unit typologies against degree of control on sanitary facilities

Single point block with lobby access
Single point block with lobby access and back staircase
Double point block with lobby access
Single point block with gallery access
Single side staircase with gallery access
Single front staircase with gallery access
Single front and side staircase with lobby access
Single front staircase with lobby
Double front staircase with lobby access
Single central staircase with internal corridor access
Total

1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
5

6
2
5
2
0
1
2
5
2
1
26

3
5
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
16

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4

12
8
7
2
1
2
2
5
4
8
51

4.3.8 Discussion
The results above show that spaces in the configuration have different characteristics as
individual units and in relation to others. Individually, bedrooms are typically a-type spaces, and
support the requirements for functional occupation. They may however be b-type spaces where
an ensuite bathroom is provide for a master bedroom. This leverages independent use and
enhance adaptability. While bedrooms in the traditional compound house in the south are
typically a-type spaces, those in the north are mostly c-type spaces, lying on rings sometimes
with the kitchen. This shows how less spatially differentiated spaces in the latter are compared to
those in public apartment buildings. Besides, although bedrooms in both the apartments and the
traditional compound houses are a-type, the former is relatively deeper in the configuration and
hence more segregated. This provides a sense of how controlled bedrooms are and in a sense the
degree of privacy associated with the layout.
Living rooms in public apartments are typically c-type spaces; they mostly lie on one ring.
However, they can assume different space types variously as a-, b-, c- or d-type spaces. This
attests to their multi-functional in character. They thus support functional occupation as well as
the requirements for movement in the unit. In the traditional compound house in the north, there
is no living room, although the design in the south has the hall which mimics but seems to take
on functions different from those in apartment buildings.
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In the traditional compound house, the open courtyard serves as space for multiple activities.
This is a functionally neutrality that serves as the centre for most culturally-specific household
activities (e.g. family socialization). While use studies are required to establish the extent to
which the living room is multi-functional, this cannot be compared to the courtyard space. For
example, the courtyard is used variously for cooking, washing and drying clothes, pounding fufu,
etc. It explains why a good mix of semi-outdoor spaces such as balconies, washing and drying
areas, fufu pounding areas, and kitchen yard are provided in the apartment buildings. Thus
characteristically, apartment buildings show greater spatial differentiation compared to the
traditional layouts. This trend seems to increase with the economic prosperity of the users.
The kitchen generally shows similarities in character to the living room. It assumes both
transitory and occupational functions, and sometimes lies on rings. Thus living rooms are a-, bor c-type spaces. In the traditional compound house in the north shown in Figure 2.1, the
kitchens is also c-type but forms a ring with the kitchen. This is uncharacteristic of kitchens in
the southern layout which is typically a-type space. Sanitary facilities have the most unique
character in the configuration; they are always a-type, and hence dead end spaces. They are
therefore characteristically activity-specific. In the traditional compound house, they are often
independent of the configuration being a place of privacy but shared in use.
The study shows that the relationship of bedrooms and living rooms to the kitchen is
characteristically non-distributed, and are symmetrical and asymmetrical to different degrees.
Bedrooms are however more asymmetrical with kitchens than sanitary facilities. This is expected
as the two spaces are usually a-type spaces and support more private household activities in the
configuration. There is some evidence to show that as the size of unit increases the asymmetry
and non-distributedness of the relationship between the bedroom and service core spaces also
decreases.
There are some choice possibilities in the use of the apartments. Although in general, this is
characteristics of designs with rings and exit/back staircases, no consistent pattern was observed
in the relationship between choice and the unit type (by bedrooms) or typology. Being more a
unit level property, what is important for functionality and adaptability is the nature of access
into the units at the floor level. In a significant proportion of designs for public apartment
buildings in Ghana, there are no sanitary facilities at entrance level. Sanitary facilities are deep in
the configuration and are often controlled by more private family spaces. This requires attention.
This is because providing sanitary facilities at entrance level in ‘sensible’ relation to bedrooms
can enhance independent use of the unit and hence situations where more than one household
must occupy the unit. Unlike choice which is somewhat affected by plan form typology, there
was no pattern observed in the extent of control on sanitary facilities and the unit type. This also
requires further research.
In domestic architecture, the type and combination of spaces reflect a distinct pattern of use
(Plimpton and Hassan, 1987). In light of the traditional house layout, the spatial configuration of
public apartment buildings shows relative higher depth. This is a mark of increased requirements
for privacy. It suggests that unlike the social solidarity associated with traditional compound
houses, modern type apartment units show greater individualized character. This segregation and
individualization is a mark of post-industrial Western life and domestic architecture. In light of
the globalization of Western house forms and its capacity to restructure the very domestic life of
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people, what is not known is the extent to which this affects use and activity patterns in the
Ghanaian context. Thus actual use studies are required.
4.3.9 Conclusions
In terms of layout, the following can be said to characterize public apartment buildings in Ghana:






Bedrooms are typically a-type spaces although b-types are found where en suite bathroom
is found; the support functional occupation and less as spaces for movement.
The kitchen and living room show similarities in character as spaces which support both
functional occupation and through movement. They assume a-, b-, or c-type space
characteristics.
The relationship of bedrooms and living rooms to the kitchen is characteristically nondistributed, and are symmetrical and asymmetrical to different degrees. Bedrooms are
however more asymmetrical to the kitchens than sanitary facilities
Sanitary facilities are the deepest in the spatial configuration. Only about 10% of all the
designs investigated have sanitary facility at entrance level. They are mostly controlled
by the living room and more private family circulation areas
The designs on the whole meet requirements in terms of accessibility. About 75% of the
design solutions provide choice (alternative routes) in terms of entering and leaving the
units. This is associated more with typologies which have an exit staircase as well as
those with a lobby access.

Compared to the traditional Ghanaian compound houses, the layout characteristics show that
public apartment buildings are more spatially differentiated. This differentiation which is a mark
of modern (Western-oriented) designs (Schneider and Till, 2007), suggests that design solutions
for these units are to an extent influenced by the forces of modernity. To the extent that spatial
configuration reflects social characteristics, this observation suggests that apartment designs
represent a move from the more socially integrated Ghanaian way of life to more individualized
one. The evidence is found in the depth of certain spaces and definitive differentiations in
activity areas. To the extent that socio-cultural ideas are expressed in built forms, these changes
reflect changes in the way designers think about Ghanaian domestic culture. Whether this is
imposed or not is a matter beyond the scope of this study. It is important therefore to investigate
the actual use and how living and household activities fit within the designs. The study
contributes to evidence-based design decision-making and hence sustainable public apartment
buildings in Ghana.
4.4 Functional distribution and size characteristics of spaces/room
The amount of space (size) in a building means different things in different building contexts. It
means power in institutional buildings, profit in commercial buildings but freedom in dwellings
(Brand, 1994). By freedom, the amount of space in a housing unit contributes to living as well as
affordance for desired activities. Sadalla et al. (1978) found that while larger rooms may produce
feelings of expansiveness and freedom, small rooms are found to lead to feelings of confinement
and crowding. Related to this, Benedikt and Burnham (1985) found that the judgment of
spaciousness is strongly related to visible floor area.
Pennartz (1986) observes that the amount of space in a house affects the ‘atmosphere of the
home’. In a study of size and adequacy of space in small homes, Oseland and Raw (1991) found
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that people who say they do not have adequate space in their homes attribute this to the size of
rooms and in particular to the amount of storage space. There is evidence of increasing occupant
dissatisfaction in dwellings due to the limited amount of storage and kitchen space (BRE, 1993;
RIBA, 2011; Swenarton, 2009). This includes specifically, space for keeping indoor recycling
bins in the kitchen, as well as spaces for children to play safely in the kitchen. The implication is
that the amount of space in a dwelling, in terms of the visible floor area, whether in total or as a
set of distributed areas for different activities is important to effective functioning of a housing
unit. In extreme cases, lack of adequate space for households can have negative impact on the
health, education attainment and family relationships. These observations show how significant
the amount of space is to the quality of life of users. In the long term, the amount of space in a
dwelling can restrict flexibility in use, disallowing multiple uses of spaces as users’ requirements
change over time (Atlas and Ozsoy, 1998; Gann & Barlow, 1996; Slaughter, 2001). The amount
of space in a housing unit therefore has impact on the use of the space in terms of activities and a
general sense of wellbeing in both the short and long term. The Habitat Agenda notes that shelter
must be adequate in terms of space (UNCHS, 1996).
The size or amount of space aside, another important attribute of a dwelling unit is the functional
distribution - how spaces are combined in the unit for the different functions (activities) intended
to be supported. According to Activity Theory, activities are socio-culturally determined.
Differences therefore exist in the activities of cultures and societies the world over. In other
words, the way societies and cultures organize and carry out activities in homes differ (Kent,
2000). These differences affect the provision of spaces not only in terms of size but also
functional distribution. For example, in Saudi Arabian homes, there are two living rooms – one
for strangers and non-family members and another for family and women visitors, a provision
thought to reflect Middle Eastern cultural tradition that women must be veiled and protected
from strangers (Sherwood, 1996). In most large Chinese cities also, where space is at its prime,
apartments do not have a separate kitchen and bathroom (Sherwood, 1996). Residents therefore
share certain facilities.
The functional distribution of spaces is also as important as to merit internationally concern. The
World Health Organization, (WHO, 2001) observes that in addition to durability and fire safety,
each dwelling must provide:


Sufficient number of number rooms, and usable floor area to satisfy human
requirements for health and a healthy family life consistent with the prevailing
social and cultural pattern of life of the Ghanaian people;



Suitable separation of rooms as used for sleeping by adolescent and adult
members of the opposite sex except husband and wife.

This means the amount of space in the home, by size and functional distribution (that is the
provision by type and number) is important to functionality, and must be provided taking into
account peculiar socio-cultural context factors such as the size and composition of household.
For functionality and adaptability therefore, the number, type and sizes of spaces provided in a
unit is important.
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4.3.2 Functional classification of space in a house
Different spaces provide support for different activities (functions) in the home. These functions
are often used to name spaces. According ISO 1641-1984 (E) spaces are named based on the
main activities they support or are intended to support. The Ghana National Building Regulations
(NBR L.I. 1996) stipulates that as minimum requirement, each dwelling should provide space for
sleeping, living, cooking, dining, sanitary conveniences, and storage. Following these activities,
reference can be made to spaces such as bedrooms, living room, kitchen, dining room, toilet and
bathroom as well as store room. To provide a framework for investigating the activities relative
to space provision by size and distribution, some system of classifying spaces is important.
By function, Cacciatori (2011) followed the notion of ‘served’ and ‘servant’ and classified
spaces in a house as main and auxiliary spaces. In this classification, the main spaces describe
the primary spaces such as living, bedrooms, dining, study, etc whereas the auxiliary spaces are
the ‘servant zone or secondary areas such as kitchens, storerooms, circulation areas, etc.
Steadman and Brown (1991) studied the dimensional and functional characteristics of English
buildings. The study classifies spaces in a more function-related manner as living spaces,
habitable rooms, sanitary areas, storage and circulation areas. Although the study focused on
the first three. In this classification, living spaces refer to rooms concerned with ‘daytime’
activities, and those that formed part of the ‘ordinary’ domestic life, rooms required to support
daily living. These were identified as the living room, dining, kitchen and other specialized areas
such as a study, music room, etc. Habitable rooms on the other hand, refer all living spaces, plus
bedrooms and spare rooms, while bathroom and toilet (WC) constitute sanitary facilities. The
other classes were the circulation spaces such as veranda, entrance lobby, and storage or
cupboard rooms.
Thus, from activity point of view, if the sleeping areas are separated from habitable areas, then
based on this classification spaces in the home can be classified broadly as sleeping areas, living
areas (cooking, eating, and ‘living’) also called the CEL areas, sanitary facilities, storage spaces
and circulation areas, where ‘living’ activities refer to all forms living room activities. To this
classification however can be added ancillary spaces in the form of semi-outdoor spaces such as
balconies and porches. In Ghana, semi-outdoor spaces are considered particularly important
domestic life (MWH, 1973). Table 4.1 presents the classification of these spaces.
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Table 4.20 Functional classification of spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana
Functional Category
Sleeping space

Rooms and spaces
Bedrooms
Spare rooms (guestroom)

CEL area

Living room
Dining room
Kitchen
Bathroom/shower
Toilet (wc)
Store
Wardrobe
Cupboard room
Corridors/passage
Veranda
Entrance hall/lobby
Study
Porches/terraces
Balcony
Drying area, etc

Sanitary facilities/ conveniences

Storage space

Circulation areas
Ancillary spaces

4.4.1

Method of floor area (size) measurement

ISO 9836 – 2011 provides presents describes how to measure the area of spaces/rooms in a
building. It is practical because spaces described with reference to activity requirements. The
standard identifies three (3) measurement concepts (ISO 9836: 2011):
i.

the intra-muros and extra muros concepts

ii.

the wall centre method of measurement; and

iii.

a combination of these two.

In measuring spaces and room areas, the ISO recommends the extra-muros and intra-muros
method which measure floor area using the external or internal wall dimensions respectively
(ISO 9836:20119). This is because the wall centre method is found to be unable to identify real
areas for practical use. In this stud the intra-muros method, i.e. ‘within walls’ measurement. The
European Commission Measuring Code (EC, 2009) refers these two concepts respectively as the
gross and net floor areas. This is used for clarity and simplicity. As a principle, all area
definitions are measured by their actual dimensions, and expressed in square meters to two
decimal places, from the finished surface of internal walls.
a) Gross/total floor area
The total/gross floor area of a building (the “extra-muros” area) is defined as the total area of all
floor levels measured by the closed polyline that surrounds the floor which marks the separation
between a building and its external environment. It includes all areas occupied by construction
features such as walls, columns, stairs, ducts, and shafts, whether they can be physically
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occupied by people or not. As per ISO definition, this area is equal to the net floor area (intramuros area) plus the area taken up by the external wall or other construction features of the
building. Thus, the Gross/Total Floor Area for a building can be expressed as:
TFA/GFA = Intra-Muros Area + Construction Area
At the dwelling unit level, as is the case in this study, the total or gross floor area the total ‘useful’
internal floor area plus the area taken up by all internal walls measured from the finished faces of
the external walls of the unit.
b) Net floor area
The Net Floor Area or intra-muros area (by this ISO description) is the total floor area of the
building less the area taken up by the external walls. It describes the floor area that actually be
used by occupants of the building (EC, 2009). At the unit level therefore, the Net Floor Area can
be defined as the total/gross floor area less the area taken up by the internal walls. The Net Floor
Area is composed of three areas namely usable area, service area, and circulation area.
Usable area
According to ISO 9836:2011, the usable area is that part of the net floor area which corresponds
to the purpose and use of the building. The usable areas may be divided into i) main usable area
and ii) subsidiary usable area depending on whether the purpose or use of the space is integral to
the primary purpose (s) of the building or whether it only supports the primary purpose of the
building. This is defined with respect to activities intended for different building occupancy
types such as sleeping and living for houses and studying for a library and retail for offices.
Service area
This is that part of the NFA which houses the technical installations which service the building
or part of it such as installations and pipes for the disposal of water; water supply, gas
installation, telephone switch board apparatus, lifts, escalators, and conveyors, etc. At the unit
level in most public apartment these services are buried in the building fabric.
Circulation areas
The circulation areas constitute that part of the NFA which facilitates access into and movement
within and between spaces in the dwelling unit. They include in this study corridors, entrance
hall, entrance lobby, and verandas. At the whole unit building level, the space occupied by
staircases is included.
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Figure 4.5 Functional distribution of spaces in a typical dwelling21
4.4.2 Data analysis
The approach to data analysis in this study is exploratory. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA),
though descriptive, emphasizes the use of both numeric and visual summaries and displays to
explore data for both anticipated and unanticipated patterns (Hartwing and Dearing, 1977).
Hartwing and Dearing explain that three characteristics are important for analyzing distributions.
These are the location, spread and shape of the distribution.
Location measures identify the value most characteristic of a set of cases; the one value which
best describes the entire set of values or the value around which other values are distributed.
Location is generally analyzed using measures of central tendency such as the mean, median and
mode. Spread on the other hand, refers to the variability or dispersion of cases; how wide the
distribution is and how spread out the cases are and can be analyzed using measures such as the
variance, interquartile range and standard deviation. Shape on the other hand refers to the type of
distribution i.e. whether the distribution is a bell-shaped normal distribution which is

21

(Based on European Commission Measuring Code, 2005)
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symmetrical and single-peaked, a skewed distribution, multiple-peaked or one that has outliers
and gaps within the distribution.
For location and spread however, EDA relies on measures that have the property of resistance
(Hartwing and Dearing, 1977). These are measures that are less sensitive to departures from
normal distribution, i.e. they are relatively unaffected by or resistant to changes (no matter how
large) in small proportions of the total number of cases. In other words, they are unaffected by
outliers (values which lie outside the normal distribution). These resistant measures are generally
referred to as the order statistics – statistics that are based on the rank order of the values in the
distribution. For these reasons, in terms of location, the median is considered a better measure
compared to the mean. The UN definition of floor area per person for example, is based on the
median value (UNCHS, 1996). For the same effect of sensitivity to outliers, the midspread
(interquartile range) is considered more useful than the variance and standard deviation as
measures of dispersion of a distribution. This study focuses on the median areas of spaces and
rooms. Where mean values are considered, the trimmed mean instead of the mean itself, will be
used. Similarly, although variances and standard deviations will be presented, the interquartile
range is used in the analyses of the spread of data.
Visual representations also constitute a useful means of presenting and analyzing exploratory
data. Hartwing and Dearing (1977) argue that visual representations are superior to purely
numeric summaries in analyzing data. One such visual technique is the Box-and-Whisker plot,
which combines visual representation and numeric summaries to describe a distribution. This is
used in this study in addition to the median and midspread (IQR).
The results of the 54 floor plans (typical) of public apartment buildings are analyzed using IBM
SPSS Statistics version 19. The data is presented using tables, Box-and-Whisker plots and
Control Charts. The tables present key summary statistics such as the mean, confidence interval,
trimmed mean, and standard deviation, median and interquartile range. However, the analysis
focuses on the order statistics (resistant measures) mainly the median and interquartile range.
The distributions are tested for normality in order to determine which statistical tests will be
useful in testing for significance (differences). The test of significance is done using the national
minimum standards as the test values. These are summarized below. Control Charts are then
used to present visually the results of the comparison between the national standards and the
observed median values.
4.4.3 Results – functional distribution
a) Sleeping rooms (bedrooms)
The distribution of sleeping rooms shows that one-half of the apartment solutions have two
sleeping rooms (51.7%) with another 5% which have provision for a guestroom. This is followed
by those with three sleeping rooms (25%). Single-sleeping room apartments constitute 13.3%.
This means the 2-bedroom units are twice as much more than the 3-bedroom units and about
three times as much as the single bedroom unit. It therefore represents the modal provision. This
is so even across the decades. The bedsitter (sleeping-living) and four bedroom apartments
represent 3.3% and 1.7% of the sample respectively. For the purpose of this analysis, the study
will focus on the one, two and three sleeping rooms given the rather small representation of
bedsitter and four bedroom units in the sample. The distribution suggests that the two bedroom
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(sleeping room) apartments represent the optimum type of solution provided by government for
public workers in Ghana. This is the case across the five decades in the sample (Figure 2).

Figure 4.6 Distribution of sleeping rooms by number and across decades
b) Living space
For the purpose of cooking, eating and living, Figure 3 shows that the provision of a separate
kitchen (l) with combined living (l) and dining (d) is the most dominant (61.7%). This livingdining provision is mainly open and/or semi-open in plan form. This is also associated with the
2B designs in 51.35%, and present in 32.43% of the 3B design and 13.5% of the 1B.

Figure 4.7 Distribution of CEL areas in public apartment buildings in Ghana
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c) Ancillary Spaces
In Figure 4, the distribution of ancillary spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana is
presented. These include a balcony (54.9%), terrace/porch (49.9%), veranda (21.7%), fufu
pounding area (18.3%), kitchen yard (8.3%), drying area (8.3%), utility area (6.7%), and in
isolated case, a study (1.7%). These are however combined in different forms, the most
combination being a balcony, fufu pounding area, and a terrace.

Figure 4.8 Distribution of ancillary spaces in the units
a) Storage facilities
The main storage spaces provided in the dwellings include a built-in bedroom wardrobe (53.3%),
a store room (68%), a cupboard and/or box room (13.3%). These are present in different
combinations. The modal provision however is a combination of wardrobe and store room
(40%). Although wardrobe is counted as part of the bedroom space, it represents in some form,
provision for storage. In 16.7% of apartment solutions there are no storage facilities of any kind.
b) Sanitary facilities
Each apartment has a separate sanitary facility for exclusive use. The basic provision however
includes a shower and WC with a lobby, present in 61.7% of the cases. In 15% of the sample,
there is no lobby and the shower and WC facilities are directly accessible an internal corridor. In
18.3% cases there is bath where a master bedroom is provided. Very few apartments however
have an additional WC (1.7%) for the use by guests.
4.4.4 Discussion and conclusions
In terms of functional distribution, the bulk of public apartment buildings in Ghana have two
sleeping rooms (bedrooms) mostly with a built-in wardrobe. Typically, there is a separate
kitchen, with living and dining rooms that are often combined in an open or semi-open plan
form; a WC and shower for exclusive use by households; and in some cases a store room. Very
few designs have provision for a guestroom or additional sanitary facility for use by visitors. In
addition to these provisions, different combinations of semi-outdoor ancillary spaces are
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provided. These include a balcony, a terrace/porch, utility area, kitchen yards, fufu pounding
area, and washing and drying area. Mediating these spaces/rooms are circulation spaces such as
verandas, entrance lobbies and corridors.
Theoretically, if the functional distribution of space is deemed to represent a translation of
requirements for household activities, then the distribution of spaces for activities suggests that
designers do not only provide for routine, universal activities for daily living, but are also
cognizant of culturally-embedded activities. Of particular interest is the support for the latter. In
the design concept for the Ghana House Ownership Scheme (MWH, 1973), for example, the
provision of spaces/areas semi-outdoor activities typically socio-cultural were considered
critical. In the traditional compound house setting these activities are supported by the courtyard
space. Thus, the provision of space for pounding fufu even on upper floors the noise and
vibration notwithstanding is a testament the designers are cognizant of the requirements for
space that meets the socio-cultural demands of the Ghanaian people. The extent is to which this
is represented is limited. The question that demands actual use survey is the extent to which this
is compatible for living. Among architects this idea is obsolete as residents indicate.
Analysis of the distribution of spaces by function also shows that spaces in the apartment seem
to be more differentiated. The can be observed in the elaborate spatial partitioning as well as the
functional labeling of spaces. If spaces are functionally differentiated, then theoretically
activities are segregated or spaces are intended to be activity-specific. The literature suggests that
this spatial differentiation is a mark of ‘modern functionally differentiated society’, which thrives
on the belief that ‘social order requires spatial order’ (Hillier 2008; Schumacher, 2012). The
activity-specific character of spaces is typical of Western-oriented domestic architecture where
spaces follow functional categorization such as bedrooms for sleeping, open/semi-open living
and dining room for ‘living’ and eating, separate kitchen for cooking, and exclusive toilet and
bathroom for use by household (Steadman and Brown, 1991; Schneider and Till, 2007).
How the spaces in a house are differentiated is also related to user characteristics (Rapoport,
1969). Kent (2000) observes that across over 80 different cultures, how spaces are differentiated
is a function of the socio-political class of owners, adding that houses of the upper class tend to
have more function-specific rooms than the lower class. Plimpton and Hassan (1987) found that
socio-economic status, wealth and class differentiations are embodied spatially in the specificity
or multiplicity of room use. Careful observation of the functional distribution of spaces in the
traditional compound house provides some added insight. Compared to the designs in the south,
spaces in the predominantly peasant northern traditional compound houses are less differentiated.
This can be seen in the differentiation between sleeping space and kitchen (Figure 2.1). The
southern compound houses which represent people of a relatively prosperous economic
background, are more spatially differentiated, though by far less compared to the apartment
buildings. Thus, it gives indications of the characteristics of people who occupy and use public
apartment buildings in Ghana. Spatial differentiation also provides indications of use patterns.
The sub-study therefore concludes that:



There is evidence based on the functional provision of spaces that architects are cognizant of
the requirements for living and household activities within the Ghanaian socio-cultural
context.
Provision for some more culturally-embedded activities are however challenged
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Unlike the traditional compound houses, apartment buildings are more spatially
differentiated. The differentiation which is a characteristic of modern (Western-oriented)
designs. It purports that activities are spatially differentiated or are intended to be. It also
reflects the socio-economic characteristics of the users of the units as beyond peasant
dwellers.
 It is important to investigate further how the units are actually used as well as the
characteristics of the users. This will provide the empirical evidence needed to understand
the extent to which the functional provisions of spaces meet requirements. This becomes
more practical when the sizes of the spaces are also known.

4.4.5 Results – size characteristics of spaces
a) Bedrooms
In Table 1, the distribution of the sizes of bedroom by apartment type that is one-bedroom (1B),
two-bedroom (2B), and three-bedroom (3B). Looking at the average values of bedroom sizes in
the different types of apartment, the numeric summaries shows a distribution that is positively
skewed (1.31) and hence more anchored around lower values. It fails the test of normality using
Shapiro-Wilk test (p-value =0.001≤0.05). The 5% trimmed mean of 15.32, is only slightly lower
than the mean itself, 15.42. The median value is less, 14.96, which shows its strength as a
measure resistant to outliers such as that presented in the boxplot in Appendix 1, Figure 1(a). It
also confirms the fact that the distribution is skewed towards lower values.
The median bedrooms sizes for the different types of apartment (i.e. 1B, 2B and 3B) are 14.62,
15.14 and 14.56 respectively. This shows that taking the median values, the 2 bedroom unit has
the largest bedroom sizes (15.14). Although this is higher compared to the overall median size of
the sample (14.96), it is closer in distance to the overall median size of bedrooms in the sample.
This is supported by the boxplots in Figure 1(a), which shows that the 2B distribution is more
normal.
Because the overall average bedroom size in the apartment fails the normality test, the
assumption of normality is set aside and Kruskall-Wallis test of significance is used to test the
differences among the median sizes of the bedrooms. This shows that there is no significant
difference in the median sizes of bedrooms of the different types of unit (Asymp. Significance =
0.953>0.05). Thus, the median value 14.96 square metres effectively represents size of bedrooms
in the different types of apartment and the size of a bedroom in Ghana.
The interquartile range shows that there is greater variation in the sizes of the 1B units and the
3B units relative to the 2B apartments, which is closer in distance, to the interquartile range of
the average bedroom size.
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Table 4.21 Distribution of the sizes of bedroom sizes by apartment type (m2)
Descriptive
Mean
95% C.I. Lower Bound
for mean Upper Bound
5% Trimmed mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Interquartile Range
Skewness

Spaces/rooms
1B
16.42
13.36
19.48
16.08
14.62
4.27
12.86
26.13
6.00
1.411

2B
15.21
14.42
15.99
15.16
15.14
2.18
10.78
20.18
3.13
0.320

3B
15.43
13.97
16.89
15.37
14.56
2.29
12.69
19.19
4.42
0.492

Av. bedroom Size
15.48
14.75
16.21
15.32
14.96
2.68
10.78
26.13
3.63
1.31

Legend: B – Bedroom
Test of fit
The Ghana National Building Regulation stipulates that at least one bedroom in every dwelling
unit shall have at least one 11.15 square metres of floor area taking into account built-in cabinets.
The minimum floor space for additional bedrooms is 8.63 m2 where no cabinets is provided; 7.57
m2, where cabinets are provided or 5.05 m2 in the case of bedrooms in combination with other
spaces (NBR, L.I. 1996, Regulation 19 (17). Thus, 11.15m2 constitutes the upper limit of the
minimum standards. But how significantly different is this value from the overall the estimated
median floor area of 14.96?
Because the median measure rather than the average is used and the average bedroom size failed
the test of normality, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test is used to test for the difference. The test
result shows that there is a significant difference between the national minimum standards and
the sizes of bedrooms provided in public apartment buildings in Ghana (Asymp.
Sig.=.000≤0.005). Thus, the median value of 14.96 (≈ 15m2) as the bedroom size in public
apartment buildings in Ghana significantly exceed the national minimum. The extent of this is
illustrated by the Control Chart below in Appendix 1, Figure 1.
b) Cooking, Eating and Living (CEL) Areas and Storage Space
The overall summary statistics of the sizes of spaces for living, cooking and eating, as well as for
storage is presented in Table 2 below. Separate living room is found in only the 1B and 2B
apartment. Respectively, these have a median size of 16.96 (slightly higher than its trimmed
mean, 16.24) and 19.74 (lower than its trimmed mean, 21.45). Although the overall mean size
for separate living rooms is 20.49, the overall median size is 18.36m2, suggesting its relative
resistance to the abnormality of the distribution as the Shapiro-Wilk Test (p=0.026≤0.05), and
the skewness shows as towards lower values (1.16).
Separate dining room is found in only the 2B units within the sample. This has a median size of
10.26, slightly higher than both the mean and trimmed mean. Its distribution is normal (ShapiroWilk test shows p=0.426>0.05), although there are outliers as shown in the boxplots (Appendix
1).
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Table 4.22 Distribution of the sizes of rooms and spaces (m2)
Descriptive

Spaces/rooms
Living
(l)
20.49

Dining
(d)
9.88

Combined Living
and Dining (l+d)
29.54

Kitchen (k)

Store (s)

9.27

2.96

17.58
23.39

8.29
11.46

25.90
33.18

8.63
9.92

2.56
3.35

5% Trimmed Mean

20.23

9.93

28.36

9.24

2.88

Median

18.36

10.26

26.36

9.18

2.63

Variance

31.96

6.88

115.70

5.50

1.35

Standard Deviation

5.65

2.62

10.76

2.34

1.16

Minimum

10.95

4.84

18.16

3.66

Maximum

34.70

13.94

62.47

15.21

Interquartile Range

5.11

3.09

10.90

3.02

1.33

Skewness

1.16

-0.62

1.75

0.32

1.20

Mean
95% C.I.
for mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

Combined living and dining is found in all unit types, with a trimmed mean size of 28.36 but a
median size of 26.36. Its distribution is skewed towards lower values (1.75) and Shapiro-Wilk
test shows that the distribution is not normal (p=0.000≤ 0.05). The different units – 1B, 2B and
3B – have median sizes of 23.65, 24.50 and 36.44 respectively. The 1B is normal
(p=0.805>0.05); the 3B is also normal (p=0.160>0.05). Provision in the 2B type however do not
follow a normal distribution (p=0.000≤ 0.05). As can be observed, the size of living space
increases with increase in the overall size of the unit, defined by number of bedrooms. This is
based in principle on the intended size of the household (the number of occupants or occupancy
level).
The distribution of the sizes of kitchen space shows that the overall median kitchen size is 9.18.
This follows a normal distributed ((p=0.337>0.05). The different apartments have median
kitchen sizes of 7.64, 9.60 and 9.09 for the 1B, 2B and 3B types respectively. All the
distributions are normal except the 3B (p=0.00.049≤ 0.05).
Storage space (store room) has an overall median size of 2.63. In the different units, the median
sizes are 2.5, 2.4, and 3.13 for the 1B, 2B and 3B respectively. These are normally distributed
with p-values which are 0.061, 059 and 0.162 respectively (all greater than 0.05).
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Table 4.23 Distribution of the sizes of rooms and spaces (m2)

Summary statistics

Spaces
WC

Bathroom

Mean

2.10

1.77

Combined
(WC+sh)
4.84

95%
Lower Bound
C.I. for Upper Bound
mean
5% Trimmed Mean

1.93
2.24

1.66
1.88

3.88
5.81

2.05

1.74

4.80

Median

2.06

1.74

4.66

Variance

0.31

0.14

1.82

Standard Deviation

0.55

0.38

1.35

Minimum

1.25

1.08

3.20

Maximum

3.63

3.08

7.14

Interquartile Range

0.63

0.38

2.42

Skewness

0.879

Test of Differences
Although the distribution of spaces in some apartments types are normally distributed as
described above, Shapiro-Wilk test of normality presented in Table 4.24a (below) shows that
considering overall sizes, a substantial number of rooms and spaces do not follow normal
distribution. Given these abnormalities, the intent to use order (rank) statistics such as the
median, cannot be applied here. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test, a non-parametric test, is therefore
used to test for differences between the observed values and the national standards. Wilcoxon
Signed Ranks Test compares the medians of two different populations from samples in which
each individual in one sample is paired or matched with an individual in the other sample. The
result of this test is presented in Table 4.23b.
The results of the difference test shows that significant difference exist between the national
minimum standards and the observed median sizes of rooms and spaces provided in designs as
the Asymp. Sig. values are all less than 0.05. But where do the differences lie, below or above
the national minimum standards? This is illustrated and explained using Control Charts as
presented in Appendix 2. Taking the bedroom size as an example, the Control Chart in 0shows
that the national minimum bedroom falls outside both the upper and lower control limits. Thus,
as Table 5.1 indicates, the national standards fall outside 95% Confidence Interval – 14.75
(lower bound) and 16.21 (upper bound) – of the average bedroom size specified. This is so in all
cases except the bathroom (separate shower), which is above that specified. This means that we
cannot be sure that, accepting an error margin of 5%, what architects specify will correspond to
the national minimum. There is thus a significant difference between the sizes of bedrooms
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specified by architects and that recommended as minimum standards in the National Building
Regulation. Using these minimum standards as test values, the study shows that the rooms and
spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana meet requirements.
Table 4.24 (a) Tests of normality of rooms and spaces
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Av. BR Size

Statistic
,112

df

Shapiro-Wilk

54

Sig.
,087

Statistic
,917

df

Sig.
54

,001

Living

,200

17

,070

,874

17

,026

Living with Dining

,191

36

,002

,817

36

,000

Dining

,201

13

,156

,938

13

,426

Kitchen

,098

53

,200*

,975

53

,337

Store

,134

36

,099

,914

36

,008

SeparateSh
wc1

,177
,130

48
47

,001
,044

,933
,889

48
47

,009
,000

Bath (wc+sh)

,160

10

,200*

,936

10

,504

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.

(b) Test Statisticsc for Significance Test between national minimum standards and provision
Ldnational
Brnational
Lnational minimum – Dnational
Knational
minimum – minimum – Living with minimum – minimum –
Bedroom
Living
Dining
Dining
Kitchen
Z
-6,385a
-3,574a
-4,949a
-2,900a
-4,661a
Asymp. Sig. (2,000
,000
,000
,004
,000
tailed)
a. Based on positive ranks.
b. Based on negative ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

Shnational
minimum –
SeparateSh
-6,023b
,000

4.4.6 Discussion and conclusions
Using median values, the comparison between the provisions observed and the national
minimum standards is presented in Table 4.25. Overall, uneven variations exist between the
national minimum standards and the sizes of spaces provided by architects. Apart from the fact
that most distributions failed the normality test, the wide variations shown by the high standard
deviations attest to this assertion. The test of significance also shows that significant differences
exist in the provisions and the national minimum standards. This is visually illustrated using the
Control Chart in Appendix C. It can also be observed that the differences are not only in terms of
spaces sizes higher than the national minimum, in a case like the bathroom, the provision is
lower. This makes the variations chaotic and inconsistent.
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Table 4.25 Size distribution of spaces/rooms compared to national minimum standards (m2)
Bedroom Living Combined
Space/rooms (br)
(l)
livingdining (l+d)
National
11.15
13.47 ≈
19.97
minimum
(l+d)
Median
14.96
18.36 26.36
provision

Dining Kitchen Store
(d)
(k)
(st)

Shower
(sh)

WC

Combined
WC+sh

6.5

7.43

-

3.5

-

-

10.26

9.18

2.63

2.06

1.74

4.66

Different combination of factors can explain the higher values of the observed spaces holding
economic and climatic factors constant. First, it is possible that contrary to popular views that
government provided houses are small and often undesirable, in the case of Ghana, this is an
exception. Rowlands et al., (2009) concluded after a study of mass housing in Europe, contrary
to popular views, not all mass housing designs fail to meet requirement. Secondly, the national
building regulations used as the measure stick in this evaluation only establishes baseline
requirements below which specifications become unacceptable. What is not known is how far
above the minimum a specification should be: the standard does not provide a guide to this.
Another explanation might be that designers pay little or no attention to the recommendations of
the National Building Regulations either because they are prescriptive or fail to meet current
demands. If the former is true, then the standards are restrictive in its provisions in the judgment
of the designers. That said, if the latter is true, then the standards are obsolete having not been
review since its promulgation in 1996. In the face of these shortcomings, this study supposes that
architects turn to other sources for design information, mostly international, thought to better
reflect user demands. These suppositions require validation in a separate study.
Turning to other international standards can have its own weaknesses in the sense that while
some provisions in the national standard compares well with those in other international
standards, differences exist, some marginal, others significant. For example, the national
minimum standard for a bedroom (taking the best case) of 11.15 is the same as that provided in
the US Time Saver Standards and not significantly different from the 12m2 recommended in
UK’s Metric Handbook (Table 4.26). Similarly, the national standard provision for separate
living room (13.47m2) is approximately the same as the UK’s 14m2 for a two-bedroom unit type
and Time Saver’s 14.86 m2 for both one and two bedroom units. However, while the national
minimum standard for separate dining space is only 6.5m2 in the case of Ghana, Ernst and
Neufert Architects Data recommends 7.2m2 as a rule of thumb, while US’ Time Saver
recommends 9.29m2 (Table 4.25). These differences reveal the shortcomings not only of the
national standard but other standards based on minimum requirements. In both cases it is not
known how far above the minimum standards provisions can be. The implication is that although
the sizes of spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana are relatively large, minimum
(national) standards fail to be a useful benchmark for evaluation.
The literature also suggests that the size of spaces in the home is related to the characteristics of
the people who occupy them - socio-economic as well as socio-cultural (Kent, 1984; Plimpton
and Hassan, 1987; Jayantha and Lau, 2008). Socio-culturally, it can also be explained in light of
the large household sizes as a result of the extended family system, and the spread-out nature of
Ghanaian domestic activities. In the 1970s, for example, one Government report recommended
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that to support household activities and comfortable living, a total area of 2400 sq.ft (about
223m2) was required for an average Ghanaian household size of 6 persons (Ministry of Works
and Housing, 1976). The default assumption in this recommendation is a family of four children
where each requires a per capita space of about 37 m2. Besides the family type, the relatively
large sizes of the units also provide indications of the socio-economic characteristics of the
occupants of public apartment buildings in Ghana.
From the point of view of design, it is also possible that, architects use extra space as a strategy
to meet the need for flexibility/adaptability as user requirements change. This is a recognized
design strategy (Rabeneck et al., 1973; Schneider and Till, 2007). It is rooted in the belief that if
the majority of activities can be carried out in rooms of a certain range of sizes, then it would be
prudent to simply provide more of such rooms than appear to be needed immediately and rely on
adaptations. Thus, the large sizes can be deemed to be a response to future uncertainties in space
requirements.
Useful though some of these explanations may be, the challenge is that building footprint in
terms of floor space translates into housing costs. Given the lean government budget for public
housing, coupled with the increasing housing demand, it becomes important to examine actual
use and activity requirements, and on that basis provide what can be deemed optimal. The 2000
and 2010 Population and Housing Census also indicate that households are becoming more
nuclear (GSS, 2002; 2012), suggesting that household sizes are getting smaller. In addition, new
and emerging technologies are fast changing the face of household furniture and equipment as
well as appliances in Ghanaian homes. These developments point to the need determine
empirically, what optimum space is required based on household activities and furniture and
equipment requirement. As was recommended in one report in the 1970s, the question is: would
it not be useful to determine an optimum space requirements of say gross/total floor area within
which architects can maneuver?
Based on the analysis of the sizes of spaces it can be concluded that:





In light of minimum national and international standards, public apartment buildings in
Ghana meet requirements.
Although public apartment buildings are relatively large, there are uneven variations and
inconsistences in the different sizes. This raises questions on regarding the standards and
assumptions that underlie the specifications.
The exception to the relatively large sizes of spaces however, is the bathroom which is
lower compared to the national and international minimum standards
Because contextual differences exist in space requirements as a result of differences in
activity patterns, actual investigation of the use of the apartments is required. This can
provide insight into the adequacy of space when juxtaposed against household size for
example.

4.4.7 Overall conclusions on functional distribution and sizes of spaces
Different factors combine to define the specifications of spaces in a housing unit in terms of
functional distribution and sizes. These factors may be economic, climatic, or socio-cultural.
Socio-culturally, the size and functional distribution of spaces do not only reflect the
characteristics of its users - socio-cultural and socio-economic, it provides evidence of the nature
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of activities intended to be supported – both generic and culturally-embedded. Compared to
traditional houses, functionally, apartment buildings in Ghana are more spatially or functionally
differentiated, and hence purport to be activity-specific. There is also evidence that in terms
functional distribution of spaces, designers recognize the need to provide spaces that meet the
requirements for use both general and context-specific. However, support for some more
culturally-specific activities is still challenged.
In terms of size, while the sizes of spaces are relatively large by minimum national and
international standards, it is cannot be argued that the units meet requirements per se. Given the
variations in sizes, further investigation is required to establish by empirical studies what amount
of space is required beyond the minimum provisions. This must be based on the activity
requirements of households such as the furniture and equipment as well as size of households.
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Table 4.26 Comparison of space provision with standards (national and international) in m2

7.43

12

LR (separate)

14.86

12

DA (separate)

7.2

LR + DA
Kitchen

8-10

K + DA (eat-in)

12-14

Storage space

2.5

Bathroom
WC

13.47

13.94

12

14.35

7.43

12

14.86

14

13.01

12.18 (6P)

9.29

6.5

19.51 -

19.97

23.64

7.43

7.64

9.29

10

11.4

12

13.95

7.43

12

19.74

15.79

16

10.24

13.01

24.5
9.29

3.5

2.1

11.4

21.37

9.6

11.15
2.5

3.38

11.15

Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

14.96

Time Saver
standards
(USA)
16.72

Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

19.72

16.96

Field survey
estimates

SecondaryBR

11.15

Metric
Handbook (UK)

12

Time Saver
standards
(USA)

11.15

Field survey
estimates

PrimaryBR

3 Bedroom unit

Metric
Handbook (UK)

Master bedroom

2 Bedroom unit

Field survey
estimates

Building
Regulations
(Ghana)

Metric
Handbook (UK)

Time Saver
standards
(USA)

Space &
standards

1 Bedroom Unit
Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

Unit Type

9.09
13.01

2.1
3.38

1.9

2.1
1.62

Bath (WC + Sh)

36.44

4.88
3.38

1.8
1.71
4.09

BR – bedroom; LR – living room; DA – dining area; K – Kitchen; Sh – shower
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4.5 The context of design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana
A housing design solution as defined in this study is a specification of house expressed by a
client, intended to fulfill certain goals in a particular use context subject to certain constraints.
Key among the context factors identified in the theoretical framework of this research are the
socio-cultural factors, which embodies the ideas, institutions and conventions influence the
supply attributes of housing design solutions (Rapoport, 1969). It includes the rules or regulatory
framework such as standards, codes and regulations as well as the different assumptions that
underpin design specifications. Against this background, it is safe to assume that the
characteristics of the design solutions examined in this Chapter are implicitly the result of certain
rules, standards and assumptions. To different extent these factors affect specifications and
consequently the functionality and adaptability of design solutions.
While the functional requirements (FR1) that resulted in the design attributes examined in this
section (PR1), is not known, it can be assumed that the performance attributes represents a
translation of these requirements as understood and interpreted by architects. Insight into the
general assumptions and rules that underlie the procurement of public apartment design solutions
can therefore help reinforce the explanations for the observations made about the characteristics
of the designs observed in this Chapter. To do this, the views of architects were surveyed
regarding the procurement of design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana. A few
sociologists and social anthropologists were also interviewed on aspects of Ghanaian sociocultural values considered critical to the design of interior spaces in public apartments. Together,
these help shed light on the discussions in this chapter.
4.5.1 Architects survey
This section presents the results of a survey of the architects from whom the designs were
sourced regarding the factors which possibly underlie the characteristics of the apartment
buildings. It investigated how designs are generally procured, the standards in use, basic
assumptions about occupancy levels, and how important the issues of adaptability and flexibility
are in design. The goal of the study was obtain some basis to explain the characteristics of public
apartment buildings in Ghana. The study surveyed 24 architects from 11 different architectural
firms – public and private. The results of the study are presented in the section below. Apart
from the background characteristics and a few questions that were nominal variables, all other
factors were measured using a scale of 0 to hundred on which respondents were asked to give a
weighting to the factors identified to the extent that they are considered important relative to
others. The instrument used is presented in Appendix D.
a) Background characteristics of architects
Of the 24 architects surveyed, 62.7% were architects in the public/semi-public sector, with
37.3% working with private architectural firms. Architects from Architectural and Engineering
Services Company (AESC) were in the majority, constituting about 1/3 of all respondents
(29.2%). By position, 87.5% of respondent were at the rank of an architects or other rank above
this position while 91.7% of all respondents have membership with the Ghana Institution of
Architects (GIA). The level of experience of the respondents varied considerably, ranging from a
minimum of 1 to 42 years of practice, although the median period was at 7 ½ years.
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b) Procurement of designs
In considering the procurement of design solutions for public apartment buildings, the survey
focused on: 1) the factors considered when defining user groups for different units; 2) the
sources of requirement information; 3) the method used for obtaining designs; 4) whether the
National Building Regulations plays a role in design specifications, and if no, the reasons; and 5)
the sources of space standards information. Table 4.27 presents the factors considered in defining
user groups.
Table 4.27 Factors considered in defining unit type for user groups
Statistic
Household
size
23

Score
Income
Group
23

Mean

1
25.43

Median

N

Valid

Staff rank

Other factors
22

9

1
35.65

2
29.09

15
26.11

30.00

30.00

25.00

30.00

30

50

20

10a

9.643

15.544

13.683

10.833

Minimum

10

10

10

10

Maximum

40

70

60

40

Missing

Mode
Std. Deviation

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

It shows that the income group of users is the most critical factor although t median values shows
that factors such as household size, and staff rank are also considered to about the same extent.
These factors aside, the architects indicated that the aggregate effect of other factors such as
vulnerability (e.g. physically challenged), sex, funding or available resources, the employing
organization, occupation, and location or setting also play a role in defining target groups.
Table 4.27 shows that mainly, architects depend on their own professional training and
experience when it comes to determining user requirements.
Table 4.28 Method of determining end-user requirements
Statistic
Client
represent
-atives at
briefing

Score
Representati
on by actual
or /potential
users

Post
occupancy
evaluation
studies

Government
Reports
Recommendations

Internation
al Space
standards

24

Knowledge
of Ghanaian
sociocultural
context
24

24

23

23

23

22

Missing
Mean

0
29.54

0
16.75

0
16.58

1
10.83

1
10.39

1
8.24

2
10.09

Median
Mode
Std.
Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

30.00
30
9.555

17.50
10
7.775

15.00
15
8.161

10.00
10
6.457

10.00
10
4.822

5.00
5
6.075

10.00
10
5.740

10
50

5
32

5
40

0
25

1
20

0
20

2
20

Professional
training and
experience

N

Valid
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This is evidenced by the median and modal weight of 30%. Professional knowledge and
experience is followed by knowledge of the Ghanaian socio-cultural context (median weight =
17.5%) and clients’ representative at briefing meeting with both a median and modal weighting
of 15%. It is noteworthy that actual or potential representation of end-users is minimal having a
modal, median and mean weight around 10%. To the same extent, occupants’ feedback through
post-occupancy evaluation studies is minimal.
In terms of the strategy for acquiring designs, sole sourcing is the main strategy used considering
median weights (30%) although refining and adapting prototype, off-the-shelf solutions is also
prominent (27.5%). In a quarter of the cases, design competitions which involve competitive
tendering of design solutions are also used.
Table 4.29 Strategy for sourcing new designs
Statistic
Design
competi
tion
N

20
4

Reviewing past
designs (refining and
adapting past
designs)
22
2

24.00
25.00
30
13.44
5
50

24.55
27.50
30
10.57
10
45

Valid
Missin
g

Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

Score
Prototype
designs (off-theshelf designs)

Sole sourcing (designs
from a prequalified
architect)

22
2

22
2

9
15

16.95
15.00
10
11.52
3
50

30.23
30.00
30
15.39
5
60

17.78
15.00
25
8.70
5
30

Other
means

As a source of information, 41.7% of respondents make reference to the National Building
Regulations (NBR) sometimes, while 58.3% consult the NBR. The most important reason for
this is the fact that there are more useful standards elsewhere (50%). Besides, many designers
consider it too basic and unable to meet current demands. As a result, designers turn to different
sources of design information as presented in Table 4.31. Key among these is Ernst and Neufert
Architects’ data (30% at median). Another key source indicated is the internet and by experience
(27.5% at the median) .
Table 4.30 Reasons for not using National Building Regulations
Statistics
NBR is too
basic
N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

10

NBR unable to
meet current
demands
9

14
17.00
20.00
20
7.149
5
30

15
17.78
20.00
20
11.756
5
40
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Score
NBR is too
prescriptive

More useful
standards exist

Reasons
- Other

7

10

4

17
12.86
10.00
10
6.986
5
25

14
45.50
50.00
50
19.643
15
80

20
17.50
12.50
10
11.902
10
35

Table 4.31 Sources of space standards information
Statistics
NBR as
source of
design
information
N

Valid

23

Missing

Score
Standards
and Quality
in dev.
NHF- UK

Ernst and
Neufert
Architects’
Data
(Europe)
23

BRE
housing
design
handbook

16

18

Time
Saver
Standards
- USA

Other sources
of design
information

18

10

1

1

8

6

6

14

Mean

24.78

33.91

9.50

11.28

14.72

29.50

Median

20.00

30.00

10.00

12.50

12.50

27.50

a

30

10

20

10

10a

Mode

20

Std. Deviation

15.917

17.513

8.000

7.552

9.621

18.922

Minimum

10

10

0

0

0

10

Maximum

80

70

25

20

40

50

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

c) Design assumptions
The study found out about some of the basic assumptions that underlie the design of public
apartment buildings. These included: 1) the design occupancy level intended for different unit
types; and 2) architects view of the intended lifespan of apartment buildings. In terms of
occupancy levels, using the median and modal weights, the architects generally agree that a 1bedroom unit is assumed to be occupied by 2 persons; a 2-bedroom by unit 4 persons; a 3bedroom unit for 6 persons; and 8-persons for a 4-bedroom unit (
Table 4.32 Occupancy level assumption
Statistics

Score
Intended occupancy level for different units
1-Bedroom

N

Valid

2-Bedroom

3-Bedroom

4-Bedroom

23

23

23

22

1

1

1

2

Mean

2.00

3.87

5.39

7.32

Median

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

2

4

6

8

.522

.626

1.033

1.393

Minimum

1

2

3

4

Maximum

3

5

8

10

Missing

Mode
Std. Deviation

According to Table 4.32, the median and modal lifespan of apartment buildings is 50 years with
the minimum at 30 and maximum at 100.
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Table 4.33 Lifespan of public apartment buildings
Statistic

N

Score
Intended Lifespan of public
apartment Buildings
Valid
18
Missing

6

Mean

58.00

Median

50.00

Mode

50

Std. Deviation

20.543

Minimum

30

Maximum

100

4.5.2 Summary of findings
The findings from the observations above can be summarized as followed:
1) Income group and the rank of potential users are the key factors that inform decisions
about the type of public apartment units that is designed. It can therefore be assumed
that the unit types – 1B, 2B and 3B- are tied to the income and rank of residents.
2) Architects’ mainly depend on their professional training and experience and to some
extent their knowledge of the Ghanaian socio-cultural context when determining user
requirements. User input in the form of direct participation at the design stage, or
indirectly through feedback resulting from post-occupancy evaluation are limited.
3) Sole sourcing, and refinement and adaptation of past design solutions, constitute the
main methods of obtaining new designs for public apartment buildings in Ghana.
4) As a source of design information, about 60% of architects consult the National
Building Regulation very often or always. The approximately 40% who consult it only
sometimes, do so because there are other more useful sources of design information.
They observe that the NBR is too basic and unable to meet current demands.
5) One of the key external sources of design information for architects in Ghana is the
Ernst and Neufert Architects data. In addition to this, most designers turn to the
internet.
6) The general design assumption with regards to occupancy level in public apartment
buildings is 2 persons for a 1-bedroom unit; 4 persons for a 2-bedroom unit; 6 persons
for a 3-bedroom unit; and 8 persons for a 4-bedroom unit.
7) Architects in Ghana estimate the lifespan of public apartment buildings in Ghana to be
50 years. It may be for only 30 years as the minimum or last for as long as 100 years as
the maximum. A few think it is indefinite.
4.5.3 Interviews with sociologists/social anthropologists
Appendix G presents the interview responses of four (4) sociologists, all of whom are University
lecturers with a minimum of seven years of working experience. Two of the interviewers were
female lecturers in the Sociology department of the University of Ghana, Legon, Accra. The
other two were males from the Sociology department of the University of Cape Coast, Cape
Coast. To provide insight into the characteristics of the existing designs and basis for
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recommendation about the future, respondents were asked to give their views on aspects of
Ghanaian socio-cultural values that is considered critical to design specifications in relation to
the size, layout and functional distribution of interior spaces in multi-storey, multi-family units.
A common observation in all the responses is the fact that households in Ghana are
characteristically large due to the extended family living arrangement, and the proverbial
Ghanaian hospitality. As noted, “it [is] near impossible to ask a family member who visits to
leave because he did not give you notice”. It extends to include requirements for family
socialization such as family gathering for engagements, wedding receptions and funerals. The
implication in terms of size and distribution of spaces as noted by all the experts is the provision
of: i) larger than normal sized bedrooms that can possibly accommodate larger than normal sized
bed to support co-sleeping and/or room sharing; ii) more bedrooms with specific provision for
children, the elderly and different sexes; iii) guestrooms or extra rooms for visiting relatives; and
iv) large living room spaces. Thus, the explanation that the large sizes of public apartment
buildings in Ghana is a function of Ghanaian socio-cultural values is tenable.
The experts also noted that designs must take into account of the nature of household activities
such as food preparation, mentioning fufu pounding and the strong smell associated with certain
foods. The specific mention of fufu further reinforces its place not only as a culturally-embedded
staple food with special requirements for preparation. In the latter case, it is suggested to distance
or completely separate the kitchen from the living area if an open plan living dining is used.
Against the background of the nature of certain Ghanaian foods, there is some pessimism as to
whether open plans are useful.
It is also noteworthy that the expert views indicates the need for balance between “social
solidarity and good neighbourhoodness” characteristic of the Ghanaian way of life, and privacy
as a remedy for the conflicts and interferences considered uncommon in compound houses.
Hence, some privacy is required. The former case is desired not only for what is described as
“natural [guidance]” particularly in overlooking children at play, but also as is typical of the
traditional compound house to “ensure security for the properties and people”. The implication is
that the choice of plan form typology needs to take into consideration the requirements for social
health through opportunities for social integration. Thus, it is not unusual that the central
staircase is the most dominant plan form typology in a collectivist culture like Ghana.
4.6 Conclusions
As part of material culture, the characteristics of housing design solutions reflect the sociocultural characteristics of a people. Because societies and their cultures are open systems, they
interact with other cultures. To the extent that cultures become influenced and change therefore,
the characteristics of design solutions for housing units can be expected to change over time. Key
among these influences is modernity rooted in Western ideals. The influence of modernity is
given impetus by new and emerging technologies. In Ghana, the characteristics of public
apartment buildings are indicative of such influences. The challenge presented to residential
architecture on one hand is how to ‘transport’ and accommodate the outdoor and spread out
nature of Ghanaian domestic life ‘upstairs’. On the other hand, it to ensure a balance between the
demands of modernity such as privacy and social solidarity typical of the Ghanaian way of life.
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Chapter Five
5

The use of public apartment buildings in Ghana (FR2)
Over time, function melts and reforms form (Brand, 1994)

5.1 Introduction
The way environments are used in practice often differs from how they were intended to be used.
This is true not only of urban spaces such as streets, parks, public squares and beaches, but also
micro level designed environments such as houses. In housing units, a number of factors
contribute to this deviation. Activity Theory suggests that as a function of user/household
characteristics, differences exist in the needs and hence activities of people. Because these
characteristics change with time, people’s space requirements for activities also change. Yet the
design attributes of spaces rarely change, such that although at some earlier time t1, “form
[followed] function”, over time, at t2, new requirements evolve and [function seeks to melt and
reform form]. The new requirements lead to new use patterns. Understanding the way spaces are
actually used is therefore important.
First, it shows how users interpret and appropriate the spaces provided in light of evolving
activity requirements. Some authors indicate that these are indirect statements users make about
the design to the extent that it meets requirements (Brand, 1994; Schneider and Till, 2007).
Through these ‘interventions’ (Friedman, 2002) and ‘family inventions’ (Brand, 1994), users
also reveal the strengths and weaknesses in the design. For example, in the bid to support
requirement, users transgress conventional use boundaries defined by functional categorization
and create spaces for required activities. These adaptations reveal some of the ‘hidden’
opportunities that can be leveraged in future design decision-making.
In practice, however, Brown and Cole (2009) notes that very little is known about how
inhabitants interpret and use space. This chapter therefore seeks to investigate the use of selected
cases of public apartment buildings in Ghana, including the adaptations residents make in/to the
units in response to observed mismatch. This is to provide evidence for improvements in the
design of public apartments. The objectives of this sub -study are translated into the following
questions:
-

What are the characteristics of residents of public apartment buildings in Ghana?
Where do the common activities households engage in take place?
Which facilities – furniture/equipment – are used to support these activities?
In what ways do users adapt their dwelling units to their needs and requirements, if the
provisions fail to support desired activities?

A grounded theory procedure and technique is followed (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
Accordingly, based on the evidence from data collected, inferences are made and theoretical
insights are expected to emerge inductively. The study begins with a study of the household
activities. Based on this, a checklist of activities is developed as guide in the household
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interviews. Six (6) cases are selected of apartment units are then selected and observed. The
results are brought together in a comparative multi-case descriptive analysis based on which
conclusions are drawn.
5.2 Household activity study
Activities are what people do in and around their house; those concrete acts that make the
purpose of the home apparent. They are goal-oriented interactions people have with their
environments; what people do in their homes to fulfill basic human needs. Because theoretically
activities are socio-culturally determined, they provide contextually grounded and empirically
verifiable basis to determine the fit of design attributes to requirements.
5.2.1 A framework for studying activities
Within the theoretical leanings of this research, activities represent the means to an end,
functionality. They provide the evidence that demands the verdict. In a Means-End analysis of
the functionality of a product, Kaptelinin et al. (1999) provided a framework called Activity
Checklist to guide the study of user activities relative to a product. The authors observe that it is
important to find out if:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

all target activities are actually supported;
there are activities other than target activities, that are not supported, but which users
obviously need such support;
there are conflicts between different activities; and
if yes, what the trade-offs, rules or procedures are for resolving these conflicts.

In this study, target activities refer to the routine household activities – generic or culturallyspecific intended to be supported by the unit. They may however be primary or secondary to a
given space. Primary activities refer to the main use of a space after which it is usually named
such as bathroom for bathing, dining room for eating, and bedroom for sleeping (ISO 6241 –
1984(E)). According to this standard, a space may also serve other secondary purposes such as
studying in the bedroom or washing in the bathroom. Timesaver Standards provides some
classification of primary and secondary activities in different spaces (De Chiara and Crosbie,
2001). Thus, target activities are typically in this case household activities.
Activities other than target activities refer to any other use of the space apart from household
activities. As indicated earlier in the literature review, for many low/moderate income residents
in developing countries, a house also serves as a place for home-based business activities. In its
draft report on housing policy in Ghana, the Ministry of Water Resources, Works and Housing
noted that many of the designs used for public housing in Ghana fail to support the home-based
businesses women engage in. These observations suggest that home-based business activities for
example, can be deemed as ‘activities other than target activities’. Thus, the term “activities
other than target activities” is used to capture home-related business activities.
Omata (1992) observes that conflict among activities refers to the spatial incompatibility of
activities; that some activities by nature are spatially incompatible with others. In light of
Activity Theory, household activities involve different subjects with divergent goals which can
place different demands on the house plan. When activities conflict, residents respond in
different ways. One coping mechanism according to Omata (1992) is residents to eliminate some
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activities or by doing potentially incompatible activities in the same room/space. Activity Theory
also indicates that users may respond through socio-cultural rules. In all cases, it can be stated
residents make some changes or adjustments in order to meet their requirements for activities.
These are referred to as spatial adaptations and may involve functional changes where residents
only alter how spaces are used through trade-offs without making physical changes or add-in
alterations where they actually make physical constructions in order to meet requirements.
Notionally therefore, the issue of conflicts and how they resolved in the framework above is
examined through users spatial adaptations. This is particularly relevant in public apartments in
Ghana, where residents are not permitted to make alterations to the unit.
5.2.2 Method of activity inventory
A critical dimension in describing activities is to observe what people do in time and space
(Chapin, 1974). This involves two essential approaches – survey research methods and
ethnographic studies based on participant observations (ibid). For national, metropolitan – and
neighborhood – level studies however, the survey research approach is recommended. In the
survey approach, Chapin observes that activity data are obtained through structured interviews
from a statistical sample of persons taken from some pre-established universe of subjects. This
may be done in one of three ways:
i.
ii.
iii.

By a checklist approach in which subjects identify from a pre-categorized list of activities
those that they engage in on a “typical day” or in a “typical week”, Saturday, or Sunday;
By a field listing of “yesterday’s” activities in which subjects are asked to list things they
actually did the previous day, when they did it, and where they did them; and
By a diary approach to “tomorrow’s” activities in which subjects keep a diary on the what,
when and where aspects of their activities on the day following the interview.

In this study, the first two approaches were used – checklist and field listing. First, literature was
reviewed to provide an overview of common household activities (see below). This was followed
by a field listing common Ghanaian household activities. Putting the field listed activities and
literature list together, a checklist of generic household activities in the apartments was prepared.
This was validated in an exploratory survey of residents and some experts in home science
studies.
The literature review was based on checklist of household activities presented by different
authors. In a study to evaluate the space layout out in multi-family dwelling units in Israel, Kalay
and Shaviv (1979), classified household activities into six groups namely: entry and exit
activities; formal activities; service activities; family activities; children’s activities; parents’
activities and transit activities. In a study of the time spent for different activities in different
spaces in the home, Ahrentzen et al. (1989) grouped household activities as: i) domestic work –
e.g. cooking, laundry and ironing; ii) child-care activities – feeding and bathing of children,
reading of stories and putting to bed; iii) private needs – personal hygiene, sleeping, and medical
care; iv) active leisure – hobbies, needlework, and playing musical instrument; and v) passive
leisure – listening to music, or radio, watching TV, reading, conversing and relaxing.
Kalay and Shaviv’s specific activities do not differ any significantly from Ahrentzen et al. (1989)
except for the grouping of items and the addition of transit activities. Omata (1992) studied the
organization of activities in Japanese homes. The study identified household activities as
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sleeping, washing face, cooking and eating (breakfast, lunch, super), family
communication/conversations, celebrations, entertaining guests, preparing bed for guests, homeworking, leisure activities and keeping disused items. Building on these works, Monteiro (1997),
grouped activities into six categories as: i) household chores (e.g. ironing, cooking, washing
clothes); ii) extended chores (e.g. playing with children, doing special task); iii) passive leisure
(e.g. watching TV, reading, studying, dating); iv) interactive leisure (chatting, meeting friends);
v) private or personal needs (e.g. taking a bath, sleeping); and vi) communal needs (e.g. dining,
having lunch).
Finally, the Ghana National Building Regulations (NBR L.I. 1996) stipulates that as minimum
requirement, each dwelling should provide space for sleeping, living, cooking, dining, sanitary
conveniences, and storage. Thus the activity requirements above make reference to spaces such
as bedrooms, living room, kitchen, dining room, toilet and bathroom as well as storeroom.
Putting the different sources together, it can be observed that holding the intent for the different
classifications constant, generally, household activities related to:
-

Sleeping – parents, children, guests
Food preparation
Eating
Socialization – entertainment activities, including leisure and care
Laundry – washing, drying, ironing
Personal hygiene and care – bathing, elimination, etc
Storage – dirty and clean.
Entry and exit activities

However, because activities are socio-culturally determined, beyond the generic nature of
activities, some activities are culturally-specific, relating to particular cultures. For example,
there are specific ways of preparing food in different cultures involving the use of different
artefacts. In Ghana, food preparation such as pounding fufu, or preparing banku have unique
characteristics which make them culturally-specific. Others are religious activities such as
personal or family devotion through prayer and meditation. These were identified through field
listing and the researcher’s own experience as a Ghanaian. Based on these steps, a checklist of
household activities was prepared for the purpose of the household interview (Appendix F).
5.3

Selection of case study designs and households

The distribution of designs in Cape Coast by type is presented in Table 3.3. To determine the
population of apartments realized through these designs, and the number of flats in each unit, the
estate officers or architects concerned in the relevant government institutions were consulted.
These include the Public Works Department (PWD) architect who had oversight of the
apartments for the staff of the Regional Coordinating Council, the estate manager at the Central
Regional Hospital, the Ghana Police Service, and the Ghana Prisons Service. Educational
institutions and some surviving contractors that were involved were also contacted.
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Table 5.1 Design solutions for household survey by location
Location of
designs
Cape Coast

1B

Design type
2B

Total
3B

2

4

4

10

Out of the total of 10 designs, two were in progress and hence not inhabited. Of the remaining 8,
six (6) were sampled, 2 designs each for the 1, 2 and 3 bedroom units as in Table 5.1 above. The
household interview and observation survey of occupants was qualitative. Sampling is therefore
based on the principle of saturation point. This is the point beyond which more data did not yield
more information (Mason, 2010). Mason observes that in qualitative research, one occurrence of
a piece of data, or code, is all that is necessary to ensure that it becomes part of the analysis
framework. It takes into account the heterogeneity of the population (Ritchie et al., 2003) based
upon the household size and composition. For all qualitative studies, a size of 15 is deemed the
smallest acceptable (Bertraux, 1981). For phenomenological studies, Creswell (1998) suggests
an interview sample of size 5 to 25, while Morse (1994) recommends at least 6.
Sampling of households in the apartments for the six design case studies selected for interviews
and observations are presented as part of the discussion under the relevant cases.
5.4

Instrument for data collection

The instrument for the data collection is attached in Appendix F. The primary information on use
was collected through semi-structured interviews and observation of physical traces of activities
and adaptations in users dwelling unit. The interview first found out about user background
characteristics. Users were then presented with an unlabeled floor plan of their houses, and asked
to identify the spaces as they used them. Next interviewees were asked to map the list of
household activities to the spaces where they occurred, and if they used their dwelling for other
activities besides normal domestic activities like home-based business enterprises. Finally,
residents were asked about the type of furniture and equipment in use at home such as type of
bed, or if they used equipment such as washing machine, etc. To complement the interview,
physical traces of activities were observed and photographs were taken with permission.
5.5 Technique for data analysis
First, the facts of each case are presented using summary descriptive statistics. Then Ragin’s
(1987) comparative method is employed to compare cases. This involves the comparison of
variables first within cases and then across cases in a data set to detect emerging trends. The goal
is to “[provide] a basis for making statements about empirical regularities, and for evaluating and
interpreting cases relative to substantive and theoretical criteria based on a limited number of
cases”. The approach makes it is important to observe and account for similarities and
differences among cases. Tipple (2000) used this method but for a cross-national housing
analysis comparing cases in four developing countries namely Ghana, Egypt, Bangladesh and
Zimbabwe.
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5.6

Case study 1: Ayeekooayekoo flats

5.6.1 Description of case study
This case study is a 1-bedroom, 3-storey block of flats located at Ayeekooayekoo in Cape Coast,
Ghana. It is under the administration of the Regional Coordinating Council (RCC). Each block
has nine flats with three units on each floor. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 present the floor plan,
aerial and back view as well as the access (justified) graph of the units. By form, the design is a
front staircase with gallery access. In terms of functional distribution of spaces, each unit consist
of a square-shaped bedroom (B1) (3750mm x 3750mm = 14.06m2), a combined living-dining
(LR) (5100mm x 3600mm = 18.36m2), a balcony (bc) which is accessible from the bedroom and
living room (3750mm x 1350mm = 5.63m2), a kitchen (k) (2700mm x 2100mm = 5.67m2), a WC
(t) (1650mm x 900mm = 1.5m2) and shower (sh) (1650mm x 2100mm = 3.47m2) both accessible
from a bathroom lobby (1.89m2) which itself accessible from the entrance lobby (2175mm x
2100mm = 4.57m2). The toilet and bathroom are separated by a dwarf wall. The net floor area for
this unit is 55.15m2. There are seven blocks in total named A to G, giving a total of 63 units.
Tipple (2000) suggests that in Ghana, most single-roomed (bedroom) dwellings were expected to
be occupied by men (individuals) living alone. Field survey showed that they were intended for
junior staff public workers.

Figure 5.1 Ayeekoo-ayeekoo flats – typical floor plan
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c

b

a

Figure 5.2 Ayeekooayekoo flats - aerial and back view and access graph
a)

Aerial view

b) Back view

c) Access graph

Of the 63 households, a total of 28 households were randomly selected and interviewed. This
represents approximately 44% of the population of residents. This number was found to be the
saturation point beyond which more data did not yield more information (Mason, 2010). The
number of households interviewed in each block is presented in Table 1.
Table 5.2 Sample of respondents in apartments blocks
Block

Number of interviewees

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Total

5
3
1
3
4
4
4
32

Percentage representation in
block (%)
55
33
11
33
44
44
44
44

5.6.2 Results
a) User background characteristics
-

Respondents were either the head of household or the spouse
Most respondents were females
In terms of age, the majority of respondents were in the bracket 31 – 40 and 41 – 50
Most respondents had a diploma or higher educational qualification
Most respondents have stayed for up to 5 years, although some have stayed for as long as
between 21 and 25 years
Household were mostly nuclear consisting of parents and children or without children; some
extended family households were also found
The mean household size is 4 persons
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Table 5.3 presents the characteristics of the households living in the RCC Ayeekoo ayeekooo
flats. This can be summarized as follows:
-

Respondents were either the head of household or the spouse
Most respondents were females
In terms of age, the majority of respondents were in the bracket 31 – 40 and 41 – 50
Most respondents had a diploma or higher educational qualification
Most respondents have stayed for up to 5 years, although some have stayed for as long as
between 21 and 25 years
Household were mostly nuclear consisting of parents and children or without children; some
extended family households were also found
The mean household size is 4 persons

Table 5.3 Characteristics of households living in Ayeekooayekoo flats
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response (%)
46.4
39.3
14.3
28.6
71.4
17.9
46.4
25
10.7
10.7
17.9
49
3.5
8.2
10.7

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other
Household size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum

Response (%)
50
17.9
21.4
10.7
60.7
14.3
10.7
7.1
7.1
Response
4
4
9
1

b) Household activities
Table 5.4 presents the distribution of household activities with respect to the rooms and spaces
where they occurred. The results can be summarized as follows:
-

Parents sleep in the bedroom. In some rare cases (7.1%) however, the (single) parents sleep
in the living room to allow the children to use two beds in the bedroom
Children and/or other dependents sleep mostly in the living room or in the case very young
children share with parents
Residents hardly receive guests overnight; if they do, guests share living room with children
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-

-

-

Cooking takes place mainly in the kitchen although in some few cases it may also take place
in on the veranda or in the entrance lobby
There is no provision for pounding fufu; residents who eat fufu pound it in the dead space
under the staircase, around the compound or illegally in the kitchen
Residents eat mostly in the living room; the dining space mostly used as a sleeping place
While families mostly watch TV in the living room, guests may be received and entertained
on the veranda.
Children play in front of the yard, on the veranda and in the living room; they study in the
living room
For household laundry activities, washing takes place in the bathroom/bathroom lobby, on
the veranda or in front of the unit. Clothes are dried in on the veranda or in the open air
while ironing takes place in the living room
Personal hygiene and cleanliness activities take place in the bathroom and WC
There is not a store room or storage space except the built-in wardrobe which is used for
storing personal clothes (89.3%). Other store clothes in a bag in their rooms
In terms of storage, households indicated that food items are stored in the kitchen (100)
although physical traces of storage on the veranda were also observed. ‘Dirty storage’
comprising items such as household cleaning equipment, and disused items are stored in the
balcony, on the veranda or in the kitchen
Households also use the space for home-based business activities such as operating a shop
in front of the block, using their apartment as a place to store goods for sale on the open
market or for hiring, or preparing drinks for sale
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Table 5.4 Distribution of activities in primary and adapted spaces
Activities

Space/room where activity occurred (%)
Primary space
Adapted/secondary spaces

Sleeping
Parents

PBr (92.9)

Children
Guests

chBr (54)

Food preparation
Cooking
Pounding fufu
Eating
Socialisation & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving &
entertaining guests
Children playing
Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes
Drying clothes
Ironing clothes
Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Elimination

Living room (7.1)
LR/PBr (46)
LR, elsewhere (100)

Kitchen – 92.9
Dining space (11.1)

Veranda, entrance lobby
VR, KT, dead space under
staircase (100)
LR/VR (89.9)

Living room (96.4)
Living room (78.5)

Entrance lobby
Veranda (21.5)

Living room (78.5)

Veranda (21.5)
Living room, VR

Veranda/
Front yard (100)
Living room/Br

Bathroom (100)
Bathroom lobby/
bathroom (100)
WC (100)

Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
Dirty’ storage e.g. dustbins,
cleaning items, etc
Home-based business activities
Operate a shop
Store goods/items for sale
in the open market
Prepare and selling drinks
drinks

Wardrobe (89.3)
Kitchen (100)
(food stuffs)
Entrance lobby

Living room, veranda
Veranda
Veranda
Balcony

In front of block (3.7)
Partitioned veranda space/
entrance lobby (10.7)
On the veranda (3.7)
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a

b

d

c

Figure 5.3 Sleeping arrangements in Ayeekooayekoo flats
a), b) and c) show how the living room is used for both living activities and also sleeping
purposes; d) shows a bedroom using two 1½ beds used by children

b

a

d

c

e

Figure 5.4 Cooking and storage activities in the Ayeekooayekoo flats
a) fufu pounding on a staircase landing b) fufu pounding outside the unit c) the kitchen d)
cooking activity in the entrance lobby evidenced by cooker e) own wardrobe other than built-in

a

b

c

Figure 5.5 Home-based business activities of residents
a) Frontage of block used for selling activities b) veranda used to accommodate a deep freezer
for storing and selling drinks c) part of the veranda closed off and used to store drinks for sale
and plastic chairs for hiring
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a

b

c

e

d

Figure 5.6 Multiple uses of the veranda
a) As storage space b) as a place for receiving guests c) for washing d) &e) for receiving guests,
sleeping and relaxing
c) Spatial adaptations
Table 5.5 presents the spatial adaptations residents in the Ayeekooayekoo flats have made.
Table 5.5 Spatial adaptations in RCC Ayeekooayekoo flats
Type and kind of spatial adaptation
Functional changes (%)
Living room as bedroom (55)

Additional bed in the bedroom

Space under staircase as fufu (42.9)
pounding area
Multiple use of the veranda
Most households do not use a dining
table (85.7)
Households use less furniture or move
some to veranda (28.5)
Add-in alterations
Closing-off the veranda wholly or
partially (39.3)
Partitioning part of the veranda for
storage
Creating additional socket outlets (7.4)

Observations (%)
Additional bed (Figure 5.4c)
- Single bed (15)
- 1½ bed (20)
- Double bed (10)
- Bunked bed (5)
- Single & double bed (5)
- Double bed (20.3)
- Single bed (8.3)
Figure 5.4d
Figure 5.5a
Table 5.4
Figure 5.7

Remarks

Equal adult male to female
ratio at a median of 1
(excluding couple)

No provision in design
No provision for storage
Less space

Figure 5.6a
Figure 5.6c
-

Bathroom (7.4)
Living room (14.3)
Kitchen (10.7)
Entrance lobby (3.7)
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To use washing machine

To meet space requirements and to resolve the conflict among activities, residents make different
adaptations. The functional changes residents have made include using:
-

the living room also as bedroom
additional bed22 in the bedroom to accommodate more occupants
the space under/in front of the staircase or around the block as fufu pounding area
the veranda for multiple activities and functions
less household furniture in order to free up space for other activities.

The add-in alterations on the other hand include,
-

closing off portions of the veranda either wholly or partially using a wire mesh and a
temporary gate using plywood
creating additional sockets outlets (in the kitchen, living room, bathroom lobby and the
entrance lobby) to facilitate the use of household appliances and other technologies

d) Design features facilitating adaptations
Within the analytical framework of this study, these adaptations are made possible by certain
design features. These include excess/extra space, indeterminate or functionally neutral spaces
such as slack and/or raw spaces as well as circulation areas. With a mean household size of 4 in a
2-person housing unit, the design supports a 100% increase in the occupancy level. Under the
circumstance, the bedroom of size 14.06 m2 which is about 3 m2 in excess above the national
minimum is able to accommodate two 1½ beds. The challenge however is that it leaves very
little spaces to support functional anthropometric needs such as circulation (Figure 5.4 (d).
In terms of ‘raw’ space, the veranda can be cited in this design, serving as the buffer for many
household activities. It is used as a sitting room, playing space for children, daytime relaxation
and leisure reading and even night time sleeping when indoor temperatures are unbearable
(Figure 5.7). The veranda is also used for washing and drying clothes, cooking and eating, ‘dirty’
storage, as well as storage of household property, equipment for home-based business activities,
etc (Figure 5.7). They are comparable to Brand’s (1994) ‘pseudopods’ used to describe porches
in historical American houses: the household flows into and out of them. Thus, between the
growth pressure from within and weather stress from without, the veranda provide real support
for households in this unit.
The presence of the ring in the layout makes the balcony (as a raw space) accessible from both
the bedroom and living room. It is however relatively less in use in this design. According to
residents with children on upper floors, it is mostly locked because of the safety of children. For
those on the ground floor, it is locked for reasons of security and burglary. Residents also find
use for the dead space under the staircase (Figure 5.5 a&b). In the absence of space for pounding
fufu, residents turn to the space under the staircase while some find the space along the sides of
the veranda useful. Apart from the veranda, the only circulation space in this design is the
entrance lobby. In one isolated case, this was used as sleeping space by the house-help. But in
almost all cases it is used to store the fridge and household belongings. As shown in Figure 5.5
22

Approximate standard bed sizes in Ghana: single bed (2000mm x 900mm); 1½ bed (2000mm x 1175mm) and double bed (2000mm x 1500mm)
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(d), in a few cases, the entrance lobby is also for cooking. The open plan living and dining layout
is practically used in this study in supporting multi-functional use. It provides support for
sleeping, ironing, eating, watching TV, receiving and entertaining guests, etc (Figure 5.4 (a & c).
It is noteworthy that, the veranda is made possible by a characteristic of the plan form typology –
the gallery access. This notwithstanding, the typological analysis showed that this plan form is
almost out of use. The reasons for this require further investigation. Users’ adaptations shown by
closing off the veranda space where possible, however suggests the need for privacy. Thus,
further research is needed to understand the extent to which different typologies of plan form
would contribute to functionality and adaptability of designs.
e) Summary of findings
Based on the discussions above it can be concluded that characteristically, residents in the
Ayeekooayekoo apartments consist of nuclear family households (couple with children) with an
average size of four persons. They are salaried workers who have educational attainment of a
diploma or higher in the age bracket 31 to 40 years. Residents have on the average stayed on
average for up to 5 years even though some have stayed for as much as between 21 to 25 years.
Functionally, there are provisions for generic household activities but not the more culturallyembedded activities typically fufu pounding. In terms of adequacy of space for use, the units are
currently over-occupied/or overcrowded by 100% in light of design occupancy level of 1bedroom, 2-persons standard. The inadequacy of space impacts sleeping activities and storage
negatively. To meet the requirements for emergent needs and activities (and resolve the resulting
conflict), residents make different spatial adaptations. This include functional changes in which
they trade-off or multiply the intended use of some spaces typically the living room and the
veranda. Residents also make physical alterations in which they close off or partition part of the
available space to enhance their use or create additional space. In addition to these, some
residents use their dwelling unit for home-based business activities. Some of the features of the
design which make these changes possible include the extra size of the bedroom, veranda as a
raw space, the open plan living dining.
f) Conclusions and recommendations
In light of the above, it can be concluded as follows:






The Ayeekooayekoo flats do not meet requirements for living in terms of occupancy
levels, although it provides sufficiently for generic activities. The more culturally-specific
activities such as fufu pounding are less supported.
The short average length of stay suggests a high rate of occupants’ turnover
Although most people stay the apartments for a relatively short time, some stay for a
rather long period of time
Home-based business activities form an important part of household activities
However constrained residents are in dwelling space, they find ways to meet the
requirements by adapting themselves or the space in any way possible. Within the
framework of Activity Theory, prevailing socio-cultural rules may contribute to this.
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5.7

Case study 2: Black Star (Ola) nurses flat

5.7.1 Description of case study design
The Black Star nurses’ flat is a one-bedroom self-contained unit, three-storey high with six flats
on each floor. By typology, the design is a central staircase (single point block) with gallery
access. In terms of distribution of rooms and spaces, the unit has a bedroom (3900mm x 3750mm
= 14.63m2) living room (5100mm x 3900mm = 19.89m2) directly accessible from the veranda
(gallery). The living room is also directly accessible from the kitchen (2850mm x 2100mm =
5.99m2), and leads into the bedroom corridor (3900mm x 3750mm = 5.27m2). On the opposite
sides of this corridor are the bedroom and a balcony (3.15m2) which is adjacent to and
sandwiched between the shower room and WC and the kitchen. The shower (1800mm x
1050mm = 1.89m2) and the WC (1.62m2) are separated by a dwarf wall and has a lobby
(2100mm x 1050mm = 2.21m2) which provides space for a bathroom washbasin. The net internal
floor area per unit is 54.65m2.

Figure 5.7 Black star block of flats - graphical

a

c

b

Figure 5.8 Black Star (Ola) nurses’ flat
a) Access graph

b) Front elevation
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c) fufu pounding yard

Of the total 18 flats, two were not in use. Of the remaining 16, eleven (11) households
(representing 68.7% response rate) were interviewed and their household activities and furniture
observed. The result of this is presented in the section below.
5.7.2 Results of household survey
a) Household characteristics
Table 5.6 presents the characteristics of residents in the Black Star (Ola) nurses’ flat. The results
may be summarized as:
-

Respondents were mostly heads of households or spouse of the head of household
All the respondents were females
In terms of age, the majority of respondents were in the bracket 20 – 30 and 31 – 40
Most respondents have a diploma or a higher educational qualification such as a bachelor’s
degree
Most respondents have stayed for up to 10 years and although some have stayed for between
for 16 – 20 years
Household are mostly nuclear consisting couples without children or with children. The
extended family households is however approximately a third of the respondents found (
The mean household size is 4 persons

Table 5.6 Characteristics of residents in Black Star (Ola) block of flats
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response
(%) N = 11
54.5
27.3
18.2

100
45.4
36.4
18.2

18.2
63.6

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other
Household size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum

18.2
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Response (%)
N = 11
45.4
36.4
18.2

18.1
27.3
36.4
18.2
Response
3.8 (≈ 4)
Bimodal ( 3 & 4)
5
2

b) Household activities
In Table 5.7 the results of residents’ household activities is presented. The results indicate that:
-

Parents have a place to sleep but not children. Children sleep in the living room or in some
cases share parents’ bedroom
Guest may share the living room with children or in some cases accommodation may be
found elsewhere
Cooking takes place in the kitchen. To pound fufu, residents move downstairs in the open
space in front of the block while other say the pound in their kitchen though not allowed
Residents eat in the living room or sometimes on the veranda
Family socialization activities such as watching TV and receiving guest take place in the
living room, although the latter may also take place on the veranda
Children play mostly on the veranda or the open space downstairs although the living room
may occasionally be used
Households wash in the bathroom in the open space outside, while clothes are dried mostly
on the wooden-mounted lines on the veranda or in the open air downstairs
Bathing, brushing and other personal care and cleanliness activities take place in the
bathroom
For clean storage (personal clothes), residents use the built-in wardrobe mostly
Households store other items such as cooking pots, cleaning items, and dustbins in the
kitchen but may be found on the veranda too.
In one case, the household uses the apartment for home-based business activities such
dressmaking and sewing while another uses the backyard for fish mongering.

Figure 5.9 Physical traces of activities on the veranda
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Table 5.7 Distribution of activities in primary and secondary/improvised spaces
Activity

Occurrence in space/room

N = 11
Primary space

Improvised/adapted
spaces

Sleeping
Parents

BR (100)

Children

LR/ Balcony space
(81.8); PBR (18.2)
LR (63.6),
Other (36.4)

Guests
Food preparation
Cooking
Pounding fufu
Eating
Socialisation & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving &
entertaining guests
Children playing
Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes
Drying clothes
Ironing clothes
Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Elimination

Kitchen (100)
Area for pounding now
occupied

LR (100)
LR (81.2) VR (18.2)
LR/VR, Open space
downstairs (100)
LR/VR (100)
Bathroom (54.5)
Outside space (45.5)
VR (63.6) Open space
downstairs (36.7)
LR (63.6) BR (18.2) Both
(18.2)
Bathroom (100)
Bathroom lobby/
bathroom (100)
Toilet (WC)

Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
Dirty’ storage e.g. dustbins,
cleaning items, etc
Home-based business activities
Sewing on the veranda (9.1)
Fish mongering (9.1)

Kitchen (100)

Veranda
Temporary structure at
the back of block
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Open yard (90),
Kitchen (10)
LR (90), VR (10)

Remark

c) Spatial adaptations
Table 5.8 presents the typical adaptations households have are to their units in order to meet their
requirements for activity space. This is summarized in Table 5.8. The main functional changes,
involve 1) multiple use of the living room; and 2) using larger than normal sized bed to support
co- sleeping with infant children.
The main add-in alterations made by residents involved closing off and converting the balcony
space mostly into a sleeping room for children or in some as a storage space. Access into this
unit for observation was limited except in three cases. The main cases of adaptations were
therefore observed from outside the unit and subsequently confirmed through interviews with
residents. The observation and interview showed that 16 of the 18 units (representing 88.9%)
have been closed off the balcony using plywood boards or sandcrete blocks. The materials used
show while some these alterations are temporary, others are permanent.
Table 5.8 Spatial adaptations of residents in Black Star nurses’ flat
Type and kind of spatial adaptation
Functional changes
Queen sized bed to accommodate
children sleeping
Multiple use of the living room
Add-in alterations
Closing-off and converting the balcony
space into a sleeping room for children
or as storage space (88.9). This
involves both temporary adaptations
using plywood and permanent changes
using blocks in cement: sand mortar

a

Observations (%)

Remarks

For eating, receiving guests,
etc (Table 5.7)

No provision for children
sleeping
No provision for dining
space

Figure 5.11
Figure 5.12.

100% overcapacity of
occupancy level (mean
household size is 4)
Equal adult male to female
ratio at a median of 1
(excluding couple)

b

c

Figure 5.10 User adaptations in the Black Star nurses’ flat
a) Original balcony design b) & c) show creating extra rooms by closing off the balcony space
The original design of the balcony is shown in Figure 5. 10 (a) for the ground floor situation and
Figure 5.11 (a) for the upper floor cases. On the ground floor, Figure 5.10 (b & c) present two
adaptations created by closing off the balcony with sandcrete blocks in cement-sand mortar. This
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is finished off with a window created using a wire mesh and filled using louvre blades. This is
indicative of a more decisive and permanent adaptation of the space to meet certain requirements
though considered illegal. While some residents on the ground floor have close off the balcony
space completely, some units, as in Figure 5.11 (b) have provide an access door into the open
space at the backyard, where a temporary wooden shed for kitchen is constructed. The occupant
indicated that this was intended to provide space for home-based fish-mongering business
activities. Thus, for the same spatial opportunity, different users would leverage and use spaces
differently depending in their needs and requirement, with user activities playing a key role.
On the upper floors, some permanent alterations as on the ground floor have been such as filling
in the base cavity with sandcrete blocks in cement –sand mortar (Figure 5.10 (b) & Figure 5.11
(c). Most units however, have made these alterations using plywood boards as shown in the
Figure 5.11 below.

a

b

c

Figure 5.12 Closing off the balcony to create extra space on upper floors
One resident’s comment, noted as “but heat”, suggests that residents are compelled to make these
changes. Added to the fact that 88.9% of residents have closed off the space permanently or
temporarily, it can be concluded that the space actually fails to meet requirements. One
interviewee commented that these changes are made ‘to reduce the rent deduction’. This means,
in the view of some users the floor space/number of rooms provided is not commensurate with
the amount deducted. The impetus for this is that the rent is a fixed percentage of residents’
income irrespective of rank.

Figure 5.11 An example of adaptation in the one bedroom unit
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d) Built-in features facilitating adaptations
Unlike like the Ayeekooayekoo flats where the veranda served as a ‘raw’ space in support of the
overflow of activities, in this design, it is the balcony space which is available for users’
appropriation. However, like Ayeekooayekoo flats, the bedroom of size14.63 m2 is relatively
large in light of the national minimum standard (11.15 m2). This provides makes it possible to
accommodate a queen sized bed. Although, like the Ayeekooayekoo apartment, this unit is also a
gallery type with veranda, less activity was observed.
e) Summary of findings
Much like the residents of the 1-bedroom Ayeekooayekoo apartments, residents are
characteristically nuclear family households (couple without children) with an average size of
four persons. However, almost a third of all households are extended families. Residents are
salaried workers with educational attainment of a diploma or higher although unlike the residents
of the Ayeekooayekoo units there are no residents with a postgraduate qualification. Although
the modal age bracket in this unit is in bracket 31 to 40 years as in the Ayeekooayekoo flats,
there are more residents in the bracket 20 to 30 in this unit. Most residents have on the average
stayed on average for up to 5 years even though a significant proportion has also stayed for up to
10 years. As in the case of the Ayeekooayekoo flats some have yet stayed for between 16 to 20
years.
Functionally, unlike the Ayeekooayekoo units, there are provisions for both generic and more
culturally-embedded activities such as fufu pounding. In terms of adequacy of space, similar to
the Ayeekooayekoo units, the units are currently over-occupied/or overcrowded by 100% in light
of design occupancy level of 1-bedroom, 2-persons standard. This is in light of a mean
household size of 4. The inadequacy of space impact more on sleeping activities. To meet this
requirements the balcony is mostly closed off to create extra space in many cases as children’s
room.
The possibility to convert the balcony into a room/space defined by users’ own requirements
provide occupants some control over the dwelling environment. Though illegal, this shows that
when constrained by inadequacy of space, residents would engage in alterations including illegal
expansions of flats as was also observed by Steadman and Brown (1991) in UK. Although the
veranda in this design also provides some raw space for activities including cooking, eating and
relaxing, personalization as in the Ayeekooayekoo units is less prominent. Indeed, as in the
Ayeekooayekoo apartments, it is only residents at the ends of the gallery that have this
possibility. In the observed case, the space is used as an extension of the kitchen for food
preparation and storage as well as home-based business activities (Figure 5.10). This observation
may therefore weaken arguments in support of the gallery access plan form since this
appropriation seems only possible two out of the six cases. This is coupled with the fact that in
particular, the bedroom is on the gallery side of the floor.
Based on the foregoing observations and discussions it can be concluded that:



The Black Star nurses flat do not meet requirements in terms of occupancy levels.
Functionally, there are provisions for both generic and culturally-specific activities,
although this is occupied by some residentss
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5.8

Occupancy turnover is on average 10 years although some may stay for 16 to 20 years
Like the 1-bedroom Ayeekooayekoo units, the Black Star nurses flat is occupied beyond
its designed occupancy level
In the face of the inadequacy of space, resident make different forms of changes to meet
the requirements for space including illegal alterations
Case study 3: Ghana Police Service block of flats

5.8.1 Description of case study
The Ghana Police Service block is a single point block, four-storey, eight-unit block of flats
constructed during the Acheampong regime, but some of which were completed under the
Kuffour administration. It is a 2-bedroom unit (with size 14.57m2) with a separate living room
(3750mm x 4350mm = 16.31m2), a separate dining room (2700 x 2100 = 4.84m2), a kitchen
(2700mm x 2850mm = 7.69m2), store room (3300x 1350 = 4.46m2), toilet (1500mm x 1050mm
= 1.58m2) and shower room (1350xmm x 1500mm =2.03m2). The ancillary spaces provided
include a front porch (1350 x 4050 = 5.47m2) directly from the veranda on the ground floor but
from the living room on the upper floors. There is also a balcony with area 3.24m2. The bedroom
corridor has size 4.5m2 while the kitchen corridor is 3.12m2. The net internal floor area of the
unit is 85.02m2.

Figure 5.13 Ghana Police Service flats - floor plan (typical)
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b

a

c

Figure 5.14 Cape Coast Ghana Police Service (GPS) flat
a) Access graph of GPS flat

(b) & (c) front open space in front of unit

The justified/access graph Figure 5.13b shows the relationship among spaces using the outside
space as the root space for a typical upper floor plan. The graph shows from the living room is
directly accessible from the staircase landing. The living room provides access into the porch,
corridor 1 and corridor 2. While corridor 1 provides access into the two bedrooms (B1 and B2),
the toilet and shower as well as the balcony, corridor 2 provides access into the dining and
kitchen. The kitchen then provides the access into the store room, which is actually the dead
space under the staircase leveraged for the benefit of users.
The sample for the interviews and observations were selected randomly as in the table below.
Table 5.9 Sample of interviewees in the Ghana Police block of flats
Block
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Total
number
residents
8
8
8
8
8
8
48

of No. of interviewees
4
3
5
3
2
1
18

Representation
50%
37.5%
62.5%
37.5%
25%
12.5%
37.5%

5.8.2 Results of household survey
a) Household characteristics
Table 5.10 presents the characteristic of households in the Ghana Police Service block of flats. In
summary the results show that:
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-

Respondents in this unit were mainly heads of household and their spouses (88.9%), mostly
males
The majority of respondents were in the age group 41 – 50 and 50 – 60 (66.6)
Although the modal level of education of respondents is an undergraduate degree, about
three – quarters of respondents have a diploma or higher
Residents have stayed for up to ten years, with the modal length of stay being up to 5 years
Households are mostly extended families, although nuclear family households as well as
individual staying together were also found
Although the modal household size is 7 the mean and median household size coincide at 5

Table 5.10 Household characteristics of residents of Ghana Police Service block of flats
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response (%)
66.7
22.2
11.1
66.7
33.3
11.1
22.2
33.3
33.3

22.2
33.3
22.2
22.2

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other (individuals)
Household size
Mean
Modal (44.4)
Maximum
Minimum
Median

Response (%)
66.7
33.3

33.3
55.6

11.2
Response
5.13
7
7
2
5

b) Household activities
In table 5.11, the activity-space characteristics of the households in this unit are presented. It
shows that:
-

-

Both parents and children have sleeping room. Guests however use the living room or share
with children
Cooking takes place in the kitchen. There is however, no provision for pounding fufu, so
residents use the open compound in front of the block or the landing to the staircase on the
ground floor (Figure 5.15b)
There is a separate dining room although this is used by only a third of the sample. A large
proportion of residents eat in the living room or kitchen (66.7%)
Households watch TV in the living room, although in some units there is a TV in both the
parents’ and children’s’ bedroom
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-

Guests are received in the living room; children study and play in the living room although
they may also play in the open yard downstairs
For laundry activities, household wash in the bedroom corridor, the balcony or porch or in
the open compound outside where clothes may also be dried
Brushing teeth and washing face takes place in the bedroom corridor where a sink is
mounted
Households store personal clothes in the built-in wardrobe although clothes may also be
stored in bags in the bedroom
Disused household items such as clothes, large cooking pots, buckets and cleaning items are
stored in the balcony or the bathroom

c) Household spatial adaptations
The main adaptations observed in this unit are in terms of functional changes. These seem to be
characteristic of household where household sizes are large as tabulated in Table 5.12.

a

b

Figure 5.12 Fufu pounding in the Ghana flats
a) open space in front of building

b) Lobby in front of staircase
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Table 5.11 Distribution of activities in primary and secondary/improvised spaces
Activity

Occurrence in space/room
Primary space
Improvised/adapted spaces

Sleeping
Parents

PBr (100)

Children
Guests
Food preparation
Cooking
Pounding fufu

ChBr (100)

Eating
Socialization & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving & entertaining guests
Children playing
Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes

DR (33.3%)

ChBr (55%) LR (11.1)
Kitchen (100)
Open front yard (66.7),
Ground floor VR (22.2)
Kitchen (11.1)
LR/K (66.7)

LR (100)
LR (100)
LR (100)
Bedrooms

ChBr/PBr (22.2%)
Open space downstairs
LR
Bedroom corridor (33.3);
Balcony/porch (33.3)
Open yard downstairs (33.4)
Open spaces downstairs (33.3)
Balcony/porch (66.7)

Drying clothes
Ironing clothes

Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Toilet
Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
‘Dirty’ storage e.g.
dustbins, cleaning items, etc

Corridor space (55.6),
LR (22.2) ChBr
(22.2)
Bathroom (100)
Corridor space (100)
WC (100)
Wardrobe (100)
Kitchen (100)
Balcony; bathroom,
kitchen
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Bags
Converted dining room

Remark

a

b

Figure 5.13 Home-based business activities
a) Kiosk for home-based business b) Veranda used to store and sell sachet water
Table 5.12 Spatial adaptations in public case study
Household
characteristics
House-hold Size
B2

7

B3

5

B4

4

B7

7

B9

7

Spatial adaptations
Multifunctionality

Same use but different
load conditions
chBR has two 1 ½ beds

Conversions
Dining room
as bedroom –
has a double
bed

chBR has one single
bed, a foldable single
bed and one 1½ bed

Changed room
divider to
created more
space
DR once used
as sleeping
space but now
as store room

chBr also
used as study
– has a table
& writing
board

chBr has one double
beds; two 1½ bed; PBr
has a QZ & a single
bed
chBr has one 1½ bed
and one double bed
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Rearrangement

a

b

Figure 5.14 Adapted spaces versus original design
(a) Dining area closed off for to support sleeping

(b) Original design as open

d) Built-in features facilitating adaptations
The two bedrooms are equal in size (14.57 m2) and relatively large in light of minimum
standards (11.15 m2). Aside this extra bedroom space, Figure 5.16 shows how the dining space is
converted into a bedroom space because of the large of this household (in this particular
example, 7). The front porch and balcony as raw spaces are used as buffer for storage. Unlike
designs such as the Black Star nurses flat where the space under the staircase is redundant, in this
design it is co-opted as part of the interior space to create a store room accessible from the
kitchen.
e) Summary of findings
Characteristically, although households Ghana Police Service apartments have an average size of
five, they are more extended family households. Residents have educational attainment of a
diploma or higher. There is however more residents in the category of a bachelor’s degree and
relatively more postgraduates compared to residents in the 1-bedroom units. The age distribution
is bi-modal but in a bracket 41-50 and 51- 60, age brackets older compared to residents in the 1bedroom units. It suggests some relation between the age of resident and the unit size. The
average length stay is however the same as in the 1-bedroom units. This is up to 5 years with
combined majority having stayed for up to 10 years. Typically, however unlike the 1-bedroom
units there are no residents who have stayed beyond this 10 year limit.
Functionally, there are provisions for generic activities but not for the typically culturallyspecific activity- fufu pounding. In the absence of any provision, residents improvise by using the
open space downstairs. Comparatively, there are fewer adaptations in this unit compared to the
1-bedroom units. This could be explained by the size of the household in relation to the number
of bedrooms. In this unit there is an increase of 1 person over the standard 4 persons. Typically,
residents’ spatial adaptations are driven by the need for sleeping space. This is seen in the
conversion of the dining room into a bedroom, or through the use of extra bed. In some isolated
cases, residents also use the units for home-based business activities.
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Based on the observations and discussions above, it can be concluded that:







5.9

The GPS block of flats to a large extent meet requirements in terms of occupancy level.
This is also the case in relation to household activities except in the case of fufu
pounding
Residents of the Ghana Police flats are extended family household aged between 41-60
years
There is indication that occupants turnover occurs after some10 years
Functionally, the design is responsive to culturally-specific activities
Although isolated, home-based business activities form an important part of residents’
use of the apartment
The need for sleeping space drives spatial adaptations. Although, there is comparatively
fewer spatial adaptation in the unit, where this was observed it was in the largest
household size. Thus increases in household size drives the need for space.
Case Study 4: Mfantsipim tutors’ flat

5.9.1 Description of case study
The Mfantsipim tutors’ block of flats is a single point block, 3-storey 6-unit design with a net
internal floor area of 90.44m2. In terms of functional distribution, the design has two bedrooms,
with 16.2m2 and 13.5m2. The living room is combined in an open plan with the dining and has a
size of 22.14m2, while the kitchen has a size of 7.29m2. Sanitary facilities namely the WC
(1.575m2) and shower (1.8m2). The balcony has size 9.84m2 and corridor space 14.85m2. The
access relationships among these spaces are graphically presented in the access graph in Figure
5.18b. The basement floor contains six single bedrooms, which were intended (according to
interviews with an old tenant) to be used as guest rooms for each of the unit above. These are
however now occupied as separate flats.

Figure 5.15 Mfantsipim tutors block of flats - floor plan (typical)
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b

a
Figure 5.16 Mfantsipim tutors’ flat

a) Back view

b Justified graph

The sample used for the interviews are presented in Table 5.12 below.
Table 5.12 The sample used for the interviewees
Block

No. of interviewees

1
2
3
4
Total

4
3
5
6
18

Percentage
representation
50
37.5
65
75
56.25

5.9.2 Results of household survey
a) Household characteristics
In Table 5.13 the characteristics of household living in the Ghana Police Service block of flats
are presented. The summary of findings is presented below as follows:
-

-

Respondents consisted mainly of the head of household or spouse of the head of household
(77.7%) aged between 31 and 40, with educational qualification of a diploma or higher
(88.9%)
Respondents in this unit were however mostly male residents;
Most household have stayed for up to 5 years
Household were mostly nuclear although at least one in five households were extended
family households; single parent households were also found
The mean, median and modal household size is 5
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Table 5.13 Household characteristics of residents of Mfantsipim tutors’ block of flats
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response (%)
44.4
33.3
22.2
66.7
33.3
33.3
55.5
11.1

11.1
66.7
11.1
11.1

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other
Household size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum
Median

Response (%)
66.7
22.2
11.1

55.6
22.2
11.1
11.1
Response
5
5
9
2
5

b) Household activities
-

In Clothes may be dried on in the balcony or in the open air downstairs
Households brush teeth and wash face in the bathroom
Households store personal clothes in the built-in wardrobe although clothes may also be
stored in bags in the bedroom
Disused household items such as clothes, large cooking pots, buckets and cleaning items are
stored in the balcony or the bathroom

Table 5.14 the results of the spaces and/or rooms households carry out specific activities are
presented. It reveals that:
-

Both children and parents have sleeping rooms; guest may share with children or the living
room
Cooking takes place in the kitchen but households pound fufu in the open space downstairs
Residents eat in the dining space, mostly on a dining table (Figure 5.19) although traces of
activities show that children for example may eat in the corridor space (Figure 5.20)
Households watch TV in the living room, although in some units there is a TV in both the
parents’ and children’s’ bedroom
Guests are received in the living room; children study and play in the living room although
they may also play in the open yard downstairs
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-

For laundry activities, household wash in the corridor space, the balcony or porch or in the
open compound outside
Clothes may be dried on in the balcony or in the open air downstairs
Households brush teeth and wash face in the bathroom
Households store personal clothes in the built-in wardrobe although clothes may also be
stored in bags in the bedroom
Disused household items such as clothes, large cooking pots, buckets and cleaning items are
stored in the balcony or the bathroom

Table 5.14 Distribution of activities in primary and secondary/improvised spaces
Activity

Occurrence in space/room (%)
Primary space
Improvised/secondary
spaces

Sleeping
Parents
Children
Guests
Food preparation
Kitchen-based cooking
Pounding fufu
Eating
Socialization & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving & ent. guests
Children playing

PBr (100)
ChBr (77.8)
ChBr/LR (66.7)
Kitchen (100)
Dining space (100)

LR (100)
LR (100)
Open yard downstairs
(77.8); LR (22.2)

Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes

Drying clothes

Ironing clothes
Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Elimination
Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
Dirty’ storage e.g. dustbins,
cleaning items, etc

LR-DA (44.4)

Corridor/balcony
Open front yard (66.7)
Corridor

ChBr/PBr (22.2%)

Corridor
Balcony/porch
Open yard downstairs
(100)
Open spaces downstairs
(33.3) Balcony/porch
(66.7)
Br (55.6)

Bathroom (100)
Corridor space (100)
WC (100)
Wardrobe (100)
Kitchen (100)
Corridor space
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Remark

a

c

b

Figure 5.17 The living-dining space as space for working (a, b, & c)

a

b

`

Figure 5.18 Washing (a) and drying clothing (b) in the Mfantsipim Tutors flat
c) Household spatial adaptations
The main adaptations found in these units are functional changes in response to the requirements
for sleeping as a result of the large household size. While these represent only three (3) cases out
of the 18 interviewees, they provide insight into adaptations in the units. It involves 1) multiple
use of the bedroom, not only as sleeping space but also for studying by children; 2) additional
beds due to ‘overcapacity’ of some bedroom . These are presented in Table 5.15 and summarized
as below:
Table 5.15 Spatial adaptations of residents in Mfantsipim tutors’ flat

Respondent

Size

M1

M7
M8

6

7
6

Spatial adaptations
Same use + other non- Same use but different load conditions
primary functions
PBr has one double bed and one 1½ bed;
chBr has one double bed and one single
bed
chBr has study table
two double beds in parent’s BR;
chBr has study table & chair
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d) Summary of findings
Characteristically, unlike residents in the 2-bedroom Ghana Police Service apartments but much
like the 1-bedroom units, residents in the Mfantsipim flats are nuclear family households, mostly
with children but also without children. However, at least one in every five households
interviewed consisted of an extended family. As in the case of the Ghana Police Service flats,
most residents have stayed for up to 10 years. None however, has stayed for more than 15 years.
Thus while most residents in both the 1-bedroom units and 2-bedroom units have stayed for a up
to 10 years, residents who stay for 20 years or more are found only in the 1-bedroom units. In
terms of educational attainment most residents have a degree. Fewer residents however are
postgraduates compared to those in the Ghana Police Service apartments. The modal age is in the
bracket 31-40 as in the Ayeekooayekoo units. As in the 2-bedroom Ghana Police Service flats,
the mean household size is five (5).
Functionally, it is worth noting that the basement in this unit was designed to support ancillary
activities such sleeping room for guests, and the characteristic fufu pounding activity. However,
with the shortage of accommodation for the Teaching Staff, these have been converted into
rooms for some other staff members. As in the Ghana Police Service flats, therefore residents
move downstairs to pound fufu. There is relatively little spatial adaptation within this unit. The
observed adaptations are functional changes mostly required to support sleeping activities. This
is achieved through the use of additional bed – either a single bed or 1½ sized bed. The very few
cases of adaptations can be explained in light of the mean household size of 5 which is the same
as in the Ghana Police Service 2-bedroom unit. This approximates closely to the standard of four
persons for a 2-bedroom unit. No observation was made for home-based business activities
except for organizing extra classes at in porches of the unit and in the space under the staircase.
Based on the observations and discussions above, it can be concluded that:






To a large extent, the design of the Mfantsipim Tutors’ flat meets requirements for
household activities.
There is little evidence by means of residents’ spatial adaptations and household size to
suggest that the unit do not meet requirements.
Occupant’s turnover is after approximately 10 years.
The extent of spatial adaptations is a function of the household’s requirements for activities.
Due to the pressure of demand for accommodation, the design intentions with respect to use
has been altered to an extent: the guestrooms and space for fufu pounding have been
converted into sleeping spaces.

5.10 Case study 5: Central Regional Hospital block of flats (Block A-E)
5.10.1 Description of case study
This observed case in this evaluation is the Central Regional Hospital Block of flats (flat A-E). It
is 4-storey, 8-unit, 3-bedroom unit (Figure 5.7). It has a master bedroom (5550 mm x 4050mm =
22.48m2) and another bedroom (4700mm x 4350mm =20.445m2) adjacent to each other, which
are served by a separate toilet (1625 x 975mm =1.58m2) and bathroom (2450 x 1550mm =
3.80m2). These sanitary facilities are accessible through a lobby which form part of the bedroom
corridor (1200 x 4700 =6.3m2). There is an open living-dining 8250 x 4650mm = 38.36m2.
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Figure 5.19 Floor plan of Central Regional Hospital doctors’ flats

a

b

Figure 5.20 Central Regional Hospital doctors’ flat
a) access graph

b) front elevation

The master bedroom does not have an en-suite bathroom. The other sleeping room is an en-suite
bedroom labeled as a ‘guestroom’ (4125 x 3750 = 15.47m2). The design has an open plan, living
and dining space (8250mm x 4650mm) with direct access from the kitchen (2250 x 5100 =
11.48m2) and which opens directly into the front porch (4650 x 2250 = 10.46m2). In addition to
these spaces is a back porch (balcony) (5800 x 1650 = 9.57m2) adjacent to the master bedroom
and accessible from the bathroom lobby. The entrance lobby is 3750mm x 1200mm = 4.5m2.
The basement floor which is designed as garage also contains a corresponding eight small rooms
(1200 x 2000) intended for fufu pounding. The net floor area for a unit is 144.47m2.
Interviews with some senior architects and residents indicate these designs were intended for
public works of the senior officers’ rank such as departmental heads. As the name suggests, they
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are allocated to medical officers. The selection of sample is presented as follows (Table 5.16).
There are five blocks with eight flats each, giving a total of 40 units or flats. Of this total, 21
residents could be reached and interviewed and the execution of household.
Table 5.16 Sample of households interviewed
Block

Number of flats

A
B
C
D
E
Information flat
Total

8
8
8
8
8
8
48

Number
interviewees
7
6
5
6
5
3
32

of Percentage
representation
87.5
75
62.5
75
62.5
37.5
66.7

5.10.2 Results of household survey
a) Household characteristics
Table 5.17 presents the household characteristics of residents in the CRH doctor’s block of flats.
Overall, the results show that:
-

-

Three-quarters of respondents were either the head of household or spouse of the head,
although most respondents were the spouses who have stayed for at varying number of years
but mostly up to 10 years. One-quarter of residents have however stayed for 21 or more
years
Most respondents were female
Most respondents have a diploma or higher level of educational qualification (81.2%)
Households were mostly nuclear (50%) although the extended family household constitute
almost a third of the sample. The others are individuals living together as a shared unit.
The mean household size is 7 although it could be as low as 2 and as high as 17
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Table 5.17 Household characteristics of residents of CRH doctors’ block of flats
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician/vocational
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response (%)
25
50
25
31.2
68.8
12.5
56.3
18.8
12.5
25
25
31.2
18.8
-

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other
Household size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum

Response (%)
31.3
31.3
12.1
18.8
6.5
50%
37.5
12.5
Response
7
Bi-modal (4 & 7)
17
2

b) Household activities
With respect to household activities, Table 5.18 presents the activity-space characteristics. The
results show:
-

Most children have a sleeping room. In shared units however, children sleep in created
sleeping spaces or share with parents
Guests are accommodated in the guest room. In the shared units however, this guest may
sleep in the living room or share children’s sleeping space
Cooking primarily takes place in the kitchen. In a few cases however, mostly where units
are shared, cooking may take place in the balcony or the porch
Residents pound fufu in a space provided in the basement downstairs. Some however pound
in their kitchen though not allowed
Households eat in the dining-living space, although in in a few cases residents eat in their
bedrooms, in the kitchen or just anywhere, especially in the case where the unit is shared
Socialization activities such as receiving guest and watching TV take place in the living
room. In a few cases, both parents and children have TV in their bedroom
Washing takes place in the back porch, balcony or bathroom, while clothes may be dried in
in the back porch, the balcony or on lines in the open spaces downstairs
An in-built wardrobe is used to store personal clothes while food and other domestic items
are stored in the kitchen, the balcony or porch
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Table 5.18 Distribution of activities in primary and secondary/improvised spaces
Activity
Primary space

Occurrence in space/room
Improvised/secondary
spaces

Sleeping
Parents

PBr (100)

Children

ChBr (62.5)

Guests
Food preparation
Cooking
Pounding fufu
Eating
Socialization & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving & entertaining
guests
Children playing
Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes
Drying clothes
Ironing clothes
Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Toilet
Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
Dirty’ storage e.g. shoes,
dustbins, cleaning items, etc

GuestBr (37.5)

Self-created space, PBr, LR
(37.5)
LR, share with children

Kitchen (90.6%)
Fufu pounding room (68.8)
Dining space (87.6)

Balcony/front porch
Kitchen (18.8)
Bedroom, kitchen/porch,
anywhere (12.4)

LR (81.25)
LR (100)

ChBr/PBr (18.75)

LR (43.8); Open spaces
downstairs (56.2)
LR/balcony
Balcony bathroom/porch
Balcony/porch (93.2)
LR-DA (44.4)

Open space downstairs (6.8)
Br (55.6)

Bathroom (100)
Bathroom – (100)
WC (100)
Wardrobe (100)
Kitchen (100)
Balcony, porch or kitchen
(93.2)
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Corridor space

a

b

Figure 5.21 Adaptations to support sleeping (a & b)

a

b

c

Figure 5.22 a, b, & c) Households eating arrangements using a dining furniture set

a

b

Figure 5.23 a & b) Open space for children play activities

a

b

c

Figure 5.24 Bathroom facilities - bathing and brushing
a & b) fetching water from the bath because there no separate tap c) wash hand basin
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Figure 5.25 Food storage in the kitchen; dirty storage in the front porch or balcony
c) Home-based business activities – activities other than household activities
Figure 5.12 shows how the basement floor is used by some residents as space for home-based
business activities such as table top shop or a hairdressing saloon.

a

b

c

Figure 5.26 Households home-based business activities at the basement floor
(a) hairdressing saloon (b) and (c) Table top shop
d) Household spatial adaptations – Space use in units with multiple households
Spatial adaptations in these units were found in the units that were occupied by multiple
households. Table 5.5 presents six (6) cases of units (approximately 20% of sample) which are
shared by two or three households. It identifies the unit in question (N/B: identification is
changed for reasons of confidentiality), the number of households sharing the unit, the total
number of occupants and the way spaces are shared among the different units.
Flat W3 of this unit is shared by two households with a total of four (4) residents. Household 1 is
an individual living alone, and household 2 is a single mother living with two daughters aged
between 20 and 30.
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a

c

b

d

Figure 5.27 Shared living and kitchen space
a) & b) One living room shared by two households as shown by the two furniture sets
c) kitchen with gas cooker, fridge, and washing machine
The respondent who was part of household 2 indicated they had lived in the unit for between 21
to 25 years. For sleeping purposes, household 2 uses the guestroom while household 1 uses the
master bedroom and the other bedroom. For ‘living’ activities such as watching TV, receiving
guest and eating, etc the living room is shared by both households, each two different sets of
furniture. The two provided ancillary spaces namely the porch and balcony is shared although
the balcony is more the jurisdiction of household 1. The kitchen is shared by the households for
the purposes of cooking and food preparation with one household using the side for storage
Household 2 uses the en-suite bathroom in the guestroom, while household 1 uses the separate
toilet and bath facility. This arrangement means that makes the guestroom a multi-purpose space
– sleeping, living, studying, personal hygiene, etc. including even eating as the respondent
indicated. It accommodates one double bed and one single bed, a room divider serve which
provides a stand for the TV, and a fridge for the storage of food items.

a

c

b

Figure 5.28 Shared living-dining space
a) The brown colored carpet (b) is used to arbitrarily divide the living room into two for the two
households. One is used by the breast-feeding mother; the other is shown by the dining table
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Flat W4 is occupied by three (3) household with a total of eight (8) residents. Each household
uses one of the three identified sleeping spaces. Household 1 uses the master bedroom and shares
the living-dining space as well as the separate WC and shower with household 2 which occupies
the adjacent bedroom. Household 3 on the other hand, use the guestroom as bedsitter with no
share in the living space although occupant may receive occasional visitors there.
The ancillary spaces, the front and back porch, are shared by all households. The living-dining
space shared between household 1 and 2 using a non-physical boundary indicated by a floor
carpet as in Figure 5.14. The respondent, a nursing mother, of household 1 used the dining side
of the living room while household 2 used the living side with the plastic furniture set.
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Table 5.19 Distribution of space among households in the shared units
Households
Sleeping room
Block
ID
W3
W8
Q3

Q4

Q7

W4

ID

Size

1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
3
3
4
5
7
5
5
1
1
6
4
4
6
1
1

Density

Guest
BR

Master
BR

BR
(other)

Spaces/rooms
CEL (Cooking, Eating and
Sanitary facilities
Living) area
Living Dining
Kitchen
Bath
WC+
side
side
(GuBr)
shower

Ancillaries
Front
Porch

4
7

*
*

17
*
*

7

10

*

8

*

Legend – Household 1

Household 2

Household 3

* Space has some form of add-in alterations such as the creation of a bedroom, a bedsitter or children room
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Back
porch

Flat W8 is shared by two (2) households with a total of seven (7) occupants. Household 1 which
has a size of 3 uses the guestroom as the sleeping space together with the small bedroom, while
household two uses the master bedroom. The separate WC is shared by both household 1 and 2.
All other spaces are shared by both household. Household 2 which is a couple with children uses
the living room almost exclusively. Within this space is an expansion into the existing space
which involves the creation of a boy’s room using plywood material at the living side with part
used as sitting room for guests, children playing, and watching TV. The dining side is used as
multi-purpose space – for children studying as well as for storage.

a

c

b

d

Figure 5.29 The living-dining space partitioned and used for different activities
a) storage

b) children’s bedrooms

c) living room

d) dining area

Flat Q3 presents another case of multiple household occupancy arrangements and how the
spaces are used. The unit is shared by three (3) household with a total of seventeen (17)
residents. The household sizes are 5, 7 and 5 for household 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Exclusively,
household 1 uses the guestroom, the living side of the living-dining space and the front porch as
cooking area. Household 2 on the other hand uses the other bedroom while household 3 uses the
master bedroom and the dining side of the living space. The living-dining spaces used by
household 1 and 3 are partitioned to ceiling height and is used as bedsitters.

a

b

c

Figure 5.30 The living-dining space partitioned and used as two bedsitters
a) partitioned sides of the living room

b) & c) one side used as bedsittter
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Flat Q4 is shared by three households and has a total density of seven (7) occupants. Household
1 uses the guestroom and the living side of the open plan living-dining. Household 2 uses the
master bedroom and shares the separate WC and shower with household 3 which uses the
additional bedroom. The kitchen is shared by all three residents and partitioned notionally
without physical boundaries (Figure 5.33). The ancillary spaces are shared by all households.

a

b

Figure 5.31 Multiple uses of the living room
a) Creation of children sleeping room

a

b) Living side for another occupant

b

c

Figure 5.32 Kitchen sharing by three household evidenced by the cooker position
a) & b) the main kitchen space (compare Figure 5.27)

c) the built in store room

Flat Q7 is also shared by three (3) households with a total of ten (10) residents. Household 1
which consists of 6 members uses the master bedroom and shares the separate WC and shower
with household 2 which occupies the adjacent smaller bedroom. The living-dining space is
shared by household 1 and 2 one of which use the space as bedroom for children and the other
half as a sitting room. Thus, the large occupancy level in compels households to improvise in
order to meet their dwelling space requirements.
Conversion of the ancillary basement space into dwelling units.
Apart from the adaptations residents have made inside their units, the basement spaces which
consists of ancillary spaces have been converted for use as sleeping spaces. The interviews
revealed that each unit had as an ancillary space, a room for guest in the basement as well as a
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specially design room for fufu pounding activity. Figure 5.33 shows how these spaces have been
converted for other use purposes.

a

b

c

Figure 5.33 Ancillary basement spaces – design intentions versus actual use
a) Basement spaces converted into dwelling units as shown by the curtains; b) & c) the fufu
pounding spaces as designed and intended
e) Built-in design features
The first reference to built-in features in this design is not only in terms of the overall size of the
unit (144.47 m2) but also the sizes of the individual rooms, the functional distribution of spaces
as well as the layout characteristics. The master bedroom (BR1) which is approximately
22.48m2, is approximately two separate rooms using a double-bed when set against the national
minimum standards of 11.15m2. It is not surprising that in cases where the unit is shared, this
room is used as a bedsitter by some households. In this case, it accommodates not only a bed but
also living room furniture. Although the master bedroom is does not have a built-in bath and
WC, the guestroom does. This feature in addition to its location at the entrance level on a ring
with the kitchen makes it possible to be used independently. In the shared units, this used by one
household.
In terms of size the living-dining room is even more prominent (38.36 m2). Figure 5.30 and
Figure 5.31 shows how by virtue of the large size, the living-dining is partitioned into and used
by households as bedsitter. Besides the relatively large size of the usable areas – sleeping, CEL
and sanitary area – the sizes of circulation and ancillaries spaces is also appreciably large. The
entrance lobby is 5.6m2 while the family corridor is 8.4m2, the equivalent of a single bedroom.
The entrances lobby for example was observed to be used as storage space for water gallons,
fitness equipment and in some cases footwear. Thus it acts not only as space for circulation but
also as a buffer for activities other activities including ironing.
In terms of functional distribution, there are two semi-outdoor spaces - a terrace (front porch)
and a balcony. These are used to support for activities such as storage, as well as studying and
playing by children. In the shared unit, Q3, the balcony and porches are used as cooking spaces.
The kitchen is not only large it is combined with the small storage space. In the shared unit
(Figure 5.32) this provide for sharing by the three households. In addition to these provisions, the
presence of two separate sanitary facilities adds to the functionality and adaptability of the unit.
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f) Summary of findings
Characteristically, residents to the CRH doctors’ flats are nuclear family households, although at
least one out of every three households interviewed was an extended family unit. Although there
more diplomats by distribution, there are also more postgraduates compared to all the other units
examined. The greater number of diploma holders arise from the greater number of these
residents in the shared units. Indeed, none of the units occupied by the medical officers was
observed as shared. The mean household size is 7 although strangely a maximum of 17 residents
was observed in one of the shared units. The majority of residents have stayed for up to 10 years,
although at least a quarter of every four has stayed for 21 years and above.
Functionally, the design provides for both generic and culturally-specific activities. However, in
some units because of the pressure of need for accommodation, some the rooms provided for fuf
pounding and other such culturally required activities have been converted into rooms for
sleeping. In addition to household activities, residents also use the unit for other home-based
business activities. There are large scale adaptations in the form of functional changes as well as
add-in alterations. This is primarily found in cases where units are shared.
Based on the observations above, it can be concluded that:






The design of the CRH doctors’ flats meets requirements sufficiently but not necessarily.
This is because the large household sizes due to multiple households occupancy
situations makes the units poor in terms of functionality.
In response to the need for space residents make different adaptations. The extent of
adaptations is increases with increase in household size
Home-based business activities forms an integral part of the household activities of
household
While most residents occupy the units for about ten years, some may stay for as much as
twenty years or even more
The demand for accommodation tends to make redundant design decisions in practice.
Under this pressure, new modes of use emerge even administratively such as
accommodating multiple household in single family units.

5.11 Case study 6: Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers’ block of flats (new)
5.11.1 Description of case study
The new block of flats for Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers is a four storey-8 unit apartment.
The design is a three bedroom apartment with a study. In terms of the typology of form, it is a
central staircase with a back staircase and corridor access. Table The corridor acts as a
foyer/terrace, and provides access to the living room from the central staircase. It also provides
lead access to the kitchen and the exit staircase to the backyard where the drying and fufu
pounding areas are located. Table 5.19 presents the distribution of spaces by size (below).
In terms of functional distribution of spaces, the design has a semi–open living and dining space
(44.23m2). While the living area opens into an adjacent front porch, the dining end is accessible
from the kitchen. The dining space is in open combination with a first bedroom corridor which
provides access into the children’s bedroom, and a guest WC but which is opposite to the study
room. The first bedroom corridor leads into a second bedroom corridor via a door which
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provides direct access into the master bedroom with an ensuite bathroom, the second bedroom
and its adjacent toilet and bathroom and a small box room. Of the total eight (8) units, four (4)
households granted the interview the interview representing 50% of the residents.

Figure 5.34 Cape Coast Polytechnic Lecturers’ flat a) floor plan (typical)

a

b

c

Figure 5.35 Cape Coast Polytechnic staff block flats
a) front view

b) yard for laundry and fufu pounding
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c) justified graph

Table 5.19 Distribution of spaces in Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers’ flat by size (m2)
Space
Master bedroom (Mb)
En-suite bathroom
Bedroom 1 (br1)
Bedroom 2 (br2)
Mb and br1 corridor
Balcony
Kitchen
Store
Store and kitchen corridor
WC (family)
WC (guests)
Shower
Shower and WC lobby
Void
Box room
Net internal floor area

Dimension (mm)
2275 x 2850
3400 x 4650
4650 x 3000
2250 x 3000
4659 x 2250
3600 x 3300
1025 x 1650
- ditto1650 x 1100
2275 x 1650
3000 x 3400
1650 x 2900

Area (m2)
22.5
6.48
15.81
13.8
16.28
6.75
10.46
11.88
4.5
1.69
1.69
1.815
3.75
10.2
4.79
132.4

5.11.2 Results of household survey
a) Household characteristics
Table 5.20 presents the characteristics of residents of the Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturer’
apartment block. The summary of the findings may be presented as follows:
-

Respondents were mainly heads of household aged between 41 and 50, with a postgraduate
educational qualification
By gender, male respondents were equal to female respondents Most household have stayed
either up to 5 years or between 6-10 years
Household type is either nuclear (50%) or extended family households (50%)
The mean and modal household size is 5; the minimum is 4 and maximum is 7.
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Table 5.20 Household characteristics - Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers’ apartments
Variable
Respondent status
Head of household (h/h)
Spouse of h/h
Adult member (20+)
Gender
Male
Female
Age
20 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60
Education (level)
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Diploma
Technician/vocational
Secondary (SS, O/A level)
Basic (JSS/MSLC)

Response (%)
75
25
50
50
25
50
25
75
25

Variable
Length of stay (years)
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25
Household type
Nuclear family
Extended family
Couple without children
Single parent
Other
Household size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum

Response (%)
50
50

50
50

Response
5.3
5
7
4

a) Household activities
Table 5.21 presents activity-space characteristics in the Cape Coast lecturers’ flat. Overall,
activities are space-specific (spatially differentiation) except that:
-

Eating also occurs in the kitchen, on the porch or just anywhere particularly in the case of
children
In some few cases, both children and parents have TV sets in their bedrooms (18.75%)
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b) Household activities
Table 5.21 Distribution of activities in primary and secondary/improvised spaces
Activity

Occurrence in space/room
Primary space
Improvised/secondary
spaces

Remark

Sleeping
Parents
Children
Guests
Food preparation
Cooking
Pounding fufu
Eating
Socialization & other family
activities
Watching TV
Receiving & ent. guests
Children playing
Children studying
Laundry
Washing clothes
Drying clothes
Ironing clothes
Personal hygiene and care
Bathing
Brushing & washing face
Toilet
Storage
Personal clothing
Food items
Dirty’ storage e.g. dustbins,
cleaning items, etc

PBr (100)
ChBr (100)
GuestBr (100)
Kitchen (100)
Fufu pounding yard
(100)
Dining space (87.6)

Bedroom, kitchen/porch,
anywhere (12.4)

LR (100)
LR (100)
LR+ Open spaces
downstairs (100)
LR/BR

ChBr/PBr (18.75)

Balcony/porch (93.2)

Open space downstairs
(6.8)
Br (55.6)

LR-DA (44.4)
Bathroom (100)
Bathroom – (100)
WC (100)
Wardrobe (100)
Kitchen (100)
Storage

Corridor

c) User spatial adaptations
The adaptations observed in this unit are functional changes. This was found in two out of the
four cases. In the first case which has a household size of 4, bedrooms double as living rooms:
each has living room furniture and a TV set. For example, the two bedrooms used by the children
(aged above 20) accommodate a double bed, a single sofa, and a TV set. The master bedroom on
the other hand has a queen size bed and a three-in-one sofa. These changes are however more the
result of privacy and independence that they are due to large household sizes. In the second case,
with a household size of 7, and a male to female ratio of 1:2 (discounting children below age 12),
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the children bedroom has one double bed and one single bed. The other has two bunked beds and
one 1½ bed. In addition, the study room on has been converted to a guestroom.
d) Summary of findings
Characteristically, residents of the Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers’ block of flats are evenly
nuclear and extended family households. Most residents have a postgraduate degree. The mean
household size of 5 is shows a unit that is better by far in light of occupancy standards by
number of bedrooms. As in most of the units, the majority of residents have stayed for more than
5 years though less than 10 years.
Functionally, the design provides for both generic and culturally-specific activities. There is a
separate courtyard on the ground floor for both fufu pounding and area for laundry activities.
There was no observed case of residents using the unit for other home-based business activities.
Adaptations observed are functional changes.
Based on the observations above, it can be stated that



The Cape Coast Polytechnic lecturers’ flat meet requirements for occupancy as well as
household activities
There is little spatial adaptation which further supports the observation above
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Table 5.23 Multi-case comparison of household characteristics

Variable

RCC
28

Respondent status
Head of household
(h/h)

1-bedroom units
Black
Mean
star
11
N = 39

Response
2-bedroom
GPS
flats
18

3-bedroom units

Mfantsipim

Mean

18

36

CRH
flats
32

C-Poly

Overall

4

N = 111

46.4

54.5

48.68

66.7

44.5

55.6

25

75

30.56

44.95

Spouse of h/h

39.3

27.3

35.92

22.2

33.3

27.75

50

0

44.44

36.04

Adult member
Gender
Male
Female
Age

14.3

18.2

15.40

11.1

22.2

16.65

25

25

25.00

19.02

28.6
71.4

0
100

20.53
79.47

66.7
33.3

66.7
33.3

66.7
33.3

31.2
68.8

50
50

33.29
66.71

40.17
59.83

20 – 30

17.9

45.4

25.66

11.2

33.3

22.25

12.5

25

13.89

20.60

31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Over 60

46.4
25
10.7

36.4
0
18.2

43.58
17.95
12.82

22.2
33.3
33.3

55.5
11.2
0
0

38.85
22.25
16.65

56.3
18.7
12.5
0

0
50
0
25

50.04
22.18
11.11
2.78

44.16
20.79
13.53
0.93

Postgraduate

10.7

0

7.68

22.2

11.1

16.65

25

75

30.56

18.30

Undergraduate

17.9

18.2

17.98

33.4

66.7

50.05

25

25

25.00

31.01

Diploma

49

63.6

53.12

22.2

11.1

16.65

31.2

0

27.73

32.50

Technician/vocational

3.5

0

2.51

0

0

0

0

0

Secondary

8.2

18.2

11.02

22.2

11.1

16.65

18.8

0

Basic (JSS/MSLC)

10.7

0

7.68

0

0

0

0

0

Length of stay
Up to 5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 – 25
Over 25

50
17.9
21.4
0
10.7
0

45.4
36.4
0
18.2
0

48.70
23.12
15.36
5.13
7.68

66.7
33.3
0
0
0
0

66.7
22.2
11.1
0
0
0

66.7
27.75
5.55
0
0
0

31.3
31.3
12.1
0
18.8
6.5

50
50
0
0
0
0

Education Level
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0.84
16.71

14.79
2.56

33.38
33.38
10.76
0.00
16.71
5.78

49.59
28.08
10.56
1.71
8.13
1.93

Table 5.23 cont’d Household characteristics
Response (%)
1-bedroom units

2-bedroom

3-bedroom units

RCC

Black star

GPS flats

Mfantsipim

Mean

28

11

18

18

36

CRH
flats
32

Household
type
Nuclear
family
Extended
family

60.7

18.1

48.68

33.3

55.6

44.45

14.3

27.3

17.97

55.6

22.2

Couple
without
children

17.8

36.4

23.05

0

Single parent

0

18.2

5.13

Other

7.2

0

5.17

Variable

Household
size
Mean
Modal
Maximum
Minimum
Median
Net floor
area/m2
Space per
person/ m2

Response

C-Poly

Mean

4

36.00

50

50

50.00

47.71

38.9

37.5

50

38.89

31.92

11.1

5.55

0

0

0.00

9.53

0

11.1

5.55

0

0

0.00

3.56

11.1

0

5.55

12.5

0

11.11

7.28

Response

Response

4

5.13

5

5.065

7

5.3

4

Bimodal ( 3
& 4)

7

5

6

7

5

9

5

7

9

8

17

4

1

2

2

2

2

2

7

5

5

5

85.02

90.44

144.47

132.40

16.57

18.09

20.64

24.98

54.65

13.79

13.66

13.73
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N = 111

Response

4

55.15

4.00

All

17.33

6.81

22.81

17.96

5.12 Discussion of results
Table 5.23 above presents a summary of all the six (6) cases investigated. In all, 111 households
were interviewed and the use of the units observed. This yields an average of 36 household in
each case of apartment design solution. Two design cases each for the 1, 2 and 3-bedroom units
were investigated. Figure 5.36 summarizes the (inter)relationships among the different variables
and indicators examined and observed in this chapter. It relates the attributes of the space
observed (in Chapter 4) to the characteristics of actors (users /subjects), their activities and
adaptations in and to the spaces they occupy. The interactions among these variables can
provided insight into user requirements and hence formation of demand scenarios.

Figure 5.36 Interaction among observed variables as basis for demand scenarios
5.12.1 Actor (household) characteristics and functionality
Overall, female respondents constituted approximately 60% of all respondents. This relatively
high representation of females (women) in the household activity study is not anecdotal. Kellet
and Higdon (1991) made a similar observation. The authors reported in a study to elicit user
requirements how a female respondent remarked: ‘let the women design the houses – they’ll get
it right.’ While this assertion can only be metaphoric, the import arguably is that those who are
more familiar with the use of the house can provide greater insight into decision-making about
the requirements. For example, in a certain instance, after interviewing a father and husband in a
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household, in response to whether they had made any physical alterations, the wife came over to
show that new socket outlets have been created in bathroom to help the use of a washing
machine. In other words, those whose domain is the domus cannot be dispensed of if design
specifications should meet requirements in both the short and long term.
Figure 5.37 shows the age distribution of respondents in the different types of the units using the
mean values. It can be observed that a greater number of respondents in the1B units are in the
age bracket 20-30; most residents in the 3B units are in the bracket 31-40 while the 2B units have
a greater number of respondents in the bracket 41-50 years. The pattern is thus not consistent.
Significantly however, the graph shows that the dominant age of the residents of public
apartment buildings in Ghana is in the bracket 31 to 40 years for all unit types. This rises
sharply from the bracket 20 to 30. After age 40 however, there is sharp decline which continues
further on with the age bracket. Although relatively more people in the 2B units are in the age
bracket 51 to 60, it is only in the 3B units that residents aged above 60 are observed. Because
this decline is associated with all unit types, no direct connection can actually be drawn between
the unit type and the age of residents. The conclusion can however be made that the
representative age of residents in all unit types is in the range 31 to 40 years.

Figure 5.37 Mean percentage representation respondent by age across unit type
Figure 5.38 below shows that in relative terms, residents in the 1B units have a diploma; those in
the 2B units have an undergraduate degree while the majority of residents in the 3B units have a
postgraduate degree. Overall, more than 80% of all residents in public apartment buildings in
Ghana have a diploma and a higher level of education. It is possible to relate these levels to
incomes in order to give a basis for defining the residents of public apartments in Ghana on the
global view. Under the current government of Ghana Single Spine Salary Structure, a Diploma
holder (taking a nurse from school for an example) earns not less than GHC 12,000 per annum
while a postgraduates earns around GHC 26,00023. Using a dollar to Cedi exchange rate of US$1
= GHC 1.991 (1/10/2013) this amount translates into USD 6027 per annum and USD13,058. The
23

Source: Interviews with Accountant, Ghana Health Service Cape Coast and Deputy Finance Officer, Cape Coast Polytechnic,
2013).
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World Bank (2007) defines people whose incomes fall between USD4000 to USD17000 in 2000
purchasing power parity terms or incomes equal to between the mean level in Brazil and Italy as
middle class. Thus, based on educational attainment and by extension income levels, residents of
public apartment buildings in Ghana can be described as middle class households.

Figure 5.38 Mean percentage representation of residents in unit types by education level
Figure 5.39 presents the mean overall length of stay in each type of the units. It can be observed
that although the majority of residents have stayed for up to 5 years, with seventy percent or
more residents in all units have stayed for up to 10 years. After this period the proportion of
residents decreases with time. This rather short length of stay is significant. This is because with
the exception of the Cape Coast Polytechnic units which are less than 10 years old, all the
apartments were constructed during the Acheampong regime (1972 – 1978). They have therefore
been in use for the past at least thirty years as interviews with residents and other experts
revealed. If turnover is after 10 years, then at least three generations of residents have come into
occupancy since the units were constructed.
While there is no specific national benchmark against which to measure whether this turnover
rate is high or not, in light of the high demand for housing for housing in a developing country
like Ghana where moving house is a rare phenomenon (Tipple, 2000), this requires explanation.
A number of factors can be attributed to this observation.
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Figure 5.39 Mean length of stay of residents in unit types
The rather short lifespan makes public apartment buildings in Ghana liken Shakespeare’s world
which is stage where all men and women are but merely players; having entrances and exits.
Different generations of users come into occupancy at different times during the lifespan of the
building. Brand (1994) observes that the opposite of adaptation in buildings is such spasmodic
and graceless turnover. This means where residents cannot adapt their dwelling space to evolving
requirements, they move out. This is first in light of the relative small size of the dwellings when
measured in terms of living space per person (Table 5.23). Apart from the possibility of the
technical inflexibility of the units also, there are also constraints on adaptation fixed by
management policy unless this is done illegally. To many therefore, the option will be moving
out.
In addition, although public apartments have relative secure tenure, this is only so for as long as
one is in a public service. Thus makes it insecure in effect. Interviews with residents also
revealed that one practical disincentive to stay is the manner of charging rent which is a fixed
percentage of income (usually 10%) across board irrespective of the size of the unit. Thus, it is a
disincentive if two postgraduates must pay the same amount for living space per person of 13m 2
and 24 m2 as Table 5.23 shows. At a point on the carrier ladder therefore, relative to income, it
becomes more economical and beneficial to find accommodation other than living in government
flats. These challenges are compounded by changes in households’ characteristics such as size
and composition.
Another possible explanation is that in Ghana as in many developing countries, a house is not
only a place to live; it is also a social symbol. It is a symbol of progress and status in life, and
serves security for old age and inheritance for children (Tipple and Willis, 1992a; Korboe,
1992b). Like the American dream, it is the Ghanaian workers’ dream to home a house of one’s
own. Given the lack of this sense of ownership, for many, living in public apartments is only a
good opportunity at the start of the housing carrier to save up and build one’s own house
incrementally over time, to move in at least by the time of retirement. As Rowland et al. (2009,
2012) found in the case of mass housing in Europe therefore, public apartment buildings are
‘stepping stones’, - a temporary place of residence - in the search for housing. Architect Frank
Duffy has argument that the unit of analysis of the building should be its use through time (cited
in Brand, 1994). In real terms therefore, using the occupancy change of 10 years, the useful life
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of the apartment for many occupants is rather short. Thus, although against minimum standards,
the units theoretically meet requirements, occupancy turnover suggests that in terms of lifespan
performance the units are poor.
Figure 5.40 shows the representation of the households by type (family composition). It shows
that overall about 50% of all households consist of nuclear families. This figure rises to
approximately 60% when couples without children are added to the nuclear family households.
This observation is in line with the findings of the 2000 and 2010 Population and Housing
Census (GSS, 2002, 2012) which reports that households are getting more nuclear. However,
extended family households constitute at least one in every three of the total sample, suggesting
that although households are getting nuclear, the extended family composition is still present
among urban dwellers. It is partly in agreement with Benefo and Pillai (2003) and Nukunya
(1994) who suggest that the traditional family structure (the extended family systems) has not
been minimized by urbanization.
The presence of the extended family also sheds light on the rather large household sizes. The
study shows that the mean household size is approximately 4, 5 and 7 in the 1B, 2B and 3B units
respectively, although a maximum of 9 and 17 were found in the 1B and 3B units respectively.
Assuming a designed occupancy standard24 of two persons for a 1 bedroom unit, four persons for
a two bedroom unit, and six persons for a three bedroom unit the mean values indicates that the
1B units are over-occupied by 100%, the 2B units by 25% and the 3B by 17%. A similar
standard based on number of bedroom is overcrowding. In Ghana, overcrowding is said to occur
when 2.5 or more people occupy a room (Asiama, 1990; Fiadwo et al., 2007). Thus, the 1B unit
is overcrowded by 75%. The 2B and 3B units are in this sense satisfactory.

Figure 5.40 Mean percentage representation of household types (composition) in unit types
The difficulty with measures based on number of bedrooms however, is that they obscure
knowledge of the actual amount of space available to users in the home. Living space per person
(also referred to as floor area per person) is recommended by the United Nations as one of the
24

1-bedroom, 2-persons (1B, 2P); 2-bedroom 4-persons (2B, 4P); 3-bedroom 6-persons (3B, 6P) (Source: Interview with Ghanaian Architects
as well as literature, HATC, 2006)
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key indicators of housing quality (UN, 2005). Across Europe and many other developed
countries, SPP is used as a measure of housing quality (Dol and Haffner, 2010). For example the
2010 housing statistics of the European Union indicates that Luxemburg, Denmark, UK and the
Netherlands have dwelling space per person (in square meters) of 66.3, 51, 44 and 41
respectively (Dol and Haffner, 2010). On the other hand, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania have
space per person of 30.9, 25.2 and 15.0 respectively (ibid). The study shows that the mean space
per person for the 1B, 2B and 3B are respectively 13.73, 17.53 and 22.81 square meters per
person (Table 5.23).
Overall, the mean living space per person in the units is 22.81 m2. Thus, although this value is
higher than what prevails in Hong Kong (15.6) and slightly higher the minimum space standards
in UK (21.34) and Japan (18) (Hui et al., 2004), this is only as good as minimum and poor in
light of other developed world standards.
Based on the discussions about the user characteristics it can be concluded that:
1) Residents of public apartment buildings in Ghana can be described as middle class
households. This is based on income bracket as an extension of the level of education.
The middle class population is increasing in Ghana (Bank of Ghana, 2007).
2) The dominant age of residents in public apartment buildings in Ghana is in the range 31
to 40 years. After this age phase, there is a sharp decline in the number of residents who
continue to live in government flats, a decline which increases over time.
3) From a time perspective based on the occupancy turnover, public apartment buildings are
occupied for residents for approximately 10 years in the housing career.
4) Although households in public apartment buildings in Ghana are mainly nuclear, the
extended family system still shows a relative strong representation. Thus, the forces of
modernity and urbanization notwithstanding, the traditional extended family system is
still characteristic of the urban Ghanaian household.
5) Household sizes are large compared to the sizes of the unit residents occupy. The
designed occupancy levels in all cases of the units are therefore exceeded.
6) Living space per person in public apartment buildings in Ghana is low in light of
international standards. It shows that in practice, the provision of space fail to meet
requirements for living.
7) Overall, knowledge of the characteristics of the users of buildings is critical to producing
design that are evidence-based and which can contribute to sustainable performance
5.12.2 Support for household activities (affordance) as evidence of functionality
a) Sleeping arrangements
Sleeping is the most constrained activity in all the units. This is because in all cases, spatial
adaptations are in response to the need to support sleeping activities most children. The situation
results due to the disproportionate relationship between household size and available number of
sleeping rooms and is observed mostly in the 1-bedroom and shared units. To support sleeping,
different forms of adaptations were observed. Two of these are described under add-in
alterations namely: i) converting raw spaces such as the balcony into a sleeping room by closing
it off temporarily or permanently; ii) creating a miniature sleeping room within the unit using
plywood; and functional changes. The first of the add-in alterations is illustrated in Figure 5.11
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as found in the Black Star nurses flat, where about 90% of all residents have closed off the
balcony space to create sleeping space for children. The second which is the creation of sleeping
rooms within the unit is found in the shared, multi-household units (Table 5.19), typically in the
3-bedroom units in the Central Regional Hospital doctors’ flat (Figure 5.30 to 5.32).
In terms of functional changes, residents also use extra bed (in size or number) in the bedroom or
mostly the living room (Figure 5.4 & Table 5.5, 5.8, 5.12). Except in the case of the three
bedroom units where 37.5% of respondents have a separate guestroom, guests mostly share the
living room with the children when it becomes necessary. In the Ghana Police Service flat a
similar observation was also made (Figure 5.12). Thus to support sleeping activities, residents
trade-off the use of certain spaces for others. Tipple (2000) makes a similar observation among
residents described as non-transformers who trade-off ‘redundant’ spaces like balconies for a
bedroom and on this basis argues that more rooms are more important than a few large rooms.
It is noteworthy within the framework of Activity Theory that under this ‘conflicting’ situation
for sleeping, socio-cultural come to play. The use of bed larger in size or more in number is used
to support co-sleeping (parent sleeping on the same bed with infants and toddlers), or bedsharing by siblings (Figure 5.4 & 5.8). Such a sleeping arrangement is not uncharacteristic of the
collectivist Ghanaian culture. It is much like many Asian cultures (e.g. India, Japan, Indonesia,
Singapore and Malaysia) but unlike Caucasian cultures (e.g. Australia, Canada, United Kingdom
and United States) (Mindel et al., 2010; Bharti, 2006). For example, while it is characteristically
American for children to sleep in separate bedrooms, among Mexicans, Pader (2002) found that
sharing sleeping spaces was commonly a preference and not simply borne out of economic
necessity. However, while co-sleeping and bed-sharing may be accepted in the Ghanaian culture,
it is the health impact on residents and particularly on the development of children that is
considered important (Gifford, 2011; Evan et al., 2003).
Against this background, the recommendations of the WHO are worth considering (WHO,
2001). This takes into account the need for privacy adequate privacy for adult members and
adolescent children within the socio-cultural norms of a people. Against a national mean
household size of 4, two bedrooms become basic to any design proposition. Guest sleeping is not
much of a problem. Tipple (2000) reports that for non-transformers in Ghana a median of one (1)
guest can be expected per annum. Thus, it is more the issue of extended family members who
come to stay and increase household size than one-off guests that is critical to provisions for
sleeping.
The conclusion is that sleeping is a household activity is constrained in public apartment
buildings in Ghana due to the larger household sizes. This is evidenced by user spatial
adaptations. More rooms rather than fewer but larger rooms is a point for design consideration.
Food preparation and eating
In all units there is a kitchen where residents indicated that activities relating to food preparation
takes place (Figure 5.5c, 5.13 c,d). Some cooking activities were however observed on the
veranda such as the preparation of banku (Figure 5.9). It is noteworthy that whereas common
foods such as rice and ampesi and their accompaniments (e.g. soup, stew) are commonly
prepared on modern equipment like cookers and stoves, typical staples such as banku, omo tuo
(rice balls), tuo zaafi (TZ), konkonte etc according to some interviewees, do not lend themselves
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to easy preparation on a gas cooker. Some food preparation activities are therefore traditionally
more convenient to prepare on the ground than on raised kitchen work tops.
An example, is grinding vegetables using the local earthenware grinding implement like
apotoyiwa. In addition to the household technologies used to facilitate these activities the
method of preparing these local dishes are particularly demanding. For example, preparing the
staples above involve vigorous often continuous stirring of the food. This requires force and
hence some support to be given either by using the legs or two metals bars on each side of the
pot to keep it in position.
The only culturally challenged activity is with fufu pounding. Because of the noise and vibration
associated with it, it is not allowed to be pounded in the kitchen. Overall, 18.3% of the designs
sampled have provisions for this activity. Reference designs include D/12, D/15, D/16 and D/20
where the staircase area is reinforced to support fufu pounding. In designs D/23, D/24, D/47 and
D/55 they form part of the kitchen as kitchen yards. In the use studies, it was found that the
Black Star nurses’ flat, the CRH doctors’ flat, the Mfantsipim Tutors’ flat all have some
provision for pounding fufu. Most of these have however being converted into sleeping rooms. It
is only in the more recent Cape Coast lecturer’s flat that the provided courtyard space and fufu
pounding area is used as such. In the RCC Ayeekooayekoo flats and the Ghana Police flats, no
provision was found. Residents therefore pound fufu in the open compound in front of the block,
in the dead space under the staircase, in front of the staircase or in the kitchen even though this is
not permitted (Figure 5.15).
With the advent of the fufu powder due to developments in food technology, one would arguably
expect that people would switch to this form and hence make the need for pounding not
necessary. However, the interviews and observations showed that residents prefer to prepare this
food in the traditional way. Writing on the cultural significance of Domestic Grinding
Implements (DGI) in Ghana, Annku (2012) observes that:
“It must be noted that … the variety of fufu mortar and pestle tend to be rather easy
to use in comparison with the more advanced regular … mortar and pestle; the
apotoyiwa … is more appreciated in the kitchen for grinding and blending spices.”
The other reason is cited by Osseo-Asare (2011) who notes that:
“[Some] aspects of pounding and crushing do tend to affect the taste that food
gives especially if Apotoyiwa is applied as a size decreasing tool since the force
which is used is lesser compared with a blender. The varied types of particles
would result in differing taste even if the condiments tend to be similar”.
This means that although new household technologies have emerged with modernization, for
reasons ranging from technical to social, certain food types continues to be preferred and
prepared in certain ways. Thus, while there is some merit in Lawrence’s (2000) argument that
“tradition is no longer a core influence in all sectors of daily life”, the evidence suggests that
certain culturally-specific activities have not easily lend themselves to changes due to modernity.
The contextual contingencies are thus critical to design decision making.
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In all the units observed, eating as a household activity is less space-specific except in the more
formal 3-bedroom units. Though eating often occurs in the dining area (where this is provided),
it also takes place in the living room, and kitchen or the veranda. In the Black Star and
Ayeekooayekoo nurses’ flats, eating is always in the living room and/or on the veranda. In the
Ayeekooayekoo flats, the living room is combined with the dining in an open plan. However,
only some 11% of residents use the dining space area for eating. The reason is that the space is
also used in many cases for sleeping. In the 2-bedroom and 3-bedroom units except the multihouseholds of the CRH units, there are provisions for dining. Interviews and physical traces of
furniture indicated that the spaces are used as such (Figure 5.19, 5.24).
b) Family socialization, receiving and entertaining guess, children activities (playing and
studying)
The main form of household activity for entertainment is watching TV. This takes place in the
living room where every household has a TV set. In few cases however, both parents and
children have TV sets in their bedrooms in addition to the general living room television set. The
presence of the TV and computers in the home is one characteristic of the modern home
(Williams, 1974; Spigel, 1992) and particularly middle class families (Hollows, 2008). It
replaces the traditional suburban living where folklore was the source of night entertainment and
children played at night in the street and open air. The computer for example, individualizes
children playing activities restricting it to indoor. The living room is the centre of other family
activities such as marriage ceremonies and family devotion.
Except in the case of the Ayeekooayekoo flats, all flats have an open compound space where
children play but also do play in the living room or on the veranda. Children study in their
bedrooms or the living room. In designs where there are porches/balconies, these are also used
for children’s studying activities. These observations suggest that children’s learning activities
are not space-specific. If there bedrooms are adequate in size or the design has more functionally
neutral spaces, these activities can be simultaneously supported.
c) Laundry
Where household wash mostly depend on the spaces available. These include the veranda,
balcony or porch, and internal corridors. In all cases, washing takes place in the bathroom or its
lobby where this is provided. In support washing activities, it was observed that some households
use a washing machine often in placed kitchen because of socket outlets (Figure 5.28). It is used
the bathroom lobby, balcony or porch using an extension board. Some residents have therefore
created additional socket outlets. This “family invention” and “intervention” shows the need for
a generous provision of socket outlets in response to the demands presented by the use of new
household technologies. Littlefield (2008) observes that at its minimum level, the recommended
electric socket outlets are respectively 4, 3, 2, 1 for the kitchen, living room, bedroom and lobby.
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Figure 5.41 The flat roof top as a slack space
a) Used for drying clothes
relaxation

b) the area of the stairwell as a sleeping area as well as for

d) Personal hygiene and sanitary conveniences
All units have a separate bathroom and toilet facilities for the exclusive use of the household
(100%). In the shared unit, these facilities are shared by the households. In light of the provision
of bathroom in dwellings in Ghana, this can be said to be adequate. This is because only 28.1%
of households in Ghana have bathrooms for exclusive use with one-third of all households
sharing bathroom in the same house (GSS, 2012). Sharing bathroom in the same house can be
expected as this is characteristic of the compound house living arrangement. The situation is
better in the case of toilet facilities. Only 15.4% of households in Ghana have a WC (GSS,
2012). Thus, in terms of supporting activities relating to sanitary conveniences, public apartment
buildings in Ghana meet requirements.
e) Storage
All units have built-in wardrobe for storing personal clothing. Specific provisions for storage are
found in the 3-bedroom units. This is either separately or as an adjunct to the kitchen. In the
Ghana Police Service flat, the dead space under staircase is designed as a store attached to the
kitchen space. The 1B units and the Mfantsipim tutors’ flat however do have a store room; the
available balconies, porches, verandas, corridors and kitchen therefore serve as store rooms.
f) Home-based business activities
An important non-target activity observed in the units is home-based business activities. This
include but is not limited to sewing, fish mongering behind the block, operating a shop in front
or on the premise of the building, using the apartment as storage place for items sold on the open
market or for hiring services. These observations were made in all cases except the Mfantsipim
tutors flat, where a few Tutors indicated they organize extra classes for students. This means in
addition to household activities, the home-based business activities users engage in is critical to
living. The use of the flats therefore defies the functional categorization and spatial dichotomies
between work and home prescribed by design. Indeed, in the Mfantsipim tutors flat, the living
room can be said to be an extension of the office duties (Figure 5.19).
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The Ministry of Water Resources, Works and Housing (MWRWH) noted that designs used for
public housing in Ghana fail to meet the home-based activities women engaged in (MWRWH,
2005). Other researchers have made similar observation (Tipple, 1993; Sinai, 1998a, 2002;
Tipple, 2002). It is therefore an important point for consideration in design. Recent studies yet
shows that working at home is increasingly becoming the norm given the aided impetus of
technology (Kincaid, 2002). The conclusion is that increasingly users are seeking housing units
that can be tailored to the functional priorities such as work and still provide the needed support
for the activities for daily living.
Facilitating all these household and home-based business activities are new household furniture,
equipment and appliances. The study found that new household technologies have come to the
home (Table 5.22).
Based on the discussions above, it can be stated that:
1. The critical activities for which spaces are required in public apartments in Ghana relate
to sleeping, storage and fufu pounding. The case of sleeping and storage results from the
large sizes of households. With respect to the latter, the influence fact is that
developments in modern technologies notwithstanding, certain foods are preferred and
hence are still prepared in traditional ways.
2. The need for sleeping space drives most adaptations in public apartment buildings in
Ghana.
3. Home-based business activities form a crucial part of the use of public apartment
buildings in Ghana. Given the contribution of households’ income-generating activities to
living and sustenance in developing countries, designs must take into account occupants
home-based business activities in order to contribute to sustainable housing performance.
4. New household technologies in the form of new household equipment and appliances
have come to the home. The need to support their use through provision of adequate
socket outlets cannot be overemphasized.
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Table 5.22 Furniture and equipment used to facilitate household activities
Household
activity
Sleeping

LivingWatching TV/
entertainment,
leisure
Eating
Cooking
Storage

Furniture observed

Equipment/fitment in use

Single bed, bunked bed, 1½ bed,
double bed, queen sized bed,
Study table, side board mirror ,
dressing table
Full stuffing, half stuffing and
‘Obra ahyease’, centre table,
baby’s cot

Flat screen TV, normal TV,
computers for children’s games,
laptops

Dining table and chairs (4 or 6
persons), rectangular or circular
Kitchen cupboard, kitchen cabinet,
Built-in wardrobe, own brought-in
wardrobe,

Personal care
- Bathing,
brushing
Washing and
drying (laundry)
Ironing

Gas cooker, gas cylinder, coal pot,
microwave, blenders, rice cookers,
Refrigerator, deep freezer,water
gallons,
Hair clipper, washbasin, bathtub,
buckets, hair dryer
Washing machines, electric iron,
kettle

5.12.3 Spatial adaptations
The study shows that families (and households for that matter change), in size and composition
over time and their houses cannot help changing with them. In all the designs investigated, some
form of spatial adaptations was observed though differences exist in extent. By form, two main
adaptations were observed. These are functional changes and add-in alterations. References can
be made to Tables 5.5 & 5.8 for the 1B units; Tables 5.12 & 5.15 for the 2B units; and Table
5.19 for the 3B units.
In terms of functional changes, users change the use of space without making physical
alterations. This involves multi-functional use of spaces, i.e. using the same space for different
activities – primary and non-primary, targeted or non-targeted. In the 1B units and the shared 3B
flats, this is found in the living room and veranda space. Apart from its primary functions, the
living room is also used for sleeping while the veranda serves also as space for supporting
cooking activities as well as storage of household items. Functional changes also involved
situations where a given space has to support occupants beyond its designed capacity. For
example, to support sleeping, households use extra bed both in size and number. Thus, in
functional changes, users trade-off or add to the intended use of spaces.
With respect to add-in alterations, residents ‘invent’ spaces within the unit through physical
changes, including illegal alterations. Specifically, they create spaces/rooms within the unit by
either closing- or screening-off walls, or by partitioning spaces. As a result new spaces are
created with users’ own definition based on need. Thus, given the opportunity people will change
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the use of their dwellings in any way possible, the underlying force being the requirements for
desired activities. The argument thus, is that the dwelling is made for people and not people for
the dwelling.
It is noteworthy that more adaptations are found in those units where space is limited relative to
the size of household such as the 1B and the shared units. The adaptations therefore provide
response not only to the overcapacity of household in terms of size but in situations of multiple
households. It is also noteworthy that the more critical adaptations are precipitated by the need
for sleeping and storage space. This is provides some evidence in that the provision of adequate
sleeping space is critical to dwelling design in light of WHO (2001) concerns. The goal
ultimately in these adaptations is to bridge the gap in functionality and hence to bring their
dwelling unit to a certain level of “practical usability” or livability”. Users dare to make these
changes the constraints placed on such interventions by management, notwithstanding.
While there are also structural physical constraints on change possibilities, certain built-in design
features help facilitate user adaptations. Among is excess space in the 3B units for example. In
addition to this, there are indeterminate spaces namely slack spaces such as the flat roof top and
‘raw’ spaces such as balcony, and the garage area, as well as internal circulation areas. These
semi-outdoor spaces were actually deemed critical in order to support the rather spread-out and
outdoor Ghanaian domestic culture (MWH, 1973).
Users’ adaptations show as Brand (1994) notes that, over time ‘function melts and reform form’.
In response, users look for opportunities to adapt spaces, failing which they adapt themselves to
the space or illegally alter the units. The goal in design should be to enhance the former to
achieve the latter. Otherwise, the design becomes as one interviewer put it “barracks” for living
in. It means giving resident control over their living environments. Within the constraints of
public apartment buildings, residents’ inventions and interventions suggests that functionally
neutral spaces can support the needed changes over time. This means will be more useful for
designers to provide the ingredients for residents to “cook” their spaces rather than being
“cooked” for them.
The study shows that households are dynamic and to this extent change in their space
requirements change over time. The greater the need for space, the more the adaptations users
makes. As a function of evolving requirements therefore, residents make various spatial
adaptations. The adaptations show that residents interpret and use spaces in ways different what
design often intends. This means on one hand that users’ and designers’ conceptualization of
dwelling space differ. The implication is that the closer designers are to the point of view of the
user, the better will be the fit to use. On the other hand, it means that while (space) design can
affect use, it does not determine it. In other words, space use can be affected by, but is not
deterministically dependent upon the way a dwelling environment is designed. To the extent that
“necessity is the mother of invention”, residents’ spatial “inventions” and “interventions”
(adaptations) thus provide ‘physical cues’ of aspects of designs which require attention, or can
else be leveraged to improve future solutions.
Overall, it can be observed that people are more flexible than their physical settings tend to be.
People show greater capacity to adapt to dwelling environments, inherent constraints
notwithstanding. But as Habraken (2008) questions, where should be the line between this
capacity of people and the building? While that may be difficult to determine, the goal in design
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should be to incorporate strategies that enhance the capacity of the designs. Design strategies
must therefore be seen always as a means to an end and not an end in itself.
5.13 Conclusions
Hindsight is 20-20. This means we better appreciate events after they have occurred. This is the
wisdom of the Longevity Argument. Although such knowledge is useful for preventing
unpleasant events from recurring, at the least it provides insight for improved decision-making.
With the benefit of hindsight, it can be seen that although public apartment buildings did meet
requirements at some time t1, at the present time t2, in light of user requirements, it fails. This
means, however good design intentions might be, changes in users’ requirements can make them
obsolete with time. Thus, it is important to think of the design of houses not only with people in
mind but also time.
Changes in requirements as a function of time, ‘forces’ residents to use dwelling environments in
ways different from how they are intended to be used. Contrary to the assertion that “space is
dynamic”, (Plimpton and Hassan, 1987), space by itself is not dynamic. Rather, it is the life of
the households occupying them, their activities and hence requirements that is dynamic. Rightly
said, the physical attributes of the space must be given the leverage or capacity to change to
accommodate new household characteristics and social relations. For sustainable building
performance, empirical evidence is needed. This makes product evaluation of existing designs
important. To get the most out of this evaluation studies, the activities households engage in, or
would else want to engage in, as well as the adaptations residents make in/to the unit they occupy
provide a useful means. Continuous building performance evaluation is also important towards
the development of performance-based building standards and regulations. Overall, for optimum
stakeholder benefit, performance evaluation of public housing projects is necessary. On one
hand, it would help to avoid past design mistakes through the benefit occupants feedback, as it
provides the basis for sensible new solutions. On the other hand, it benefits the government in
policy decision-making, as well as regulators and facility managers who have the responsibility
to ensure quality before, during and after design and construction.
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Chapter Six
6

Guidelines for improving functionality in the design of public apartment
buildings in Ghana (PR2)

6.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework followed in this research (Figure 2.11) argues that by understanding
the functional performance of designs created at a time t1, with performance requirements, PR1,
in light of the present functional requirements of users at time t2, FR2, it is possible to make
recommendations for future evidence based designs, with performance requirements, PR2. In
light of the use studies in Chapter 5, based on Activity Theory, the dissertation argued that the
interaction among the characteristics of users (actors), their activities, the need for adaptations
the attributes of designed space provide a basis to formulate demand scenarios (Figure 5.37). In
other words, the interrelationships among these observations provide insights to make
recommendations for the future. The next two chapters focus on these demand scenarios. This
chapter focuses on requirements for functionality while the next (Chapter 7) deals with strategies
for adaptability.
For example, although the characteristics of the design (Chapter 4) suggests that the units are
large compared to minimum national and international standards, in terms of actual use
requirement in terms of household size, they are small. Chapter 5 concluded that on the basis of
use, minimum standards provide an elusive benchmark for assessing space requirements in terms
of functionality. The critical question raised therefore concerned what recommendations can be
made to meet space requirements optimally, taking into account the requirements for activities.
The support of the veranda for household activities in the gallery access plan form typology was
also worthy of note although the typological analysis showed that consistently, it is getting out of
use. And while the central staircase continues to be the more representative typology, its
variation with exit staircase provided greater flexibility in supporting exit and entry activities
such as leaving with garbage or entering with grocery. Do these have any merit?
The purpose of this chapter is to further analyze and make recommendations for space
requirements in public apartment buildings in Ghana in terms of size, plan form, layout and
functional distribution.
6.2 Size and adequacy of space
The importance of space in the home was underscored in section 4.3. It impacts the health of
occupants, educational attainment, family relationships and the general sense of freedom for
living (RIBA, 2011). Whether the house is one’s own or not heightens the significance. It is
reasonable therefore that people therefore generally require more than minimum amount space to
live. But how much space beyond minimum provisions can be deemed optimal or adequate and
on what basis can this be ascertained?
In chapter 4, the analysis of the size characteristics of rooms and spaces the sampled design
solutions showed that significant uneven variations exist in the provisions for space. These were
also relatively higher when compared to the provisions in the national standards (Agyefi-Mensah
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et al., 2013). The presumption was that this could be due to the fact that the national minimum
standards were obsolete since it has not been reviewed for a long time, are only baseline
provisions or that the standards designers used varied considerably. If the provisions were
higher, how far above the minimum specification can a provision be deemed adequate/optimal?
A useful way to provide a basis for design and policy decision-making is to determine
empirically, what the requirements of space should be based on activities, and rooted in theory.
This can provide the basis to review the existing space standards, as well as to provide the basis
to evaluate future design solutions.
The purpose of this section therefore is to determine the optimal amount of space required to
support household activities adequately in public apartment buildings in Ghana. Its objectives are
as follows:
i) determine the required amount (size) of space for the different rooms and spaces based on
common household activities and furniture/equipment in use in public apartment
buildings in Ghana;
ii) determine (for the purpose of comparison) the required amount of space based on
furniture and functional and anthropometric data set out in international standards used
by Ghanaian architects;
iii) Compare the estimates above to the existing provisions in public apartment buildings and
make recommendations for the optimal space required.
6.2.1 Evaluation and estimation of space in the home
Different criteria are used to express and evaluate the amount of space in a dwelling in different
parts of the world. However, most European countries, Australia and the USA use floor area
(Williams, 2009). For example, while Denmark and Sweden use gross dwelling area, Belgium
uses gross habitable area per occupant with France using net habitable area per occupant (HATC,
2006). The Netherlands and Scotland on the other hand, combine habitable area for dwelling
with functional criteria for determining the minimum space requirements for individual rooms.
The planning systems in UK (which Ghana has followed in many development systems since
independence), is uncommon in its use of number of rooms referenced to bedrooms (HATC,
2006). Williams (2009) refers to this as the ‘bedroom standard’. This constitutes the
conventional way of assessing housing units in Ghana in term of size. The implicit assumption in
the ‘bedroom standard’ is that the greater the number of bedrooms, the larger the size of a
dwelling unit. This is faulty however, because apartments with the same number of bedrooms,
can also have considerably different floor areas/space.
For example, UK and Belgium have the same average number of rooms per dwelling of 4.7, but
floor spaces available in these buildings are estimated to be 87 and 113 square metres
respectively (MIIR, 2007), a differences of about 30%. Similarly, the Netherlands, Italy and
Sweden have average number of bedrooms per dwelling of 4.2 but the average floor space per
dwelling are respectively 98, 96 and 91 square metres (MIIR, 2007). Assesing the the size of a
dwelling unit by number of rooms is therefore crude as it obscures knowledge of the actual
amount of spaces for living and household activities (CABE, 2005; Williams, 2009). Thus, while
this unit of measure gives a general picture of space, it does not make explicit the actual amount
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of space in a dwelling unit, and hence the extent to which this meet requirements for household
activities or the space required for living per capita.
To overcome these shortfalls, the United Nations’ recommendation of space per person or floor
area per persons is deemed useful. This is defined as the median floor area of a housing unit
divided by the average household size (UN, 2005). In this definition, ‘floor area’ refers to all the
available space in a housing unit 25 for household activities, including all living spaces, along
with bathrooms, internal corridors and closets. Covered semi-private spaces such as corridors,
inner courtyards or verandas are also included in this calculation if used by the household for
cooking, eating, sleeping, or other domestic activities. This measure is useful because it is not
only a key indicator of housing quality (UN, 2005) but is and hence considered more more
policy sensitive (UNCHS, 1996). This is because it relates directly to the amount of space for use
in the home. Besides, it defines space with reference to household activities and the
characteristics of the household in terms of size and can be useful in predicting future space
needs (Jayantha and Lau 2008).
The implication is that the amount of space should be based on the activities intended to be
supported as well as the characteristics of the household such as size and composition. This is in
the belief that ‘form follows function’; that the attributes of space must be derived from the
functions (activities) intended to be served or supported by a dwelling unit (Rapoport, 2005;
Lang, 2000). Littlefield (2008) therefore observes that there must be i) adequate space for
sensible furniture/equipment arrangement; ii) circulation space sensible for room activities, iii)
space to move large items of furniture.
Designing based on residential furniture/equipment is deemed to be useful because it represents
the interface between architecture and people; between space and use (Lei, 2008). Lawrence
(1982) argues that considering extant facilities for food preparation and eating for example, can
lead to insights into space requirements. This idea is also used in sizing rooms in traditional
Japanese houses, where room sizes are based on the size of standard measures of tatami mats,
with rooms made up of a set of these mats, i.e. 6 or 8 (Schneider and Till, 2007). In addition,
residential furniture and equipment is measurable and hence provide for independent
verification. For example, Emmitt and West (2004), used the prevailing sizes of furniture on the
UK market to evaluate the extent to which speculative design solutions (house plans) met the
requirements/demands for modern-day families (lifestyles).
To be effective, convenient and in reasonable comfort, the human body requires certain amount
of space posturally – in height, breath, depth, circumferences – when undertaking normal
household activities. This is referred to as functional anthropometric requirements, and is used in
the design of workstations and equipment (Chapanis, 1996). Functional anthropometric spaces
are considered critical to the specification of dwelling space standards because ultimately the
space provided must support the physical dimensions of the people using them as well as other
designed artefacts such as furniture, equipment, fittings and fixtures needed to facilitate activities
(Littlefield, 2008; NHF, 1998).

25

A housing unit is defined as any separate and independent place of abode intended for habitation at the time of
census or inquiry (UN/World Bank, 1996). It applies to all spaces within the external and party walls of a building
used for residential purpose (Tipple et al., 1994).
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The assumption in this sub-study based on the facets of the Activity Theory is that the
characteristics of users (actors) determine their needs – physical and socio-psychological. These
needs find expressions in activities - household activities. To facilitate household activities,
certain artefacts are required such as furniture and equipment. These require a space to be
supported. In addition to this, in a house, the actors involve require space in order to be able
carry out the activities called functional anthropometric/ergonomic space requirements.
Together, these provide a basis to determine the amount of space required (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Analytical framework for estimating space requirements
6.2.2 Optimal space estimation model
Based on the framework above, as a function of the space required for furniture and equipment
(SPACEFUR/EQUIP) and functional anthropometric needs (SPACEANTRHOPOMETRIC/ERGNOMIC), the size
of space or room in a dwelling unit can be expressed as follows:
SPACE / ROOM SIZE _ REQUIRED  (SPACE FUR / EQUIP  SPACE ANTHROPOMETRIC / ERGNOMIC ) -------------- (1)

where SPACE ANTHROPOMETRIC / ERGNOMIC  SPACE ACTIVITY  SPACE ACCESS&PASSAGE

------------- (2)

Based on this assumption, estimates of space sizes for the different spaces and rooms can be
made. This can then be aggregated to determine the net size of the dwelling, making provision
for storage. To this must be added space for mediation or circulation between spaces such as
corridors, verandas, lobbies, etc. As a rule of thumb for apartments, all rooms areas (living,
dining, bedrooms), kitchen, bathrooms, and closets spaces (but not entry hall) can be added to
reach a total of 80 to 85 percent of the gross size, leaving 15 to 20% for circulation (entry hall
and bedroom corridors), walls, columns, and shafts (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). Thus, the
size of a dwelling unit can be expressed as:
N

DWEL _ UNIT _ SIZE   ( SPACE FURN / EQUIP  SPACE ANTHROPOMETRIC  SPACE CIRCULATION )i --- (3)
i 1

where i refers to the different rooms and spaces namely bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, etc.
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6.2.3 Method
The method used in this study is both qualitative and quantitative. In this study, literature was
first reviewed to identify and define the functional requirements of each room or space based on
the activities intended to be support. The size of space is then estimated based on the dimensions
of furniture/equipment or functional anthropometric spaces for access or passages, etc required
to satisfy these functional requirements. The total resulting length and width is determined for
each space/room the product of which gives the estimate of the required floor area. This is done
using primary and secondary sources of data. The primary data for the field estimate was
obtained based on a survey of the dimensions of furniture/equipment in common use in the
apartments and currently on the Ghanaian furniture market. To obtain the functional
anthropometric space needs of users (dimensionally), the median estimates of 32 postgraduate
architecture students was used (Appendix G). Architecture students have been used in similar
experimental studies (Mueller, 1981; Omata, 1992). Besides, they represent the future. Using
these data, estimates of dimensions for functional anthropometric spaces were obtained.
Secondary data obtained from five existing standards in Europe and USA was used to make
estimates of space requirements for comparison with the field estimate, namely Ernst and
Neufert Architects’ Data (Neufert et al., 2000); Metric Handbook, Architects Data, the National
Housing Federation in UK’s Guide to standards and quality in development, and Timesaver
Standards. These were identified through a survey of 24 architects – public and private –
involved in the design of public apartment buildings, as sources of design information other than
the National Building Regulations. The instrument is attached in Appendix E. The dimensions of
furniture and equipment as well as the anthropometric space needs set out in these standards
were therefore used. The estimate was made for given standard if the data provided was
sufficient to make this possible. The mean and standard deviations of the estimates based on
these international standards were found. The variances among these standards were analyzed
using standard deviation as the measure. Based on these findings, the optimum (recommended)
space provision was calculated by finding the average between the mean standard estimate and
the field estimate.
6.2.4 Analysis
Appendix G presents the details of how the calculations were made. One of the bedroom cases is
presented as illustration based on the assumptions below. Bedrooms are generally the most
frequently occupied areas in the home. Of the 60-85% of human life spent in homes, one-half of
this is spent in bedrooms (Haasselar, 2009). This makes the bedroom an important space/room in
the home. Bedrooms are also considered the most personalized and private areas for individuals
and family, serving as a special place of retreat, a buffer between one’s self and the world. For
yet many others, bedrooms are places for serious reading, studying, and writing or for activities
demanding a high level of concentration. Its primary activities include sleeping,
dressing/undressing, storing clothes and personal care.
The bedrooms may also support a wide range of secondary activities such as reading, writing,
studying, watching TV, care for infants, children’s play, ironing, exercising, resting etc. In
Ghana, the building regulation stipulates that at least one bedroom in every dwelling unit shall
have at least one 11.15 square metres of floor area (approximately 3750 x 3000mm) where builtin cabinets are provided with no side less than 2.7m. The minimum floor space for additional
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bedrooms are 8.63 m2 where no cabinets is provided (≈ 3000 x 2700); 7.57 m2, where cabinets
are provided (≈ 3000 x 2400mm) or 5.05 m2 (≈ 2400 x 2100mm) in the case of bedrooms in
combination with other spaces (NBR, L.I. 1996, Regulation 19 (17).
Bedrooms may be single-occupancy bedrooms which accommodate one single bed for one
person, or double occupancy bedrooms which will accommodate one double bed, for two people
on the same bed, or two single beds for two people each on a single bed (no bunk bed) (De
Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). In terms of functionality, it is recommended that bedrooms should be
large enough (especially children’s bedroom) to allow space for additional furniture such as a
desk for homework, entertaining friends and hobbies (BRE, 1994; Pickard, 2002), with the
possibility to accommodate the bed in two different positions, neither of which has any part of
the bed head under a window (NHF, 1998). In addition to these functional requirements Pickard
(2002) recommends that it should be possible for i) main bedrooms to create space for occasional
cot; ii) all single bedrooms to accommodate double beds; iii) a double bedroom to accommodate
two twin beds; iv) to subdivide one double bedroom into two singles.
In Ghana, the building regulation stipulates that at least one bedroom in every dwelling unit shall
have at least one 11.15 square metres of floor area (approximately 3750 x 3000mm) where builtin cabinets are provided with no side less than 2.7m. The minimum floor space for additional
bedrooms are 8.63 m2 where no cabinets is provided (≈ 3000 x 2700); 7.57 m2, where cabinets
are provided (≈ 3000 x 2400mm) or 5.05 m2 (≈ 2400 x 2100mm) in the case of bedrooms in
combination with other spaces (NBR, L.I. 1996, Regulation 19 (17).
For the purpose of this analysis, the following assumptions are made for estimating the size of a
bedroom:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

different bed scenarios may be used for estimating the size of bedroom namely one
double bed, two single beds, a queen/king size bed and one single bed;
the built-in wardrobe space counts as part of the bedroom space;
space must be able accommodate a desk or study table;
estimates refer to net areas, and hence to the area enclosed by the walls of the dwelling,
measured to the finished internal wall faces.

Based on these assumptions, estimates of bedrooms sizes using the different standards, in
addition field survey data are presented Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.4 presents the estimates for the different standards as well as the field estimate. The
mean size of the estimates based on the standards is 12.65m2 with a standard deviation of 0.78.
This shows that there is relatively little variability among estimates. This value is about 1m2
below the maximum and above the minimum. This field estimate approximates closely to
estimates based on the standard.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of assumptions for estimating bedroom size using double
bed
Table 6.1 Double bedroom scenarios

Ernst
Neufert

Space need

&

Time
Saver

Standards & Dimensions/mm
Metric
Architects
Handbook Handbook NHF

Field
Survey

Width
Double bed width (single
mattress) (B)
Clearance for movement/
dressing bed (2x) (A+C)

1800

1350

1500

1500

1500

1450

1500

1500

1400

1400

1100

1400

Width of study desk (D)

450

450

500

500

500

600

Total width of bedroom

3750

3300

3400

3400

3100

3450

Bed length
Dressing in front of
wardrobe (F)

2000

2100

2000

2000

2000

2000

1000

1200

1200

1000

1050

1200

Wardrobe width (G)

600

600

600

600

600

600

3600

3832

3800

3600

3650

3800

13.50

12.870

12.920

12.240

11.315

13.110

Length

Total room length
2

Approximate Area (m )
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6.2.5 Discussion
Analysis and results of the required amount of space for the different spaces/rooms is presented
in Appendix H. Table 6.4 presents a summary of the estimates resulting from the study. For
comparison, estimates provisions in the existing apartment buildings in Ghana as well as the
national building regulations are also presented. Table 6.5 on the other hand shows the
comparison based on unit type (number of bedrooms). All estimated values are reported in
square metres.
Table 6.4 shows that the field estimate (13.11) is approximately equal to the mean size based on
the standards (12.65). The mean size of bedrooms provided in public apartment buildings in
Ghana (14.44, based on Table 6.4) is therefore relatively higher assuming a double bed scenario.
The recommended minimum standards are 11.15 in Ghana and USA, but 12 in UK’s metric
Handbook (Table 6.5). These cannot be said to meet requirements for in terms of effectively
supporting household activities as shown in the estimations. Based on the mean standards
estimate and the field data estimate, an optimum size of 12.88 can be recommended for a
bedroom. For a queen sized bed room, the field estimate indicates a size of 15.01. This is
however higher compared to the mean estimate based on the standards (13.5). An optimum room
size of 14.25 as the mean of the estimate based on the standards and the field data can therefore
be recommended where a queen sized bed is assumed.
For separate living room, the field estimate yields a size of 16.58 approximately equal to the
existing provisions (16.94) but lower than the mean size based on the standards (17.91). The
field estimate is however higher than the 14.86 recommendations in the one and two bedroom
units, and 15.79 in for three bedroom units in the US (Table 6.4). It is also higher compared to
the 12, 14 and 16 respectively in the one, two and three bedroom units in UK’s Metric Handbook
(Table 12). Compared to the 13.47 stipulated in the national building regulations in Ghana it is
also relatively higher. Based on the estimate of mean standards and the field estimate, an
optimum size of 16.56 lying between the field estimate and the mean of the standards can be
recommended.
The mean size of separate dining space (assuming six diners) based on the standards gives an
estimate of 10.4 m2, higher than the field estimate (9.77), but approximately equal to the size of
the existing provisions (10.24). The field estimate and the standard estimate yield an average of
size of 10.1 deemed as optimum, relatively higher than the Ghana national minimum (6.5). It is
also higher than the provision in Ernst and Neufert (7.2) and US’ Time Saver (9.29) for 1
bedroom units, but lower than the 13.01 and 12.18 in the two bedroom units in Time Saver and
UK’s Metric Handbook respectively. Where living and dining are combined, estimates based on
the standards yield a size of 28.38, higher than the field estimate of 26.35. These are however
both lower than the existing provision of 30.04. The field estimate is however far above the
blank recommendation of 19.97 in the Ghana national building regulations as well as the 19.51
and 21.37 respectively in the one and three bedroom units in Time Saver standards. Based on the
field estimate and the mean of the standards, an optimum size of 27.38 can be recommended.
Thus again, the existing provision of is relatively higher.
The estimate for kitchen is based three standards. Using the principle of the kitchen work
triangle, a mean estimate of 9.4 was obtained. This is higher compared to both the national
minimum (7.43) but approximately equal to the existing provision (8.78). Based on these, a size
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of 8.75 being the mean of the standard estimate and the current provision can be recommended.
This lies within the 8-10m2 recommended by Ernst and Neufert (Table 6.5). In the case of
shower only (bathroom) estimates based on the standards yield a size of 1.65, lower than the
existing provision of 2.0. There is no provision in the National Building Regulations for this. A
recommended size of 1.85 can be made, being the mean size between the mean estimate and the
existing provision. For bathrooms where WC is assumed (en-suits), the standards produce a
mean size of 3.8, approximately equal to the existing provision in public apartment buildings in
Ghana (4.09) as well as the 3.5 recommended in the national regulations and 3.38 in Time Saver
standards. For WC space, the mean estimate for three standards yields a size of 1.4, slightly
lower than the mean existing provision of 1.74. Taking these into account, an optimum
requirement of 1.57 can be recommended. The national regulations do not provide any
specifications for this except that it must be adequate. The national regulations do not also make
recommendations for storage space except built-in wardrobe counted as part of the bedroom
space. For general storage (internal only), an optimum estimate based on two standards (3.0)
based on two standards can recommended.
Based on these optimum estimates, a gross floor area of estimate of 64 - 67, 81- 84 and 101-105
can be recommended for a 1B, 2B and 3B unit in Ghana assuming a design efficiency of 0.85 at
the lower boundary and 0.2 for the upper boundaries. This is presented in Table 6.1. These
values show that existing provisions are relatively higher although they still fall within the ranges
recommended by the provisions in Time Saver standards in US (Table 6.3). This reinforces the
fact that given the variations in space standards, without well-defined national space standards,
beyond the scanty provisions in the building regulations, specifications would almost always go
beyond bounds.
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Table 6.2 Recommended areas for dwelling unit by type

Space/room
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Combined living &
dining
Kitchen
Bathroom
WC
Net floor area
Add General storage
(based on Architects’
data)
Total (T)
Add circulation space
CS (15/20%)
Total internal area
(T+CS)

1-bedroom
12.88

Unit Type
2-bedrooms
12.88
14.55

27.35

27.35

3-bedrooms
12.88
14.55
17.32
27.35

9.4
1.65
1.4
52.68
3.0

9.4
1.65
1.4
67.23
3.0

9.4
1.65
1.4
84.55
3.0

55.68
15% of T
8.35

20% of T
11.14

70.23
15% of T
10.53

20% of T
14.05

87.55
15% of T
13.13

20% of T
17.51

64.03

66.82

80.76

84.28

100.68

105.06

Table 6.3 Recommendation compared to the gross floor area in some standards
Unit type

Time Saver
(US)

1B
2B
3B

60.39 – 74.32
88.26– 111.48
116.13– 134.71

Metric
Handbook
(UK)
47.5
73.5
90

HATC
recommendations
for UK
67
81
92-105
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Existing
provisions
(Observed)
69.52
98.24
153.62

Recommendation for
total internal area
(Ghana)
64.03 - 66.82
80.76 - 84.28
100.68 - 105.06

8.1

8.39

9.98

Living room (L)

16.17

17.68

Dining room (L)

11.52

9.44

Combined L+D

27.69

Kitchen
Bathroom
–
(shower only)
Bathroom-bath
with WC

10.5

WC
General
storage

13.11

13.5

0.5

15.01

7.12

7.7

0.57

8.36

19.89

17.91

1.87

16.58

10.85

10.4

0.65

27.12

30.74

28.38

9.02

8.64

9.4

1.9

10.4

7.02

10.2

1.4

4.24
1.3

data
0.75

3.87
1.7

4.08

3.91

1.2

Optimum space
size

12.92

12.65

Building
Regulation
(Ghana)

13.63

11.32

Field
estimate

12.24

Standard
deviation

12.43

14.4

of
Mean
standard

Architects
Handbook
(UK)

12.87

Space
requirement
Bedroom – double
bed scenario
Bedroom – Queen
size bed scenario
Bedroom – single
bed scenario

NHF (UK)

Metric
Handbook
(UK)

Time Saver
(USA)

&
Ernst
Neufert
(Europe)

Standards/m2

Existing
provision
(apartments)

Table 6.4 Estimation of optimum space size based on a comparative analysis of estimates

14.44

11.15

12.88
14.25

7.57

8.03

16.94

13.47

16.56

9.77

10.24

6.5

10.1

26.35

30.04

19.97

27.35

0.98

8.78

7.43

9.4

1.65

0.35

2

3.8

0.6

1.4

0.3

1.65
4.09

3.5

3.8
1.4

internal
2.5

3.5

3.0
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Table 6.5 Comparison of field estimate with standards (national and international) in m2

7.43

12

LR (separate)

14.86

12

DA (separate)

7.2

LR + DA
Kitchen

8-10

K + DA (eat-in)

12-14

Storage space

2.5

Bathroom
WC

13.47

13.94

12

14.35

7.43

12

14.86

14

13.01

12.18 (6P)

9.29

6.5

19.51 -

19.97

23.64

7.43

7.64

9.29

10

11.4

12

13.95

7.43

12

19.74

15.79

16

10.24

13.01

24.5
9.29

3.5

2.1

11.4

21.37

9.6

11.15
2.5

3.38

11.15

Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

14.96

Time Saver
standards
(USA)
16.72

Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

19.72

16.96

Field survey
estimates

SecondaryBR

11.15

Metric
Handbook (UK)

12

Time Saver
standards
(USA)

11.15

Field survey
estimates

PrimaryBR

3 Bedroom unit

Metric
Handbook (UK)

Master bedroom

2 Bedroom unit

Field survey
estimates

Building
Regulations
(Ghana)

Metric
Handbook (UK)

Time Saver
standards
(USA)

Space &
standards

1 Bedroom Unit
Ernst & Neufert
(Europe)

Unit Type

9.09
13.01

2.1
3.38

1.9

2.1
1.62

Bath (WC + Sh)

36.44

4.88
3.38

1.8
1.71
4.09

BR – bedroom; LR – living room; DA – dining area; K – Kitchen; Sh – shower
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6.2.6 Conclusions and recommendations
Compared to the field estimates based on requirements for household activities, the
specifications in the Ghana national building regulations fail to meet requirements. The national
standard can be given the benefit of the doubt since it sets baseline requirements. However, the
existing provisions are higher when compared to the field (primary survey data) estimates. The
existing provisions are also higher compared to estimates based on international standards. These
observations reveal that in principle the space provisions in terms of the sizes of individual
rooms meet requirements; they fail to meet requirements only in light of space requirements per
person which is a function of household size. There are two problems. First, the national standard
provides little useful basis for comparison since it fails in light of actual requirements. Given that
no standard exist regarding what the limit should be for the size of units, it is difficult to judge
the extent of deviation. For example, except specifying requirements based on individual room
sizes, it is not known what the net overall internal floor area is for the different unit types.
The secondary data set (anthropometric and furniture size requirements) used for the estimations
also shows that differences exist in international spaces standards, some marginal others
substantial. This shows up in the resulting estimates for the sizes of space and net overall size of
the unit types. It partly supports the earlier presumption (in Chapter 4) that variations in the
provisions of space sizes in public apartment dwellings in Ghana might be caused by differences
in the provisions of different standards used by architects outside the national building
regulations. The differences notwithstanding, estimates of size based on requirements for
activities results in rather small standard deviations (Table 6.3). It shows that if space
requirements are specified based on activities, specifications will overall show more congruence
with greater similarities than differences. This is further reinforced by the similarity of the
estimates using the primary field survey data to estimates using activity requirements as provided
in the different standards, although some variations were observed.
The implication is that:
1) Specification of space standards should adopt a bottom-up approach based on user
activities and characteristics as also recommended by the United Nations. This means
specifying use requirements based on use (activities as observed) and not use based on
design (activities as deemed to be). This makes provisions performance-based, and
potentially sustainable in terms of functionality and adaptability.
2) To be performance-based, there is the need as in the Netherlands, not only for buildings
regulations that specify performance requirements, but also criteria and standards for
performance assessment (ISO 6241-1984(E)). Space per person standards and estimates
of the optimum net internal area for different unit types becomes important. This will first
provide a clear understanding of the actual amount of space available in the home in
support of living and household activities.
3) In particular, standards for performance assessment are important because building
footprint in terms of space size translates into the cost. Knowing that residents of public
apartment buildings in Ghana are predominantly middle class nuclear family households,
with growing pattern (Bank of Ghana, 2007), using space per person as the benchmark
can help government budgeting for public housing. It can also help make realistic and fair
estimate of rent charges based on the amount of space used and not simply by number of
bedrooms.
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6.2.7 Recommendations
Based on the discussions and conclusions above, the following recommendations with respect to
the size and adequacy of spaces are presented:
1. Principle. Form must follow function with possibilities for adaptations. Thus all rooms
and spaces must be designed based on activity requirements with recognition of the need
for functional adaptations in the future.
2. Determinants. Though almost explicit, the following requirements will determine the size
and adequacy of rooms and spaces:
a)
b)
c)
d)

space for furniture and equipment;
space to access/use furniture and equipment with reasonable postural comfort;
space to move between spaces and rooms;
space to undertake normal activities such as sleeping, eating, cooking, dressing,
socializing and playing;
e) space for storage of household items
3. Bedrooms. The minimum floor area of a bedroom should be no less or more than 8 m2 for
a single bed room; 12.88 m2 for a double bed room; and 14.25 m2 for bedroom that is
intended to use a queen sized bed. Ensuite bathrooms and showers do not count as part of
this recommendation.
4. Kitchen. The kitchen space should optimally be 9.4 m2.
5. Bathrooms. Separate bathroom should not be less than 1.65 m2 and 3.8 m2 when
combined with a WC.
6. Storage. Further analysis is needed, but should take into account both clean and ‘dirty
household storage such as children’s play items, equipment for cleaning and storage of
bins.
7. Overall floor areas.
The overall floor area for unit types is set out in Table 6.2 taking into account sanitary
facilities and storage. This is recommended to be no than, 67 m2 for a 1-bedroom, 2persons unit; 84 m2 for a 2-bedroom, 4-persons unit; and 105 m2 for a 3-bedroom, 6person, unit.
8. Fufu pounding area. Since this activity cannot conventionally take places in the unit,
adequate spaces as observed in some of the past designs should be provided for every
unit.
6.3 Functional distribution
In terms of functional distribution, the study shows that all though household activities are
diverse, some activities are critical to the provision of spaces/rooms in public apartment
buildings in Ghana. The first among these is sleeping evidenced by the fact that wherever
adaptations were observed, this was in response to sleeping, particularly for children. One way
design can respond is to design all spaces such that they can potentially be adapted into sleeping
rooms. This means making spaces and rooms, in essence, functionally neutral as in the
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traditional Japanese house design where any room can be living room, dining room, study or
bedroom. This will mean slightly reducing the size of the living room and increasing that of the
bedroom, for example. The makes bedrooms serve not only as sleeping space but also as sitting
room. More rooms might also be better than few larger rooms as Tipple (2000) also suggests.
This is plausible in the distant future, with increasing individualization and independence of
children. Further research is however required since co-sleeping and room sharing is not a
challenge within the Ghanaian socio-cultural context.
Storage space is the next critical space. Hendrickson and Wittman (2010) made the same
observation in Vancouver, Canada. This is primarily a function of the large household sizes. The
bathroom is critical to use in many ways. It provides for greater flexibility in use if there is one
in addition to the basic provision, and possibility at entrance level. Depending on its contribution
in the configuration, the bathroom can aid multiple occupation and use as was observed in the
unit with two separate and independent bathrooms. In all the units as Table 4.25 indicates, it is
only the bathroom that is below the national minimum specification. This means it requires
attention in design. Although observed in only one unit, a dwarf wall between the bathroom and
reduces the separation required activities in the two spaces. This restrains independent use.
It is also important to consider space for fufu pounding as the study showed. Beyond the
provision of temporary sheds, further investigation is needed to find out the kind of spaces
required for this activity. The provision on upper floor though is considered obsolete by some
designers; and residents resent the noise and vibration associates during the activity. This
requires further investigation. Added to this is the issue of rubbish disposal which requires
moving up and downstairs each time. This is particularly a problem given that the units do not
have lifts. The provision of a refuse chute is worth design attention. Although most designs had
play area for children, it a few cases, this was not present. This is important in light of literature
observations regarding the impact of playing on children’s wellbeing to take this seriously into
account in design.
The study indicates that residents intervene in their units to redefine spaces in terms of their own
needs and requirements. Apart from the observation that new household technologies have come
to the home, few user adaptations point to the need to support these technologies. Adequate
provision of socket outlets can contributes to the multi-functional use of spaces and hence
sustainable performance in the long run. A useful way to ensure that this is provided is to make
the recommended provisions in this study a part of the requirements for planning application for
dwellings. Given the multi-functional use of spaces as new use requirements evolve, it might be
only wise to provide all such potential spaces with power outlets more especially the bathroom.
6.4 Plan form
It has been shown by means of the literature review that vernacular architecture represents the
way societies and cultures respond naturally to the dynamics of everyday life and activities in
terms of the requirements for dwelling space in particular contexts. Inferring from the spatial
configuration of Ghanaian traditional compound houses, it was found that socio-culturally,
relations are based more on social solidarity than individualism characteristic of Western ideals.
This was further supported by the interviews with some sociologist and social anthropologist. In
support of this way of life, plan form typologies which create the opportunity for community
among different households are traditionally used. In addition to this, the units were also mainly
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low-rise without the lift provisions. This also raises questions about accessibility to people with
physical disability with implications for future design solutions.
Traditionally, the compound house form with its open courtyard or compound provides for
community among different households with the courtyard being functionally neutral as a space.
The functional neutrality of the courtyard space makes it useful in providing support for a range
of household activities especially the more culturally-specific ones. In this way, it contributes to
adaptability through multi-functionality. In terms of actor characteristics, the household survey
(Chapter 5) also showed that the forces of modernity and urbanization notwithstanding, the
traditional extended family system is still dominant among urban Ghanaian households. The
household observation showed that at least one in every three households live with some
extended family relation. This was also the observation made by few experts. It points to the fact
of community and social integration as an important ‘contextual contingency’ in the design of
public apartment buildings in Ghana.
At the building level, one way to enhance community and social integration is through the plan
form typology. It determines access into the unit and creates opportunities for intercourse,
observability, convergence, and mingling. It provides some remedy for the social ill-health
associated with social housing identified in the review of the literature.
Based on the form of vertical circulation and horizontal access, the study found eleven mutually
exclusive plan form typologies as being typical of public apartment buildings in Ghana. Among
these, the central staircase (point block) is dominant. This was observed in all the six (6) cases
investigated, although they differ in terms of the number of staircases, and the form of horizontal
circulation. The one bedroom units were gallery access typologies. Besides the need for space,
users’ adaptations seen in closing off portions of the verandas as observed in the Ayeekooayekoo
flats, suggested that occupants require not adequate space but also some amount of privacy and
security. In the Black Star nurses’ flats, while the gallery access created opportunity for
interaction, the bedrooms are along the gallery side of the unit and this encroaches upon
residents’ privacy. It is not clear whether these shortcomings underlie the gradual extinction of
this plan form typology as interpreted as perceived by architects. The two bedroom units are also
central staircase (point block) plan form. The form of access is the staircase landing. This is
similar to one of the three bedroom units, the CRH doctors’ flat, although the size of the staircase
is larger compared to those in the two-bedroom units. If sufficiently large, such as the Cape
Coast polytechnic block of flats, the staircase as a slack space can create possibility for
interaction among residents (Schneider and Till, 2007; Festinger et al., 1950).
The use of an access corridor space as in the Cape Coast polytechnic unit, which connects the
main and the emergency (exit) staircases also provide space for meeting, sitting, children playing
and interaction. This is unlike the Ghana Police Service flats and the Mfantsipim tutors flats in
which entry into the unit is directly from the staircase landing. It is also noteworthy, that the
double staircase allows for choice and efficiency in circulation. This is so in supporting exit and
entry activities especially when leaving with garbage and entering with grocery. As a principle
therefore, the plan form typology must enhance the Ghanaian sense of community through
convergence and observability. This requires further research however.
As earlier indicated, the set of factors that combine to define the attributes of space are complex.
Thus, no single design solution can fit all situations. In light of the requirements for community,
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characteristic of Ghanaian domestic culture, however, the central staircase with corridor access
typology can be useful. This is more so when there is an exit staircase. The interactions between
design (plan form) variables as the dependent variable and requirements for community can be
examined as in Table 6.6.

Figure 6.2 A courtyard plan form can enhance observability of children at play
Table 6.6 Design considerations for improving community in public apartment designs
Community and social health variables
Initiation
Observability
Convergence
Accommodation
Participation
Choice
Mingling

6.5

Plan form (typology) variables
Vertical circulation
- Number (single or double)
- Position (central, front, side)
Horizontal access
- Corridor access
- Gallery access
- Lobby access

Layout

One important observation made in the use studies was that contrary to design intensions, in the
face of increased demand, in some designs, the units now accommodate multiple households.
While this was found in few cases of the Police flat, it seemed more a trend than one-off
observation in the CRH doctors’ block of flats. In the CRH flats a maximum of three households
sharing one unit was found. In this case, each of the three households occupies one room. In
some cases, the guestroom is used separately as a bedsitter. This is made possible not only
because of the rather large size of the unit, but also the functional distribution and layout of
spaces. The guestroom for example, is independent by its location but also the presence of the
ensuite bathroom. As a result, it is possible to use the guestroom without residents needing to
share the living room or conflicting with occupants of the other half of the unit. On the other
hand, it is possible for two households to share the other half of the unit because the sanitary
facilities are independent and not controlled by the bedrooms. These adaptation possibilities
provide clues about how layout properties can enhance use or co-habitation of a unit by multiple
occupants/household.
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To enhance functionality and adaptability at the unit level important through layout, the
following strategies are recommended:
1. Reduce the control on sanitary facilities. This means they must be accessible from other
bedrooms. Alternatively, where resources allow, bedroom should be made completely
independent with an ensuite bathroom.
2. Sanitary facility at entrance level. To enhance use particularly by visitors, sanitary
facility at entrance level is important.
3. Increase distributedness in the space by creating rings. This will enhance circulation, and
avoid interrupting activities in other spaces. For example, a ring might be required to
ensure that entering and leaving the does not interrupt activities in the living room.
4. Layout and plan form must be considered in tandem. While the layout focuses on the
inside-inside spatial relationship of the unit, the plan deals with the inside-outside
relationship. These must be considered hand-in-hand.
6.6 Conclusions
Changes in space requirements are inevitable. This is not only due to the reality of changes in
user characteristics, but also the demands of modernity afforded through new and emerging
technologies. Technology has changed and is changing the use of dwelling environments, and
modernization seems to redefine the function of the house in terms of its definition of old, as a
place not only for maintenance and reproduction of the family life, but also work. Design
specifications would only play the ostrich to overlook this. This makes empirical data critical to
design decision-making. It makes the need for continuous evaluation of houses in terms of
functional performance necessary. It also raises the question whether building regulations as
statutory instrument should be used as the vehicle for carrying space standards. This is primarily
because of the need for continuous review to keep up with changing demands. If a performancebased approach is used, then in terms of space standards what becomes necessary is to define
societal expectations within broad requirements using measures such as space per person. A
building regulatory community including but not limited to policy makers, designers, users, and
requirements engineers can then work to provide the details of design specifications for public
apartment buildings.
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Chapter Seven
7

Strategies to improve adaptability in the design of public apartments in
Ghana

“No one sews a patch of unshrunk cloth on an old garment, for the patch will pull away from the
garment, making the tear worse. Neither do people pour new wine into old wineskins. If they do,
the skins will burst; the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, they pour new
wine into new wineskins, and both are preserved.”26
7.1 Introduction
A primary proposition in this study is that adaptability of design solutions can enhance the
functionality of housing units over time. This can help bridge the functionality gap, extend the
functional lifespan of dwellings, and ultimately contribute to sustainable housing performance.
Sustainable housing performance in this context refers to housing design solutions that meet
present needs with the capacity to support future qualitative demands. To reach this end, this
Chapter argues that adaptability and flexibility provides the means. This is the parallel the
metaphor of the wine and wineskin suggests.
The metaphor of the wine and wineskin above, suggests that flexibility and adaptability are
fundamental principle to the sustainable performance of all systems. It indicates that it is almost
difficult to conceive that non-flexible systems like an old wineskin can accommodate dynamic,
organic entities like new wine with success to any extent. The reasoning is that over time, the
wine will naturally undergo fermentation, increase in volume, make the need for space
imperative, and if there is no such possibility to accommodate the evolving changes, will burst
and destroy its container, the wineskin. The unintended and undesirable consequence is not only
the loss of the entity within but a destruction of the system intended to support it. Similarly,
sewing a new piece of (unshrunk) cloth on an old garment can make conditions even worse. This
is because an old cloth which might have lost its elasticity through wash and wear cannot
effectively respond to the changing elastic demands of the new cloth. Thus, flexibility of systems
is important to support the adaptability requirements of dynamic entities.
The parallel in this study is that households, like new wine, are organic entities. They naturally
undergo changes (fermentations) over time. Beginning usually as a couple without children,
babies are born, become kids, grow up and leave. Aging parents come to stay, grow yet older and
pass on. During these processes, households expand (and contract) making the need for space
necessary often beyond what was intended. To effectively support these inevitable lifecycle
changes, there is the need for building systems that are as elastic. This means there is the need
for design solutions that have the capacity to accommodate changes in occupants’ space
requirements over time. To achieve this, the timeless principle of designing with flexibility and
adaptability in mind cannot be overemphasized. This would first help ‘preserve’ the quality of
life of the inhabitants. In addition, it will help prevent the often premature destruction of housing
26

Holy Bible Matthew 9:16-18
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the container through demolishing for example. Overall the performance of the housing unit will
become sustainable. The conclusion is that flexibility of a house as a system is necessary to
support adaptation requirements of residents. The implication is to question how public
apartments can be designed such that they are able to accommodate changes in user requirements
over time. In the view of this study, a number of issues become important for consideration:
1. Adaptability requires design strategies that are responsive to the dynamics of user
activities taking into account relevant context factors.
2. Flexibility is necessary to enhance adaptability
3. To enhance functionality, and contribute to sustainable building performance, flexibility
and adaptability in design are necessary
4. Overall there is the need for change in the approach to the design and procurement of
public apartment buildings. Schneider and Till (2007) observe that the key to flexible
housing is one of attitude on the part of designers.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine these implications in light of the empirical evidence
from the field studies, and to make proposals for improvement in designs.
7.2 The distinction between adaptability and flexibility as design strategies
The foregoing showed how closely related the adaptability and flexibility are as concepts in
relation to the sustainability of design solutions. In housing design solutions, both seek to
respond to post-occupancy changes during the life of buildings. While the terms are often used
interchangeably in the literature, they are similar but not the same. This confusion in the
literature is recognized (Habraken, 2008). The distinction is deemed necessary in order to
understand the strategies for adaptability discussed in this chapter.
Rabeneck et al. (1973) distinguishes the two concepts as the adaptable and flexible approach to
housing design. The adaptable approach as per this distinction, in contrast to the flexible,
emphasizes planning and layout rather than constructional technique and service distribution.
They note that the adaptable approach is based on carefully considered variations in room sizes,
relationship between rooms, slightly generous usable floor area, and little overt expression of
room functions. This means the adaptable approach makes use of the functional, dimensional and
configurational attributes of the designed space in terms of sizes, distribution, and relationships
and interrelationships. It leverages the indeterminacy of spaces through spatial redundancy and
ambiguity as well as sensible functional distribution of spaces making use of circulation areas,
slack areas, and raw spaces. By focusing on the space plan, the goal is to allow users control over
the dwelling space by creating possibilities for multiple use of space, and changes within the
dwelling space without making physical changes. Groak (1992) defines adaptability as ‘capable
of different physical arrangements’ and flexibility as the ‘capacity to change achieved by altering
the physical fabric of the building’. Schneider and Till’s (2007) distinction is that while
adaptability is based on issues of use, flexibility is involved with form and technique.
From the above distinctions, it can be stated both concepts seek to respond to the need for
changes during the lifespan of buildings. However, they differ in terms of the level at which they
can be abstracted considering a house as a building system, and the approach and strategies
adopted to achieve this goal. Using Brand’s framework of building layers (Figure 2.8), based on
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hierarchy in the building system configuration, rate of change, degree of permanency, extent of
control and lifespan, it can be stated that flexibility focuses on the relatively permanent, longer
lifespan, slow-changing, and more controlling layers of a building as a system. These include the
structure, skin and service distribution systems. Conversely, adaptability focuses on the less
permanent, shorter lifespan, fast changing, and more controlled layers of the building as a system
namely the space plan and the stuff. Thus, while flexibility focuses on the configuration of the
building materials, components and systems, adaptability is concerned with the changes in the
day-to-day requirements for living in a house. Because form can freeze function, flexibility seeks
to reduce the constraint or control of the slow changing layers of the building on the fast
changing ones. This makes it possible for the space plan to support evolving changes. Thus,
flexibility enhances adaptability, as adaptability contributes to functionality.
In terms of the strategies and techniques applied, flexibility and adaptability can also be
distinguished. Elsewhere, Agyefi-Mensah et al. (2012) outline some of these strategies.
Flexibility makes use of constructional techniques such as systematization in design,
overcapacity of structural members, clear spans, and designing for disassembly and
exchangeability achieved through modularity. Features such as movable and sliding walls and
columns, and hinged partitions have been used. Others include the capacity for both lateral and
vertical extensions. Adaptability on the other hand, makes use of the principles of indeterminacy
of spaces and sensible spatial configuration to achieve multi-functionality and trans-functionality
of space. Indeterminacy as a technique for adaptability involves providing functionally neutral
spaces for user appropriation. These are spaces the functions of which are undefined but are left
to interpretation and use by residents. By multi-functionality, designs create the opportunity for:
i) multiple uses of spaces, providing support for different/new activities; ii) multiple modes of
occupancy within the same unit. Trans-functionality is concerned with the possibility of
changing the intended use of space into a completely new one such as conversion.
This study focuses on adaptability and hence strategies for enhancing the functionality at the
space plan level. It focuses on built-in features for adaptability achieved through the plan form
and layout as well as size and functional distribution of spaces. As indicated, flexibility is in
light, a means to an end, adaptability.
7.3 Demand scenarios for adaptability
Exploring the actual use and adaptations of residents in the public apartments in Ghana (Chapter
5), it was observed that the need for adaptability is primarily in response to changes in household
demographics and emerging household technologies. These can be identified as follows:
1) Increase in the size of households
2) Increase in the number of households leading to the sharing of a single unit
3) New and emerging household technologies
As an example, following the Parker Morris report in UK in 1961, the Adaptable House emerged
as a design solution in response to changes in household size (Friedman, 2002; Schneider and
Till, 2007). Architects at the Ministry of Housing and Local Government illustrated this concept
in a design that took into account residents’ space requirements at seven stages in a family life
cycle over a fifty year period of use. This started with the couple at marriage without children,
after 5 years when there are two children, the growing up of all children, their leaving up until
the final stage after 35 years when the couple is on their own again. The design provided an
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initial one bedroom unit with one additional room on the ground floor accessible from the
entrance hall as well as via the door to the living room. This additional room could also be used
as hobbies room, bed-sitting or guestroom. The large living room was multi-functional and could
be subdivided when necessary. Thus based on empirical evidence, practical design assumptions
could be made.
Using the observations from this study, some assumptions can be made in order to make
recommendations for space requirement in relation to increases in household size. The study
showed that the modal age of residents was in the range of 31- 40 years. These residents have
stayed on the whole for a modal period of up to 10 years. After this age bracket (40 years)
however, there is a sharp decline in the number of people who continue to stay in government
apartments, although some 7% or less stay for as long as 25 years or more. Assuming residents
come into occupancy in the mid-twenties (say age 25), then an average period of 15 to 20 years
would end up in this age after which most residents begin to move. Against the backdrop of the
average middle class public workers’ dream to own a house, this period of time can be seen as
the typical period such a worker would stay in government flat. A household size of 5 is assumed
and a couple has two children in 5 years and three in 10 years. The average household size of 5 is
a close approximation to the national size of 4.4 persons. This is realistic, given that in the long
term households may only get nuclear as the past two consecutive national census data suggest.
To begin with, the study has argued that for functionality, space provision should be based on
space requirements per person. If this is so, then for a couple without children, a single bedroom
unit (1B) can be deemed sufficient and satisfactory - ‘satisficing27’. At this level of demand, any
of the 1B design solutions sampled in this study such as design D/01, D/13, D/25, or D/34 can be
useful. If the bedroom is large enough to accommodate one bunk bed, then the first toddler can
be accommodated until the next baby arrives. After 5 years, the household size is 4, and
assuming co-sleeping of siblings, an additional bedroom becomes necessary. At this level of
demand, designs D/01 and D/25 cannot be useful. Design D/13 and D/34 can however be joined
together to form on larger unit of two bedrooms if party walls are movable. Accordingly, using
movable internal partitions in lieu of the solid block walls is worth considering.
The possibility to join up rooms is further aided by the spatial configuration of design D/13 and
D/34 which creates adjacency of bedrooms to sanitary facilities and allows independent use of
the same unit. Thus, the weaknesses of the gallery access typology notwithstanding, in the long
term it can offer some possibilities for adaptation. The character of the two spaces (living rooms)
being public means that in the long term, it might be useful to adjoin living rooms than bedrooms
(see D/01), if future adaptation by addition (accretion) is to be possible. However this would bot
be a problem if spaces are functionally neutral.
After 10 years into the adolescent stages of the children, design D/34 becomes even more useful
than D/13 (Appendix C). Like the Traditional Japanese house, the rooms have been sized to be
functionally neutral and hence can be multi-functional. If structural configuration permits, then it
is possible to divide the large living again where one can be used as a bedroom. A corridor can
then be created to provide access into the living room. These possibilities would help adapt the
one bedroom unit into a two bedroom unit.
27

‘Satisficing’ is a term used by Brand (1994) being a combination of satisfactory and suffice
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Figure 7.1 Analyzing adaptability scenarios with increase in household size
The second scenario is when there is an increase in the number of households occupying the
unit. The need here is the possibility to divide up large units or to support independent use of unit
by different households. The focus is therefore on the three bedroom units. Critically, when the
apartment must be shared by two or more households, the paths for entry and exit becomes
critical. This is not only to support for access into the unit but to avoid conflict in movements
within the unit (if it can only be shared and not divided up). Dividing up the units and using them
from different points of access is a rare possibility in the cases investigated because of the nature
of access into the units. Sharing as observed is the option. This shifts the focus onto the spatial
configuration of the unit in terms of properties of adjacency and connectivity. The typical
example in which this was observed is design D/09.
Considered for two household design D/09 is useful because of the guestroom at the entrance
level with ensuite bathroom. Its configuration allows choice in the use of sanitary facilities and
the kitchen, as well as the living room without traversing the family area of other residents.
Compared to D/41 and D/40 which also have one master bedroom with ensuite bathroom, D/09
shows greater capacity for multiple occupancy. Bedrooms in D/40 are controlled by the living
and dining rooms. Indeed, even visitors would have to transition the dining room before
accessing the sanitary facilities. In D/41, although there is an alternative route to access the unit
through the kitchen, all bedrooms are controlled by the living room and a first small corridor.

Figure 7.2 Analyzing scenarios for adaptability in sharing large units
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Thus, not only are two separate sanitary facilities important, locating one at the entrance level
and with such character as to be independent is critical to adaptability. It also shows the
usefulness of making each bedroom a master with ensuite bathrooms if possible.
The demand brought about by changes in household technologies is the need to support the use
of new and emerging household equipment and appliances. In this respect, a generous provision
of sockets outlets is important. This includes the bathroom, location above kitchen worktops, the
bedroom, etc. Incorporating design with these in-built capacities would make them serve the
evolving demands that would be placed on it through the growing up phases of the household
through this 15 to 20 year period. In combination, these strategies can enhance the adaptation
possibilities of the units and contributes of sustainable housing performance.
Summarized, the following strategies can be deemed as worth considering for enhancing
adaptability of housing design solutions:
Strategy 1: Remove the constraints on adaptability through flexibility
One of the key factors that can constrain adding up small units is the structural configuration of
the design solution. The theoretical proposition of the shearing layers of building change is that
the higher layers of the building as a system by their control can constrain change possibilities in
the lower layers. Specifically, the configuration of the structure and skin as well as location of
services can limit the possibilities for adaptability at the space plan level. If flexibility relates to
the form and construction of these layers, then strategies at the space plan could be rendered of
non-effect without support from the design and construction of the structure, skin and services.
The implication is that independence of the service core from the structure for example is
important. This means it is important to free the services and not bury them in structural
members such as columns, floors slabs and walls as is currently the design technique.
Strategy 2: Remove the bottlenecks on the service core
The position of the service core particularly plumbing services is critical to the flexibility of a
unit. This is because often it defines the most permanent element in plan, the kitchen and
bathroom. The permanency of the kitchen and bathroom merit considering them first in design
and to draw the unit plan empty of nothing else except the service core. To increase adaptability,
it is important to deal with the constraints this might place on possibilities for internal
partitioning through division or joining up. As guide, it will be important to consider whether: i)
the location of the services allow different layout configuration ii) the services can be adapted for
different occupants’ use.
7.4

Change in the approach to design and procurement

Sustainability and sustainable building performance by definition places user needs at the centre.
The paradigm shift towards achieving this goal is follow what is described as performance-based
approach to building. As earlier explained, as an approach, performance-based approach to
building and hence design, focuses on ‘what’ a building is supposed to do and not necessarily
‘how’ it is constructed. In other words, its goal is to design the right thing and not simply design
things right; to design based on a definition of use through use, and not based on design. This
means while the solution concept is important, the functional concept is even more critical as the
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latter informs all respects the former. This is rooted in the belief that a building system’s design
agenda as a whole, and the more specific design objectives of its parts, originates from relevant
user requirements and must therefore be established by the relevant stakeholders. The
implication is that there the need for: i) user participation in design; ii) a shift from a completely
top-down, ‘no boots on the ground’ approach to design to one that takes into account user
requirements from the bottom up through post-occupancy evaluation studies that focus on user
activities.
User participation is important. It helps to avoid playing the ostrich as surrogates for users. It is a
way distributing control in the design decision-making process between users and designers.
This means apart from empowering users through built-in design features to facilitate
adaptability, it is even more critical at the design stage to count user input in programming.
7.5 Conclusions
Change is importune. Housing designs should therefore reflect the changing cycles of people’s
life. It means taking a time perspective with regards to the performance of housing units. The
basic questions relate to how time would change household demographics on one hand, and how
technology would change the requirements and use of space, on the other. For example, would
smart household appliances and equipment such as the flat screen TV make large spaces in the
living room redundant? And would technology make children more independent requiring larger
sized bedroom for children possibly with en-suite bathrooms? What about the requirements for
power outlets to use new technologies provision? What if in time it becomes necessary to ‘age in
place’ in these units? Wouldn’t the need for adaptability mean the use of changeable internal
partitions in lieu of the fixed, monolithic constructions currently in place? The observations from
the use study indicate that in 20, 30 and 40 years to come, new changes would traverse the home
and the need to design with these in mind cannot be overemphasized.
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8

Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Introduction
Typically, every architect seeks to design houses that are congruent with the needs and
requirements of users in the present and the future. In other words, every architect seeks to
provide designs that are functional in the sense of meeting the requirements for use, and
adaptable in the sense of supporting changes in future qualitative demands. Users on the other
hand, look for living accommodations that are, or that can be tailored to the functional priorities
of their life whether this is for household activities, working at home or home-based enterprises.
In principle therefore, designers and users seek the same end. These ends however most often do
not meet, and a mismatch results between users’ functional requirements and the performance
attributes of the housing unit they occupy. This gap was referred to in this research as the
functionality gap such that over time designs fail to meet the requirements for use. Effectively, it
leads to a reduction in the functional lifespan of housing units and represents the bane behind
premature demolition of buildings. In the view of this research, the gap is the result of shortfalls
in design decision-making as result of faulty design assumptions, lack of reliable design data,
and poor analysis of user needs.
Different methods have been applied to bridge the gap. On one hand, designers have made effort
through strategies of flexibility. Useful though these strategies are, they still remain marginal in
effect. The study adduced this shortfall to the instrumentally rational approach adopted which is
often divorced from user requirements. On the other, design researchers through post occupancy
evaluation studies have tried to bring user information into the design equation. The main
constructs often used – user preferences and satisfaction – are however limited due the diversity
and complex set of factors which affects them. In the end they fail to provide the needed
empirical evidence for design decision-making. This research argued that in both cases, the
shortfall is in the “either-or” approach used, whereby the focus is either on “how” (design
specifications) under the expert hand of the architect or focus on the socially complex variables
of people subject feelings and experiences in space in terms of “what” and “why” of
requirements.
Using social/public housing design solutions in Ghana as the case study, the research adopted an
integrated theoretical approach based on a systems approach. Leaning on Activity Theory,
residents’ household activities and adaptations was used as the unit for understanding and
eliciting user requirements. The study then investigated the extent to which the space design
attributes meet user requirements in terms of functionality and adaptability as basis for future
evidence-based designs. The space design attributes examined include the plan form typology,
layout, functional distribution and amount of space in terms of size. Theoretically, functionality
was defined as the extent to which these attributes of space support or meet the requirements for
living and household activities. Adaptability in this context was defined in terms of the
possibilities to adapt the space design attributes to changing requirements.
The specific conclusions relating to the different aspects of the study are chapter specific.
Overall however, the study shows that residents’ activities and spatial adaptations provide the
evidence that demands the verdict in design. It is theoretically ground, empirically verifiable, and
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context-responsive and transcends user preferences and satisfaction as evidence for design
specification.
8.2

Summary of findings
1) In terms of the characteristics of residents:




Residents of public apartment buildings in Ghana are mostly middle class nuclear
family households. This is a growing mass of the Ghanaian population (Bank of
Ghana, 2007).
The predominant age of residents of public apartment buildings in Ghana is between
30 to 40 years. After age 40, there is a sharp decline in the number of people who
continue to stay in the units.
The modal length of stay in public apartment buildings in Ghana is up to ten (10)
years. Occupancy changes after this period. On the whole, a typical Ghanaian public
worker can be expected to live in government apartment for about 10 to 15 years. In
functional terms therefore, for most residents, public apartment have ‘useful’ life of
only about 10 years.

2) The design characteristics of public apartment buildings in Ghana meet requirements
sufficiently but not necessarily.











In terms of size, compared to minimum national and other international standards in use
in Ghana, public apartment buildings meet requirements. In terms of living space per
persons however, the units are relatively small as a result of the high current household
sizes. Thus, while the designs were functional at time t1, at the present moment, time t2,
they are not.
In terms of functional distribution, the bulk of public apartment buildings in Ghana are
2-bedroom apartment. This provision approximate closely to the required housing unit
in light of household size. There were also relatively less adaptations to suggest that it
did not meet requirements.
The functional distribution of spaces in public apartment buildings is activity-specific
compared to the traditional compound houses. This differentiation which is a
characteristic of modern (Western-oriented) architecture, indicates a shift from the
traditional, peasant, vernacular architecture which is more spatially and socially
integrated, to one that is prosperous but individualizes domestic culture.
With the increasing pressure for accommodation, not only are multiple household being
fitted into single units, but as a result most ancillary spaces provided in support of
culturally specific activities have been converted into other uses.
Public apartment buildings in Ghana are low-rise units. Eleven mutually exclusive plan
form typologies can be associated with design solutions. The central staircase (point
block) is the most dominant. While the central staircase with exist (back) staircase is
increasing, the gallery plan form in all its variations is getting out of use.
In terms of layout characteristics, spaces in public apartment buildings in Ghana are
relatively deeper compared to the traditional compound houses.
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3) In terms of functionality:





The critical activities for which space is required in public apartment buildings in
Ghana are sleeping, storage, and to an extent the more culturally-embedded fufu
pounding activity. These activities constitute the main activities that drive adaptation.
In addition to household activities, residents also use the units and its premises for
home-based business activities as a form of economic sustenance. This is more
characteristic of the units occupied by residents at the lower income end within the
bracket of the middle class families in public apartment buildings in Ghana.
New household technologies in the form of equipment and appliances have come
which changes the requirements for sockets.

4) In terms of adaptability, public apartment buildings offer little possibility for physical
changes such as movability of partition walls to join small units or divide up bigger ones.
In addition to this, management policy restrains residents from any physical alterations.
Under these conditions, residents are resigned to functional changes, and at best illegal
add-in alterations. To do this, residents take advantage of redundant spaces such as slack
areas, raw spaces, and internal circulation areas. With little capacity to be adapted
physically, at the present time, t2, residents can only adapt requirements to the dwelling
space and not the space to requirements.
8.3 Conclusions
Based on the findings of this research the study concludes as follows:
1) In terms of functionality and adaptability, public apartment buildings in Ghana meet
requirements sufficiently but not necessarily. This is so in light of present requirements,
caused by changing household demographics with implications for space requirements.
2) However well design intentions might be, changes in use requirements will often catch up
with it. This makes often good design intentions redundant over time. Because it is
difficult to foresee what all these changes might be, it is important to think of buildings,
and their attributes in terms of time. In other words, a diachronic rather than the
conventional synchronic view of buildings is important. It means rather than describe and
measure buildings in terms of specific materials and components, it is necessary to
analyze them in terms of time: structure that last for 50 years (as per architects in Ghana)
in light of a space plan that is useful for 5 to 10 years (occupancy change). It makes time
an indispensable dimension in the definition and discussion of sustainability.
3) People are embedded in physical and socio-cultural contexts, and their requirements, as a
function of their activities, cannot be understood outside of it. For evidence-based
designs, use studies (product evaluation of building) focusing on activities is critical to
understanding and eliciting requirements. It means defining use through use, and not
through design, or even users’ subjective preference and satisfaction. This is because
activities are always in pursuit of goals that meet needs. As dynamic as people’s needs
are therefore, activities will change and give form and expression to needs in a way that
is empirically verifiable. This makes the basis for design decision-making evidence-based
contributing overall to sustainable housing performance.
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4) Functionality, properly defined, is the fitness of (space) design attributes to use
requirements through time in specific socio-cultural context situations. A crucial
dimension of functionality thus, is not only the socio-cultural issues relating to people’s
characteristics and their activities but also how time changes these parameters.
5) A dwelling unit is as functional and useful as its space plan supports changes in
requirements. To extend the lifespan of buildings, therefore is to enhance the capabilities
of the space plan to support changes in requirements. While indeterminate, functionally
neutral spaces can facilitate use in general, it is the reduction of the constraints on the
space plan imposed by the higher building layers namely the structure, skin and services
that has more benefit for adaptability and hence sustainable building performance.
6) For the performance of housing units to be sustainable, a lifespan approach to design
based on empirical evidence of user activities is crucial.
8.4 Contributions of study
The study contributes to the development of scientific knowledge through theory and research, to
design practice as well as policy decision-making.
a) Contribution to scientific knowledge
One of the most important contributions of this research is its theoretical framework, which takes
a systems approach and leans on the conceptual framework of Activity Theory. Among its
contributions are the following.







The theoretical framework introduces a time dimensions to conceptualizing buildings as
systems. This is critical to the discussion on sustainability and shows how lifespan
thinking can contribute to understanding to of building problems.
The theoretical framework clarifies what the functional and solution concepts in the
performance-based building concept entail. It shows these different dimensions can be
operationalized in design research especially through post-occupancy evaluation studies.
The theoretical framework and methods used demonstrates how practical users’ activities
and spatial adaptations can be as the means to understanding and eliciting users’
requirements for design decision-making as made possible through Activity Theory.
It contributes to knowledge and understanding regarding the characteristics of the space
design attributes of public apartment buildings in Ghana. Add to this is an understanding
of the characteristics of residents of public apartment buildings in Ghana
The constructs developed for studying the characteristics of public apartments can be
further elaborated and used for typological analysis of buildings
The propositions, unanswered questions and the database of designs resulting from this
study provide the basis for further research. The propositions and unanswered questions
can be used for the formulation of empirically grounded research hypothesis. On the
other hand the database of designs can be used as a source of data.
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b) Contribution to practice
The study contributes insight for the practice of architecture in Ghana towards both evidencebased and precedent-based designs.




The evidence of use and adaptations provide physical cues with respect to the aspects of
public apartment design solutions that require design attention. It also reveals some of the
strengths in the existing design solutions that can be leveraged to enhance the functionality
and adaptability of future apartment solutions.
The database of design solutions can serve as a source of information for precedent-based
design information.

c) Contribution to policy
This study also contributes to policy decision-making through empirical basis for the
development of space standards.




The recommendations on dwelling space sizes provide a basis and guidelines for
performance-based building standards and regulations. Beyond this, it provides the basis
for setting performance standards, as well as for developing standards for performance
assessment.
It also shows that the effects of urbanization and modernity notwithstanding, the extended
family systems are still characteristic of the urban household. This should therefore
provide insight for development of occupancy and space standards.

8.5 Recommendations for further research
Re-search means that every research opens the frontiers for further research. In other words,
answering one research question leads to a plurality of research questions. Thus, this dissertation
does not claim to provide all the answers to questions regarding the functionality and adaptability
in design solutions particularly public apartment buildings in Ghana. The following are therefore
identified as areas for further research.
1. Changing demographics and emerging household technologies and the direction of
housing demand in terms of space requirement. In addition to the observations in this
study, what assumptions can be made about the expected characteristics of users of public
apartment housing in terms of aging, disability, and other forms of impairment?
2. Further analysis of space per person as a measure of space demand and supply
3. Modeling occupants’ feedback from building use studies as is currently the case in
Building Information Modeling for many process evaluation studies. This is in response
to the need to make such information useful for real-time design decision-making, in
what is now known as soft landings in building projects.
4. Life-cycle cost analysis of adaptability and flexibility in the design of public apartments.
This will help answers to what the costs against benefits of incorporating different
strategies and techniques for adaptability and flexibility will be from a lifespan
performance point of view. It helps to understand where the trade-off should be in
deciding to design for change.
5. This study adopted a synchronic approach to the study of the design attributes of public
apartment buildings. However, a diachronic analysis can help reveal specific problem
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situations that lead to the adoption of specific design forms. For example, the single front
staircase was observed strongly in the 1980s but showed up minimally in the 2000s.
Besides, the presence of the gallery access typology has been spasmodic to point of
complete extinction now.
6. Space syntactic analysis of the design solutions for public apartment buildings in Ghana
using gamma analysis can deep knowledge and understanding regarding the sociocultural dimensions of the layouts.
8.6 Concluding remarks
A house can have immense impact on the quality of human life in terms of health, comfort and
general wellbeing. This has linkages to productivity and the wealth of nations at large. The
quality and life of housing units is thus intimately connected to the life of the people who occupy
and use them with implications for the development of societies. This makes the functional
performance of housing units critical to sustainable development. Although both change, the life
of the occupants of houses is change rather faster and constantly. Sustainable housing
performance therefore refers to housing solutions that meet requirements at time t1, and still has
the built-in capacity to do so at time t2 during the life of its occupants. In other words, the design
solutions are functional and adaptable. To achieve this, in this research has argued that empirical
evidence is needed for design decision-making. The essence of such evidence is to bridge the gap
between design assumptions/intentions and requirements as household undergo their normal
cycle; between delivered and desired performance; and between detailed calculation and the
reality of daily use. This is the functionality gap. A fundamental argument in this research has
been that building use studies in the form of post-occupancy evaluation provides one of the
practical ways of collecting and validating this evidence. In the view of this study, even more
important is the construct and/or unit of analysis and observation used.
To do this, a systems approach to research is considered useful leaning on Activity Theory. The
goal in the view of this research is not to prove the rightness or wrongness of design solutions,
but to offer suggestions for improvement. In others words, the objective should be to collect
evidence in a form that is useful for decision-making, both design and policy decisions with an
extended benefit for grounding research questions in empirical data. Conceptually, the
framework below summarized how building use studies can be used to collect data to enhance
functionality through adaptability and flexibility. For evidence-based design solutions that
contribute to sustainable building performance, the following observations are deemed worth
considering:
1) To think of design attributes in terms of time (lifespan-based design approach)
The traditional view of buildings as monolithic construction for posterity is obsolete. The new
and innovative way of conceiving buildings is in terms of the lifespan of its layers: structure,
envelop, services, space plan and stuff. In this hierarchy and configuration, the position of the
space plan level is particularly critical because it represents the interface between technique and
daily use (stuff). The space plan is the centre for action. Its design, both in terms of the insideinside relationship of the unit, and the inside-outside relationship at the building level, is
therefore important to lifespan performance. How functional, adaptable and hence sustainable
the performance of the design will be, depends on how these relationships are controlled by the
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higher layers of the building. The reality therefore is to think about the space design considering
the lifespan effect of the structure, envelope and services.
2) To think of functionality as the congruence between functional requirements and design
attributes in specific context over time
Theoretically, functionality is defined in the literature as the extent to which design attributes
(form and amount of space, layout and functional distribution) meet requirements for domestic
functions. However because different societies and cultures use space in the home differently,
what defines requirements and hence functionality in one context cannot simply be extrapolated
to others. In addition, given the dynamic nature of households, what is functional at time t 1,
might not be the case in time t2. A practical way, to assess and meet requirements in terms of size
and adequacy of space for example, is to use space per person (SPP). It takes into account
household size which is not only context-responsive but is also be analyzed as a function of time.
In this way, space provisions in terms of size will not only be consistent with the social and
cultural pattern of life of the people but will also satisfy human requirements for health and a
healthy family life.
4) Use residents’ activities and spatial adaptations as the means to understand and elicit
requirements for design decision-making (programming)
User activities and adaptations provide the evidence that demands the verdict in design.
Activities transcend user satisfaction and preferences as unit of analysis, which focuses on
people’s cognitive, affective and emotional needs. This is because activities provide the visible
expression of these human needs. In addition to being theoretically grounded, and empirically
verifiable, activities are practical to designers and context-responsive. The artefacts required to
support activities further reinforces the practical nature of activities as they make direct
connection to space requirements especially in terms of size.
5) See strategies for flexibility and adaptability as means to an end, and not an in itself
Differences exist in the interpretation and use of space among residents and households. In other
words, different residents use space in the home differently. This results from differences in
household needs and characteristics. For example, the greater the disparity between household
size and dwelling space, the more the adaptations residents make. But people are more flexible
than buildings, as they show greater capacity to adapt to design than design solutions can be
adapted to requirement. This is not for designers and policy makers to “squeeze water out of
stone” however, more so in developing countries like Ghana where for necessity sake, people
bear nearly any condition of living accommodation. User adaptations show that given the
opportunity people will change their buildings as they change in their demands. The challenge
for designers then is to ensure a balance between short-term strategies such as indeterminacy of
spaces and long-term possibilities the flexibility of higher building layers. The argument for
flexibility is that it reduces the constraints on the space plan attributes whereas adaptability is
required to enhance functionality.
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6) Adopt a performance-based approach to the procurement and specification of design
solutions
For buildings to be sustainable, design solutions must be performance-based. This requires
performance-based approach to procurement of design solutions as well as the development of
space standards and regulations. It requires the establishment of criteria for assessing
functionality and adaptability as well as standards and verification methods. As in software
engineering, one way to do this is through the input of a requirements engineer. In other words, it
might be useful to co-opt a requirements engineer as part of the evaluation and decision-making
body during the procurement of designs for public apartment buildings in Ghana. The training of
engineers and architects with such expertise can be a useful start.
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Appendix A
Plan form typologies of design solutions for public apartment in Ghana
Typologies
Graphical representation
Single-point block with lobby access

Double-point block with lobby access

Single-point block with lobby access and
back exit staircase

Single point block with gallery access

Side staircase with gallery access

Front staircase with gallery access

Front and side staircase with gallery access

Single front staircase with lobby access
Double front staircase with lobby access

Single point block with internal corridor
access
Double side staircases with internal corridor
access
Legend: Vertical circulation (staircase)

Horizontal circulation area (inside-outside)
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Graphical representation

Example

Single-point block with lobby
access

Double-point block with lobby
access

Single-point block with lobby
access and back exit staircase

Single point block with gallery
access

Side staircase with gallery access
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Front staircase with gallery access

Graphical representation

Example

Front and side staircase with gallery
access

Single front staircase with lobby
access

Double front staircase with lobby
access

Double side staircases with internal
corridor access
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Appendix B
Photographic examples of apartment blocks by plan form typologies

Slide 1 CRH Doctor’s flat

Slide 2 Ghana Prisons Service

Single point block with lobby access

Slide 3 Black Star (Ola) nurses’ flat

Slide 4 Ewin Urban Health nurses flat

Single point block with gallery access

Slide 5 Kaiser Flats in Tema

Slide 6

Single and double front staircase with lobby access
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Appendix C
Floor plans of apartment designs with their justified graphs

Legend
dr- drying area
d- dining room
st- store room
gr- guestroom
p/po- porch
wc- WC/toilet
lb- lobby

c/co- corridor
v- veranda
sc-staircase
el-entrance lobby (vestibule)
br- bedroom
br1- bedroom 1
br2- bedroom 2

l- living room (separate)
l-d – living/dining combined
k- kitchen
bc- balcony
ba- bathroom
sh- shower
ut- utility
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f- fufu pounding area
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239
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Appendix D
Visual representations the sizes of spaces and rooms

Figure 1(a): Distribution of average bedroom size
bedroom size

(b) Distribution of overall mean

Figure 2 (a) Distribution of overall kitchen size
unit type

b) Distribution of kitchen size by
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Figure 3 (a) Distribution of shower size by unit type
unit type

(b) Distribution of store room size by

Figure 4 (a) Distribution of shower size by unit type
dining

(b) Distribution of overall size of

National
minimum
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Figure 1(a): Comparing average bedroom size to standard (b) Separate living to standard

\

National
standards

minimum

Figure 2 (a) Kitchen size to national standard
standardd

(b) Shower space size to national
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Appendix E
Questionnaire for architects
Introduction
It is the goal of every architect to provide designs which are functional (i.e. design solutions which meet
the requirements of users) in both the short and long term, although this quest may be constrained by a
number of factors. Users on the other hand, want houses or living accommodations that are/can be
tailored to the functional priorities of their lives such as work or home-based business and yet reflect the
multiple roles of a house as a place for family socialization and identity formation, a place to retire for
privacy, leisure and recreation, etc. This means users want houses which remain functional and adaptable
to the changing circumstances of their life. User and designers therefore seek the same end. Studies
however, show that the two ends, often do not meet.
In the case of public residential units (e.g. government flats), users do not usually have a direct say in the
determination of requirements beyond client representations at briefing meetings. The challenge for
architects is to design for users who are not known or are not present to provide requirement such
information. Design decisions must therefore be based on existing information, professional knowledge
including assumptions rooted in sometimes personal preferences. Assessing the extent to which these
assumptions work in practice is one of the objectives of post occupancy evaluation study.
As part of a post occupancy evaluation study of government flats built in Ghana since the 1970s, this
questionnaire investigates the factors which may potentially contribute to deficits in the functionality of
designs over their intended lifespan in order to make recommendations for improvement in the future
solutions.
The study constitute the final phase of a 4-year PhD study in the Technical University of Eindhoven
(TU/e), The Netherlands, which seeks to assess the extent to which the design characteristics (space) of
public apartment buildings in Ghana meet the requirements for living and household activities as basis for
guidelines which help future design decision making.
A. Background Information
1. What is your position in this firm?
[ ] Trainee Architect
[ ] Assistant Architect
[ ] Architect
[ ] Senior Architect
[ ] Principal Architect/Consultant
[ ] Other (please specify)---------------------------------------2. For how long have you practiced as an architect?
-------------------------------------------------------------------3. Do you have professional membership with the Ghana Institution of Architects?
[ ] Yes

[ ] No
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B. The procurement of design solutions
4. To what extent do you consider each of the following factors in designing different types of public
apartment buildings in Ghana?
Divide a total score of 100 among the factors giving more to those you consider more critical.
Factor
Household size (occupancy level)
Income group (low, moderate, middle, high)
Staff rank (junior staff, senior staff, etc)
Other (please specify)--------------------------------------Other (please specify)--------------------------------------Total

Score (percentage

100

5. To what extent do you depend on each of the following mechanisms in the development of brief
(determining end-user requirements) for public residential buildings (e.g. flats/apartments)?
Divide a total score of 100 among the factors giving more to those you consider more critical.
Mechanism
Professional training and experience
Own knowledge of socio-cultural issues as a Ghanaian
Client representation at briefing meetings (Government Reps)
Actual/potential end-user participation at briefing meetings
Post Occupancy Evaluation reports of similar buildings
Other government reports and recommendations
Use international domestic space standards
Total

Score (Percentage)

100

6. To what extent do you use each of the following methods in choosing designs for new public housing
units (e.g. flats/apartment) in Ghana?
Divide a total score of 100 among the factors giving more to those you consider more critical.
Method of choosing new design
Design competitions
Reviewing past design (refinement and adaptation)
Use proto-types (off-the-shelf designs)
Sole sourcing (designs from a prequalified architect)
Other (please specify)

Score (percentage)

Total

100

7. How often do you refer to the National Building Regulations for design information in terms of the size
of spaces and rooms?
[ ] Never

[ ] Sometimes

[ ] Very often
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[ ] Always

8. If your answer is ‘Never’ or ‘Sometimes’, to what extent would you attribute each of the following to
your answer?
Divide a total score of 100 among the factors giving more to those you consider more critical.
Answer
Score
It is too basic to the training of an architect
It fails to meet user demands (obsolete)
It is too prescriptive
There are other more useful sources of design data on
space sizes
Other (please specify)----------------------------------Total
100
10. To what extent would you say you depend on each of the following for design information in the
design of public residential units (e.g. flats/apartment) in Ghana?
Divide a total score of 100 among the sources giving more to those you use most.
Sources of Design Information

Score

National Building Regulations
Ernst and Neufert Architects Data
Standards and quality in development (National
Housing Federation, UK)
BRE housing design handbook (Energy and
internal layout)
Time-saver Standards for building types (US)
Other (please specify)
C. Design Assumptions
What is the intended lifespan of (public apartment) buildings designed and constructed in Ghana?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------a) What occupancy level (number of occupants) is intended when we refer to the following house types
in Ghana?
a) What type of bed is assumed for each of the following bedroom types?

Unit type
1-Bedroom
2-Bedroom
3-Bedroom
4-Bedroom

Occupancy level (No. of persons intended to be supported)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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Appendix F
Household Interview Checklist and Schedule of Observation
These days people want houses or living accommodations that are/can be tailored to the
functional priorities of their lives such as work or home-based business and yet reflect the
multiple roles of a house as a place for family socialisation and identity formation, a place to
retire for privacy, leisure and recreation. This means people want houses that are functional and
adaptable to the changing circumstances of their lives. But unlike owner-occupied houses, in the
design of public apartment buildings, users hardly have the opportunity to make input as far as
requirements are concerned although they end up occupying these buildings for a reasonable part
of their working life.
The purpose of this study is to find out the space requirements of residents of public apartment
buildings in Ghana based on observation of the actual pattern of use of spaces and rooms. It finds
out about the characteristics of the users and their activities, which activities take place where,
and which equipment/furniture are used to facilitate these activities. This is intended to give an
idea of the spaces that will be optimal for comfortable living.
The study constitute the final phase of a 4-year PhD study in the Technical University of
Eindhoven (TU/e), The Netherlands, which seeks to assess the extent to which the design
characteristics (space) of public apartment buildings in Ghana meet the requirements for living
and household activities as basis for guidelines for future design decision making.
Part I of the instrument elicits background information about the respondent. In Part II I would
like to find out about how you actually use the spaces in your home. Finally in Part III, I would
find out about the common furniture and equipment you use to facilitate these activities.
Design Characteristics (To be filled by Interviewer based on attached design)
Characteristic
Description
Type (no. of BR – 1B, 2B,
3B)
Location
Block
Floor
Room No.
PART I User Background Information
1. What is your role as a member of this household?
[ ] Head of Household
[ ] Spouse (of Head of household)
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2. In which of the following is your age category?
[ ] 20 – 30

[ ] 31 – 40

[ ] 41 – 50

[ ] 51 – 60

[ ] 60+

[
[
[
[
[
[

3. Which of the following family categories is more like your household?
] Couple with own children only (nuclear family)
] Couple with children and living together with other relatives (extended family)
] Couple without children
] Single-parent
] Single (individuals living alone)
] Other ------------------------------------------------------

[
[
[
[
[
[

4. For how long have you stayed in this apartment?
] Up to 5 years
] 6 – 10 years
] 11 – 15 years
] 16 – 20 years
] 21 – 25 years
] Over 25 years

5. Do you have any person with physical disability in your house (e.g. who uses a
wheelchair or requires assistance for movement)?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
6. Approximately what percentage of your income do you spend on rent every month?
[ ] Up to 10%
[ ] 11- 20%
[ ] 21-30%
[ ] 31+
7. Please, kindly fill in the following information as they relate to the number of residents in
your household regarding their gender, age and disability, if any.
Age

Gender
M

F

Children ≤ 11
Adolescents (12-19)
Adults ≥ 20 - 60
Aged (elderly) 60+
PART II
Observations
8. Attached is copy of the floor plan of your apartment/flat. Please LABEL the rooms and spaces
as you use them i.e. whether as children’s bedroom, kitchen, storeroom, etc.
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9. Kindly map each of the following activities to the spaces where they normally take place. It
does not matter if an activity takes place in more than one location.
A – Parent’s sleeping
B – Children sleeping
C – Guest sleeping
D – Eating breakfast
E – Eating diner
F – Children studying
G – Children playing
H – Receiving and entertaining guests
J – Watching TV
K – Washing clothes
L – Drying clothes
M – Ironing
N – Cooking normal dishes
O – Preparing special food like fufu
P – Brushing teeth and washing face
Q – Clean storage e.g. personal clothing
R – ‘Dirty’ storage – household cleaning equipment/appliances, refuse bin, etc.
S – Food items
10. Does any member of your household use the house or any part of its premise for any homebased business activity?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
11.If Yes, Please tick [ √ ] those which apply.
[
[
[
[
[

] Prepare food at home to sell in the house, shops, market, or in the street
] Work in the house/block (e.g. sew dresses for people at home)
] Operate a shop in the house or somewhere around/in the block
] Provide services from the home (hairdressing, nursing, day care services, extra classes, etc)
] Store things for sale in the market or in the street

PART III:
Furniture, Equipment, Appliances Required for Activities
12. For each of the following spaces indicate or list the common furniture or equipment you use
to facilitate activities?
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13. Can you help me count and fill in how many socket outlets are provided in each of the
labeled spaces/rooms?
Activities

Space

Sleeping and other
bedroom activities

Bedrooms

Living and
entertainment
activities

Living room

Eating

Dining room

Facilities Furniture (List All)
[ ] Single bed
[ ] Double bed
[ ] Queen size bed
[ ] King size bed
[ ] Bunked beds
[ ] Table
[ ] Chair
Furniture set
[ ] complete set
[ ] 1 seat settee
[ ] 2 seat settee
[ ] 3 seat settee
[ ] Book shelve
[ ] Room divider
[ ] Table
[ ]Refrigerator (fridge)
Dining furniture set
[ ] 4 chairs set
[ ] 6 chairs set

Food preparation
and storage

Kitchen

Personal hygiene

Bathroom

[ ] Gas stove
[ ] Gas cylinders
[ ] Electric stove
[ ] Deep freezers
[ ] Coal pot
[ ] Kitchen cabinet
[ ] Wash basin[ ]

Laundry – washing
and drying clothes

Balcony

[ ] Washing machine/ dryer
[ ] Chair
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Household Equipment/
Appliances
[ ] Desktop Computers

[ ] TV set – flat screen
[ ] TV set – old type

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[ ] Electrically powered
shaving devices

Appendix G
Interview with sociologists and social anthropologists
Question:
For both the present and future, which aspects of Ghanaian culture (in terms of socio-cultural values) do
you consider critical for which the design of interior spaces in multi-storey, multi-family apartments
should respond in terms of size, layout or distribution of space?
Please, kindly type your response in the textbox below.
Interviewer 1
1) “For lower middle income housing, I think it is important to be mindful of large families and
have bedrooms that allow for a king size bed so a number of people can sleep comfortably in
one room. The nuclear family idea of one kid to a room does not work well.
2) For same group, it is important to be mindful of the kinds of kitchens that work; kitchens
that have an indentation (and perhaps soundproof) on the floor for mortars or create space on
each floor for that kind of activity.
3) Open floor plans don’t work well because our foods have such a strong smell; kitchens
should be set apart if the plan is open”
Source: (PhD), Akosua Darkwa Senior Lecturer, Department of Sociology, University of Ghana, Legon,
September 3, 2012 (10 years of working experience in the area of Gender and Work)
Interviewer 2
“One critical social value in the design of family homes in the Ghana is the large family size. In a prenatal
society such as Ghana, architects should take into consideration the size of buildings. Due to the fact that
the average Ghanaian is likely to have at least four children, and is also likely to have relatives stay with
them, people would prefer homes with a lot of space and rooms.
Additionally, Ghanaians, in as much as they are hospitable and friendly, would want to have some
privacy. This is borne out of our history and traditions where people have historically lived together in
large house known as the compound houses. In such living arrangement, interference and conflict was not
uncommon. Thus people in buying homes would want to have a sense of privacy where they would not be
disturbed”.
Fidelia Ohemeng (MSc), Lecturer, Department of sociology, University of Ghana Legon, Monday August
20, 2012 (7 years of working experience)
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Interviewer 3
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Interviewer 4
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Appendix H
Estimation of dwelling space requirements

In Table F-2 below, the queen size bed scenario is presented. Only two standards have data in
sufficient detail to allow estimates of room size to be made. These sources produce an average
size of 13.5m2 with a standard deviation of 0.5m2. The estimate based on field data is 15m2
comparatively higher to the mean and above the standards taken individually.
Table F-2 Queen size bed scenario

Space requirement

Time Saver

Metric
Handbook

Field Survey

Width
Queen size bed width (single mattress)
(B)
Clearance for movement/ dressing bed
(2x) (A+C)

1524

1500

1950

1500

1400

1400

Width of study desk (D)

450

500

600

Total width of bedroom

3474

3400

3950

Bed length

2123

2000

2000

Dressing in front wardrobe (F)

1200

1200

1200

Wardrobe width (G)

600

600

600

Total room length

3923

3800

3800

Area

13.63

12.92

15.01

Length

The mean size of a bedroom when a single bed is intended is 7.7m2 with a standard deviation of
0.57, and a maximum of 8m2. This is presented in Table 4 below. This mean value corresponds
well with the 7.57m2 stipulated in the National Building Regulation, when a wardrobe is
included, if this room is understood to accommodate a single bed.
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B

C

Study Desk

A

F

E

Single bed

G

Wardrobe

Figure F-2 Assumptions for estimating single bedroom space
Table F-3 Single bed room
Space
requirement/Standards

Standards/mm
Metric
Architects
Handbook
Handbook

NHF

Field
Survey
data

900

900

900

700

550

550

700

450

500

500

500

600

2150

2100

1950

1950

2200

2000

2100

2000

2000

2000

2000

1000

1200

1200

1000

1050

1200

600

600

600

600

600

600

3600

3900

3800

3600

3650

3800

8.10

8.39

7.98

7.20

7.12

8.36

Ernst &
Neufert

Time
Saver

Single bed width (A)
Clearance for movement/
dressing bed (B)

1000

1000

900

750

700

Width of study desk (D)

500

Total width of bedroom

2250

Width

Length
Bed length
Dressing in
wardrobe (F)

front

Wardrobe width (G)
Area

of
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Living room
The living room belongs to the whole family, and they are furnished not only with the family in
mind but also with the idea of guests and their entertainment. Its primary activities include
entertaining guests, watching television, listening to music, reading, writing, and relaxing,
resting and children’s play (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). They could however be designed to
support secondary activities such as eating, using home computer or parties. In addition to
furniture placement, functionally, it is recommended that the living area should be able to
provide space for wheelchair manoevre (NHF, 1998).
Regulation 19 (11) of the Ghana National Building Regulations stipulates that whether separate
or combined with dining, the living area shall have at least a floor space of 13.47m2 with no side
being less than 3m. However, where the area of a living space is combined with a kitchen and
dining area, the living area alone shall be at least 11.25m2.

J

TV
H

G

A

B

C

D

E

Figure F-3 Assumptions for estimating living room space
Table F-4 presents the results of three international standards in addition to estimate based on
field survey data. The result of the standards gives a mean living room size of 17.91m 2 with a
standards deviation of 1.87. Estimates based on the field data is 16.57m2 which is about one (1)
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square metre lower than the mean standard estimate. The mean estimate of the standard is higher
by far compared to the provisions of the NBR (13.47m2).
Table G-4 Living room/hall (furniture is wall-abutted)

Space requirement

Ernst &
Neufert

Standards/mm
Metric
Handbook

Time
Saver

NHF

Field
Survey
data

Length
Width of sofar/couch (A)

900

850

850

850

In-between furniture access (B)

600

550

500

500

Two single sofar seater

1400

1350

1300

1500

Space to TV (D)

1500

2000

2000

900

TV/stand

500

450

450

500

Total width

4900

5200

5100

4250

Width of furniture (2x) (J+G)

1800

1900

1900

1900

Facing furniture (H)

1500

1500

2000

2000

Total length

3300

3400

3900

3900

Net area (m2)

16.17

17.68

19.89

16.58

Width

Dining area
The primary function of the dining area is to provide space for eating and related activities. This
involves setting the table, serving food, eating, and cleaning up after meals. It may however
support other secondary activities such as children’s play, reading, writing, studying and
homework, entertainment and board games (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). The dining area may
be combined with living (dining-living) or kitchen (dining-kitchens i.e. eat-in kitchens). This
reduces the amount of space required, and can allow easy adaptation of room’s functions,
making it more flexible and serviceable. The Ghana NBR stipulates that dining areas when not
combined with other rooms shall have a minimum area of 6.50m2, and not less than 3.25m2 when
combined with other spaces.
In Table F-5 below, estimates for dining space from five international standards are presented. It
shows that on the average the size of separate space dining room is 10.4m2 with a standard
deviation of 0.65, a minimum of 9 m2 and maximum of 11 m2, assuming 6 diners.
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H
G
F
E
A

B

C

Figure F-4 Assumptions for estimating the dining room space
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D

Table F-5 Dining space/room (6P)
Space requirement

Standards/mm
Metric
Architects
Handbook Handbook

NHF

Field
Survey
data

900

900

Ernst &
Neufert

Time
Saver

Dining table width

1000

900

Chair + use access (B)
Passing behind chairs (edging
width) – A

500

600

500

300

350

400

Width
850

850

800

A+B
Chairs + use access + serving
with a tray (D)

900

1000

1300

1200

1350

1300

1300

1200

Total width of dining

3100

2950

3150

3000

3100

3100

Dining table length (G)
Chair + use access (no passing
behind) (H)
Chairs + use access + serving
with a tray (E+F)

1800

1200

1350

1500

1500

1200

500

800

600

600

700

750

1300

1200

1350

1300

1300

1200

Total length of bedroom

3600

3200

3300

3400

3500

3150

11.16

9.44

10.40

10.20

10.85

9.76

Length

2

Area/m

Kitchens
The kitchen is the work centre of the home. It is a space in which the homemaker may spend
long periods, and can constitute a meeting point for family activity if it contains a dining area
(Neufert et al, 2000). Its primary function is for storage, preparation and cooking of food, as well
as cleaning, washing up, etc. The kitchen may also provide space for eating, and in younger
families, provide space for children who need to be around their parents to play (De Chiara and
Crosbie, 2001).
A basic principle in modern kitchen design/planning relates to the sequence of fitment (namely
worktop-cooker-worktop-sink-worktop). This is conceptualized by the kitchen work triangle
which provides a measure of the total distance a user has to walk between sink, cooker and
refrigerator or store (fridge) (Pickard, 2002). Measured from the front centre of each appliance,
the total length of the three sides of this triangle should not be less than 3.5m and no more than
6.5m (Baden-Powell, 2005); or 6.9m (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001); or 5.5 to 6.0m (Pickard,
2002). The authors indicate that distances less than the specified lower value will mean
insufficient work surface. On the other hand, distances more than the upper boundary values will
be too time consuming and hard for the feet. In addition to these, the design should avoid
through circulation within the work triangle, especially between the sink and cooker and so
connected with a continuous worktop not greater than 1.8m (Pickard, 2002). This limits the
distance for carrying heavy items such as pots filled with water between the two work locations.
According to Baden-Powell (2005), the U-shape kitchen plan provides for better satisfying these
requirements.
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The minimum stipulated area for kitchen space according to the National Building Regulation
should not be less than 7.43 m2 (Regulation 19 (17)). This includes the area occupied by the base
cabinet. In the case of eat-in kitchens, the minimum floor area of the kitchen shall be 3.72 m2.
B

C

D

s

E

F

Sink

A

G

Kitchen Work Triangle
Fridge
H
J

Figure F-5 Kitchen space estimation
The result of the analysis gives an average size of 9.4m2 with a standard deviation of 0.98 for the
standards. The minimum estimate is 8.64m2 and a maximum of 10.5m2.
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Table F-6 Kitchen size
Standards
Space requirement/Standards

Ernst & Neufert

Time Saver

NHF

Length
Worktop surface (cooker – sink
centres) ©

2000

1200

1200

To ends of cooker fitment (B)

300

300

300

To ends of sink fitment

300

300

300

Clearance at cooker sides (A)
Clearance between sink and
internal corner wall

500

525

500

400

450

400

Total Length

3500

2775

2700

Fitment width (sink/cooker) (F)
sink to fridge (Tan 45 x cookersink centres)

600

600

600

1600

1900

1900

½ width of fridge

300

300

300

Clearances at side of fridge

500

450

400

Total width

3000

3250

3200

10.50

9.02

8.64

Width

Area/m

2

c) Bathrooms
The primary function of the bathroom is to support individuals’ need for private and personal
hygiene activities. The characteristic activities in the bathroom include washing hands, face and
hair, bathing, elimination, grooming, laundry and infant care (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). It
may also be used for dressing. Functionally, space is required not only for the use of particular
fittings and fixtures but also between them for cleaning purposes and for assisting another person
(such as a small child or elderly adult) (De Chiara and Crosbie, 2001). Fittings and fixtures
include a water closet/flushing lavatory, and a bathtub or shower and washbasin. It should be
convenient to the bedroom and accessible from the living and work areas. Functionally, where
possible, the space should support at least one item of bathroom furniture, such as a stool, or
laundry box. The national recommended minimum space for a bathroom is 3.50m2 although
there is no recommended minimum space for WC in the National Building Regulation. It must
be “adequate and satisfactory” (Reg. 19 (20) & Reg. 135).
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Figure F-6 a) Bathtub with WC

B

b) Shower only scenario

In this study, two scenarios of bathroom space are presented – a shower space only and
bathrooms with WCs. These are self-contained rooms which are equipped with all the necessary
fittings to meet all the sanitary needs of occupants as indicated by Ernst and Neufert Architects
Data (Neufert et al., 2002). The first case presented in Table 8 yields an average bathroom space
size 1.75m2 (shower only bathroom), with a standard deviation of a minimum of 0.27, a
minimum of 1.44m2 and a maximum of 1.92m2. The National Building Regulation makes no
explicit provision for separate shower. It recommends being adequate.
Table F-7 Bathroom (shower only scenario)
Bathroom (shower
only)
Space requirement

Metric
Handbook

Ernst & Neufert

Field Survey

Width
Shower tray side

900

900

900

Space for drying and dressing (D)

750

700

700

1650

1600

1600

shower tray side (B)

850

900

900

Allowance for arm stretching

300

0

300

1150

900

1200

1.90

1.44

1.92

Total width of shower
Length

Total length
Area/m

2
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Where a bathtub is used Table F-8, the standard yield an average space of 3.8m2 with a standard
deviation of 0.6. The minimum is 2.9m2 and a maximum of 4.2m2.
Table F-8 Bathroom (Bathtub + WC scenario)
Standards/mm
Ernst &
Time
Neufert
Saver

Metric
Handbook

Architects
Handbook

800

750

800

700

1550
2350

1525
2275

1600
2400

1000
1700

Bathtub length

1800

1700

1700

1700

Total length

1800

1700

1700

1700

4.23

3.87

4.08

2.89

Space requirements
Width
Bathtub width (
Space for WC + drying and
dressing
Total width of shower
Length

Area/m

2

WC
Table F-8 shows that allowing for a WC and its cistern, and a washbasin, the average space
requirement for a WC is 1.4m2 with a standard deviation of 0.3.
C

D

E

A

WHB

B

Figure F-7 a) Bathtub with WC
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Table F-8 WC size estimates

Space requirement

WC
Ernst &
Neufert

Time
Saver

Metric Handbook

Length
WC + cistern (A)

750

700

Activity space (B)

600

600

Total length

1350

1420

1300

Width
Cistern width (D)

400

500

Disposal bin zone (2x) (C+E)

500

420

Total length (D+C+E)

900

1220

920

2

1.22

1.73

1.20

Net area/m

Store room
Every dwelling must provide storage space for everyday items for use in and around the home.
Space is therefore required in or adjacent to the kitchen for storing food and cooking items, as
well as for storing general cleaning and laundry equipment. These include both clean and ‘dirty’
storage, external or internal (NHF, 1998). This space is also required for storing cleaning
equipment and materials, tools, ironing board, shopping baskets and bags, and cases (Ernst and
Neufert, 2000). According to this standard, 2% of the living area should be planned as a storage
room. There is no recommended national provision for storage in the NBR except for built-in
wardrobes included in bedroom spaces.
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